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Foreword
You’re braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and
smarter than you think.
—Christopher Robin/A.A. Milne

H

uman beings have always used the arts to understand and express our thoughts and feelings, and to make those thoughts
and feelings understood by others. We’ve always depended upon
painting and poetry, stories and stained glass to capture our fears
and desires, our furies and delights.
A wash of color says, See? This is beautiful.
A ﬁnely sculpted block of marble says, Look—this matters.
A dance says, Pay attention. This is anger, or this is passion, or this
love.
Art charms and surprises and entertains both artist and audience. But more importantly, it says to each of us, You are not alone.
You are among the multitudes feeling this joy, this grief, this indignation, this yearning for something better.
I have been making art with words for a long time, and I’ve been
a human even longer, but I can say without reservation that I have
never lived through a time when art—when this coming together
through art—has felt more necessary, more urgent, or more magical
than right now.
The planet pressed pause this spring when the novel coronavirus spread rapidly country to country, person to person, threatening
the well-being of millions of us. We were asked to go home and
stay home, to shutter schools and shops, to give each other space.
The planet pressed pause. And then, in the midst of that motionless
moment, layers of unrest and rage and resistance—racial and environmental and social and political—rose up like a mighty, albeit
necessary, wave.
It’s no surprise that in the midst of all that doing and undoing, we’ve been having big human thoughts and feelings. We grew
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Foreword

scared, some of us, and confused and angry and bored and lonely.
But we also got curious and creative. We did what we have always
done—we used art to tend to ourselves and to each other.
Our loaves of homemade bread and hand-drawn comic books
and dance videos and superhero stories may not refer explicitly to
how COVID-19 closed our schools or how everyone wears masks
at the grocery store now or how Black Lives Matter, but they are
still evidence of the resilient, resourceful hearts and minds of people
navigating something big. They are expressions of trembling fear
and beauty, of ﬁerce confusion and optimism. They are expressions
of our past and current selves and of our transformation.
The pieces of writing in this collection are all of that, and more.
They are the bread dough and the dances, the carved marble and
the washes of paint, all put into words by young people, by young
voices needing to make sense of this time that even grown-up voices
can barely grasp.
You’d think that they would be the most confused and overwhelmed of all of us. They are kids, after all, living through these
uncommon and impossibly hard days. And they weren’t around for
the other sad and baﬄing times that adults refer back to with weary
sighs, so they have nothing to compare this to, no way to put it into
perspective, no time to amass coping skills. But here’s what they do
have: a lifeforce undiluted by time. An undiluted, insistent lifeforce
that results in brave writing, writing that is honest and potent and
unselfconscious and—even when it is made up—true.
Often, when you hear people talk about young authors, they are
referred to as the thinkers, the artists, the voices of tomorrow. I don’t
see it that way. I see these writers—the Badgerdogs featured in this
remarkable anthology—as the voices of today. They came together
this summer—this odd, troubling, and remarkable summer—to
create in spite of it all. They did what young people always do—
they shone light into every nook and cranny of real and fantastical
worlds, they picked up threads and wove them together in previously
unimagined ways, they spoke truth to power and answered questions with hope and possibility.
These voices—these young voices—have done the work that
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writers have been doing for centuries—the work of ﬁguring out
themselves and the world through their words. But they have also
reminded all us that the way to meet struggle and confusion and
despair is with an expressive and open-hearted bravery. With clarity
and humor and imagination and ingenuity, and an expressive and
open-hearted bravery. When we humans do that on the page, it allows us to do that in our lives. So, I am here to welcome these young
authors but also, and more importantly, to thank them. May the
world live up to your example, Badgerdogs. Thank you.

■ L I Z G A R TO N S C A N LO N is the author of numerous beloved books for young people, including the highly-acclaimed,
Caldecott-honored picture book All the World, illustrated by Marla
Frazee, and her debut novel for middle grade readers, The Great
Good Summer, as well as Another Way to Climb a Tree, In the Canyon, Bob, Not Bob (co-authored with Audrey Vernick), and several
others. Ms. Scanlon serves on the faculty of the Vermont College of
Fine Arts, and is a frequent and popular presenter at schools, libraries, and conferences. She lives with her family in Austin, Texas.
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The Jaguarundis
A L L W R I T E W O R K S H O P, A P R I L ,
U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he Jaguarundis began our workshop by getting to know each
other a little. Students answered a list of questions about their
favorite things, their interests and hobbies, their artistic endeavors,
and their hopes and aspirations. From those answers, each student
created an island of their mind, ﬁlling in the map’s details with aspects of their personalities. This exercise was inspired by J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, which contains a passage that conceptualizes a person’s mind as a map. We wrote imaginary directions on how to
navigate our minds’ islands (using speciﬁc sensory detail to describe
places) before moving to the idea of sanctuary and how we can ﬁnd
sanctuary in the people, places, and things around us—including
our minds, our creativity, and the creative writing workshop! We
looked at a great example of sanctuary in Sandra Cisneros’s “Four
Skinny Trees.” I encouraged students to consider their minds’ islands as creative sanctuaries to which they can retreat; while the
mind can sometimes be diﬃcult to cope with, it can also be a place
of safety. We expanded our consideration of our surroundings to
think about how poems “hide” everywhere and how we can ﬁnd
inspiration even in the mundane. Using Naomi Shihab Nye’s “Valentine for Ernest Mann” as a guide, we talked about inspiration and
how to open our minds to let inspiration ﬁnd us. Students wrote
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poems about everyday places and objects. It was fascinating to ﬁnd
that these poems were some of the most unique and creative pieces
of all—this goes to show that writing is magical and that it can defamiliarize the normality of daily life.
During the second week, we spent some time on the idea of
superheroes, speciﬁcally the importance and prevalence of origin
stories and how these origins shape the popular characters we have
come to know. After brieﬂy studying the similarities and diﬀerences
between comics/graphic novels and traditional written ﬁction, we
created our own superheroes and drew miniature comic strips of
their origins. From this, we wrote stories focused on how elements of
trauma, destiny, and/or chance play a role in heroic beginnings. We
transitioned from the idea of superpowers to ﬂawed magical powers.
This helped us access the literary genre of magical realism, which
has its roots in South America. We read “Leopoldina’s Dreams,” by
Silvina Ocampo, a wonderfully strange story and superb example
of magical realism. Students wrote their own magically real stories
about characters with imperfect magical powers and the consequential challenges of such abilities. For another lesson, we celebrated
the strange by reading “Song of the Chinchilla” by Lisa Jarnot and
researching some of the world’s most outrageous animals. This was
a particularly fun activity, and it led us to naming ourselves The
Jaguarundis! We wrote poems celebrating strangeness in animals,
focusing on techniques of repetition and the poetic movement from
literal to metaphorical.
We rounded out our workshop by practicing revision techniques
while preparing for the reading celebration. Students completed revisions of a model poem and then incorporated what they learned
into their own revision process. We wrote biographies of ourselves—
some real and some ﬁctional—and met one-on-one teacher to student to talk about the pieces on which we were working. On the
ﬁnal day, parents and other family members joined us to hear students present their original work. It was a wonderful mixture of stories and poems that highlighted the various readings and prompts
that we completed throughout the workshop’s duration. Truly, the
whole workshop was a wonderful experience all around. Our tal-
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ented and skilled young writers displayed intelligence, creativity,
hard work, and dedication from start to ﬁnish. We hope readers enjoy the stories and poems that follow as much as we enjoyed creating them. From the Jaguarundis, thanks for reading, and good luck
as you embark on your own creative adventures!
Aubrey Ward
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Gharial
Chomp, Chomp
Sorry I was just eating a snack
I’m a Gharial weird but cool
Many don’t know of me
But I am fascinating
Unique,
Diﬀerent,
But think of me as a chill animal
My snout is sustaining
Many know of the alligator and crocodile
I’m similar to them, like a sibling: close but not identical
If you thought that was all that’s weird about me
You’re in for a big surprise
I have an astounding 110 teeth!
I know that seems pretty phony
But it’s true
This is because I lose a LOT of teeth
When I devour ﬁsh I lose a tooth
But don’t worry I grow it back
I sure am a weird creature
My snout is long, and I have an assemblage of teeth
So that I can eat substantially large food, like extensive bass
I love chomping on ﬁsh
They make me energized and excited
I think I’m normal
But these weird human thingies
Think I’m crazy
They’re cuckoo crazy
All they do is stare at me and stare
When I’m just minding my business
Sure my snout is diﬀerent
But that’s just how I was made
Unique!
Aahan Momin
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Sanctuary
This is my safe place,
It’s where I wanna be,
It is at the beach,
As you can see.
This is my safe activity,
It’s what I wanna do,
I like to draw characters,
Through and through.
This is my safe animal,
It ﬁlls me with joy,
It’s a white retriever puppy,
I’ll tell him, “You’re a good boy.”
These are my safe people,
I hug them really tight,
They are my family,
I can’t have a fright.
All these safeties,
They make you feel calm,
See that’s what’s important,
They don’t drop a bomb.
I’m focused right now,
On the very good things,
That warm your heart,
You wake with a bling.
Bling in your head,
Bling in your toes,
Bling everywhere!
Like a light going through,
It has rays of sunshine,
It’s so important,
To feel safe and ﬁne.
Elena Lujambio
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The Origin of Isaac the Immortal
Once upon a time, there was a hero named Isaac. Isaac was immortal, but he did not always know it. One day, Isaac got home and
found eight burglars in his house. The burglars said, “Gimme all
your money or else!” But Isaac had no money because he spent it on
a Marshmallow that had special powers. So, in a rage, the burglars
took Isaac to their laboratory and decided to put him in a jail cell.
While Isaac was in the jail cell, the burglars called their evil doctor, Doctor Darkman. Soon, the evil doctor was on his way in an
eighteen-wheeler. The burglars told the doctor to unload the truck
and set up a massive machine. A few hours later, Isaac noticed that
the machine was a capsule. He thought this would be a great time
for him to eat the Marshmallow, and he did. Isaac felt as if he was
consuming poison, but worse than that—it was also like eating
something spicy and hard to swallow. Soon, Isaac closed his eyes
and blacked out.
Just before Isaac awoke, he was being thrown into the capsule.
Inside, it was very hot and tiny. Isaac was completely uncomfortable. All the sudden, Isaac was crashing into Earth. He felt as if he
had eaten a big meal and was being ﬂipped upside down, falling.
Isaac landed in the U.S. and fainted. This quickly made a lot of
people turn their heads, and when they did, they were all scared due
to how wrecked Isaac was.
No one took Isaac, so he went to an orphanage and started going
to school. Bullies started picking on him. A few people stood up for
Isaac, but they stopped after they saw who was leading the bullies.
It was the worst one, James. James was a very bad person who would
steal people’s money and hang them on a hook with a wedgie.
One day, James wedgied Isaac, and a red explosion of plasma hit
James. James was really mad that someone was more powerful than
him. So, James decided to punch Isaac. But the same thing happened EVERY TIME James punched Isaac. Every time, that same
plasma explosion would hit James, making him weaker. James became scared of Isaac, which caused not just James but every bully to
be scared.
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Soon, however, James found a way around Isaac’s powers. Doctor Darkman (who was also put in a capsule and sent to earth)
could make any weapon in the universe. Doctor Darkman created
a weapon, the “Invincible Set of Armor.” Whenever someone wore
the set of armor, that person would become invincible. With Doctor
Darkman’s help, James planned an attack on Isaac.
When James wore the set of armor, he was invincible to Isaac’s
blast. Isaac started ﬁghting James, but James had an army of people
wearing suits of armor, and Isaac only had three people, his best
friends, Billy, Bob, and Joe. Things were not looking good for Isaac
and his friends.
The next day after school, James’ army came to Isaac and his
friends while they were walking home. Isaac quickly whispered to
his friends that they would be ﬁne because he put some of his magical marshmallow in their lunch. James yelled at Isaac that he was
not scared like the rest of the people but was conﬁdent because he
was protected. At ﬁrst, James was beating up Isaac and his friends
like they were nothing. It seemed Isaac was wrong to tell his friends
that everything was okay. Isaac became desperate for help, but the
help never came. Isaac and his friends got crushed by a boulder and
were nearly dead, but there was something that Isaac didn’t know
about the magical marshmallow: it had a special power that gave invincibility to anyone who was almost dead. So, because the marshmallow granted immortality, Isaac and his friends survived. James
and his allies soon threw more boulders, but this time the boulders
were crushed. James and his allies tried to retreat, but Isaac and his
friends brought them to the maximum-security prison in the U.S.
Now the world was at peace from all bullies . . . But was it protected from the aliens?
Isaac Lee
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Soldier Calico
Soldier Calico used to be a regular Calico cat, but one day he was
just roaming around when he approached a dark corner. Suddenly,
he heard a noise and saw a light. The light blinded him, and he
woke up in a sphere-shaped object. It was a Time Machine! He
started scratching on a bunch of buttons in panic. He started meowing for help. Then, he heard a whirring noise, and the Time Machine brought him to Calico Land, a mysterious universe full of
Calico cats. He realized that this used to be his home. Suddenly, a
giant container fell on him, and the last thing he remembered was
seeing red smoke. When he woke up, he realized that he somehow
mysteriously got the DNA of a military soldier. He also had new
memories from the DNA, and he was stronger, faster, and smarter.
He remembered he was in a war.
He called himself Soldier Calico. In that moment, he swore to
protect Calico Land. He had to protect himself and the rest of Calico Land from a massive army of futuristic helicopters, soldiers, Marines, the air force, the ground force, and you know, military tanks,
aircrafts, and things like that. Soldier Calico went to battle the Evil
Purge, the evil force in Calico Land that are made of mad dogs, the
enemy of the Calico cats. The tanks had railguns, the helicopters
had nano tech, everything had massive upgrades, and even more
things were being invented because this was the future.
Soldier Calico looks like a cute kitty, but if danger strikes, he
will get an army of soldiers and a ﬂeet of the navy, if necessary.
Everybody is armed with a minigun, and more. Want to ﬁnd out
what happens next? Stay tuned for an entire series of Soldier Calico!
Coming out in 2021, Soldier Calico: Stuck in the Future—because
that movie will come out in the future. (Not a real movie, unfortunately.) Then, he will become Iron Calico! (Cliﬀ Hanger) Coming
soon, in 2021.
Ivan Lee
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Lone Sock
Here lies Lone Sock
He hides underneath The Couch
Waiting to be found,
Hoping a seeker will stop this never-ending game of hide-’n’-seek
His partner is gone, shredded by The Dog
He didn’t go to her funeral
Because he was lost
He is all alone, like a sailor who lost his crew to the sea
An Alpha wolf without his Beta
He’s useless, even if found
He has nothing to do
So he waits
Waits for The Dust to come and take him
Sometimes he dreams of the time he was with her
The time that he was Left Sock and she was Right Sock
But now he’s neither Left nor Right Sock, but Lone Sock
Here lies Lone Sock
Rebecca Herpin
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The Garden
The Garden has sweet Roses.
The Garden has wild Daﬀodils.
The Garden has multicolored Tulips.
The Garden has lonely Lilies.
But none,
Not one can my paws set on.
They say it is too dangerous.
But what could possibly stop me.
Still sometimes I see the ones who say,
Buzz Buzz landing on ﬂowers,
Thinking no one can see.
But I can,
And when I tell the humans
They will acknowledge
Which dog I truly am
Currently I’m Farm dog soon I will be Flower dog
Zia Momin
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I

t’s been a wild few weeks with Team Pancakey out here in the
virtual wilderness. We wound our ways through poetry and ﬁction—writing, reading, and sharing—imagining far-oﬀ worlds and
looking more closely at the everyday objects around us.
There were animals and objects looked at a dozen diﬀerent ways,
and aliens brought down to earth. There were poems exploring the
limits of form—and ﬁction opening up perspective and putting
story turns in the hands of the reader. There were BMXs, and fantasy worlds, and yes—more than a few references to batter-based
breakfast foods.
The gentleman of this select ensemble of syrup-covered griddle
pastries brought an energy and enthusiasm that, to me, came to deﬁne Pancakey. Pancakey is a warm buzz and a loud rumble. Pancakey is being as eager to share as to listen. Pancakey is turning a
story into the destruction of the universe—only to pull back just so
fortunately—to save the day.
Even though we only met for an hour a day, I feel privileged to
get to know this great group of friends—and to embrace the Pancakey of the universe myself.
Eva Suter
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
11
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Deﬁning Pancakey-ness
Pancakey is a living pancake
Awesome and stuﬀed
A big group of pancakes that squishes together and gets like a
person
456,783 times stronger than an average human!
Pancakey is a god
He has a butter brain
Lightweight and really fast . . .
He has 1,000 lives
(One time there was an ogre who loved and wanted to eat all the
pancakes
Super Pancakey came to defend the loved pancakes of the world
The ogre swung his big blue arm to bat Super Pancakey into space
But as the ogre was about to bat him, he slipped and fell on
his nose!
So the ogre summoned an army,
And the army had a billion pancake swords!—which they ate
The ogres got so full they couldn’t ﬁght!
They went *poof* and turned into two ogres, except smaller
Fortunately the smaller ogres were friendly
And made friends with Super Pancakey
And made more pancakes for all of us.
Huzzah!)
Pancakey likes to do stuﬀ with his friends
Like ﬂop around and be cute
Saying *whoosh!* And “Howdy Pancakes!”
He saves his fellow pancakes from big mouth chompers!
Pancakey is more delicious than your everyday pancake
And can throw syrup bombs in ya face dude!
But Pancakey has the power to reform,
He’s the nicest pancake in the world!!!
Team Pancakey
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Jeﬀ and Friends
pa r t — a b ou t j e f f
This guy’s name is Jeﬀ, and he is twenty million years old. He is
a Dragonborn and he lives in a very big storm, because he is an
electric Dragonborn. He grew up in a very dark cave, and he was
happy there. Eighty-seven people were in his family. He likes to do
target practice with electricity. He doesn’t really like sports, unless
it’s GaGa ball. He didn’t go to school. He doesn’t have a job; his best
friend is Bilbo The Hobbit. He has twenty-nine diﬀerent types of
birds and eighty-nine diﬀerent lizards. His favorite food is taﬀ y on
the cob.
Jeﬀ isn’t afraid of anything. His favorite color is yellow. He
would like to go on a cave Adventure, but what he would like to do
even more is have a barbecue party with all of his friends, and so he
did. It was a great barbecue party, and all they ate was barbecue and
a little taﬀ y on the cob. Taﬀ y on the cob sometimes grows on the
cob, but sometimes people eat all the corn oﬀ a cob, get the taﬀ y really hot, and drape it over the cob. And voila! You have taﬀ y on the
cob. And there was a trampoline and a pinata and marshmallows
and a ﬁrepit.

pa r t  — j e f f a n d f r i e n d s
Hi, this is Jeﬀ. I am in the dark spooky cave, with only candy as
food, which is quite yummy actually. I was walking in a cave and
then there jumped out an ogre. Some of my Dragonborn friends
shot ﬁre and acid at the ogre. Then we kept on walking until we
found some diamonds. But then out jumped some orcs; they threw
some spears at us, but we caught them and threw them back. Then
we got the diamonds. And then we found the green dragon. He had
loads of treasure. We were on the verge of slaying him. He wanted
to shoot acid on us, but couldn’t, so he surrendered and we got all of
his treasure and went back to the town.
The end.
Asher Hill
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12 Reasons Why Fat
Pandas Are Hilarious
1. Pandas are too fat to ride bicycles. They’d always fall oﬀ.
2. Pandas would always get stuck in the part of the obstacle
course where you have to crawl through a tunnel.
3. A panda’s clothes would always be too small and all
stretched out.
4. The panda would always break the slide when he tried to go
down it. *Bonk.* “Ow.”
5. If a panda tried to pet a dog, his arms could not reach around
his fat belly.
6. The panda would hit everyone with his belly. If you tried to
headbutt him, you would just bounce oﬀ.
7. If a panda tried to sit on a chair, it would break under his
massive body weight.
8. If he tried to wear a facemask, it would rip in half because his
cheeks are so big.
9. When a panda tried to work the water fountain, he would
always poke his big belly.
10. The panda is so squishy, that if you tried to hug him, your
arms wouldn’t ﬁt around him.
11. He would always get stuck in the door because of his belly
12. If he tried to go swimming, he would need a scuba mask
because he would sink to the bottom.
Cash Dolan
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Eddy von Scary and
the Golden Triforce . . .
“Shhhhhh” said Eddy von Scary. “We are almost at the most prized
actors award in the galaxy” she said to Craig-palooza. There about,
ﬁve hundred feet in front of them, stood a huge triforce symbol
which said “Best Actor 2020” written in pure gold carved from the
famous Nevada gold mines. “MINE!!!” yelled Craig as he ran up to
it, all of a sudden an arrow shot out of a hidden hole deep into the
wall. It ran through Craig’s hair, but he ducked just in time from it
hitting him. He kept on running until a huge stone fell in front of
him and he dashed back behind Eddy and hid until the stone rolled
away into a bottomless pit. Eddy knew she had to get the triforce to
be able to be a ﬁve star actress. Eddy walked up with caution and
perfection until she ever so lightly put her foot ever so lightly on to
a metal stone not unlike the other ones. A bullet whizzed overhead
and she thought she would need Craig’s help. Eddy may need someone’s help on the ﬁnal stretch. Eddy makes Craig run for it when
an arrow pierces through his backpack, he keeps on running until
he holds the triforce up in his hands he starts parading around the
room like a circus seal taking all the glory from the crowd when he
falls into the bottomless pit along with the triforce! Eddy didn’t care
about the triforce now because she was already sobbing about Creig
and throwing her clothes in because that’s what she does. The cops
took a while to arrest her because
1. They still had some traps to go through and . . .
2. They could not take a naked person seriously.
“Guess we’ll just use the best actor 2021 trophy this year” said the
head policeman. “Okay, Mr.Vallobby . . . sir?” But Mr.Vallobby had
vanished into thin air. The police oﬃcer couldn’t react now because
Eddy was already halfway across the traps. The police oﬃcer lunged
for Eddy and caught her just so he had a strong grip on her. Eddy
fell down and got struck by the ﬁnal arrow.
Twenty days later Eddy was in the evil hospital with only a broken arm. But no one could focus on that because that guy that dis-
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appeared was Eddy’s dad! Sneaking around Eddy’s dad Johnny was
spectating every part of the pit and found out it wasn’t a bottomless
pit but in fact a two mile deep pit. “Yee hah’’ hollored Jonny as he
sped down what seemed like a horse but was actually a train zooming 500 mph down a spiral pit almost at the bottom. What had happened is Jonny had found a way to zoom down the pit by using a toy
train from Craig’s house. So then three days later he was 1.3 miles
underground feeling somewhat hot from the Earth’s core going almost 510 mph around a ﬁfty-foot-wide hole in the ground which
people thought was bottomless. At the end Jonny found the triforce
but no sign of Craig-palooza. Never did he mind because Jonny
was not proclaimed to be a friend but simply a long lost relative.
Jonny then began the hour walk to the top. One slow, painful, tired
hour later he reached the top. “Finally” yelled Jonny just before he
dropped the triforce back into the pit, Jonny was lost for words . . .
Colin White

It Happened to You
You’re walking in a rainforest and you see a vast cave opening. You
carefully tiptoe into the mouth and peer inside. You see light on the
other side. You think, would it be easier to go over the mountain or
through the cave?
You hear an ear-piercing screech from inside the cave, like nails
on a chalkboard. You decided it would be better to go over the
mountain, but it takes so much longer so just as any foolish curious
kid you go through. As you run through the cave, the door closes
behind you. The smell of death wafts through your nose and you
sneeze.
You think, no going back now. As you come out into the ﬁery
lights on the other side you think, this looks diﬀ erent. You walk out
and a giant dragon swoops by your head knocking you over with his
breath like a blizzard.
You feel glad that it didn’t notice you. You run the direction of
home. You feel the pounding of feet coming behind you getting
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closer, shaking the ground. Five beats, ﬁve pounds, almost knocking you over. You keep running. Then, right as it gains on you you
fall in a deep ditch. A giant dragon snarls and bites at the hole, like
a bear digging for honey, but he can’t get his nose in. You pass out.
You wake up to a stick prodding your shoulder and a young person
says, “What are you doing here? It’s too dangerous?”
You just say, “It’s too dangerous for what?” But you hear blahblah-blee-bloo come from your mouth, like an alien.
You see the man crawl out of the ditch to get picked up by a giant dragon and ﬂy away.
You scramble out of the ditch in a Sprint as fast as you can. You
feel hot air woosh around you as you run. You think, well no one’s
going to save me I might as well try to survive on my own.
You see a big blueberry.
You go and pick it up. You crunch into the sour juices and feel
warm citrusy tastes form in your mouth.
You look up to see a huge venus ﬂy trap herling towards your
face like a spring as you also see the dragon ﬂying at full speed towards you. The dragon hits the venus ﬂy trap with a snarl and worl’s
back around towards you. As you dodged, the venus ﬂy trap lunges,
so you jump as the Venus ﬂytrap falls to the ground and the dragon
gets caught in the mouth and dies.
You just think “What?”
As you walk back, you see a glint on the ﬂy trap’s mouth. You
notice it looks like something shiny, like the sun’s rays. You touch it.
It’s smooth. It’s a key.
You toss it and a portal opens up.
You fall into blackness.
You open your eyes to see that you’re waist deep in LEGO heads.
You don’t know where they came from. Maybe they came from
the LEGO world. Maybe I’m in a LEGO world.
You assume you’re gonna die when once again you fall into
blackness.
Isaac Hoyle
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Choose Your Adventure Style Stories:
City Trap
You just wake up from your long sleep and notice you should be
somewhere else! You get out of bed, take oﬀ your jamies and put on
clothes and walk out the door, you feel a little hungry.
1. Go straight to work.
2. Or go to eat something.

. you c ho o se t o g o s t r a igh t t o wor k
You go straight to work and ﬁnd only you there then you look out
the window and realize you were so eager to get to work you didn’t
notice the time it’s 12:00 a.m.! You walk back home trying to stay
awake and not hungry but you can’t make it and you fall asleep halfway there. in the morning you’re back at home and safe in your bed
you tell yourself not to go out anymore no matter what. The End.

. you c ho o se t o g o e at s om e t h i ng
You look out the window just to make sure it is not night time and
it is you fall back asleep and wake up in the morning and eat your
food really fast and feel satisﬁed.
3. You go to work
4. Or stay in bed

. you c ho o se t o g o t o wor k
You walk outside and hear a loud BOOM! You walk coshitly to
work and as you get closer you see the building getting destroyed
you don’t know any other workplaces so you walk home sadly and
tell your family the bad news. The End

 . you c ho o se t o s tay i n be d
You stay in your bed feeling kinda sick but you’re not but you don’t
know that you’re not sick so you stay in bed and you put on your
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jamies and close your eyes. A few hours later you don’t feel sick anymore so you get out of bed and walk to the door .
5. You go to your friend’s house
6. Or take out the trash then go to your friends house

. you c ho o se t o g o t o you r f r i e n d’s house
You walk out the door and see some people. They look at you and
start giggling. You wonder what’s going on and keep on walking.
More people start laughing. Finally you get to your friend’s house.
You walk in and he says “Uhhhh why are you in your jamies?” you
look down and it’s true! You smack yourself in the face and run back
home and put on some clothes and stay inside your house forever!
Period! The End

. you c ho o se ta k e ou t t h e t r a s h
t h e n g o t o you r f r i e n d s house
You are just about to walk out the door when you realize you still
have your jammies on! You put on some clothes and walk out the
door to take out the trash. You walk to the alley and put it in the
trash and hear footsteps from above a ninja jumps down! You ask
the ninja “are you going to kill me?” The ninja says “no” and runs
away! You remember the days of childhood watching all sorts of
ninja movies and telling your mother that when you grow up you
want to be a ninja. After, you quickly ask the ninja “uhh . . . can
you teach me how to be a ninja?” The ninja looks back and partially
smiles and sighs and then says “yes.” The End
Ash Tomlinson Trent
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Choose Your Adventure Style Stories:
The Desert Life
You are in a line of carts it is your turn to lead the train of carts you
are certain you can’t get to the front of the line which do you choose
1. Try to get to to the front
2. Or do not go

. you c ho o se t o t r y t o g e t t o t h e f ron t
You tried to get to the front it seems it is getting further. You start
to run to the front but you get tired and hot. You fall to the ground
and fall into darkness and never see the light of day again. The End.

. you c ho o se t o no t g o
You don’t go up to the front of the train. It suddenly stops and the
driver gets out and goes toward you “Come up and drive!” You get
out and go to the front and lead the train. You come across a fork
in the road.
3. You stay on the road you were on
4. Or you go on the new road.

. you c ho o se t o g o on t h e roa d you w e r e on
It seems like a few days but it was only four hours. You stopped and
tried to get to your cart but you were too hot. The last thing you see
is your friend catching you. When you wake up you see ﬁve people
in a cart you close your eyes and never open them again. The End.

 . you c ho o se t o g o on t h e n e w roa d
You go on the new road it feels like an hour, but you stop at a spring
and ﬁll your water skin and keep on going. You go hunt deer, feeling refreshed.
You keep on going on the new road and realize you are going
away from your destination.
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5. Keep on going on
6. Go back

. you c ho o se t o k e e p on g oi ng
You keep on the path and you come across an abandoned mine.
You decide to go into the abandoned mine and explore. You ﬁnd a
passage with blood on it and the blood spells Turn Back! You scream
and run away as fast as you can and never turn back. As you go
around the next corridor you hear weeping from the one that you
were in. You look back and see a dead body and a person looking at
the body crying. Suddenly a knife goes through the crying person’s
chest and he screams in pain. He ﬂops on the ﬂoor dead and the person kneels down and starts to feast on his skin. This must be a rated R
movie you think. Suddenly you see a person step right in front of you
and you feel a sharp pain. Everything goes black. The End.
Bishop Tomlinson Trent

Choose Your Adventure Style Stories:
The Battle of Fort Kallus
“We’re under attack!” cried the guards of Fort Kallus. All of the
Knights came rushing forward. “False alarm, false alarm” said Allare, one of the Guards. Arix, one of the rangers, came down saying,
“What did I miss?” “Are they gone?”
“Nothing let’s get to our rooms,” said Allare. Arix is a tall, strategic elf. He knows the forest better than anyone. Allare is a strong
elf and a master swordsman. Suddenly a dimensional rift opened up
1. Go in
2. Or get stuﬀ

. you c ho o se t o g o i n
I am going in the portal, what if it takes me to a bar so I can get
beer? Nope, just a feild time to go back—oh no, it disappeared!
There’s another one, yay I’m back. Well back to wor . . . “Were un-
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der attack” yessssss good to get some action around here. Three days
later—We won yay! The End.

. you c ho o se t o g e t s t u f f
I’m grabbing my stuﬀ, ok time to get in. Ooooooooooooo a world
of portals, cool! Oooooooooooooo sword!
3. Pick it up.
4. Or don’t grab it

. you c ho o se t o pic k i t u p
I am going to grab it! Wow, it is perfectly balanced. Time to test it
Wow! It is cutting a portal back. I should go in. Hey, what if this is
the world’s way of telling me to go back in? Maybe something exciting is going to happen. Well, I’m ba . . . “were under attack” I am
going to rush into battle!
5. Go to front post
6. Go to back post
7. Go to tower post

. you c ho o se t h e f ron t p o s t
You clash with the orc army. First Allare gives you some plate armor. The orcs are tough, good thing you planned for this earlier.
The tower post shot a ton of arrows that wiped out most of the orcs.
Three hours later . . . we won! The End.

. you c ho o se t h e b ac k p o s t
Uh, nothing is happening dag-nabit! Suddenly ten orcs come
straight at you and you kill them in ten seconds ﬂat, then you see
thirty-seven arrows ﬂy. Three hours later . . . we won! The End.

. you c ho o se t h e t ow e r p o s t.
You shoot many orcs! Then you see the signal, you aim and ﬁre
countless arrows in one place. Three hours later . . . we won yay!
The End.
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 . you c ho o se t o no t g r a b i t.
I won’t grab it, what if it is cursed well? Another portal might do the
trick? “Yes woo hoo!”
“Where were you, dude?”
. . . Long story
“We fought an entire orc army and won!”
Aw man!
The End.
Elliott Curry

Choose Your Adventure Style Stories:
The Man with a Pet Snake
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

As you walk in the sewer, you notice a faint smell of the rats and
mice. “Am I getting closer?” you ask yourself, “No. Wait!!!! I think
I see light ahead!!!” It turns out it was a random power outlet with
a light bulb. “I don’t think I can stand all this murky water anymore!!!!!” Now to ﬁnd the power crystal! Let’s just keep walking.
Never mind I’m sleepy. I’ll set up my Auto Light and power Tent,”
“There,” You set the tent up, but then you notice that Salazar (your
pet snake) is missing.
“Salazar!!! Where are you!” Then you notice a gurgling sound
behind you. You turn round faster than you can imagine. Something was coming up in the sewer waters! GURGLE GURGLE. You
see a snake take form, it was Salazar!!! “OHMYGOD!!!!! You are
so dirty!”(You liked staying really clean, so now you said, “Salazar,
get in the portable wash station. Please,”) “Do you feel tired?” You
ask your pet snake. He does something that seems like a yes so you
sleep. When you wake up you ﬁnd you’re in a Prison!!!!!
“The cook is cooking again!” You sing, “Yo, Cook!!! Is it possible you can serve non-stale bread? My teeth feel like they are going to fall ou-, no wait, AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. One of
my teeth just fell out! Now really, cook help m-,” Then suddenly a
guard shouted, “Stop Overreacting!!!” You weirdly, for the ﬁrst time
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quiet up (you noticed the guard is carrying a Suppressed Assault
Riﬂe). When it’s time to sleep, you decide you have two decisions.
1. Make a run for it , but risk getting caught.
2. Sleep

. y ou c ho o s e t o m a k e a ru n f or i t
You make a run for it. You take out your MEGA Chainsaw and go
through the chains. You see a ladder, but you also see a slide.
3. Go up the ladder
4. Go into the slide.

. you c ho o se t o g o u p t h e l a dde r
You go up the ladder led by your instincts. When you come up, you
see a bunch of skeleton soldiers! You try to creep silently past them,
but they notice you. You take out your lightsaber. You slice one of
them in half, but more keep coming out of the air! You get caught
and brought to a Skeleton King. The End.

 . y ou c ho o s e t o g o i n t o t h e s l i de
Your instincts take over. You run towards the slide. You get in,
but miss the sign Beware Zombies Ahead! When you go in, you are
knocked over and bent. You see Salazar, and about a million Zombies!!! You try to ﬁght all of them with Salazar, but you end up turning into a zombie. As a zombie, you try to think, but without a
brain, it’s really hard. As time passes, you wander oﬀ and become
just as Mindless as the others. The End.

. y ou c ho o s e t o s l e e p
You’re tired, so you lay down in your skull bed and sleep. Well, at
least try to. The cook is making such a racket. So you dig your hand
in the skull pillow. Something pulls you inside!!! It’s one of your
Swat Teams!!! “Oh my god! Thank you!” you whisper. “But how did
you ﬁnd me?” One of the secret agents responds, “Do you remem-
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ber the time we gave you the cool shades?” You nod. “Well, in the
shades were the MICROSCOPIC CAMERA PROJECT 1,000 and
a GPS 1,000 , too.” “Wait, stop there. You mean you saw me going to the bathroom in the sewer!!!” “No, we looked away.” “Was it
on record!?!?!?!?” He shifted uncomfortably. “Never mind that. Let’s
just get back home. “Ummm, we just need to go through that portal,” “Then what are we waiting for? Go!” you say, “And remember
to close the portal! And keep trying to get me an alien friend!!!
When you get home, you’re so glad all of your sleep goes away.
You start trying to ﬂoat in your personal iFLY room, but unlike
normal times, you can’t seem to ﬂy high up! So you say to the wind
control manager, “Can you turn up the wind?” You smack onto
the top vents, “No! Not that much! Turn it down!” You yell. Then
you smack right onto the metal ﬂoor. You had enough of the ﬂying. But, you’re still not sleepy, so you decide to go to the training
room. Okay, let me tell you this. You need to be careful, because
Ninjas start to attack you if somebody randomly comes in. Luckily
you know how to Ninja, so it was a pretty easy test. “I’m gonna go
do the obstacle course,” You said quietly. You did it for about two
hours. Then, you (Finally) got sleepy, so you slept. The End
Minkeon Cho
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The Rose Buddies
A L L W R I T E W O R K S H O P, A P R I L ,
U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

his was my ﬁrst ever three-week Badgerdog workshop and I
could not have wished for a better suited group of writers to
start me on my journey of online teaching. It took place at a wild
intersection of technology, education, and personal process in the
early days in the pandemic. I felt very honored to create a safe and
expressive container where the girls could share daily anxieties, confusions, and frustrations about their inner world on lockdown. It
was also a wonderful experience for me to teach a group of just girls.
As a facilitator well-versed in co-ed, I had no idea how fulﬁlling a
coven of writers would grow to be, for everyone involved. We called
our workshop “The Rose Buddies”; “rose” because they are a symbol
of beauty and a delicate nature, while the “buddies’ part was double
entendre, a reclaiming of term ordinarily used by boys to describe
their friends . . . apparently.
The Rose Buddies included Sona, Lark, and Claire. We all shared
a deep love of Greek mythology, French fries, and pets. Sona kept
chickens, while Lark’s cats, Dawn and Thunder, featured prominently in her writing. Sona’s poetry was as sweet and romantic as
our group’s namesake implies. The poems published here are a few
examples of her natural gift in writing on the subjects of nature and
loving with truth and abandon. We, as a group, focused for a couple
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of days on the art of the memoir, an enriching exercise in describing
one’s own feelings, self-reﬂections, and honesty—all writing skills
that move through Sona’s writing with ease. Sona wrote a fascinating piece called “Ah Ma,” a memoir from her time in Taiwan with
her grandmother. I was incredibly pleased by her ability to contemplate and resolve her own learning and growth as a girl raised between two cultures.
Claire’s was a completely diﬀerent literary journey, and one of
true transformation. She took a while to come out of her shell in
poetry and the memoir, but when we explored magical realism, we
discovered that Claire was not as hesitant and shy as we assumed!
Claire has a sharp aptitude for this complex, multilayered genre.
Her story about a campﬁre that produced perfectly composed
s’mores was a well-honed balance between vernacular and subtly bizarre. Claire also blew me away with her dark comedy “My Aunt’s
Secret” about a clueless cannibal who simply did not know eating
people was not the “done thing.” This witty tale was fast-paced and
imaginative, with nuances that demonstrated her abilities to grasp
advanced styles in irony and surrealism.
Last, but not least, the brilliant Lark impressed us all with her
sonnets and heartfelt protest poetry. Unafraid to contemplate and
dissect diﬃcult issues, Lark writes courageously and stands up for
what she believes in. Lark’s original play, however, is a piece I will
always remember with pride and joy. The girls had great fun enacting Lark’s piece in order to help her reimagine lines and develop
characters like a true auteur. Lark relishes the limitless possibilities
of play writing, and created a touching yet incredibly clever family
drama about a dysfunctional litter of cats, ending with a shocking
cliﬀ hanger.
Jem Goulding
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Ode to Storm and Sun
Drip. Drip. One by one, a raindrop jumps oﬀ a cloud,
Splish, splash. Rain sings a song, that’s how harmony sounds.
One by one, white pillows of clouds shed their tears,
Hoping to release their fears.
It’s raining, it’s pouring, the day seems so boring,
There’s thunder and lightning, the scene is so frightening.
Boom! Thunder shakes the earth, as it laughs down at the rain,
But the thunder and lightning don’t cure the cloud’s pain.
The rain has slowed, it stopped its pouring,
The cold, humid air seems to be warming.
It stopped. It stopped. Stopped raining all round,
The sun jumped out from behind a cloud.
And peeks through the leafy branches of trees.
The sun looks down, and he smiles at me.
Sona Chhibber

Truths But No Dares
—AN

E X C E R P T F R O M A P L AY

Jack: Truth or dare?
Sarah: Truth.
Jack: What is your darkest fear?
Sarah: Spiders.
Rachel: Me too!
(JACK grins evilly)
Jack: I’ll be sure to give you two spiders when I ﬁnd them.
(SARAH looks at him horridly)
Sam: You’re mean!
Jack: How about you, SAM? Truth or dare?
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Sam: Um . . . truth.
Jack: What is your scariest dream?
(Sam thinks for a moment)
Sam: When . . . when I was trapped in a haunted house with a lot
of ghosts, witches, and zombies.
(JACK laughs hysterically)
Sarah: Don’t be mean, Jack!
Rachel: Yeah, JACK.
Jack: Sorry, but that’s just my personality. Rachel, truth or dare?
Rachel: Ummm . . . dare
Jack: I dare you to jump oﬀ this cliﬀ.
Rachel: What?!
Jack: I said, I dare you to jump oﬀ a cliﬀ.
Sarah: Don’t do it!
Sam: Umm . . . I’m pretty sure she has to because of Jack’s rules . . .
correct me if I’m wrong but you shouldn’t have said dare.
Jack: I’m afraid Sam is right. Sorry.
(Jack doesn’t look sorry at all)
(RACHEL took a deep breath and walked to the edge of the cliﬀ )
Jack: I’m bored. Hurry up . . .
(JACK pushes Rachel oﬀ the cliﬀ. Her screams ﬁll the air as she falls to
her death)
End scene.
Claire Chen
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All Is Quiet
All is quiet here
The damp of night still hangs in the air
And the grass sinks into it
All is quiet here
The grass reaches for the sun
While the trees stay calmly waiting
All is quiet here
As the light ﬁlters through the branches
And makes dancing art
All is quiet here
The moss hangs from the trees
Reaching for the ground but hoping for the light
All is quiet here
They hear the yells of people in the distance
And show oﬀ their best leaf
But
All is quiet here
Lark Thompson
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Left to Write
A L L W R I T E W O R K S H O P, A P R I L ,
LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

hese Zoom workshops were a chance for us all. They were a
chance each afternoon to hear positive reactions to our writing and to give feedback to our friends. We all need socialization,
connection, to share our thoughts and creative endeavors with each
other. We quickly bonded over our love of reading and writing. It
was a chance to get a break, to laugh, to take an adventure in our
mind’s eye. We needed to go to Disneyland, to time travel, to use
our imaginations to speak to grumpy logs, disrespectful bricks, Bigfoot, or Pegasus. It was a chance for us to relate about the time we
are living in and share how comforting it feels to read the same familiar books, one more time. The future of our planet and our deepest concerns were shared through well-placed words. These eight
young writers had a chance and they all took it. They showed up
online every day with snacks and smiles and another piece of their
huge hearts to share. We don’t know what tomorrow may hold, but
we do know this, we are better together.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Hot Day
One day, there was a boy named Sammy. That boy hated rainy or
cold days; he only liked hot days. One day, the boy went outside and
his sister told him, “Why do you like hot days? Warm days are better.” So the boy said, “Fine, I will stay out here for a day.”
His sister said, “You made a bad choice!” So the boy stayed out
there. A couple of hours later he was ﬁne, but during the second
hour he said, “Yep, I made the wrong choice. It was hot like ﬁre
outside.”
He snuck to the front door and tried to open the door, but he
could not open it, so he banged on the door. A day later, he kept on
banging. Even later, he broke the door.
After that, his dad came. He said, “OMG, the door broke!”
Sammy said, “I think a robber broke the door!” His dad called the
cops. His sister went outside. She said, “Do you see this?” Sammy
said, “See what?”
As you can tell, reader, now he is trying to not blow his cover by
showing he was the one banging on the door.
One hour later, the cops came and Sammy did not know what to
do. The cops started to investigate. “It must’ve been a kid.” The cops
said, “Do you have a kid that’s 4′6″?” Sammy’s dad said, “Yes.” The
cop said, “Is his name Sammy?”
Sammy heard him and he ran away and like a homeless person,
he lived on the road. The next day, his sister went to the backyard.
Sammy was not there, so his sister started to look for him. He was
not anywhere, so she went to their dad and told him. Their dad said,
“WHAT?” Then they were oﬀ to ﬁnd him.
A month later, they found him and they brought him to the
house. The cop was there and asked him, “Did you break this door?”
Sammy said, “Yes” silently.
A crew ﬁ xed the door and the cop said, “Okay, you want to get
some donuts?” Sammy said, “Sure!” On the way there, they were
chanting, “We are going to get donuts!”
Sanjiv Doraisamy
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Mr. Man and His Awesome Adventure
Once there was a guy named Mr. Man. He was a good guy. If you
were thinking bad guy, you’re wrong.
Anyways, one day he saw a guy that was full of teeth ready to
bite. One day, at night, when the guy was sleeping, Mr. Man quietly
crept next to the door. It was locked, so he put out some eater ants.
Eater ants are ants that eat everything nonstop. He saw how it was
going. PS: Eater ants are really dangerous. If you use them, be careful!
After, squish them with your feet. Don’t let the ants eat your shoes. By
the way, Eater ants aren’t true they’re made up.
Now the door was eaten up, so he got in the house. It was very
messy. Even though it was messy he went to the guy’s room. His
name was Guy. Quietly, he grabbed the most precious thing in the
room. He even took the diamond he collected.
The next morning, when Guy woke up in his dirty bed, he noticed
that the diamonds were gone. “Who took them? Why did someone do that to me? And why?” he thought aloud. He just wanted to
know. He stepped out of his bedroom. And you know what? There
were all kinds of animals eating his food. Oh no!
He even saw a broken door! That means that the Eater ants broke
the door, but who put it there? He wanted to know so much that his
head was about to explode with angriness. “AAAAAA’’ he shouted,
“I want to know who did this!”
How was he going to solve that mystery? He thought for hours
and hours. Then, he had an idea to take over the world. He didn’t
want to just take over the Guy who did it, he wanted to take the
world over.
So, he built a Mega Cat Dog 2000. It was about 78 miles high.
Mr. Man showed up and said, “I’m really sorry, Guy! I will ﬁ x your
house and even make it better.” The Guy pressed a button that said,
“Self-destruct.” Kaboom! The robot exploded with a loud boom.
1. So now Mr. Man had to get some wood.
2. He had to make a new upgraded room.
3. He had to put nails and metal for the outer layer.
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4. The inside would be covered with cement and all the rooms
would be cleaned.
5. Yay! You’re done.
Mr. Man had to follow those rules and then he got up and went
home to relax. He took a bubble bath and had a nice dinner with
his family. When he was done with all of the things, he got up and
watched the news for a while. Then he got tired and went to sleep.
The very next day, the family was going to Disneyland. “WEEHOO!” they yelled. Mr. Man drove the car. He didn’t like driving
a car because if you do it for a long time, your arms and legs and
ﬁngers hurt. He had no choice. It was his sister’s birthday and she
wanted to go to Disneyland. So, he said, “Yes” and got to work.
Two hours later, they arrived at Disneyland! His body really hurt
because of the drive, but he didn’t care. They rode some fun rides
and even were sleeping in a hotel. So cool right?
The next morning we ate breakfast and drove back to Disneyland. It was so short. You know how many minutes it took? One
minute, that’s like the shortest drive ever done. They did the same
things all over again. The next day they had to leave. They packed
their suitcases and drove home. It was dark outside. They had to
sleep, so they showered and then went to their beds.
William Kim
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Drought
No drip, drip, drip of raindrops on the window
No Crack! Pop! Flash! Of loud thunder and lightning
No splash of brightly colored rain boots in puddles
No squelch of car tires in mud
No constantly staring
Out my window
Wishing for
A day
When I can go
Outside and play
Instead of
Sitting here
Re-reading
All the same
Books
Penny Murphy

Once Upon a Time
5-4-3-2-1- I stepped into the tube and pressed the button. Instantly,
wind hurled around me forming a terrifying path into nothingness.
I remembered everything the time travelers had taught me this past
year. “Always remember,” they would say. “Right when the path
forms, no matter how scared you are you must walk through it.”
And that is exactly what I did. I closed my eyes and took a few steps
forward. All I remember after that is falling. I fell and fell. It felt
like years of falling, though it had only been a minute.
“Ow!” I hit the ﬂoor with a loud bang. I was dressed in a Time
House uniform, which could only mean one thing, I was in the
Time House, in 1970, of course. It did not look much diﬀerent
from the Time House in 2020, but that was ﬁne. Now, all I had to
do was make a plan and follow through. That is something else the
time travelers would always say.
I tried to look like a good 1970 Time House staﬀ member, but I
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was not doing too well. “We have another customer!” someone from
across the room shouted, “You there!”
“Me?” I said. “Yes you, go ahead and show this man to his time
machine!” “Um . . . yes sir.” I whispered, “Right this way.” I led
him to the nearest time machine and tried to explain how to use it.
That’s basically how the whole day went.
By the time the day was over, I realized that I had nowhere to
stay, so I found a nice park and laid my blanket out for sleep. I lay
there for hours wondering. Why did the Time Travelers choose me
for this mission? Could I do it? Would I survive? After a while, the
city settled down and I wondered myself to sleep.
The next morning, I went back to the Time House and continued with the same schedule as yesterday. Just pretending to be some
1970s staﬀ member, but then, just as I was sweeping down the hallway, I saw the time travelers. They were much younger, so I decided
to scan all their faces out of curiosity of what they looked like. I saw
#1, #2, #4, #6, #7, #8, and . . . #s 3, 5, and 9. A tear rolled down my
cheek. I wanted to tell #s 3, 5 and 9 so much that they were going
to die in 2018.
No! They were not going to die. Therefore, I must succeed with
my mission. When I succeeded, the bomb would never have been
planted and no one would have died . . . I hope. I looked at all nine
of them one more time. Wait! Not all nine of them, all ten of them!
There was a tenth one trailing behind. Everyone knows there is no
such thing as a tenth time traveler. Was that a time traveler? If so, I
was very confused.
I had set a new mission for the rest of the day . . . spy on Time
Traveler #10. It seemed hard to believe that there would be a time
traveler I had never heard of. I knew everything, right? #10 one was
much shorter than the others. Something else strange was that she
wore her time traveler pendant on her ankle almost as if her neck
hurt too much to wear it, weird.
I was back in time, I reminded myself. Maybe there was a time
traveler in 1970 that just never came up in a conversation in 2020,
they would not lie to me. Would they?
Natalia Bray Nuñez
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Well Slept
Evelyn was pacing around the nurses oﬃce, unanswered questions
buzzing through her mind “What could’ve it been? What was it
about? Why did he hide it from me?” The questions just kept on
popping up. She heard the door creaking open. “Evelyn?” it was the
principal. She immediately started asking questions, unloading her
mind like a dump truck onto the principal. “Wait! What you just
heard was a misunderstanding,” he said in a weird, inhuman voice.
“Take this pill and all of your questions will be answered.” Evelyn
felt her hand moving to take it. She tried to pull it back but nothing happened. She tried to shout, “NO!” and she realized she was
in no control of her body. Something was controlling her, bending
her movements towards their will. She moved the pill towards her
mouth, swallowed it, and immediately blacked out.
Margot Papendieck

Tell Them
When will they ever learn
Will they?
Ever learn?
Don’t they know?
Or are all of them
Too selﬁsh
Too focused on their problems
But wait
This is their problem
They are just
Too ignorant
Too full of themselves
Tell them
Show them
Because even I
Too selﬁsh
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To understand
The horrible
Grandiosity
Of this problem
Can see it
Tell them you are hurting
Tell them
Before it is too late
Tell them
Before the world ends
Let them feel shame for what they have done
And now
In your time
Of great need
They use you more than ever
But still
When their world is ending
They only stop to see themselves
And yet
Even That
Is called perspective
Bitterness pours out in these words
My bitterness
Your bitterness
Tell them
Before it is too late
Or it will be
Death
And destruction
Tell them
Before the world ends
Clara Rocher
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The Lesson Book
Jack Brick is so rude.
If you have ever seen a brick,
it looks very hard.
Well, this brick is just like
a hard piece of rotten ﬂesh.
On the other hand,
there is a bush.
It’s just as sweet as candy.
Light as a feather
and green as green can be.
Seedy the bush.
Hello. I am a bush.
Seedy the bush.
And if you ever ask me for tea,
I will tell you a story.
And here is your story, Mr. Brick.
Once upon a time . . .
“Can you skip that!” said the brick.
So disrespectful. I’ll teach him a lesson.
There was a log named Grumpy.
“Not a good story!” said the brick.
“He is as grumpy as an old dog.
So one day the log went on a walk.
Well, more like a roll.
He began down the hill.
When he stumbled into clover,
He kept on rolling right over it
and squashed it.
And didn’t even say sorry.”
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The end, Mr. Brick.
You should be sorry that you ever did that.
Narrator: So basically he turned the brick into the log in his story to tell
him what he did and make him very sorry. It’s kind of like a punishment. Very smart bush. In my opinion.
Nikolaos Siow

If I Were a Pegasus
I am a legendary Pegasus
Who simply cannot ﬂy
When I watch my friends ﬂy I let out a little sigh
I feel the delicate wings of my dreams beat against me
I catch a glimpse of my illuminating horn shining as bright as
can be
As I dip into the sea the warm taste of salt greets my mouth
The sweet smell of food comes wafting from the south
I fear of the Bigfoot beast ruling and storming the woods full of
trees
Along the way for food I hope that Bigfoot has gotten stung
by bees
At picnics I devour the cheese but I am disgusted by the macaroni
It is because I lost my wings from macaroni
Macaroni also has the ability to make me lonely
I stay on my journey looking with my friends for a place to settle
Valerie Wang
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T

his past spring, I had the pleasure of teaching for Badgerdog’s
All Write Online Workshops. To my surprise, I ended up learning quite a bit from my bright and talented students. Through chat
jokes and clap reactions, we explored alternate universes, retellings
of ancient fairytales, poetry about places we love, and more—all in
the comfort of our own homes via Zoom.
These students were pushed and rose to the occasion every single time. From Brawley’s eagerness to share new pieces, Jennie’s
thoughtful ruminations on chocolate, Molly’s breathtaking worldbuilding, and Satori’s true love of Chik-Fil-A, we built something in
our Zoom room that will (hopefully) propel these young writers on
to many more pieces to come. I now present to you Brawley, Molly,
Satori, and Jennie; otherwise known as the SuperGnome Poets from
Mars (with laser eyes)!
KB
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Bee Cave
The Hill Country Galleria is your hotspot, that’s where you are
known the most, but deep down, you are much more, the sculpture garden with wondrous designs, hiking trails with beautiful
paths. You have the tastiest food options there is to oﬀer: Jersey
Giant Pizza, Pho House, All Star Burger, and Chili’s. Just remember your awesome hearted people. You are my hometown where I
learned what I know, you mean the world to me because you are
my home. Don’t think of the inside, think of your beautiful nature,
your country roads, your freedom. Think of all the people in your
home, not just the central part, think of baseball ﬁelds, soccer ﬁelds,
schools, and parks.
Please just remember that you are my home.
Brawley Bye
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Main Event
With bowling alleys, rock walls
And an arcade
Your games are great
For fun any day
You are the
Door to entertainment and glee
With bowling alleys
Rock walls and an arcade
Don’t forget the delicious foods
The chili cheese nachos,
Made with care
And for vegetarians, salads are what you have to try
Oh how I wish
you wouldn’t close
But with the quarantine
It has to be so
Many happy memories
You can bring to me
Like the time I went with my friends
And our parents let us three do what we please
So, I hope the quarantine ends quickly
And that you can open to let
Everyone enjoy you
And have a wonderful time
Jennie Huang
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A Maze of Twigs
s now w h i t e :
I sat upon the forest ﬂoor, a maze of twigs and decaying life, stroking the deer kneeling its head upon my lap. The deer wasn’t afraid of
me like the other creatures of the forest. I was safe to them. I came
to this forest to seek refuge from Gertrude, my “evil” stepmother,
the thought of her even chilling my bones, here, miles away from
the fortress she called home. She was a lanky women with black hair
pulled back in a long ponytail that swayed when she walked and
hawk eyes that bored the soul out of you. She had married my father
Paul White, Duke of Germany, and had slowly taken over Germany
and my father’s place. She was a ruthless and terrible leader, wasting
the country’s money for her own gain. By deﬁnition she was evil. A
loud chirping broke my thoughts and a ﬁeld of blue jays ﬂew above
me, migrating for the winter. The feebler of them landed on me,
just to get up again for being yelled at by their mothers to “not trust
strangers.” The noise, though, awoke the deer in my lap. It put its
head up and started scampering away, annoyed by the chirping of
the loud birds. A bird smaller than the rest landed on my pale ﬁnger
and chirped a merry tune. “Why hello there, Charlie!” I called, and
the bird seemed to smile. Charlie was one of my bird friends that
accompanied me when I went into the forest to escape Gertrude.
He loved to talk to me and we loved to sing songs together. “So this
is your family, ay?” “Cherp cherp cherp, cherp, cherp cherp cherp”
he said, and I smiled, a thing I only did in the forest. I spent a long
time with Charlie that day, talking to him, and he seemed to talk
back in a high voice, sometimes even requesting songs. After a while
though, a loud beep, beep, beep! broke the conversation. My hand
immediately reached for the iPhone hidden in my shoe. I lifted the
screen up to my face and saw the shining numbers emblazoned
upon the phone—7:06. I was late for dinner and my step mother
would kill me for missing the entree.
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t h e e v i l qu e e n:
The chamber of my hall was as dark as midnight and the windows
looked invisible blending in with the dank surroundings. A young
servant was holding a huge tray of what looked to be feast; chicken
breast golden brown, boiling hot soup with a tray of crackers, pizza,
wine, some fancy French dishes, and for dessert a large gooey creme
brulee. He opened the doors to the fancy dining room, placed it
onto the table, and remarked, “Mr. and Mrs. Snow, your dinner
is to be served.” Then with a woosh he walked oﬀ back into the
kitchen to gather more food. “Well,” said Paul, Snow White’s Father, “it seems the servants have outdone themselves today. What
do you think, Gerda?” “Oh, the food, it’s um . . . wonderful!?”My
mind wasn’t on the food. It was on Snow White. Her luscious dark
hair I wanted, with its sheen and cut so well. The pale snow skin
that I so desired upon my wrinkled face, shining and unblemished.
The blood red lips that are smoother than butter, that even lipstick
can’t achieve. The most beautiful celebrity ranked number one, and
even I was shunned to second place. I was jealous of snow with every piece of my being. She was perfect and I was a wrinkled hag.
I needed to get rid of her and soon. I started thinking and a plan
hatched out of nowhere, a dastardly plan that would eliminate her
and make me the best. While I was thinking this, though, I didn’t
see the doors burst open and Snow White standing there gasping
“I’m here!” “Oh Snow, you’re here. You look tired, sit down, your
mother and I are happy that today you come join us!” Paul’s words
snapped me back to reality, and seeing her there in that chair she so
didn’t deserve fueled my anger for her even more. A sneer creeped
down my face. “Hello daughter.”
Molly Edwards
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Tornado Story
The sky was as dark as my blank TV screen. The clouds are as dark as
a black hole. Tornado warnings beep on every phone like a big bell.
I go in the basement with my family. A strong wind casts. The
basement is as dark as my moms black coﬀee.
I hate the spring in farmland. It always has tornados. It ruins the
crops we plant and our storage. All the things we did yesterday are
now useless.
The tornado is visible, slowly going toward the barn.
Farmhouse basements stink as bad as the garbage with smelly
socks and skunks and rotten bananas all smushed together. EW!
I held my breath. Closer, closer, and closer. My mom yells, “The
baby is UPSTAIRS!!!”
She ran to get the baby, but I thought it was too late. The tornado took the roof oﬀ just in time to catch the baby and run down
to the basement. She made it with the baby.
But, the tornado was still there. We had to escape. So, we made a
really bad decision. We ran.
The tornado took us by the hand and danced around with us.
We went in circles and around and around and around.
My little brother was so happy. “I’m ﬂying!” He said.
My baby sister was laughing. My dad and mom were not. We
would soon have to land and die.
But we didn’t die. We glided down, not softly into a big bed, and
we died. Nope, we fainted. Someone found us, dug us a hole in the
ground in the cemetery, and that was that. We couldn’t get out.
How could we? But, then, the next day, the tornado took us out of
the cemetery and we saw our house, rebuilt.
It wasn’t the tornado that wrecked it, it was its cousin. It apologized
and said that he was mad that he couldn’t get house soup so he tried
to make some but it didn’t work. “I rebuilt your house, hope you
like it!” It said. Then, he disappeared. Luckily, he was an F-0!
Satori Askew
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W

e should all revisit Shel Silverstein and Roald Dahl as often
as my campers and I did these past three weeks. It was so fun
to imagine magical gadgets and entire worlds with these kids.
The inspiration was endless. One student wrote about a magic
didgeridoo capable of shooting out sparkles that made people nice
no-matter-what. Another wrote about characters in Martianville
who lived happily ever after running back and forth until everyone
was out of breath.
Kids are smart and learn quickly. They write humor like it’s easy.
Here are two sentences from my campers’ stories to prove it:
“What my dad did not understand was that friends like Hope and
Eliza are more important than jobs. Immature.” And, “Dear diary,
We got stuck in traﬃc. We’ll be coming back in two months now.”
What I loved most were their beginnings. They always know
where the story starts, in a seemingly ordinary place that, examining
closer, gets attacked by monsters on a regular basis. Okay, so, that’s
not where they all start. But you see what I mean. What seems ordinary to just about everyone becomes fascinating through their eyes.
Rachel Gray
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Banana Tales
Once upon a time, there was a Tasmanian Devil who lived in a
muggy forest. He wanted a Giant Panda’s golden banana crown because it had special stubborn powers, like it could make an animal
stay in one place for the rest of their life. The crown was made out
of soap, gold, and of course, bananas. It was very delicate. The Tasmanian Devil, who does not have a name, went to set oﬀ to the
portrait forest to retrieve the banana crown for the capybaras in
his home forest. Once he set oﬀ, he noticed something was wrong.
There were no more pumpkins. In his country, there were so many
pumpkins that they could eat and eat until they could not eat anymore. Now, the forest was ﬁlled with bananas, bamboo, and occasionally some peaches. He knew he had reached the portrait forest. The forest was very diﬀerent from his home forest. It was less
muggy, like it had been cleaned only yesterday. He was just making
his way to the golden banana palace where the Panda with no name
lived, also known as Emperor of the Forest, when traps with ﬁghting monkey soldiers started going oﬀ. He knew how to deal with
ﬁghting monkey soldiers because he had prepared for it. You throw
bananas behind you and then run away. Once he got past the ﬁghting monkey guards, he knew he was in the palace because every
single painting was a picture of a banana king. When he got to the
throne room, the throne was made out of rock, gold, and salt. He
thought the throne looked salty and it might be a trap if you sat on
it, so he avoided it. Once he got through the throne room, he discovered that there was a wall of moving window statues. He knew
he had come to the right place. He jumped on the window statue
that was going up toward the ceiling, then he hopped out of the
hole at the very top of the palace. He walked down the giant stairs
on the opposite way he had come in. Then he swung from a vine
like a monkey and dropped in a tiny room, where he saw the golden
banana crown, and took it. Then he went home and ﬁgured out that
the banana crown was a replica.
The End.
Charlotte Covey
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Mashup
Once upon a time sat a little green turtle on a little green hill on a
little green island in a little green world. For this little green turtle
was very old. He was 50,617 years old. One day he felt sick and
tired. “I’ll go take a nap,” he told himself. The next day he felt
worse, but he was stubborn about ﬁshing. When he was ﬁshing he
realised it was a muggy day. When he was ﬁshing, plop. He turned
around to see what was the noise. He saw a green and purple egg.
Five days later the egg hatched. And out came a giant capybara.
Over the years, he grew twelve feet long and his shoulder height
was 63 inches. Then all of the sudden a howl came from the woods.
Five minutes later, ﬁve wolves came out of the woods. Just then the
capybara lurched forward and ran at them. And hit the wolves with
his nose and he was not delicate. It sent the wolves ﬂying. Just then
the capybara ran into the water and it looked like he was going to
stay. Then a puma came out of the woods. Then the turtle remembered that pumas hate soap. He ran as fast as he could. Although he
couldn’t run too fast. When he got to his house he started to chuck
soap bars at the puma. The puma howled in fear and ran back into
the woods. But when he went to go retrieve the soap, he saw the
soap was all broken and he thought that the soap was very delicate.
The little green turtle made a mental note to buy some more soap
at the Some More Soap Store. When he got to the some more soap
store he saw a bunch of animals pushing one another and a sign
that said “ultra soap-free”. The little green turtle didn’t know much
about marketing but he knew that ultra is the second best type of
something and free means no money needed to buy it. So when he
went to go get in line every animal parted because of the giant capybara. And he ordered a dozen barrels of soap and two dozen barrels
of ice cream. The server pointed to a particular ice cream. He told
the turtle, “Dee-dee the chef sat in his bakery and wondered what
to make that day. Then he thought about chicken noodle soup. He
got out diced celery, diced carrots, egg noodles, fresh parsley, yellow
onions, carrots, celery stalks, parsnips, fresh parsley, fresh thyme,
fresh dill, garlic, kosher salt and black peppercorns. I almost forgot
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the chicken he said out loud. He dashed over to the pantry. When
he looked in the pantry he didn’t see any more chicken. I’m going
to have to do it the old fashion way. So he ran out to the bakery. He
ran so fast that he bonked into a woman. He forgave the woman
and he kept on running. He ﬁnally got to the chicken coop. He
tried to grab a chicken but it ran up his arm and pecked him on
his head and ran oﬀ. Every time he tried to grab one it pecked him.
Then out of the corner of his eye he saw a little chicken peep out
of the barn. A dozen other chickens pecked at him. He wanted to
forgo the chicken and leave this place. And he did and when he got
to the bakery, he felt something in his pants and a chicken popped
out of his pants. The chicken had a name tag, and it said potatoes.
Potatoes jumped up and made cherry ice cream faster than you
can say koi and then ran away. Dee-Dee said in his mind. I‘ll ever
achieve chicken noodle soup.” The server at Some More Soap Store
told the turtle “That was how that ice cream was made.” Just then
an earthquake started. “Run,” said a gazelle. Then a giant chocolate
bunny popped out of the ground. Everybody ran in terror immediately. The giant chocolate bunny started to shoot eggs that exploded
melted chocolate that hardens really quick. The giant chocolate
bunny got the little green turtle and was about to eat him. Revealing his ten rows of diamond sharp teeth. Just then a giant purple
worm jumped out of the ground and ate the giant chocolate bunny.
When the turtle got back home his house was ﬁlled with rodents, so
many that it would take one hundred years to count them all. The
biggest rodent, and it looked like the leader, said in a squeaky voice,
“We heard you scared a puma away. We came here to secure your
house.” They grabbed the barrels and started to set up a puma and
wolf border system. Half of the rodents were left without a job and
started to eat the ice cream. The little green turtle lived peacefully
on the little green hill.
Dylan Blakeney
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The Meteor
My name is Sally. I’m ten years old. I just saw something so good I
couldn’t believe it. I’m just about to tell you about it.
It all started like this. On an early Sunday morning a meteor
crashed in my backyard. Reporters were coming from all over the
world. Everybody wanted to buy a piece of the meteor. My mom and
dad said yes and they got the money. I wanted to sit on the meteor
but my mom and dad said no because it was too fragile. My mom
and dad said that I could go inside the meteor because it was hollow. It was the funest thing I ever did in my life because it was like
a private dark room all to myself. There was shiny stuﬀ in there. You
can hide very well in there from people when playing hide-and-seek.
We put the meteor in a big bag and locked it so nobody could
steal it, but my mom and dad were old and they gave it to me so I
can do whatever I want to do with it. They didn’t give it to another
adult because they said adults never listen. I swore I wouldn’t do
anything stupid with it.
They said we should try to put it in a museum. I said it was too
heavy to put it in a museum, but they said nothing’s impossible so
they hired a private jet to bring it to the museum. Everyone in the
museum liked it.
Evander Chen
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Bo in Action
chapter 
There was a baby bear who lived in a calm, big forest. His name was
Bo. One day he went hunting with his family, it was his ﬁrst time
hunting. They went into a dark, misty, forest then Bo saw a rabbit.
He chased after it, leaving his family.
Bo walked miles and miles then he ﬁnally caught the rabbit. “I
got it! I got it!” Bo said. “Mom! I Got . . .” Bo froze, he lost his family! Oh my god where am I?
He searched for his mom then, splat! He fell in mud! He tried to
get out but it was sinking him! That’s when he found out that this
isn’t mud, this is quicksand!
Bo tried and tried to get out, but he only kept sinking more.
“Help! Help!’ cried Bo. He kept sinking and the sand reached his
head now, then his mouth, then his head fell and went in the sand.
He kept sinking untl he felt a cold breeze of air.
“Is this what dying feels like?” Bo asked himself.
Then he ﬁgured out that he wasn’t dead, he was riding a slide!
Bo was very curious and excited now. Where does this slide lead to?
What’s going to happen to him? Then he landed with a thud.
He was in some sort of secret base! Bo kept walking then he saw
ten other bears like him! Then one of the bears spotted him.
“What are you doing here?”
Bo said while shivering, “I . . . I was trying to catch a . . . a rabbit. Then I fell in the quicksand w..which led to your slide.”
“Stand back! Stand back!” The oldest and the biggest bear said.
“What’s your name?” he asked.
“My name is Bo,” Bo said to him. “ Ok, Bo. Well, congratulations for ﬁnding the headquarters of the academy for spy bears!”

chapter 
Bo was surprised. He never thought he was in a spy base! “So, do
you want to join the team?”
“Sure!” Bo said. “Do I get anything yet?”
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“You get night vision goggles, a recording pen, a hymo ring, and
a mind reader.”
“Wow!” Bo said. “Is this all the good stuﬀ ?”
“No these are the beginning weapons. The other weapons are
ten times better, like the ultra computer jetpack that shoots poison
darts.”
“Oh,” Bo was a little disappointed, but still he tried to keep
thinking on the bright side.
“Okay, When will we eat?”
“Later at 9:00.”
“What! But it’s 6:00!”
“We already ate at 5:30. Okay. When will we go to my family?
“You may go now.”
So Bo started his long way home again.

chapter 
It was night, but that didn’t matter to him because he had night vision goggles. So he walked and found his tracks so he kept walking.
Then he saw a pack of wolves but these wolves were talking secretly
so he used his recording pen to record it.
“We have to go to the bear’s base to destroy them.”
“How will we destroy them?”
“With this.” He pulled the dynamite out.
“Ooooo.”
“Then we will toss it at their base.”
“Aaaaa.”
“Okay. Let’s go tomorrow.”
“Yes sir!”
Bo was alerted that they were going to throw dynamite at his
base; he better tell the captain now!
He went to the base again and told the captain.
“Those pesky wolves are always trying to destroy us. We have to
get more reinforcement now! Miners, go and dig some diamonds!
Blacksmiths, make more walls out of our diamond and put lava in
between with the diamond bucket go go go!”
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Everyone was so busy so I thought I should get busy! I was good
at hunting, farming and building so I helped with the farming to
keep the animals and food safe. Then helped build traps and then
we all slept.”

chapter 
Bo woke up and everyone said get your armor on get your weapons
and get ready! Then he heard a boom sound. The wolves are here!
Knight! Go out and get ready ninjas! Go and ﬁght in the war.
The war began. They kept ﬁghting and then the wolves stepped
on one of the traps. Boom. The trap exploded, sending a lot of the
wolves ﬂying in the diamond jail. Only a few of them were left. But
then he heard a another boom sound. First he thought a another
wolf stepped on a trap. Then he saw the worried faces of their team
and realized it was something bad. Then he saw that there was a big
hole in his base.
“Oh no!” Bo cried. The wolves started going into the base and
the bears tried to stop them, but it didn’t work! They tried and tried
then he heard a kaboom, and everything went black.
Hayul Jung
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Haley’s First Day of School
In the morning I woke up and quickly screamed out loud to mom,
“It’s the ﬁrst day of school!” I was super excited because it was the
ﬁrst day of school, but not only the ﬁrst day of school. It was the
ﬁrst day of elementary. That meant I was going to kindergarten.
There is something bad about it though. I made a promise to my
ten year old sister that I would hop on two feet to move everywhere.
So then she would call me her god, which I really congratulated
myself on.
Anyway, I hopped out of my bed to put on my clothes. Then I
hopped to the bathroom to brush my teeth. When I was ﬁnished
with that, I hopped down stairs to get my backpack, lunch box, and
hug from my mother. I then dashed outside to wait at the bus stop
for the ride to the school.
Once I got to the entrance, I felt a bit nervous. Then I heard my
mom’s voice in my head, “Take a deep breath and you’ll be ok.” So I
took a deep breath and hopped right in.
I hopped past the ﬁfth, fourth, third, second, and ﬁrst grade
hallways. Then right into my class. I met my teacher Ms. Q. She
said, “Oh, you must be Haley. I am Ms. Q and you can sit right
over there.” I hopped to where she pointed at and listened through
ELA, social studies, science, and math.
Finally, it was lunch time. I hopped out of my seat and went in
line. I hopped in the hallway while everyone walked and talked all
in a line. Ms. Q said, “Remember our hallway expectations. We’ll
be quiet and we will walk.” I froze and thought if I start walking I
will break my sister’s promise. But Ms. Q says to walk, so I guess I
will have to explain carefully to my sister later.
Irene Liu
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If I Could See the Sea
If I could only see the sea
I’m sure that it would show the shore
and kids always waving at the waves
people tied their bathing suits in front of the tide
a sale on blue sails
walk the bride aisle to the isle in the sea
I could see all these things
If I could only see the sea
Scarlett Quarnaccio

Welcome to Piggy Land
Dear diary, last week I just moved to Piggy Land with my eighteenyear-old sister named Sophia and I am thirteen. My name is Isabella. The week after, I received the most special sweater from my
pen pal in China. Her name is Lily. It was instantly my favorite
sweater. But now when I look at the sweater I just think of how kind
people can be. Anyway, in Piggy Land it wasn’t going so well. When
we got the piggy squeak toy cause piggy squeak toys are the only
toys they sell and the air the toys squeak out smells like bubblegum
and they didn’t like the smell at all. Next, to enter the school you
need to be a pig. So there is a Piggy Zapper to turn yourself into
a Piggy. Then, once you get in the Piggy School you can’t get out
until they’re going on a ﬁeld trip, having ﬁeld day, getting to have
lunch outside, having recess, or going to your hotel. They stayed
for one week. It was really boring for them. But when they ﬁnally
got home they were super duper glad to see their parents. They told
their parents exactly what happened in Piggy Land and they lived
talkatively ever after.
Victoria Zhang
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T

he Words Aloud workshop was the very ﬁrst of its kind at Badgerdog, after the Library Foundation were kind enough to let
me share from my specialized remits, and explore some more speciﬁc themes during our foray into the world of Zoom teaching. As
a theatre artist, I suspected a performance-based workshop would
suit this tech medium, and thanks to this group of gifted artists and
thespians, it was a big success. Everyone on this course found and
cultivated a new voice . . . and got to dive deeper into the literary
craft of writing for live performance. It was a lot of fun teaching this
group the various genres in spoken word poetry and theatre writing;
letting them discover where their stylistic attributes as writers felt
most natural and fun. I have to say however, the most memorable
aspect of this particular course was the camaraderie and support
this cohort showed each other every step of the way. At one stage
in the camp, each child worked on an original script for stage, and
developed them through “table reads” whereby the writer would act
as director, casting rehearsal. Once we had gone over how to workshop and feedback on a real “table read” of a work-in-progress, I
was delighted to witness how well they took to mindful critique and
genuine dedication to making each piece the best it could be.
Here you will read the debut theatrical works of Lark, who wrote
a courtroom drama mystery, with a dark magical realism ﬂavor.
59
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Lark’s aﬃliation with cats is a theme that runs through her work as
a script writer, and I am ceaselessly impressed with how she manages
to make complex characters out of her feline cast! Ari chose to share
one of his magniﬁcent poems for the publication this time around.
He explores themes of environmentalism and social demise in his
poetry and I have to say his ﬁnal line in “Ashes” takes my breath
away each time I read it. Ari was an animated and energetic reader
for his fellow scriptwriters, and entertained us no end with his many
voices and expressions bringing every line to life. The gifted Aubrey
was also a very generous and cherished reader, which served to truly
realize the writing on the page, into true performances. Though she
was a conﬁdent theatrical performer, she always made time to cheer
on her classmates. Though she liked scripts, she and I also decided
to share one of her poems as it captured the joy and magic of theatre
from a diﬀerent angle. Aubrey captured the magic and mayhem of
stage fright masterfully in this work and I was so impressed with
her metaphor “a forgiven imposter” describing the actor. Colin was
another comedian, and super supporter of his fellow playwrights.
He made sure to cast people fairly, and never failed to come back
with thoughtful criticism on everyone’s work. Like all of these committed writers, Colin truly strives to listen well and give his very
best. Because of this he was able to edit his action-packed adventure
script into a play we would all love to see staged one day! Colin
also seemed to possess a hilarious hint of wit in his dialogue, which
brought endless chuckles to our sessions. The ethereal, elusive Elena
wrote a fantasy play that left us on the edge of our seats each time
we read her work. Elena’s aptitude for magical realism and fantasy
writing was showcased in her poetry and plays, and I was so grateful
for the imagination and somewhat surreal approach she bought into
the mix. Last but not least, the brilliant Simone impressed me with
her innate ability to build tension subtly through dialogue. Her
style of writing maintains a rare level suspense, and hidden meanings that make her scripts a little dark, yet riveting. I hope to see Simone keep honing her craft in mystery writing; I suspect she could
have quite the future in this genre.
Jem Goulding
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Furry Fury
—AN

E X C E R P T F R O M A P L AY

scene :
Curtains open on a raucous courtroom. Even the jury are jabbering
among themselves with disagreement.
Judge: (Bangs Gavel) Order! Now here we have the murder of Lisa
Herman! Jury. After your discussion who do you think is guilty?
Jury 1: The janitor.
Jury 2: The businessman!
Jury 3: The student!
The rest of the Jury starts arguing . . .
Judge: Oh be quiet!
Jury silences
Judge: Good!
Luna comes running in the courtroom
Luna: Stop arguing everyone! I know who did the murder! It was
the businessman! Arlo! The guy in the corner! He murdered that
lady! He came into my alley one day and shot some lady! And
that lady was this lady! He killed her!
Judge: My my, this cat is sure yowling up a storm!
Luna: Why does everyone keep saying that? I am not yowling up a
storm, I am speaking with purpose. Listen to me! Please ?!
Judge: This animal is very intent on saying something
Luna: I am!
Judge: Bring in the Translator!
Luna: A translator! Finally, you will understand me!
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Big translator machine is brought in with multiple buttons and dials.
Judge: Cat, do you know anything about this case?
Luna: Yes! I know who murdered her! It was the businessman!
Judge: Why? And do not say you saw him walk out of an alley . . .
Luna: No. I saw him. He was in that alley. Which was my alley.
And he shot her. He was saying he was getting revenge.
Judge: Okay, now this sounds like better evidence than some people . . . (glares at other witnesses) Jury what say you?
Jury look at each other. There is a tense pause.
Jury 2: Arlo Hood.
Judge: Arlo Hood you are guilty of murder!
Two guards come in and start taking away Arlo.
Arlo: (struggling) Let me go! You really are going to trust some random cat!?
Judge: Yes. A cat is still is a witness and the jury has decided that
you are guilty.
Arlo: What if your little translator was broken?! How would
that feel?!
Judge: Well. Cat is it right? Meow if the translator is right. Without
speaking into the translator.
Luna: It is right! (Heard as meow)
Judge: So it is right!
Arlo: (To cat) I will get you back for this!
Judge: Okay. You can try.
Blackout.
Lark Thompson
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Ashes
The people asked for their fauna back
But it was too late.
The people asked for their stars and moon back
But it was too late.
The people asked for their mountains back
But it was too late.
Everything that they heard of in their histories, small feathered
animals chirping,
colossal forking structures with green needles jutting from their
branches,
huge forms of rock that pierced the sky,
and glimmering bright points in the night . . .
are words and distant memories of smoke and dust.
A barren mother of ghosts.
Ari Firsching
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Stars Spilling Over
I stumbled clumsily towards the velvet curtain,
A ﬁsh out of water in the rough costume, a disguise that a diﬀerent
kid used every show.
I held my breath as I waited for the cue, one step closer to the
curtain as I peeked through the gap
Even though they said I shouldn’t.
A beam of light hits me like the a slice of sun crammed into an
envelope
A torn pocket spilling with stars.
I could feel the butterﬂy wings trapped in my stomach
and my shaking hands coated like a candy apple
but instead of caramel there were slick gloves.
I could see the people in the crowd,
I saw my family and friends
which ﬁlled my shoes with anticipation
I could not contain the jumpiness.
I heard the line that I had been waiting for, excited and yet
dreading.
I walked as normal as I could up the steps and
onto the stage that had been painted over and over
Scenes from plays past, layers of fun and of history.
I said my line in a voice that sounded like a lion, even though I was
a mouse inside.
Me
A forgiven imposter.
Aubrey Morgan
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Rainforest Craziness
—AN

E X C E R P T F R O M A P L AY

s c e n e :
Curtains open on dense jungle with many rare birds circling above the
audience. The explorers on stage seem a little lost deep and very sweaty.
Horry is not impressed with Ron’s focus. . . .
Horry: Okay so while your posting dumb things on Facebox I’ll be
trying to discovRon: It’s called Facebook not Facebox!
Horry: Yeah whatever.
(Horry ﬁnds the direction of the temple and urges Ron to come)
Horry: I found it Ron, come on!
Ron: (lazily) Oh ﬁne.
Horry: Okay, let’s go!
Ron: (Out of Horry’s earshot) Geez, I just was posting one thing
about my awesome baby cat . . .
Narrator: They walk through the woods when they see a path. They
choose to go right and it soon takes them to a temple made out
of pure gold. They make out a silver fence with Maki inside.
They then run up to the gate and Maki opens it and says . . .
Maki: I knew you’d be here soon.
Horry: Did you catch Chinga yet?
Maki: Who?
Horry: The girl I was talking about.
Maki: Oh her, right now she’s locked up in a dungeon but has attempted to escape three times!
Horry: Oh wow that girl never gives up(Maki’s phone rings)
Maki: Hello.
Prison Guard: The girl has escaped with the diamond, raise all
alarms!
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Maki: Yes master.
Prison Guard: Good, now we need all ETVs out there!
Maki: Yes master (Hangs up)
Horry: Oh no!
Maki: Hurry, get in the ETVs
Ron: What are the ETVs?
Maki: It’s short for Extra Terrestrial Vehicles . . . now hop in!
(They all hop in and are soon racing behind Chinga on her Motorbike
that she stole)
Chinga: Let me have the diamond and we’ll all go home in one
piece!
Ron: No!
Chinga: Okay . . . then you asked for it!
Narrator: Chinga rams into their ETVs, shoots two of the guards
and to ﬁnish the blow, throws a machete that she stole from Ron
at the last one till there was only one remaining . . .
Ron: Now Horry now!
Narrator: Horry ﬂings his machete and it hits the diamond which
is sent rolling on the ﬂoor. Both vehicles swerved around and
raced toward the diamond. Then a big reality hits them like a
hammer . . .
End Scene.
Colin White
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Mary Moon
—AN

E X C E R P T F R O M A P L AY

s c e n e :
(They arrive. The moon is not gray, but purple, the sky is not black but
light blue, and there are wolves everywhere with a crescent moon symbol
on their foreheads.)
Moon: It’s the most magical place on the moon.
Mary: Whoa, I see that.
Moon: Now, I will let you ﬁgure what you need to do . . . (Moon’s
voice fades)
Mary: Wait! No! Come back, please!
(Mary turns around, as she does that a wolf appears)
Chief Wolf: Well hello! We certainly needed you here . . . at this
moment!
Mary: Ahh! Where did you come from?
Chief Wolf: That’s the question I was going to ask you!
Mary: You’re confusing me.
Chief Wolf: Well . . . I am a pretty confusing person
Mary: Also, are you talking? Am I dreaming? Where am I?!?
Chief Wolf: Woah, woah, woah . . . that’s a lot of questions my
young hero.
Mary: Okay. Let’s start from the top.
Chief Wolf: (Stands on rock) I am the great chief wolf. Master of all
wolves in MoonHowl. I am very great.
Mary: Okay?
(Chief Wolf smiles)
Mary: Anyway, I am Mary. I have lived in the orphanage my whole
life. But, for some reason I am here. Now.
Chief Wolf: And that’s what we wanted to talk about.
Mary: What?!
(Chief Wolf howls and calls all the other wolves.)
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Mary: Who are all these other wolves?
Pack of wolves: We friend, are the Howlers.
Mary: Umm . . .
Chief Wolf: Tell her.
Wolf 1: It all started the day you were born. On a cold night, the
thirteenth of October, a Friday, on a full moon.
Mary: Wow, I never knew my birthday.
Wolf 2: Anyways, the moment your parents sent you to the orphanage, you looked over to the moon.
Wolf 3: Chief Wolf saw you and there was a message in space saying—she is the hero of all moons.
Wolf 1: Hey! I thought it was the hero of all wolves!
Wolf 2: Umm, excuse me? It’s the hero of all heroes.
(Wolves get into a ﬁght)
Chief Wolf: SILENCE!
(Wolves quiet down)
Chief Wolf: As they were saying, we brought you here.
Mary: But why? Why, out of all the brave people is it me?
Wolf 1: Because, you look at the moon and have a deep aﬀection for
it. Only the ones who have a pure heart for the moon can save
the moon.
Mary: Umm . . . what do I need to save?
Chief wolf: Tell her, Howlers.
Wolf 1: One hundred years ago, everyone in MoonHowl was in
harmony, until someone decided to steal the Wolfstone.
Wolf 2: The stone carries all our magic and harmony to our way of
life.
Wolf 1: The point is someone stole it. And now everybody is mad at
everyone. Nobody knows who, but someone took it to disrupt
the packs and moon tribes. People blamed and people told, but
nobody is sure now.
Wolf 3: So when we saw you, we knew you could help us ﬁnd the
Wolfstone, since our instinct toldt us.
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Mary: Thank you. I am d-d-determined to help.
Chief Wolf: Wonderful! Then let’s start the journey.
Lights dim to darkness.
End scene.
Elena Lujambio

An Innocent Child
—AN

E X C E R P T F R O M A P L AY

scene :
Mary and Camerin are in Camerin’s bedroom. It is large, full of gadgets and movies, and a very large TV.
Mary: We have to ﬁnd a way out of here.
Camerin: Okay, how about we go tonight at midnight?
Mary: No! We have to go tomorrow night because Torness is going
to an all night game night.
Camerin: Okay. How about we start packing, what will we need?
Mary: (Panicked) No! Deﬁnitely not! What if he ﬁnds our bags!?
Camerin: Okay, okay, chill. Then let’s just pack once he has left, he
leaves at around 6:00 p.m. right?
Mary: (Worried) Yes, he does leave at around 6:00, so we will pack
and then leave at midnight and go where?
Camerin: How about that little park around the corner from here?
Let’s make sure to bring the green tent to blend in with that big
bunch of trees.
Mary: (Excited) Yes, perfect Camerin, he will never ﬁnd us.
Camerin: (calmly and proudly) Then we have a plan?
Mary: We do.
The girls shake on it.
Lights out.
Simone Frey
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LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

E

ach morning, bright and early, Cathy is the ﬁrst to sign in to
Zoom. She begins playing her violin for us, gently pulling her
bow across the strings—a soothing sound to hear. Archer and I begin a collaborative drawing and everyone joins in on the fun. We
draw an astronaut on another planet, with colorful ﬂowers and
shining stars. We add details to each other’s drawings and discuss
our ideas. Determination, creativity, and a fantastic sense of humor:
these are the traits of our Writing Warriors.
If you like adventure, you’ve come to the right place. Archer
shares a story of a man named Bob, who doesn’t have too much
going on upstairs. Cathy turns bicycles into horses so she and her
friends can enter a horse race. Charlotte tells a beautiful story of
true friendship between a little star and a fox. Hayul takes you on
“A Mission for Wings” with his best friend Lucas and his dog, Spots.
Patrick hilariously explains the antics that ensue in a “Space War
for Idiots.” Cecelia imagines the heartwarming conversation horses
share after their birth. Valerie takes you on an exciting journey with
a “dino baby” and a few friends trying to keep themselves free from
boredom. Angelica shares an intriguing tale of a pegasus named
Boba. Lucas makes you shiver with his mysterious story of a cursed
lava cake.
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Kick up your feet, turn the pages, and forget all about plane tickets and passports. You can go on incredible adventures without ever
having to leave the house!
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Non-Amazing Adventures of Bob!
“m e e t b ob”
Bob is very, very, very, very stupid. He used to be named BOB in
all capital letters. But now it’s just Bob. Bob only has two emotions.
Bob loves spaghetti, like he LOVES SPAGHETTI. That is all you
need to know about Bob.

“t h e pl a n”
Bob was bored at home. HE WAS MAD! He needed a plan!
“THAT’S IT!!!” Bob said. “I’ll go to Kansas! AGAIN!!!” CONTENT DELETED . . . HAHA
Bob, those are only for ME!!! CONTENT DELETED, BACK TO
THE STORY!!!
So Bob got in his car and drove oﬀ.

“t h e dr i v e”
Bob had an interesting car, well not really a car. It’s more of a boat, a
car boat. The car boat has a big smiley face on it. Bob was not driving peacefully. BOB DRIVE PEACEFULLY! “I am not DRIVING
peacefully!!!” said Bob. Wait, BOB ARE YOU EVEN DRIVING!!!
“Um no? Why?” Bob said. Oh no A CLIFF!!! “YAY!!!” said Bob.
CRASH!!! SO . . . Bob died in a car crash. THE END! Thank god!!!

“m e e t b a d gu y ”
Meet the Bad Guy. Bad guy is, well, a bad guy. He robs banks, beats
up old ladies, makes giant robots and gets beat up by Super Derp
Man . . . wait BOB!!! THAT IS NOT TRUE!!!

“t h e c av e”
That night it was cold, obviously. Bob somehow made a torch and
went exploring. He found a cave. He ventured into the cave. “It was
dark,” Bob said. Then Bob heard water. He ran towards it AND
TRIPPED! He fell into a hole . . . AND WAS NEVER SEEN
AGAIN!!! THE END
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“t h e a nc i e n t p or ta l s”
Okay, Bob is okay. Bob looked up AND SAW seven PORTALS!!!
Bob got up. He would be brave. He ran into the ﬁrst portal! “Wow!”
Bob said.
To be continued in: “BOB: The Corrupted”
Archer Berry

The Unforgettable Day with Duke
“t h e e xc i t e m e n t ”
I ﬁnished dinner and ran upstairs to brush my teeth. After that, I
laid on my bed, eyes wide open. It was 10:00 p.m. and I couldn’t fall
asleep. Hearing whimpering, I went outside. “Can’t sleep either?” I
asked Duke, my horse. Duke was brown and he had a diamond in
the middle of his head. Sliding my hand across his mane, I put a
saddle on him. I told him to wait and ran home to tell my parents
that I was going for a ride.
I jumped on Duke and galloped oﬀ into the night. When I was
home it was 10:30 p.m., I could barely hold my head up. I took
a warm and refreshing shower and fell asleep. It was eight in the
morning and I went for my morning ride. I went to call my friends,
Alyssa and Myla. We got on our horses and rode oﬀ. My friends and
I were preparing for the race coming up. Today our horses were getting horseshoes. I got Duke ready. When the person ﬁnished putting on the shoes, our horses galloped to the track nearby. Duke and
I were already ready for the race, we all were; we started practicing
since the day we got the news about the race. Tomorrow was the
day, and I was sure Duke and I were going to get ﬁrst place.

“t h e r ac e”
Today was the race; I told Duke that the race would be long so save
some energy. I patted him on the back and went out to the track. I
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climbed on. “3 . . . 2 . . . 1” shouted the judge. We all burst oﬀ like
a canon just shot us. Duke and I were in the middle and my friends
were in the front. Duke had remembered to save energy! Riding
along the track we slowly beat the others. By the time Duke and I
were at the middle of the track, we already beat a lot of racers.
It was almost the end of the race. Duke had saved a lot of energy,
but I didn’t know, and I could see the ﬁnish line so I started to
get nervous. Duke and I were in second place, I didn’t know if we
were going to make it. Suddenly, Duke burst out the energy he had
been saving since the beginning of the race. Now we were in ﬁrst
place!!! We pushed through the ﬁnish line and we got ﬁrst place!!!
Cheers went up all over the crowd; I was never going to forget this
day. What was even better is that I got a trophy that was made out
of real gold!!! My friends were lucky too; they came in second and
third place!!! They came over to me with big smiles.

“t h e a f t e r m at h”
I brought Duke over to the race stables; he was exhausted. He
ﬂopped on the ground and laid there. I immediately started giving
Duke water and wiping his sweat using a towel, he had done well
today. I was called out to take a picture, so I hopped back on Duke
and we went outside.
Duke was given a real gold medal and as you know I got a real
gold trophy. We took many pictures and signed autographs. At dinner, my parents made a party for Duke and me. The party was awesome; we ate homemade cake and I got to watch a movie at the end.
This is a day that is never going to disappear from my head.
Cathy Chen
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The Little Star
Once, up in space, there lived a little star: a very, very small star. The
star wanted to explore, so he was able to make a wish on a shooting star and he could shoot down to the earth. A few nights later, it
ﬁnally happened. He shot down to earth at the speed of light. But
once he got down, he felt scared. This was a new land for him. He
didn’t know what to expect at all. So he called out to see if anybody
would help him get back to space. The ﬁrst animal who heard him
was a small fox. This fox was kind enough to take the star to a very
wise owl. This owl knew every question and answer. That is why
he was called the wise owl. But he was very old, and he had lost his
memory. There was a special star fruit that would get him to answer
your question. It only worked once. So they went to the wise owl
with the star fruit. The wise owl ate the fruit and told them that
they had to go to a ship that would go into space. No one had heard
of this. The star, not being in space for a while, was losing his light,
so they had to act fast. The fox was a fast runner, so they had a little
bit of time.
They went into the city, making sure to stay out of bright places,
so they wouldn’t be noticed. They saw a sign that said, “Come here
to see your very ﬁrst spaceship blast oﬀ into space!” Luckily, the fox
had seen the building before, and said that it wasn’t too far away.
It was the Space Center. So they went there. Once they got to the
Space Center, they snuck past the long line and got into the spaceship. The little star had to say goodbye to the fox, because the fox
could not breathe up in space. The star cried, but agreed. They said
goodbye, and the little star watched as the fox leaped down and
ran away.
The countdown was starting: ﬁve . . . four . . . the star had a
little time to get buckled in . . . two . . . one . . .blastoﬀ ! The rocket
took oﬀ in a lot of ﬁery smoke and went up into space. A few days
later, the little star had gotten back safely, and the fox also. The star,
almost immediately after he had gotten home, sent a package with
a little stardust to the fox, as a thank-you gift for helping him. And
they lived happily ever after.
Charlotte Covey
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Mission for Wings
Once upon a time, a kid named Luke was a CPU in a game. The real
players can make new weapons and build houses, but he couldn’t,
so he wanted something that no one can have, wings. He wanted
wings because then he could ﬂy over the world and do anything he
wanted. But to make wings he needed a stick, fabric and iron so he
had to go on a mission.
1. Chop some trees and build ﬁve sticks in the enchanted water.
2. Kill three evil sheep and then make fabric in the enchanted
water.
3. Dig some iron in the dungeon and dodge any bats if
necessary.
4. Put everything in the enchanted water to combine them to
make wings.
But the hardest part is getting his mom to go to this quest. After
three hours, my mom ﬁnally agreed, but she said to take a friend,
your dog Spots, and watch out for monsters such as Piglen and the
horned three-headed cow thing. I had no idea what that was, but
I just said, “Okay” and chose my friend Lucas and my dog Spots
and went to chop some trees. “A tree!” I said, “Let’s chomp it up!”
We managed to chomp it, but after that our hands got very sore.
“Ouch,” Lucas and I said. At least we have some trees, so we went to
the enchanted lake and dunked the trees in, and it formed a stick.
“Cool,” we both said. Then we saw three sheep who were evil, so we
killed them and got the fabric. Then we dunked it in the water. We
went under to ﬁnd some iron, but then we saw a cow that had three
heads and horns. We tried to kill it, but it kept knocking us oﬀ and
our hearts were down to one, so my dog killed it for us. “Good boy,”
I said to Spots. So, we got iron and made some wings for Spots, Lucas and me. Then, I ﬂew home with Spots, built an amazing house,
and lived happily ever after.
Hayul Jung
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Space War for Idiots
“HELP!!! THE ENEMIES HAVE BREACHED THE BARRIER!!” was the sound that was blaring over the P.A. Everybody
was in panic except for the Space Team, who went into their ships.
The Space Team then went oﬀ to combat the enemy ﬂeet, except
they weren’t really combating them. They just shot lasers and bombs
in random directions. It took a long time for the Space Team to
fend oﬀ the enemy ﬂeet, plus most of the work was done by the
space fortress’ laser cannons. Still, everybody praised the Space
Team because of their “hard work.”
The Space Team then received a distress signal from the planet
Omega. The team zoomed to the planet, where the enemies were
about to unleash their ultimate weapon. The Space Team just stood
there and launched tons of lasers at the supposedly indestructible
guard ships. The battle wasn’t even that hard. In fact, the team
was actually bored while they were “pew-pewing” the enemy ships.
Then, they faced the super weapon, which was a huge robot that
had a scream of a million tortured souls. The super weapon tried to
blast a huge laser at the space team but missed and instead wiped
Antarctica oﬀ the face of Earth. Then, the Space Team destroyed it
with a couple of “pew-pews.” Then, the team saw a huge enemy ﬂeet
heading towards the orbital moon colony.
The Space Team, who saw the enemy ﬂeet approaching the orbital
moon colony, and then went Mach 3.1415926535897932384626
speeding at the enemies. The enemy warships then came forward
and tried to block the Space Team, but the team just dodged the
laser cannon shots and straight up smashed through the warships.
The sleeker and more maneuverable starships tried to shoot down
the Space Team, but they also just smashed through those ships.
They then shot a mini-nuke at the remaining spacecraft. All of that
was SUPPOSED to happen. In reality, they ate popcorn and drank
some soda while watching the orbital moon colony’s laser defense
systems do the job. They then smashed into the orbital moon colony, bounced oﬀ the metal and went ﬂying.
They then crashed on the Supplies and Materials Spaceship. It
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was big. VERY big, VERY big (alright you get the point). The enemies were raiding the orbital spacecraft for things needed to make
more weapons and spacecraft. The Space Team “pew-pewed” a
mini-nuke at the spaceships. They all blew up. A barrel of oil ﬂew
through the air and smashed into one of the four Space Team members who then crash-landed onto New York City (he thought that
place was deﬁnitely the best area). The rest of the Space Team didn’t
care because they were inside the spaceship busy grabbing boxes of
canned beans. They then said, “Goodbye” to the Supplies and Materials Spaceship, accidentally “pew-pewed” it, and then ﬂew oﬀ.
Meanwhile, at the space fortress, everybody was watching the
Space Team going “pew-pew-pew-pew-pew-pew-pew-pew.” They
were amazed at the Space Team’s “hard work” again and planned
to celebrate when they got back. Meanwhile, the Space Team was
hurling at Mach π speed towards our home planet.
Earlier, they picked up a distress signal from Earth. The enemies
were going to blast it with a huge laser cannon! Luckily, the Space
Team ﬂew into it in time and jammed the cannon with some bubble
gum. The entire cannon exploded which also blew up all of the enemy ﬂeet. The Space Team decided they should put very little eﬀort
into the ﬁnal battle because they didn’t want to ﬁght anymore. Then
they ﬂew back to the space fortress and celebrated their “victory.”
Patrick Li
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The Blah, Blah, Blah Talk
“be f or e”
I lay in bed thinking about tomorrow
Sleepless, drowsy, and restless
Until, I ﬁnally drifted oﬀ
I woke up in the middle of the night
To loud whines in the stables
I went downstairs and put on my jacket
My dog came after me as I went out the door
When I got to the stables, I saw one of the horses giving birth
Two foals and one ﬁlly
“They’re triplets!” I exclaimed
I rushed into my house and up the stairs
When I came back to the stables, I was holding three blankets
Which I covered over the baby horses
In the morning
I was marking the new horses’ b-day on the calendar
It was pretty early
My brother, my mom, and I
Were making new parts of the stables for the baby horses
We decided that their names should be
Lightning, Thunder, and Freedom
Lightning because of how sleek and sneaky he is
Thunder because he is strong and powerful
And ﬁnally, Freedom because of her speed and conﬁdence

“t h e be g i n n i ng”
—Told by Lightning, Thunder and Freedom
Thunder: Uuuuuuck I hate mom’s belly it’s so sticky
What about you two?
Lightning . . .
Freedom . . .
Thunder: Well, I guess they don’t know how to talk
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Lightning: Of course, we know how to talk
Freedom: Hey, does anyone notice that we’re falling?
Thunder: YAAAAAAAAY we’re alive
Freedom: We’ve always been alive
Lightning: Yeah, chuck
Freedom: What are we covered in?
Thunder: Maybe another covering?
Lightning: This is warm
Cecelia Siow

The Boredom Preventing Journey
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

I was bored. My head was about to explode like a volcano erupting
so I climbed onto my bed. Just as my eyelids were about to cling together, I jumped to the squawking buzz of the doorbell. When I saw
that it was my bestie Eloise, I ﬂung the door open with a thrust. Eloise and I started chatting, and I asked, “Do you think that my evil
seven-ton dinosaur baby brother who puts everything in his mouth
made me super bored until you came?” Eloise said, “Maybe, let’s go
spy on him, since he’s asleep.” As our feet brushed the ground, it
all happened overly quickly. We were already standing face-to-crib
with the massive crib that was calculated by ten mathematicians,
designed by ﬁfty architects, built by a hundred workers, made with
500,000 pieces of steel and wood, and secured by one million bolts
and screws.
Under the crib lies a chest that contains special shoes, shoes that
aren’t stinky and can be sucked on. We needed the shoes fast. We
needed the potion from the shoes to stop my brother from making
people bored. To appear there, we needed to use a power invented
by me called volding. Volding is a kind of power that anyone can
use to go within something and go into the thing within that and
go into the thing within that and so on. Eloise was rummaging in
a cabinet for the chest’s key while I was lying ﬂat on a nearby rug
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trying to vold within it. Once I was within the rug, I stepped into
a magical car. In the magical car, I used its teleportation system to
make Eloise appear right next to me. She found a decagonal diamond key, so shiny that it could reﬂect a taste bud!
Our car ascended the majestic stairs to the crib transportation
station to get to the bottom of the crib. Once we were at the station, Eloise and I took one big gulp of the magniﬁcent sight with
our eyes, gasping right after. Suddenly, a leetah (lion + cheetah)
emerged. Its ﬁerce mahogany eyes caught ours. Despite how intense
the moment looked, I said, “Hi! How’d you do?” to the leetah. The
leetah groaned. It said, “Ugh, why do you humans have to do your
weird greeting with everything?” I was surprised by the leetah’s
voice. It was a deep and serious voice, like a tuba echoing in Carnegie Hall while it was empty. The leetah kneeled, and I knew that
was a cue for Eloise and me to ride it. We came out of the car with
no hesitation and climbed onto the leetah’s back. We arrived under
the crib and slid oﬀ the spotted back of the leetah. I rummaged
around until I felt the gold crested chest. Eloise slid the key into the
decagonal keyhole and cranked it until it gave a “popcorny” pop. I
lifted the steel lid and it gave a loud sigh followed by a high-pitched
creak.
My hands were shaky from fear of my brother putting a curse on
the shoes, but I pushed myself forward and snatched the shoes from
the chest. I quickly tiptoed up the crib and stuﬀed the shoes into the
rock guitar snoring mouth of my brother. As we let the potion do
the work, Eloise and I scurried out. We ate dinner and heard a roar
coming from my brother. I thought I could almost hear the wall
crack from the sound waves. Suddenly my parents said, “Why don’t
I feel bored and tired anymore?” I sniggered under my breath and
whispered, “Hehehehe they’ll never know.”
Valerie Wang
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Pegasus Attack
Once, in a deep forest on a mountain lived a Pegasus named Boba.
Boba was the queen of the mountains and could be found whinnying atop the mountains. One sunny morning, Fruit Loops—a
kind parrot—who was Boba’s best friend came over and told her
that a group of hunters and friends were coming over tomorrow at
8:00 p.m. ASAP Boba quickly gathered all the animals in the kingdom and as she stood on top of the highest cliﬀ, she announced
that a group of hunters would be coming. Boba was the most worried. For the townsfolk, and everyone everywhere knew Pegasus was
real, but just yet no one has ever seen one. Hunters may be hunting
down animals, but really? They’re just ﬁnding unicorns and Pegasus
but happen to ﬁnd animal carcasses or live ones on their way. No
hunter, greatest to worst has found the delicate creature.
It was early morning and all the animals gathered amongst the
roadway of the cliﬀ that Boba lived on. Boba’s house was a nice,
seashell—one that had a soft, violet pillow on it with a pearl that
showed her power engraved on the top of the seashell, with angels
embracing it. Pegasus used its hoof and traced her ﬁnger over the
pearl and scurried down to meet the other waiting animals. “Fruit
Loops is over at the hunters house, perched on their roof. Auntie
Annie has come to watch the children so the parents can call their
friends over to hunt.” Remarked Banana, the monkey. “Ahh, thank
you,” said Boba.
When the hunters arrived, the animals were ready. Boba showed
herself gracefully, but powerfully on the top of the cliﬀ and the
hunters were both after it in minutes. Boba shined pink and gold,
her mahogany eyes brighter than usual. When chasing Boba, Boba
led them to the jungle vines and bushes which Boba had memorized
the dangles of the vines by heart and didn’t get tangled like the
foolish hunters. While unraveling themselves, the animals ﬂung coconut and rock cannons at them. The animals, mostly the monkeys,
swung vine-to-vine snatching the hardest coconuts and rockiest
rocks. The hunters were beaten black and blue with many bruises.
After unraveling themselves, they continued the chase with the
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Pegasus who was very far from them just as they reached their next
challenge. Soft, billowing water rushed side to side and over logs
as the hunters stopped in their tracks, ready to give up, but how
they wanted that Pegasus! The water was full of piranha with sharp
teeth snapping from down below. Then, there was vampire ﬁsh and
anaconda. Suddenly, two massive crocs popped their heads out. The
Candiru snickers from the water. The hunters were trapped in the
water for half a day and the children back home were weeping until
the Philadelphia Gazette came in. The hunters were long gone.
Angelica Xu

The Lava Cake
When they cut the lava cake the door started to slam open and
shut. Michael felt like his body was tearing apart. His memories felt
groggy. It all started. . . .

“c u r s e d”
Michael knew it was almost his mother’s birthday so he went to the
bakery and bought his mother a lovely lava cake. On the sign it said,
“Magical Lava Flow Cake Special.” Michael said, “I don’t believe in
magic.” The cashier chuckled “Oh dear!” Michael said, “Huh?” and
left the shop swiftly. The cashier actually cursed the lava cake when
he touched it!
So, when Michael said to his brother, Luke Kamikaze, that the
cashier looked suspicious his brother said, “I don’t believe ya’ lil’
bro’.” So, Michael said, “UGHHH, just go to football practice,
moron.” Luke is sixteen, and Michael is twelve. Luke said, “Oh
don’t you sass me.” Michael rolled his eyes and muttered, “Luke
the Puke.” Luke was already in his navy and orange football gear
and said, “Bah.” Michael felt kind of weird and funny because his
brother rarely wore red and orange let alone a navy and orange football gear.
His mom was also acting kind of weird because she signed him
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up for acting classes. His mom should know that he hates acting.
He loves football. He also likes soccer. His mom loves drama shows
like “Phantom of the Opera.” The lava cake was saying “Mwah aha
ha ah ha” and Michael was very confused. “MOM the cake just
said, “som-” his mom cut in, “Oh SHUT YOUR TRAP!” Michael
said, “MOMMM!! YOU ARE SO DISRESPECTFUL.” Mom said,
“Michael, sorry, but I am doing Master class, do not interrupt me. I
am trying to cook with Gordon Ramsay.” Michael said, “I think this
lav- I meant cake just said something like mwahahahahahaha!!!!”
Mom said, “Michael, sometimes you overreact, so I think you are
just daydreaming.” “MOM, I promise today I am not.” said Michael.
Mom said, “Can you please not interrupt my class? Can you go out
to play with your friends?”

“blu e c ol or e d s t on e”
Michael found a beautiful blue colored stone on a necklace, so he
picked it up and he asked his best friend, Mike, to put the stone
necklace on him. Mike did what he was told and put the necklace
on Michael. That moment, Michael said, “Bye-bye, Mike.” He teleported back home, and he was sure something exciting was going to
happen.
Michael and his family sang happy birthday to their mom and
when they cut the lava cake, the door started to slam open and
shut. Michael felt like his body was tearing apart. His memories felt
groggy. It all started, but just as he began to fall down, he remembered the stone he had. He used that to ﬂy high and he defeated the
witch that was the cashier who punched Michael in the stomach
and he barfed breakfast and the breakfast was literally good and
still in nice pancake shape, but punched the witch in the face and
she barfed up her breakfast, which was still in nice shape and good.
Lucas Xu
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A L L W R I T E W O R K S H O P, M AY ,
LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

I

t seems as though we’ve been home forever. But though the weeks
continue to pass, I am inspired by the unique and meaningful
ways we have found to stay connected with each other. The cameras
ﬂick on every day at 2:00 p.m. Ten smiling faces pop up on our
screens and for this hour of each and every day, we are able to lose
ourselves in stories. We leave the house and travel via our imaginations. We would like for you to travel with us . . . the more the
merrier.
Ayza will take you to her favorite treehouse where magical sisters
relax in nature. Asher will take you to his treehouse, as well, where
it rains root beer ﬂoats and there is a “Thinking Station” where you
can ruminate on what you’d like to write. Elliot will bring you to
an ancient battleﬁeld on a quest for a mighty sword. Isaac will show
you what happens when an ice dragon battles a trash giant. Fly oﬀ
into space with Minkeon as he tells you about his team of ant astronauts. Reﬂect on what gives you conﬁdence when you leave the
house as you read Cash’s poem. It could be your tennis shoes like
Sanjiv’s character, Drake, needs to win his battle. We all need a little
magic in our lives right now. Drop in on a family of sorcerers trying
to ﬁgure out their destiny in Penny’s story. Follow a little girl tracing her mystical history in Clara’s tale. Don’t worry if you forgot to
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clean your room and took a nap instead. Niko will share the importance of having a magical Teddy bear as a best friend. Escape the
conﬁnes of what is and travel with us to places where whatever you
can imagine is reality . . . if just for a moment.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Camping
This is a story about two sisters camping in a treehouse in a private
park. They have long brown hair and hazel eyes. The older sister,
Luna, enjoys reading and music, while her younger sister, Lily, enjoys sports and reading.
“Come on, Luna,” said Lily as they were climbing the ladder
of the treehouse their dad had made for them with a swish of his
wand. “I’m coming,” Luna called.
“What should we do ﬁrst?” asked Luna as she got in. “Let’s go
get wood for a ﬁre,” said Lily. “But we have magic, it would take one
hour to do it without magic,” Luna complained. “There are muggles
here and Dad and Mom said they would take our wands if the muggles see us do magic,” said Lily. She looked down and continued,
“I see a lot of ﬁrewood; we can light it up with the muggle matches
Dad gave me.” “Alright let’s go,” said Luna.
It took them a very short time to gather ﬁrewood. It was easy to
light a ﬁre because Lily had done it many times before. They had
a dinner of pasta and hot tea. For dessert they had s’mores. After
dinner, they sketched the beautiful nature around them and played
a short game of cards. They were exhausted from the day’s work, so
it didn’t take a long time to fall asleep. The next day, Lily and Luna
got out of bed and climbed down the ladder and headed on their
long walk home.
Ayza Ali
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The Quest
As Zerik woke up, he remembered something from last night then he instantly forgot, so he went back to sleep. BBBBRRRRRRRIIIIINNGG
his alarm clock went oﬀ and it shook the entire house then he punched
it oﬀ his bedside table and it shattered into a million tiny pieces!
Zerik’s mom barged into the room and said, “Zerik, I’ve told you a bajillio . . .” “Bajillion isn’t a word, mom,” Zerik interrupted.” “GO TO
YOUR ROOM!” Zerik’s mom shouted. “I’m already he . . .” “AND
SHUT UP!” Zerik’s mom shouted angrily. Zerik’s little sister, Aredele said, “Nany-nany-boo-boo,” ﬁfty seconds later Zerik had a plan.

“t h e pl a n”
Zerik looked for his knives, “Ugh,” Zerik sighed. Then he looked
around and saw his cloak and just as he thought they were under it
. . . he broke the power cord and all the lights went out. A shot of a
necrotic bolt smashed stuﬀ then went out. “What? Was that a good
thing my alarm went oﬀ at 11:00 p.m.?” Zerik said. So, Zerik went
to Arelar Academy, where he was supposed to go today.

“t h e ac a de m y ”
When Zerik got there he was greeted by two people about his age,
though he wasn’t even paying attention. He looked at the lockers
and just as he thought it was said “Xerik Galland”—You’d think
he’d be used to it by now but no—Zerik got so mad that dark energy transformed him into a bear.

“oh, t h e dr e a d”
Zerik was on a rampage, in forty-ﬁve minutes nearly half the school
had been demolished, like a wrecking ball had smashed into it.
Then, by the ﬁrst period we had to send in the “Fifth Graders” to
lock him up, but then he snapped out of it and was in a daze. The
grandmaster, Agias Fletch, was looking over and said, “We need
to talk.”
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“t h e ta l k ”
When Zerik got to Fletch’s oﬃce he was greeted like he was some
type of king, though his family was very poor. Ten guards bowed
before him and one presented him with a sword. He hesitated and
then the guard bowed lower and lower and lower and lower and
lower until he was on his knees pleading please grab the sword, please.
“Okay, okay, but you don’t have to be a baby about it.” Zerik said.
All the guards laughed and then he ran down the hall crying. “You
there, escort me to Agias Fletch,” Zerik said proudly.
After four minutes of twisty mazes, Zerik had: A) A perfect map
of it in his head, and B) gotten to Fletch’s oﬃce. “Ah, Zerik Galland, glad to see you here!” Fletch boomed. “This guard helped me,”
Zerik said. “Well, well Xerath Alare you are promoted to minotaur.”
Zerik, there is something I want to tell you, “Most people here are
descendants of genasi, and some are Celestials,” Fletch boomed.
“Meaning what?” Zerik asked. “Some people control the elements
and some control necrotic and radiant,” Fletch said. “Ooohhh . . . I
don’t get it.”
Elliot Curry
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The Shirt Not Worn
—AF TER

R O B E R T FR O S T ’S

“THE

R O A D N O T TA K E N ”

Two shirts sleeping in the closet,
And sorry I cannot wear both
Because I am just one kid
But I do not have too much time
Because school is about to begin
One shirt rock ’n’ roll
Black with guitars
The other shirt plain blue
One is soft as my blanket
The other is soft too
I pick the black
It makes me feel like a rock star
It reminds me of playing drums
I distract other people as I walk by
And I feel conﬁdent about myself.
But I could have picked the blue
And people would not have noticed me
I would have been more casual
And I could have felt like water
And I could concentrate better.
But there is no going back on the shirts now
When I get to school the choice has been made
I picked the Rock ’n’ Roll shirt
Because it makes me feel good
And that has made all the diﬀerence.
Cash Dolan
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Dragon Beasts and the Golden Sword
One day, there was a group of dragons and they are friends. These
are their names: the red one is Kai, the blue one is Thor and then
there is James. In the afternoon, they went outside to ﬂy. When they
were ﬂying, they saw a golden sword. They soared down and got a
map. They picked it up and read it. It said, “A dragon can.” Then
it said, “A dragon can not.” Then it said, “A path is never a straight
line.” So, they saw a staﬀ and they ﬂew to it and picked it up.
There were guards surrounding them, they ﬂew up and the
guards said, “Hello, I am in your every command.” Then the dragons heard voices. Thor said, “Hide!” They all hid. There were people
with cannons and swords. Kai said, “Get them!” So, they got them
and made a deal that if the people with cannons and swords do anything wrong, they would not get the golden sword.
A day later, they went outside. A person named Drake was building houses. The dragons said to the people with cannons and swords,
“Sorry, we think we will give it to Drake. The people with cannons
put the swords in the cannons. The dragons knew what they were
going to do. The red dragon shot lava out of his mouth and onto
the cannon people. A second later, they were dripping down lava.
The dragon said to the boy, “Do you want to come by our side?”
He said, “Yes.” So, they were oﬀ to the sword. Right then, the lights
went out! Then there was one light left. They went to it and Drake
picked it up. Drake pulled out the golden sword but could only hold
it for one millisecond. The dragon said, “Your time will come!” So,
Drake went to the dragon training facility where they lift the heaviest things.
The dragon said, “Let’s do this!” Drake said, “Wait one second,
let me put on my new shoes.” The dragon said, “Are those shoes magical? “What?” said Drake. “These are not magical.” So, when Drake
was done putting on his shoes, the dragon gave him the biggest, but
easiest thing and he lifted it. The dragon said, “What?” Then, the
dragon sighed. Next thing they knew, they fell into a hole. Then
there was another light. It was the sword. Drake lifted the sword. He
said, “I am worthy!”
Sanjiv Doraisamy
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The Treehouse
—AF TER

A N DY G R I FFI T HS ’S T H E

13- S T O R Y

T REEHOUSE

My dream car would have three stories. One of which was an “Andy
and Terry” treehouse. It’s a thirteen-story treehouse all-in-one story
of my awesome car. All of those stories are in the thirteen-story
treehouse. It has a tank full of man-eating sharks, a bowling alley,
a see-through swimming pool and vines you can swing on, which
are sometimes actually snakes! It has a game room and some other
things. You say, “I’m bored” and then Andy says, “Are you kidding?”
Then Terry says, “Yes!” It has a secret underground laboratory even
though it’s a car, which has something that would make giant bananas. A lemonade fountain, a vegetable vaporizer, and a marshmallow machine that follows you and puts marshmallows in your
mouth until you’re full. It has the set of “Andy and Terry’s” who are
very hilarious, actually. Stay tuned for more exciting stories.
Welcome to part two of my story. I will show you my second
story by show. I mean, tell you my story. There would be a root
beer ﬂoat room where it will rain root beer ﬂoats from the sky and
sometimes other sodas. There would be a video game room where
it would have every single video game in the world and every video
game console. There would be a happy birthday room where it is
always your birthday and you were always getting presents and eating cake and pie. There would be a “Nerf Fight Room World” where
there was a Nerf gun and Nerf darts and toy shields and the block
from the Nerf dart.
In the summer room, it was always summer, and you were always having fun! In the band room, there was every single musical instrument in the world, oh and they were tuners. The threestory of my car would have a cantaloupe smashing station. It would
have a bouncy house room where everything was made of bouncy
house stuﬀ including your sunglasses. You could try to smash your
sunglasses, but you just bounce back up on them. There would be
a “Thinking Station” where you just think about writing. There
would be a “CandyLand Station” where everything was made out
of candy and if you ate the candy, it just popped back right up there
in the air so you would never be out of candy. Oh, and don’t forget
the popsicles and ice cream! There would be an “Echo Room” where
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everything echoes. There would be a “Fun Room” where all you did
was fun stuﬀ. There would be an, “I’ve Never Been Bored Room”
where you are never bored. Last, but not least, “A Million More Stories Room.” Stay tuned for the next exciting episode.
These are the next stories on my tree house. A “Snow Cone
Room” but it doesn’t just serve snow cones. It has every single food
that you ever could dream of and don’t forget it can heat up, not
just freeze. The next one is a “Flying Beet Place” but the beet roots
aren’t made to be eaten. They are made to ﬂy. There would be something added on to the “Video Game Room” where you can hop in
the video game, but you only have three lives. If you use up those
lives, you get teleported back to the real world. There are no parents allowed room. If you ever need to get away from your parents,
for various reasons. There is a “GaGa Ball Room” which is a giant
GaGa ball pit.
Asher Hill

Ice to Borhen
I’m Frigid the Ice Dragon and this is an excerpt from my story . . .

“t h e big b o om”
First of all, it was not a meteor because the ﬂames behind it were
purple. Second of all, it was not normal because it landed and exploded. Third of all, double those two reasons. But above all he
seemed drawn to it like he was meant to be involved. So, instead of
running, he walked towards the glowing object and there was some
sort of necklace that was pulsing purple, weird. So, he picked it up
and it felt cold and smooth in his hand, so he put it on his neck and
it stopped glowing. “Well that was disappointing.”
He went back to his house and laid down on his bed eating some
leftover cow from last night. He really thought he was going to do
something cool with this necklace but as always, he had bad luck.
He thought it would be some sort of talisman. Nope, just a necklace, just a plain old necklace. After a while, he was about to go to
sleep, and it started glowing. So, he went outside and looked around
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and saw eyes glowing from the trash can. He felt scared. Then a possum scurried out. “AAA!” he yelled before he knew that it was just
a possum. Then he looked behind the house. A large foot stamped
down in front of him and red eyes stared through him like he was
clear glass. Whatever it was snarled and started pounding after him.
He ﬂew up and shot ice at it and it started jumping frantically, trying to avoid the ice balls and trying to kill him at the same time. It
was all a mess. In the end, it slapped him down and held him to the
ground just as the necklace started pulsating faster and faster and
then, it exploded, it just literally exploded! But when he opened his
eyes, he realized that he wasn’t dead.

“s t u f f h a ppe n e d”
“s om e t h i ng s m e l ly t h i s wa y c om e s”
The next day, he went to school and again it was combat class. He
ﬂew up and started shooting ice at everyone, but of course all the
time the ﬁre dragons circled around him and started burning him
to smithereens, but this time he was prepared. He held the amulet as it started pulsing faster. Then, as he expected it exploded and
knocked all of them out of the air. They all sat there dazed, thinking how did he do that? He felt pretty good about himself after
school. His amulet started to glow once more and he thought oh
no, not another one of those things. When he looked behind his
house there was no foot stamping down in front of him like before.
When he heard a crash from one of the trashcans he looked inside.
The trash was bubbling up like it had some sort of nuclear jelly in
it. Then, all of a sudden, a huge trash giant came out of the trashcan
and started beating its ﬁsts on the ground. It smelled like rotten ﬁsh
and beef jerky as it pounded after him and he thought this might
be the thing that tried to attack him the night before. He rolled out
of the way and shot a few ice blasts then went between its legs. He
held the amulet and it exploded but when he opened his eyes the
monster was dazed but not gone. Then it picked him up, threw him
in the air and smacked him in the head and everything went black.
Isaac Hoyle
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The Real Story of Ants
You see, you’ve probably killed or stepped on an ant on purpose. I’m
right. Right? But after I tell you this story and a saying I made up,
you’ ll REALLY regret killing that helpless ant. Okay. I take back saying ants are helpless. THEY. ARE. STRONG! Okay, on with the story.
“5. 4. 3. 2. 1. And we have Lift-oﬀ !!!” Boom!!! “Oh my god! That
hurts my ears so much!!” You say. “The sounds ain’t gonna get any
better till’ we get up to the emptiness Niel!” Phill shouts, “Didn’t
you activate your muﬄer?!” “Oh, wait I forgot to,” Click “Ohhh,
now that’s a lot better!” You say sarcastically. “How many did you
activate?” Phill asks. “Wait, there are more?” Click—Click Click—
Click, BOOM!! “Uh oh. Hey Phill, you have a spare helmet?” “You
don’t need one pal. We’re already docking at the ISS.” “Wow I’m so
glad we’re ﬁna—” You are interrupted by the AIR LEAK ALARM!!
“Into the ISS! NOW!!!”

“w h e r e a r e you ?”
“Phill! The escape pod isn’t activating!” You say. “Then seal the
doors!” Phill shouted, “The green button!” BEEP! “OHMYGOD.
Phill, are we alive?” “Yeah, someone pulled us in from the ISS,”
Phill answers. “Oh, thank you. But . . . why is everything so bright
and where are you, Phill???” You say. “The question for me is, where
are YOU?!?” Phill answers. Everything becomes dark. “Phill! Can
you hear me?” You call out. Suddenly, you look down at your feet
and notice you have SIX LEGS!!! Something taps you from behind.
“I mean if it’s ants you’re looking for, here we are!” An ant that’s
your size says! “AHHHH” You shout. Then you black out . . .

“on e y e a r l at e r”
“I’m gonna become an astronaut when I grow up!” You say. “Highly
unlikely. No ant has EVER been to space,” Says your brainy friend
Brad. “That still doesn’t mean I can’t go to space!” “Okay, okay.
Fine you can try, but I’m making no guarantees!” “YEAH! I’ll start
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building somewhere safe away from mean humans who crushed my
mom! Wait, mom, mom, MOM!!!!! Okay. I’m done. Can ya help
me up?” “YEAH!!!!!” Brad answers in a singing voice. “So much
for letting Brad be the Drama King. I would’ve won the election
if I didn’t let HIM win.” You think as Brad dances around singing
“Yeah, Yeah!!!!!!!!! I’m gonna do that for ya.” He did it like a billion
times. “I’ll . . . be going home! Brad? BRAD!!!!” “Yeah?” Brad answers in mid-dance. “Never mind.” You say. Brad on the other hand
just keeps dancing. You fall asleep thinking about space.

“t h e n e x t mor n i ng”
“No. No. NOO!!! Get back here!” You sleep talk in class, “Wah!
WOOZA!!!” You fell oﬀ your chair and hit your head. Everybody
started laughing hysterically. “What’s so funny?! I woke up and hit
my head on the. Wait. I’m in CLASS?!” Everybody (not the teacher
who didn’t have coﬀee so was extra grumpy) laughed again. Loudly.
That was when the headmistress I.A.E.G. (I. Am. Extra. Grumpy.)
burst through the door. Everybody froze mid laugh and ran to get
everything nice and clean. The headmistress deﬁnitely didn’t like
dirty stuﬀ. “WHAT’S GOING ON HERE?!” the mistress shouts.
You respond, “Oh that . . . okay so let me back up. Never mind,
there is not that much to back up . . . okay. I was at school sleeping,
dreaming about space. Then, I fell on my head and I woke up and
everybody started to lau . . . RIIIIIIING!!! “Class dismissed! You
may go home now!” The teacher shouts as the race for home starts.
As you walk home. You think about space again. You fall asleep
before your head hits the pillow. So, whenever you crush an ant,
you’re crushing a SOUL!!!
Minkeon Choi
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Light and Dark
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

Gale had not left for ﬁve minutes when the scientists came by. They
were both in about their mid-twenties or so, and the woman came
ﬁrst, storming down the hall. The man came next, yelling pleads
and threats after her. They had a long, drawn-out argument, until
the man noticed Logan. His mouth dropped open and he reached
into his pocket and produced two photographs. “What?” the girl
asked. “Look at this, Steph.” He responded, “Is that him?” Logan
didn’t have the slightest idea what they were talking about. Who
did they think he was? Why were they looking at him like that?
What did they want with him?
The man walked into the room. “Hi.” He said. “My name is Elias.
Yours?” Logan wasn’t sure he should give these people his name.
What if they tried to tell his family whatever they discovered? “Logan,” he said “Logan Dellin.” “Logan,” Elias echoed. “Logan, alright, Logan . . . why are you here?” “I . . . I passed out.” “What do
you control?” The girl, “Steph,” put in. “Umm . . .” They could trace
this back to his family.

“da r k n e s s”
The scientists looked at each other. Elias put a photo down on the
table. “Is this you?” he asked. The picture was of Campbell, motioning toward Norstwere, with Logan next to her. “Where did you get
this?” Logan cried, astonished. “Is this you?!” Steph yelled. “Y-yes.
Yes, it is.” “Then.” Elias said, “Let’s go.”
The room had a smell remarkably similar to sulfur. The girl,
whose real name turned out to be Stephanie, shoved Logan down
onto a table that looked like a place where a doctor would give you a
checkup. Logan had a feeling he was not here for a checkup, though.
“What are we doing here?” he asked, worried. “We’re just going to-”
Elias took out a computer and opened it. “Run some tests.” Run
some tests? What did that even mean? On him? Were they going to experiment on him? “Gale!” he cried, making a beeline for the door.
Stephanie jumped in front of him, blocking his way. “Gale!” Logan
yelled again. “Someone help! Anyone!” Elias grabbed him from be-
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hind, shoving handcuﬀs on his wrists. Something pierced his arm,
and the darkness began to ascend. He got out one more “Help!”
before the world gave way to blackness.
Logan woke to the sight of Elias hunched over an unconscious
Stephanie. He glanced in Logan’s direction, got up, and seized
Logan’s arm, dragging him out of the room. “One last test.” he
muttered. “Let’s see if you’re as impenetrable as they all say.” They
climbed up a long ﬂight of stairs to the roof of the hospital, twentythree stories high. “Jump,” commanded Elias “What?” “Jump or I
push you.” “Push me?!” “Go!” Elias screamed. “Now!”
Realizing he had no choice; Logan took a running start and felt
his feet disconnect from the roof. He was falling now and falling fast.
Penny Murphy

Grey
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

Metal ropes binding her wrists behind her back brought her back
to consciousness. Lyla thrashed and the ropes dug into her skin
forming red burns all over her wrist. Bile rose in her throat as the
dawning realization came; she was a hostage. A piece of fabric that
tasted of drugs had been haphazardly stuﬀed into her mouth and
she struggled to push air in and out of her lungs. Breath came in
short spasms that ached in her chest as hot tears spilled out of her
eyes and onto the cold, metal ﬂoor. More threatened to come but
Lyla blinked them back, ﬁghting the pain. “So weak,” the man
scoﬀed, as he emerged from the shadows. Lyla thrashed again and
panic ﬁlled her chest once more. The man watched her ﬂail, amusement ﬂickering on his face, and hatred boiled up in her chest. Lyla
started to hyperventilate, and black spots danced in front of her
eyes. Just as she thought she would pass out from the lack of breath
he ripped out the fabric with his two ﬁngers and Lyla gratefully
gulped in fresh air. The faint, cloying smell of drugs still lingered
in the air, but Lyla didn’t care. When she had sucked up enough
air, she looked at the man. “Who are you?” she wheezed out, still
weak from the drugs. “You don’t get to ask me that,” he scoﬀed.
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“The better question, though, is who are you?” Lyla didn’t answer,
refusing to obey his command. The man lunged and grabbed her
hand through the bars of the metal cage. A searing pain burned
through her arm as he drew his ﬁnger across, and Lyla screamed.
A red line streaked through her arm and it burned hotter than ﬁre.
“Who. Are. You.” he repeated. “Stop! Please!” Lyla sobbed, “I’m
Lyla Alaric,” she continued, more tears streaming down her face.
“And my parents are Laurel and James Alaric.” The man’s eyes widened, and he let go of her wrist. Lyla fell forward as he mumbled to
himself. He walked out of a door Lyla hadn’t noticed before and she
crawled on her knees to the corner of the prison and curled up.
After what felt like hours Lyla heard voices getting louder and
pounding footsteps. “Where do you think they kept her?” one voice
asked. “I don’t know, but we better ﬁnd her quick because I’m sure
Seth was the one interrogating her” another said with a shudder in
his voice. The footsteps died and she looked up to see two shadowy
ﬁgures in the doorway.
“Baren,” The dark-haired man said sharply, sucking in a breath.
“Yes, Alden,” the other said warily. He turned around and he too
sucked in a breath. “Lyla,” he whispered. “I- I can’t believe we- we
found her.”
A sudden, important question dawned in Lyla’s head as he cut
the ropes. “Who . . . what . . . are you?” She asked. “The better
question,” The one who was supposed to be Alden replied, “Is who
are we?” As he said this, Alden motioned to the three of them, and
confused lines crinkled on Lyla’s forehead.
“You are not human Lyla,” Alden whispered. “And neither are we.”
It was too much. Pounding along with the beat of her heart came
the dreaded words Not human. Not human. Not human. Lyla’s knees
shook from exhaustion as fatigue and weariness settled in her eyes.
Lyla had been kidnapped, tortured, and now she was being told
she wasn’t human. Lyla swayed and Alden gently hooked his arm
through Lyla’s before she collapsed. The stinging burn on her arm
hurt more than ever and she knew she couldn’t cope with the terrifying reality. It made sense. All of it. But who was she now? “We,”
Baren said, “Are the Ceridwen.”
Clara Rocher
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Teddy’s Magic School
“t e ddy ”
Teddy was a teddy bear, of course he had a lot of manners, indeed.
One day, he met Mr. Mean, the meanest person alive. He just
started talking mean words all the way at poor Teddy. So, Teddy
covered his ears and then Mr. Mean danced while doing mean stuﬀ.
So, Teddy covered his eyes. Mr. Mean moved Teddy’s mouth, so
he shouted some words.
And the day after that, Teddy wrote a poem which is about his
pet bear.
My Bear
My big bear is a meaty
Little thing
A furry little thing
Well, a big thing

“t i dy ’s m e s s y ro om”
One day, my mom said, “Clean up your room.” So, I had to, but apparently, I just fell asleep. Well, not exactly, actually not at all. I was
cleaning up my room when I found . . . “Hello I am Teddy. Would
you like you to go to the school of special bears?” YES! I said. Let’s
go when the clock glows and sparkles. The next day, a hunter came
and all of a sudden, the clock started to glow and sparkle. Tidy
quickly jumped in and, by the way, Tidy, is Teddy’s top student and
has a cub named Teedy, who is a teacher. P.S. Teddy and Mr. Mean
are archenemies since that day.
Nikolaos Siow
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A L L W R I T E W O R K S H O P, M AY ,
LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

W

hat a diﬀerent world we are living in during the 2020 pandemic! We set up our virtual classrooms from our living
room and engage our writers on a small screen by way of Zoom.
Once, we walked around their desks, leaned in and pointed out an
impressive passage they wrote. Now, we check in their Google Doc
folders for samples of their work, utilizing “Insert/Comment” to
share our delight at their poetry and prose. But, despite the “new
normal” world of teaching, I can still see their faces, eyes and hear
their voices as they share their stories and themselves. Let me now
introduce you to the Bacon-Wrapped Writers.
Aariz is passionate about basketball and once saw the Silver
Spurs play in San Antonio. He enjoys biographies about famous
people like President Obama. As a Badgerdog writer, Aariz ﬁnds
truth in his stories of Mexican workers. Athan enjoys stick games
outside and Nintendo Switch inside with his triplet brother and sister. He has a dog named Carla that inspired his coronavirus story.
Lawson likes to play tennis and soccer. He is very funny when he
wants to be. Lawson has won fourteen medals and two trophies for
basketball and soccer, and he shares his love of lions. Margot loves
to read, write, and create art. She paints on tables, skateboards, and
canvases. Margot is proud to be a student in Badgerdog and ﬁnds
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inspiration from her own dogs for her poetry. William creates comics and writes books, as well as very funny poems. He has already
set his future goals—to become the greatest hockey player and ukulele player and to publish a comic series called Frank.
I am grateful to all the Bacon-Wrapped Writers, who contributed
so much joy. Honest perspectives and solid writing during these
times.
Terri Schexnayder
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Gonzales Family
Hector Gonzales and his wife, Yvette, lived with their two children
Jose, four, and Pablo, two. The Gonzales family members were all
skinny, had thick black hair, all except Yvette. She had thin brown
hair, which hung almost all the way her back. They lived in a hut
in one of the poorest neighborhoods in Cancun, Mexico. Hector
worked in the ﬁeld everyday to pick plantains for a greedy and ambitious—not to mention rich—landowner. The landowner was always bragging about how much money his family had.
Hector only made ﬁfteen pesos. Just guess how much that would
convert into the U.S dollars? Sixty-three cents! And, remember, he
also worked twelve hours for that amount. With so little money, he
could barely aﬀord to put four tortillas on the table for his family
to eat.
One day while the Gonzales family was eating dinner, they heard
a knock on the door. Yvette answered the door. In front of her stood
a hungry old lady in ragged clothes (little did Yvette know then that
if you gave the old lady something, she always gives something back
in return.)
“Hi,” the old woman said.
“Good evening, Ma’am. May I help you?” asked Yvette.
“Yes, please. You see, I was on my way back from Mexico City
two days ago and I was robbed. I have not had a bite of food or
a drink of water since then, and am desperately hungry. I feel I
might die.”
“I am sorry to hear that. We don’t have much, but we can share.”
“Thank you very much, dear,” and as soon as the old lady reached
the table, she gobbled down half of the food.
“You ate half our food!” Jose exclaimed.
“Jose, let it be and remember your manners,” his father said.
“I am sorry.”
“It is okay, dear. I know you don’t have much. Because you so
kindly let me eat, I will give something very, very special in return.”
“And what is that very special thing you were talking about exactly?” asked Yvette.
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“Listen carefully,” the old lady said as the Gonzales family leaned
in closer. “I will give you three wishes for anything your heart
desires.”
If there is one thing you should know about the Gonzales family,
they are very giving and always think about the less fortunate.
“No, we cannot accept such a reward!” protested Hector.
“Of course, you can. You saved my life!”
The negotiation went on until the family realized the old woman
wasn’t going to give up. “Okay, we will take it,” said Yvette. “Our
ﬁrst wish is to make the extremely poor have enough money to send
their kids to school and put food on their table every day.
And it became true for the people of their country—the ﬁrst
wish was fulﬁlled. The Gonzales’ second wish was to send their own
children to school. Poof! That wish also came to be, and, eventually Jose and Pablo went on to attend the ﬁnest academy school in
Mexico; then, Princeton in the United States.
The third and ﬁnal wish from Hector and Yvette requested a
healthy amount of money so they could live comfortably, and also
serve those less fortunate in Mexico. And, that is how the Gonzales
family became the one that we know today!
Aariz Ali

The Magic of Lions
One of my favorite animals is a lion. Not only because my name
starts with the same letter as “Lion,” but, well, I just love them! Here
is a poem about lions:
Lions are not the servants of the jungle.
They are the kings of the Savanna.
Lion cubs are not ugly, but very cute.
Lion are not weak, but strong
A male lion is not lazy, but is very protective.
Male lions do not hunt—the female does.
But, they let no harm come to their families.
Lawson Blackmon
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Mr. Chicken
In his bed,
yawning like crazy.
Everyone, everyone
heard that noise.
Even the cockroaches
squirmed and Scrreeed.
His dirty-looking room
was like horror land,
where nightmares come
true.
His bed is full of
ants with his dirty pants.
People gathered at
Mr. Chicken’s house
and said, “Mr. Chicken
needs to organize his things.”
Mr. Chicken yawned again
with his mightiest yawn
ever
ever
ever
ever
ever
in his whole life.
The noises he made
caused everyone around the Earth
to move to a new
planet.
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Sad, mad, lonely-looking Mr. Chicken
went home.
On that shining day, Mr. Chicken found
new friends.
Hooray!
William Kim

My Puppy
My puppy is no dumb dog.
He is as intelligent as a dolphin.
My puppy is no weakling.
He is as strong as a dragon.
My puppy is no ugly duckling.
He is as adorable as a kitten.
My puppy is no traitor.
He is as loyal as a knight.
My puppy is not ordinary.
He is as rare as a unicorn.
My puppy is no one else’s.
He is as good as mine.
Margot Papendieck
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The Coronavirus Is Eaten
One day on the dusty side of Austin, lived a kind, intelligent and
loving person named Carla. She is nineteen and wears crinkly
clothes. Now here is a secret: Carla used to be a dog until she passed
away and went to the sky ATM, where you choose your next life.
Carla decided to be a human because that species gets to eat a lot
more food than dogs. Oh, and, Carla—she eats viruses!
One day there was a knock on her door. Carla happily opened it
and there stood a military general. “Carla, we need you to eat the
stressful Coronavirus! Can you help us?”
“Of course,” replied Carla.
“Thank you. Meet me tomorrow at four o’clock at the military
base. Good day!” And, the general marched oﬀ.
The next day, Carla ran as fast as possible to make her appointment
and arrived to the base in four seconds. She saw 900,000,000 men
marching everywhere! The general was waiting for her impatiently.
“Hi, Carla. Are you ready to eat the Coronavirus?”
“Yes, sir!”
“Good. We have already lost 300,000,000 people.”
Carla worked two days and two nights, and on the third day,
Carla killed the deadly virus. As a gift for her heroic acts, the president ordered construction workers to build her the world’s biggest
mansion. Now, Carla lives there and plays games with her friends in
her new home.
Athan Siow
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The Drawing Dragons
S E S S I O N A , LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he Drawing Dragons are a group of writers who share the rare
gift of being able to invite us into worlds that seem familiar
to us, and then, slowly and subtly, we’re pulled deeper into the
uncanny so that we feel right at home in the strange and dreamlike qualities that accompany our everyday life. They whisk us oﬀ
to magical lands in the backyard, the night sky, a calm beach—
all within the space of a single page—and then before we know it,
we can hear the thoughts of coconuts and rocks. The places we’ve
visited on vacation are transformed into fantastical settings where
the drama of good vs. evil can still surprise us and make us think.
Their writing teaches us to better see the blurriness between dream
and waking, animal and human, and to ﬁnd a deeper sense of the
beauty of it all. What’s their secret? They know how to make their
brains work for their hearts. When the Drawing Dragons sit down
to compose their next masterpiece, they open their hearts to what’s
most compelling—what’s most fun—about imaginative invention,
and let their pencils do the rest.
Adam Edelman
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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My House
Less toys means more room,
rooms are everywhere in your house,
house is ﬁlled with stuﬀ,
stuﬀ is many things,
things are sometimes nouns,
nouns are like people,
people are having fun,
fun is always here,
here is my home,
home is my neighborhood,
my neighborhood is awesome,
awesome means terriﬁc,
terriﬁc is gorgeous,
gorgeous is my beautiful dress,
dress is my beautiful house.
Abigail Guo

Rocky’s Bird
Rocky was in big house. His mom said his bird was having eggs. He
also had a pet deer. In the uppermost of the house there was a nest
with eggs. It was spring time and weather was warm.
Rocky’s bird was having eggs in a nest. It had eight eggs. Four
were boys and four were girls. A cat came, it wanted to eat them. But
then a deer came came and shooed the cat away. The eggs were safe.
The eggs hatched. The babies were so cute. They lived happily
ever after.
Ayan Misra
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Stars
One starry night I lay on the green grass,
I look up and see thousands of stars glowing
like a ball of energy,
the sight is beautiful and all is quiet except
a cricket chirping,
then I think to myself,
(stars oh stars how beautiful you are)
I grab a great large telescope and spot Sirius,
the brightest star in the night,
shining and glowing like an over-sized
ﬁreﬂy,
then I think to myself,
(sirius oh sirius how beautiful you are)
I imagine if was up there and saw them up close,
the lights of the stars would blind me with
amazingness,
and the sun that keeps our planet warm,
how the rage of the ﬁre bursts with radiation,
then I think to myself
(sun oh sun how beautiful you are)
I wonder about the milky way the mother of these
stars,
like a recipe of inﬁnite energy,
the milky way must be so big,
then I think to myself
(milky way oh milky way how beautiful you are)
Christopher Liu
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From Nothing to Dreaming
When I close my eyes all I see is black.
I stare into the dark, dark distance wondering what could
be beyond the black space.
Could there be a blue ocean with dolphins?
Could there be big icebergs in the sea?
I guess I’ll have to imagine it.
I get very tired.
I run upstairs and lie on my bed.
I start to fall asleep.
I hope I can start imagining.
I start to dream!
I see iceberg ﬂoating in the northern sea.
I ﬂy up into the sky in to beautiful northern lights.
Finally when my dad wakes my up in the middle of the night
I go outside and see the northern lights in real life!
Jaden Zhuang

The Calm Coconuts
The calm coconuts are sitting on the tree, lying there with the breeze
at the beach. People pick them up without the coconuts even knowing. While they got down the palm tree, they noticed that they were
getting picked. They usually didn’t like when they got picked, but
this time they were in the mood to get picked, and they ﬁnally got
in the shade.
The family just got the coconuts for their daughter to look at and
to paint a picture of them. In that same palm tree, new coconuts
grew and grew until they were big enough so they could sway in the
breeze without falling. By that time, that same family let the coconuts they had go back in the palm tree where they should be.
PS: the coconuts made a group called “the juices!”
Nethania Ajan
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Young
pa r t 
Young. Young is a strange word if you really think about it. Y-OU-N-G. Hmmm what do you think it means? Does it mean . . .
you’re a super awesome dude who loves tennis? Probably not, but
still hmmm does it mean you’re a nice guy?
Hmmm. Will someone please tell me? Guess not.
A wise man once said
I wish I knew what it meant but someday I will ﬁgure it out.
Someday soon.

pa r t 
Well some of you might wonder
Leo, what does it feel like to be young
Well, I would not know the whole thing of childhood because I’ve
only been alive for nine years
but what I do know is . . .
. . . being a kid is awesome.
You don’t get to drive a car or anything but
you can play video games
do a front ﬂip . . . front ﬂips feel good. you get really dizzy the
ﬁrst time.
You splash into the water and feel cold.
Leo Lutes
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Nature
The butterﬂy dives into the birdbath and takes a swim around as
the palm trees sway and create a shadow, which gives shade to the
bugs and birds. On the other side of the lawn lizards scurry through
the scruﬀ y bushes and the green leaves camouﬂage them while they
race to the big pile of dirt and jump in, causing all the dirt to hit
the ﬂies around them. The pool water swims with the wind and
makes the chlorine smell to ﬁll the air, the bright sun rays reﬂect on
the water making it glisten and gleam in the light. Splash, a palm
tree leaf splatters itself against the water and drenches everything
surrounding it, the water touches a ﬂower and it blooms. A squirrel
scurries up a tree while eating a ton of acorn while the tree drops an
apple and a gardener picks it up and smiles. Inside the girl watching
them listens to songs and writes about them and yelps when a bird
smacks itself against the window and ﬂutters away. Nature . . . ?
Sriya Ailnani
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Mer Solver
Once upon a time there was a merdog, a dog that was half-dog,
half-mermaid. He was always saving the mercat and other creatures.
On the land, a man was walking, and he bumped into a lamp that
turned him into a super villain; now he has the power to breath
underwater and a magical staﬀ from the lamp. He jumped oﬀ a cliﬀ
into the ocean. He was wearing a black coat with a silver shirt. As he
touched the water he got more and more powerful. He was destroying the ocean until the brave merdog came to help straight away.
The man named himself Darkstar and then challenged the merdog.
The merdog said yes to the challenge: if the merdog won, Darkstar
would leave forever, but if Darkstar won he would get to rule the
ocean. It was a deal!
The next day it was the challenge. Darkstar was ready for the
ﬁght. Everybody gathered around to see the ﬁght, then the merdog
came out and was also ready for the ﬁght. Then the ﬁght started.
The merdog also had a staﬀ. They began shooting lasers with their
staves until the mer dog used his staﬀ to make ﬁre that shot Darkstar to the bottom of the sea. But since the merdog is so kind, he
went down to help Darkstar up.
Darkstar said, “Why are you helping me up? I was horrible to you.”
“I always do the right thing rude or kind.”
Darkstar said, “Thanks, can we please just be friends?”
Merdog said yes, and they became friends forever.
Zahra Bryan
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Alligator Writers
S E S S I O N A , LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he Anonymous Alligator Writers began our workshop by getting to know each other a little. Students answered a list of
questions about their favorite things, their interests and hobbies,
their artistic endeavors, and their hopes and aspirations. From those
answers, each student created an island of their mind, ﬁlling in the
map’s details with aspects of their personalities. This exercise was
inspired by J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, which contains a passage that
conceptualizes a person’s mind as a map. We wrote imaginary directions on how to navigate our minds’ islands (using speciﬁc sensory
detail to describe places) before moving to the idea of sanctuary and
how we can ﬁnd sanctuary in the people, places, and things around
us—including our minds, our creativity, and the creative writing
workshop! We looked at a great example of sanctuary in Sandra
Cisneros’s “Four Skinny Trees.” I encouraged students to consider
their minds’ islands as creative sanctuaries to which they can retreat; while the mind can sometimes be diﬃcult to cope with, it
can also be a place of safety. We expanded our consideration of our
surroundings to think about how poems “hide” everywhere and
how we can ﬁnd inspiration even in the mundane. Using Naomi
Shihab Nye’s “Valentine for Ernest Mann” as a guide, we talked
about inspiration and how to open our minds to let inspiration ﬁnd
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us. Students wrote poems about everyday places and objects. It was
fascinating to ﬁnd that these poems were some of the most unique
and creative pieces of all—this goes to show that writing is magical
and that it can defamiliarize the normality of daily life.
During the second week, we explored the idea commonly referred to as “the blues.” After listing images and emotions associated with the blues, we learned that the musical genre known as the
blues was invented by enslaved African Americans in the Mississippi
Delta. We examined the common pattern of “call-and-response” in
blues lyrics, citing examples from Big Mama Thornton (later made
famous by Elvis Presley) and Huddie William Ledbetter, otherwise known as Lead Belly. We studied a bit of work by Langston
Hughes, who was the ﬁrst to write what we might consider to be
“blues poetry.” Following his lead and using the call/response pattern, students wrote their own blues poems, practicing repetition
and rhyme. After our blues foray, we shifted to a diﬀerent kind of
writing: the practice of writing speeches. Analyzing excerpts from
Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech, John F. Kennedy’s 1961 Inaugural Speech, and Indira Gandhi’s Golden Jubilee Celebrations of the Indraprastha College for Women speech,
we considered how these powerful speakers made their case, called
their audiences to action, and motivated the people around them.
Utilizing the persuasive tools we identiﬁed, students then wrote and
performed their own speeches. The depth and seriousness of subject
matter was quite surprising—and inspiring.
We rounded out our workshop by practicing revision techniques
while preparing for the reading celebration. Students completed revisions of a model poem and then incorporated what they learned
into their own revision process. This “Modeling Revision” exercise
proved quite popular. In fact, a few of our group members selected
to have their version of this published; so, if you notice similarities among some of the poems that follow, that’s probably why.
Although derivative, these poems still show great uniqueness and
are a superb example of individual creativity. Finally, we wrote biographies of ourselves—some real and some ﬁctional—and met
one-on-one teacher to student to talk about the pieces on which we
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were working. On the ﬁnal day, parents and other family members
joined us to hear students present their original work. It was a wonderful mixture of stories and poems, ﬁction and nonﬁction, that
highlighted the various readings and prompts we had completed
throughout the workshop’s duration.
Truly, the whole workshop was a wonderful experience all
around. Our talented and skilled young writers displayed intelligence, creativity, hard work, and dedication from start to ﬁnish. We
hope readers enjoy the stories and poems that follow as much as
we enjoyed creating them. From The Anonymous Alligator Writers, thanks for reading, and good luck as you embark on your own
creative adventures!
Aubrey Ward
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Closet
Oh closet, oh closet,
Standing in front of me, a secret:
What gadgets lie inside are a mystery.
No one knows what may be waiting,
Forgotten and lost in time.
Lost treasure, artifacts, keys, or riddles,
Backpacks, shoes, books, or plushies,
All forgotten after the ages.
I open the door feeling fear of what I might ﬁnd.
I look inside.
Before me is a dark gloomy forest.
What kind of creatures could pop out and attack me?
I hear something rummaging in the bushes.
A panther, gleaming black creature,
Pounces at me in a streak!
I run toward the door, scared.
Once I get back through the door, I slam it shut,
Happy to be out of the closet.
The next time I go in there, I am taking my mom.
Alexander James

How Harriet Tubman Came Back
Someone that wants to be like Harriet Tubman makes a time machine and uses it to bring her back. When he brings her back, they
have fun together, but then the man says she can have some time
to wander in the city. She sees a book that is about her, so she decides to read it. When she reads it, she remembers who she is. She
is proud of what she did to help slaves escape from their masters at
night. She then goes around the train station to help everyone there
who needs it.
Ashlyn Yu
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The Haunted House Near the Woods
I looked at the elderly and creepy house, and a chill went down my
spine
The house looked haunted
You always need rest to have energy for the next day
I could not sleep
The moon was bright and shimmering in the night
The clouds had gone dark, too dark to see the blackness of night
Come as I tell you my deepest darkest secrets,
like the one of my middle name
The trees have lost all their leaves. Now they are just big twigs.
The night is darker than it has ever been,
yet the moon still gleaming in the night gives a light to the abyss.
Emmett Arthur

How to Get to TACO BELL ISLAND
(a place on my mind’s island)
To go to TACO BELL ISLAND, start at the Family and Friends
Together Games tower on Evourupe Island, which is also known
as my mind’s island. Buy an ice cream cone at the tower so you can
get enough energy for the trip. Go NE until you come to the ball
drop, where the ball drops on my birthday, the hour when I was
born, not on New Year’s. The ball drop building is ten miles away
from where we started. Running into this structure assures you that
you are going on the right path. Go north, then, to the Cello Gulf,
where the waves make beautiful low classical cello sounds. You
can get a boat there, but only if you follow these steps. To the ﬁrst
guard, say “ABC,” and to the second, “123.” They will give you a
fancy boat that looks like a cello so you can start sailing SW for
ﬁfty miles, then N for ten miles and back SW until you reach CaliKorea island. On Cali-Korea island, you feel like you are in Cali-
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fornia on one side, and in Korea on the other. Buy taco tickets at
the California Theater, a replica of the movie theater that I always
went to in Palladio, a place in California. You need these tickets to
pass the gate of taco shells. Then go twenty miles west until you see
Taco Bell grass (which is lettuce), water (which is hot sauce—MY
FAVORITE kind IS MILD!), and trees (that are taco meat for the
trunk and lettuce for the leaves). Open the gate of taco shells, and
you are ﬁnally there!!!! Happy TACO EATING!!!
Evan Kim

A Fishy Memory
My mom told me a story about when she was younger and had a
hilarious surprise pop up! Let me tell you what happened. This story
began at a cool lake in summer when the moon shined bright like
a star. My mom went for a stroll and a swim in the lake. When she
came back, she felt a little tingle in her hair.
It wiggled and jiggled and made my mom’s hair heavy. She felt
something was ﬁshy, so she went to Grandpa. When she showed her
hair to Grandpa, he was so surprised! There was a catﬁsh biting my
mom’s hair, and it was huge. Grandpa got it oﬀ carefully because
catﬁsh can sting with their thin little whiskers. Then, he put it in a
bowl so it could swim for the night until the next day . . . Because it
was their breakfast! . . . Oh, no!
After I heard this story, I thought about the time I caught a catﬁsh in the sea that was about one foot, six inches. It was awesome
because it was my ﬁrst time—except, one of the fathers smacked it
on the ground! Oh well, at least the boys enjoyed eating it . . .
Hannah Kwon
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The Blues
Just stop chanting so loud
Just stop chanting so loud
I don’t think you’re allowed
My hair is so crazy
My hair is so crazy
The knots are making me lazy
Why are you stealing our stuﬀ
Why are you stealing our stuﬀ
I think that that’s enough
What to wear today
What to wear today
Help Mayday Mayday!
I just can’t sleep
I just can’t sleep
I keep on dreaming about that crawling creep!
I need to sleep
I need to sleep
Please stop making that sound “bleep”
Ivana Ng
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A Winter Night
I looked at the tall dark house and felt sudden curiosity.
The house was like a small castle, standing out from the darkness.
The forest behind the house was threatening:
Each tree leaned over as if it were dying.
The house was quiet. No sound came out.
A place where peace would be.
The moon was glowing in the sky, standing out.
The clouds were dark and were pushed away, like a dark
ocean wave.
During the night, the sky is an ocean of darkness.
Everyone is unknown when night is full.
Secrets are in the air, quietly being told.
It’s night with the moon in the sky, a place with no one around.
Trees are dark. Hiding everything, they are blocking the beauty
underneath.
Night is mysterious and quiet.
Your hand is like a ﬁery ﬂame,
Held against my icy, frigid cheek.
Joyce Song
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The Big House
I looked at the giant house and felt small.
The house was like a cage.
The woods in front of the house were humongous,
Every tree bent like a fractured bone.
Everyone has to have a place in the world to sleep.
I sleep.
The moon was like a drop of milk in the sky,
The clouds drifting around it.
There are always strangers when the night is full.
Strangers are mysterious.
Come over here. Tell me a secret. Tell me of
The time you fell into the ocean and swam till you wore out.
Trees are scary.
Night is creepy.
Your hand is like an earthquake
Held against my freezing cheek.
Suman Zou
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The Dragon Writers
S E S S I O N A , LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

D

ragons are known to be ﬁerce, but did you know that they are
also kind, thoughtful, and always thinking of ways to serve
others? For three weeks, I would bring in funny lessons to engage
these young Dragon Writers. Time and time again, they would
write from their hearts oﬀering creative ideas to keep everyone safe
and make the world a better place. Readers, you are in for a treat.
Have you ever needed a doctor that could get to the root of the
matter? Well, Dr. Root is the vegetable for you! Could I interest you
in an edible toﬀee suit, an ice cream cone, cheese enchiladas, or a
pizza service that locates you when you are hungry? These students
want to feed the world and make it more equitable for all. When
you try the new honey/moon, a melon made from currency, you can
rest assured that everyone will have whatever they may need.
Dragons also long for adventure, so these young authors made
it a point to ﬂy freely. Have you been wishing for a tropical island
getaway? Well, what if you became the actual surf and sand? Closer
to home, we ﬁnd a young herpetologist who would like to take you
on a toad-hunting adventure.
Enjoy your exploration of the following poems and stories. I
know you will be inspired by these Dragon Writers to do your part
to make this world a better place, too.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Dr. Root
T H E D O C T O R T H AT S AV E S T H E R O O T

“Hello, Mr. Beet, a.k.a. Beetroot.” said Dr. Root. “Hello, doc.” said
Mr. Beet.
“What seems to be the problem?” said Dr. Root.
“I have dreams about being eaten one day.” said Mr. Beet.
“Mm here, don’t sleep for a few days.” said Dr. Root.

t h r e e w e e k s l at e r . . .
“It did not work, doc,” said Mr. Beet. “I’m starting to think this is
bogus and I’m not ﬁnished.” “Actually, I am.” said Mr. Beet. “Oh,
okay.” said Dr. Root.
“For one this is not bogus for t- AHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA SOMETHING’S
PULLING ME UP HELP MEEEEEE!” “Okay, nurse pull me up,”
said Dr. Root. “Okay” Dr. Root to the rescue!
“Ah, the land.” said Dr. Root. “HELP! SHE IS KILLING ME!”
said the Beet.
“I’m coming.” said Dr. Root furiously. “Argggggggggggggggggggggggg! He’s dead, go away.” “Ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooom” said Dr. Root “Go away”! Dr. Root
sighed and left to go to his oﬃce. He knew it was his fault the root
had died but he would probably be sprouted again, so it was not a
big deal.
Dr. Root
The doctor that saves the root.
Vihaan Chepudira
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Da Daily Junk
There’s an exciting new product around that seems to come straight
out of a Harry Potter book!
It’s called the edible suit! It comes in sizes l to XXXV for babies to
teens! Now you may be thinking; how is it edible? Well, be patient
I’m getting to that!
Okay, time for you to know why it’s edible.
It’s made of Everlasting-only-sticky-when-you-eat-it Toﬀee so
you can eat it whenever!
You can get a small type that runs around so you have to catch
them!
Some (more expensive types) can even-wait what?! This advertisement has to be appropriate! NO FAIR! >:(
But ﬁiiiiiiine . . .
So, doesn’t it seem to come straight out of a Harry Potter book?
Only available for online order for $9.99!
Have you bought it yet?
Come on hurry up with it!
Done?
Goody!
This was click bait.
Antony de Brito Cochran
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The Wrong Pizza Machine to Yummy
1. One cheese pizza
2. Plain chocolate cookie
3. Organic whole milk, one gallon
4. Fettuccine pasta, one pack
5. Whole wheat bagels, 10
6. Sliced fresh mozzarella, sixteen pieces
7. Fresh basil, organic 12 oz.
8. Fresh pure Irish butter 8 oz.
9. Himalayan pink rock salt shaker bottle 7 oz.
10. Black pepper 6.3 oz. shaker bottle
11. Reddi Whip whipped light cream organic 15 oz.
12. Gourmet garlic sesame soy sauce 8 oz.
My fantasy grocery list is below
1. Ferrari 488 red Price: $12,390,708
2. Mansion with a pool, 50 square miles in the Bahamas with
20 bedrooms, private tennis court and gaming rooms
3. Alienware area 51m 17 inch gaming laptop
My product idea is when you stop at a red light when riding your
car, and you are hungry, choose the pizza you want, click a button
in the car and a pizza comes out. You can customize the pizza based
on your mood. Customers would pay $10,000 per year for unlimited pizza capability in the car.
Reyansh Gupta
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Toad Hunting
Do you want to know what toad hunting means and how you do it?
Last week my friends and I went toad hunting. My friends and I
loved it because we beat our highest record! Our original highest
record was sixteen, but that day we got nineteen! If you’re confused
in toad hunting then I will wrap your head around. Now I will tell
you what toad hunting means.
First of all, toad hunting is NOT killing the toads! It is a catch
and release cycle (Or you can keep some of them, but don’t keep all
of them). So, let’s say that you want to go toad hunting one day, you
should go around sunset because that is normally when toads come
out, because they like to eat bugs that come out at night. Always
bring a ﬂashlight with you so you can see, otherwise you might trip
and fall. When you are prepared, tag along with a friend and start!
When you are walking you should try to open a green lid with a
hole that has electricity wires and cracks in the sidewalk. You should
also be on the lookout for other animals such as snakes, geckos, and
frogs. Lastly, check the animal’s health. If it is ﬁne then release it or
put it in a bucket. If it is not ﬁne, then show it to a parent/guardian.
If you do this then you should have a safe and fun time toad hunting. The most important rule is the simplest. It is have FUN! No
seriously, have fun!
Gautam Kapasi
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Honey/moons
What if money was honeydew and what if you put both together
and made honey/moons,
If I had honey/moons I would donate some of my honey/moons to
the poor people and the rich people whenever I can.
Honey/moons can be eaten and will grow back instantly after it has
been eaten already, so when I give the poor people and the rich people honey/moons they can eat them and buy things with the honey/
moons.
Just because honeydew has liquid juice in it does not mean it does
not taste good, so you can also use honey/moons as a drink as well.
Just because honey/moons are just money does not mean it can
always be that way. Think about it this way when I give the poor
people and rich people honey/moons they are happy therefore they
buy some things with the honey/moons and when they do that it’s
also like sharing and helping others.
Lets just say it this way instead, just because some people don’t have
as much honey/moons as you do does not mean you can be rude to
people, just because you have more money than they do.
This planet should be safe for everybody and no harm in this planet
if you want a happy life you should not ruin other people’s chances
for a happy life.
Dylan Loftin
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Ice Creams Bones and Cones
Ice cream you have no bones
All you have is cones
So you are useless to me
Because I need bones for my knee
I won’t call you on the phone
Because you have no bones
You have many color tones
Ice cream
Ice cream
You have no bones
Isaac Hoyle

Instructions of Me
First a round coconut head
sunset eyes and
a seahorse nose.
Milky white shells for teeth
and ocean waves for my hair.
Next white sand colored skin
and a surfboard body.
Palm tree legs
and ﬁns for hands.
Finally paint my background
as a beautiful tropical paradise.
Make it tranquil
with crystalline and glistening waters.
Add palm trees swaying in the breeze.
To create a mesmerizing beach night.
Vihaan Shahpuri
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What Am I?
“So what am I? Can you guess?” I like the letter “E” for some weird
reason. I have lots of stuﬀ like: cheese, cheese, cheese, cheese! I am
on the plate ready to eat at some restaurants that are kind of Mexican. I taste really good for some people. I have diﬀerent ﬂavors like:
cheese, meat and chicken! I have a terrifying life being cooked all
the time, just imagine, being in a MICROWAVE!?!?!?!?!?!?! Hey, I
just remembered I kind of like the letter “L”. Sing the ABCs and
get one vowel commonly used in almost every single word. Hey, I
know what the answer is! It is a cheeseburger, right? It has cheese
and meat. But no, sorry, it is not Mexican, it is American. You better not miss out for the best food ever. Please remember, cheese,
cheese, cheese!
Having trouble, here are more clues: cheese, cheese, cheese! All
Around! Cheese, cheese, cheese! Crowds and crowds, but with this
COVID-19 . . . Drive-Thru and Drive-Thru.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everyone isn’t missing out.
Nobody is hating them.
Cheese but sorry I mentioned it again.
Happy for everyone with Cheese, Cheese, Cheese!
Ice and drink go well with it.
Let everyone share because it is so good.
A spicy dish with a fork.
Delicious to eat especially with cheese, cheese, cheese!
All cheer for this meal with cheese!
Super duper yummy. But wait, more cheese, more yummy.

WHAT AM I??? Hey, just letting you know, I said it, oops didn’t
mean to add that. Cheese, cheese, cheese! The cheese, if you picked
lasagna . . . think again.
The answer is enchiladas! If you want to get enchiladas, go to
a Mexican restaurant like Enchiladas Y Mas. Hey, just letting you
know, the best part is cheese. Cheese, Cheese, Cheese! I recommend you to get the meat or cheese enchiladas; they are wonderful.
Cheese, Cheese, Cheese!
Ethan Whitman
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T

exas in the summertime is usually ﬁlled with trips to the river,
camping, or a vacation to somewhere a bit cooler, temperature
wise. Right now, we are all stuck at home, but we are making the
best of it. Writing has always been an outlet for release. A place to
answer questions that, at ﬁrst, seem to have no answer. The pen
starts ﬂowing and there you have it! You learn something more
about yourself. How would you wish to be interpreted by an artist? Have you ever stopped and wondered how your tennis shoes are
feeling or imagined about the appetite of a natural disaster? Well,
these young writers have. In the following pages, you will take a
trip on an edible Taki submarine. You will travel to a place far away
from all the things that frighten you in your dreams. You are safe,
cradled within these pages—even safe from an animal growling in
the dark of the night. We have jokes, we have joy from the valiant
eﬀorts of Mr. HappyPickle who gets all the bullies to apologize for
their behavior. We have so much to look forward to this summer.
And we have these Rising Stars to look to as guides.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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A Future Artist Painting Me
Make my head a perfect oval with a rounded chin
Make it so ﬂawless, no mistake the size of a pin
Make my expression satisfying but not too formal
My eyes peering right at you
My nose as pointy as you desire
My mouth relaxed and normal
My head steady and straight as a tree
My hair should be precisely the color of silky dark chocolate
This should look so accurate that just that shade of brown makes
your mouth water
Make sure that the top of my hair is perfectly straight, and it gets
wavy as it travels down
Make me look like I am ready to head out to a work dinner
Oh now my body
Doesn’t matter as much
Just make me wearing a black dress
Keep it standard and simple
To your desire you may choose to add white polka dots
But oﬀ with that now
Oh yeah, I forgot, humans now days like shoes
You may add some ballet ﬂats
Just keep them simple and matching the dress
Arms and legs just straight
Keep my hands empty
Totally empty
Holding nothing
Keep the background nice and faint
All blurred out colors
You can add some faint mountains in the distance
You may choose to add pastel green grass or some maple trees,
and a perfectly clear sky for the top
And don’t forget the sun in the left corner
But keep it to that
Add reﬂection of light on the left side of my body
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NOT THE RIGHT!!!!!!!!
And don’t you dare forget my shadow
Remember to make the shadow opposite the light,
which in your case is the right side of my body
And for the signature you may sign your name in the brightest
color on this earth
So that you stand out not your picture of me
Because whether you believe it or not
on this earth, there is one person who stands out more than
anyone else
And this person is you
Though that was fun to talk about let’s get back to the painting you
are painting right now
The pallet you may use as you choose
Just follow these guidelines
Keep everything standard and original
Keep my whole body to these colors
Normal skin color
Black for the dress and shoes
Dark brown with a glimmer of light for the eyes
If desired you may use white for the polka dots
And the only color any other color, which is used for the mouth is
Dark, dark red
The background faint, totally blurred out colors
And one last thing, avoid using white and use a sink full of black
If that’s enough!!!!!
Inaya Bajaj
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Tennis Shoe
When people get new shoes they are so excited to show them oﬀ,
but they never think about how their shoes feel.
Hi, my name is Bob. I live in the closet with my best friend
Frank. I am a tennis shoe; all day long people grab me by my hips
and throw me on the ﬂoor. Then they shove their stinky feet right
into me like I am a sock by the way : no hate on Frank (the sock).
Then they walk around acting like they own the place and all I hear
is squeak, squeak, squeak. Then when they FINALLY take oﬀ their
shoe I can breathe again. Oh no, here it comes THE CLOSET and
that is that, they throw me in here and it goes on again.
As Frank and I wait for the next day to come, we start talking
about what we could have done with our lives. “We could have been
astronauts,” said Bob. “What is wrong with us?” Frank whispered to
Bob. Bob said, “Don’t open that door!”
Neve Jansen
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Taki Submarine
It submerges deep underwater not to be seen.
It’s stored in Austin, not in Boston.
It smells like Takis and sometimes jelly beans.
It’s sealed by Taki powder and makes people sneeze.
It’s a Taki submarine, which lurks in the seas.
You could buy it for a zillion dollars
but nobody has that much money.
You can eat Takis whenever you like.
The submarine is ﬁery
because it has no diary
and it is not made from a garbage reﬁnery.
Takis are so good even Iraqi people eat
Takis.
You can play hockey with Taki sticks.
You can swim in Taki powder or even make Taki chowder.
Just don’t get too fat because you might turn into a mutated bat.
Or even Godzilla who goes to the villa in Rome to eat Takis.
You can try to make a Taki go-cart
while you listen to the Taki version of Mozart.
If you get too spoiled you will be forced to eat soil and be boiled.
Just go to Taki Barcel USA https://barcel-usa.com/Takis
where you can get a bonus to eat Takis all-day,
but just remember you have to pay.
There is even a Taki mall where you can buy Taki jeans!
It submerges deep underwater not to be seen.
It’s stored in Austin, not in Boston.
It smells like Takis and sometimes jelly beans.
It’s sealed by Taki powder and makes people sneeze.
Try to buy it but you can’t.
Just know that it’s the best thing the universe has seen since 2019!!!
Ichiro Lin
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Life Scares Me in My Dreams
—AF TER

M AYA A N G E L O U ’ S

“L I FE

DOESN’T FRIGH T EN ME”

Your brain is a rolling ball
Waiting to crawl
Into the world of scary dreams
And even when I see elegant butterﬂy beams
Life scares me in my dreams
Whether I’m in a ﬂuorescent cave
Or in a spooky grave
Life scares me in my dreams
Whether I’m stuck in the frightening dark
Or observing a violent shark
Life scares me in my dreams
Even if I hear beautiful streams
Life scares me in my dreams
Whether I see a scorpion
Or a clown who plays the accordion
Life scares me in my dreams
Whether I see ﬂeas on a furry dog
Or touch a radiant frog
Life scares me in my dreams
And even when I blow oﬀ steam
Life scares me in my dreams
Whether people aggressively ﬁght
All quiet on a starry night
Life scares me in my dreams
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Whether I’m ﬁghting a ferocious bear
With my glowing black hair
Life scares me in my dreams
When I’m happy it seems like
Life doesn’t frighten me at all
But truly . . .
Life scares me ONLY in my dreams
Charvi Murali

What Am I
I cause destruction, starting at sea and
becoming stronger the shallower the water,
I start small and then pick up force.
I spiral from place to place,
I am formidable, vigorous and robust with no need for restraint
I don’t like to build,
I like to destroy.
I have a huge appetite,
Until I am the only thing in sight,
I taste dirt and debris when I am on the land,
And water in the sea.
Armaan Shahpuri
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That Fierce Animal
A strong,
and ﬁerce,
animal,
shining in,
the night sky,
when it’s pitch black,
outside,
and you hear,
the wolves,
howling.
Their claws beaming,
through the night.
Golden fur,
painted with bold,
black stripes.
From growling,
to roaring,
it’s prowling,
around the,
forest.
It’s brave and ﬁerce,
no one gets past it.
Don’t you mess with it,
if you do,
you don’t know,
what’s coming for you.
It can smell,
a single drop,
of blood,
it can smell,
their prey,
even,
if they’re far,
far,
away.
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It sees you walking,
past himself at night,
even when,
the clock strikes midnight,
when you hear the wind howling,
and you see the full moon,
in his true,
black,
shining eyes.
He hunts his prey at night,
when the moon is shining bright,
in the sky,
he sees other animals,
walking by him,
getting ready to pounce,
on them.
He can sense your presence,
even if you’re miles away,
so be careful,
of whatever you,
do or say,
because the one thing,
that you’d never,
ever want to do,
is mess,
with the ﬁerce,
tiger.
Taneesa Panigrahi
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Mr. HappyPickle Stands Up to Bullying
Mr. HappyPickle is a happy green pickle. Whenever he sees someone unhappy, he always has a way of making them happy! So when
Mr. HappyPickle sees bullying at a school, he is furious. He wants
to stop that bully. Mr. HappyPickle sees the bully eating a lot of Kit
Kat. He gets an idea. He goes to the local grocery store and buys an
entire bagful of Kit Kat! The next day, the redheaded bully comes to
the exact same spot and starts to bully an innocent kid. Mr. HappyPickle throws the bag of candy onto the ground. “Here, bully. Take
this candy.” The bully instantly drops the sobbing kid’s collar. His
eyes grow wide , and his mouth starts to water. Mr. HappyPickle
makes a mad dash for the candy. He stops right in front of the bully.
“Not so fast, bully,” Mr. HappyPickle says. “I won’t let you pass
until you promise not to bully anyone and agree to share this candy
with your classmates and teachers.” The bully agrees, and when recess is over, the bully passes out ten pieces of delicious candy to
each of his classmates, and apologizes deeply to everyone for being
a bully.
Chris Wu
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S E S S I O N A , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he writers who make up the Profound Pretzels are rich in talent. They are inventive, imaginative, and conﬁdent. They speak
for themselves and are humble and allow humor into their work.
They’ve written lovely odes to objects in their rooms, persona poems
in the voices of pets, and invented new fables that signal, profoundly,
how much they care about this world, each other, and their work.
Our three-week workshop began in the midst of unprecedented
national grief, rage, hope, and uprising for long overdue changes in
American civilization and culture. I had the great fortune to spend
each afternoon with these incredible, young writers. On the Friday
of our ﬁrst week together, I asked them to give themselves some
time to write rawly about how they were feeling—about themselves,
the world or all of it, it was just for them, to always keep in touch
with themselves as they began their writing for the day. Some writers shared what they wrote, some didn’t. Those who did expressed
with honesty their current states of mind: boredom, frustration,
coping, escape, COVID-foiled summer plans, the maddening and
sorrowful fact of racial injustice and inequality in America. And the
more the Pretzels wrote, the more I witnessed their honesty and caring and imagination deepen in each of their works. These young
writers will make you see beauty in new ways, laugh at things in
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new ways, will show you harsh truths in their ﬁctions and poems.
Appreciation radiates from these works, soft or loud, always strong.
They write from the heart about this world, their worlds.
Mike Herr
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Art Class
The room is always in disorder,
(my wild instructor’s a bit of a hoarder).
Plastic cookie wrappers on a chair,
His T-shirts stained beyond repair.
Action ﬁgures all around,
paint brushes litter the ground.
But to me it is all a beautiful sight,
It might be untidy, but that’s quite alright.
My teacher Chino is the best!
He is diﬀerent from the rest.
He doesn’t tell us what to do,
unlike other art teachers we knew.
He’s been the teacher of the year,
He’s one reason I’ve loved moving here.
Though we speak English and he speaks Spanish,
we always ﬁnd a way to manage.
His radio plays carefree ukulele tunes
While we draw self-portrait cartoons.
“I want to paint a bird today.
A pelican, parrot, or toucan,” I say.
So I paint a red macaw—
my best one yet—I stand in awe.
Amaya Zesati
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Purple Chalk
So simple
Yet
Every ﬂeck
Every piece
Can split
Change
Powdery dust
coats my hands
Unremovable
Masks dreams
Of home
And dreams
of peace
The small, cylindrical object
Scrapes
On the board
As you write
Making you think
Making you realize
It’s overwhelming
It’s seen
Thousands of dreams
Heard
So many whispers
It
Could break
Any minute
Spill out the whispers of others
The truth people run from
Anika Pathak
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Once I Tried: A Cat’s Bad Luck Story
Once I tried to run outside in the rain
but I ran back in because I thought it made fur-melting pain
Once I tried to catch a lizard
but the small human ran away from me like I was a blizzard
Once I tried to touch the water
but I quickly ﬁgured out I was not an otter
Once I tried to shake oﬀ my cone
but my humility is now well known
Once I tried to climb a tree
But my claws slid and I fell and sprained my dignity
Once I tried to get under Anna’s bed
But when I was found I suddenly ﬁlled with dread
Once I tried to steal pizza on movie night
But I was caught and ran so fast I almost took ﬂight
Once I tried to hide in my camouﬂage cardboard tank
but the small human lifted it oﬀ and my mind turned blank
Now you know what I go through
I hope that my bad luck curse does not fall on you
Anna Whitten
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Trapped on Evora
I lived on a coastal island just south of Asia called Evora where hurricanes dominate and the sun never rises, but after eleven years you
get used to being on an island of harsh climates. The island was
ruled by a dictator by the name of Rudy Dementry Schier III who
imprisoned us there on that cursed place. Many had tried to escape
but it was only a few days before you would be at their funeral. And
yet me and my best friends were plotting an escape plan.
Ring! Ring! Ring! My alarm burst into noise, waking me up for
the new day although I’d rather have just skipped it altogether. I
walked to the kitchen with the smell of my mom’s pot pie stuck
in my nose. I took a few bites and hurried oﬀ to meet Max and
Jane. Max was my best friend, he had peach skin and blue eyes with
light brown hair. He was really short but one of the bravest people I
know. Jane was also one of my good friends, she had pale white skin
with light blue eyes and golden hair.
When I was about to open the door . . . Crash! Schier’s militiamen came through the windows all armed. I tried to ask them what
we did but they kept on screaming at us. In seconds me and my
mom were on the ﬂoor, both of us handcuﬀed and confused out of
our minds. I was too scared to even think straight. My heart was
pounding so hard that I thought it would burst out of my chest. I
was starting to sweat all over, even places I didn’t even know you
could sweat.
“Why are you doing this,” I shouted hoping they would reply.
“Shut your mouth, you’re going to prison”, said the General, his
smirk glued to his face.
They threw us in a colossal van parked right outside of our door.
It smelled like tuna and sweat, but we were obliged to bear through
with it. I had a premonition of impending doom, for the place we
were heading to was Allerego (the town square where hangings
were made). I knew we had to get out of here or else we would be
prospective angels. I repeatedly kicked the glass window, hoping it
would break. I had to act fast, for we were almost—tshhhhhhh!
The breaks abruptly stopped telling me that my death was up-
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coming. When all hope seemed lost, Max and Sarah came to the
rescue. They delicately opened the door and told us to follow them.
“What’s going on?” I whispered to Max.
“Us saving your life,” he said, making me chuckle.
He helped me out of the cuﬀs ﬁrst and me out of the van and just
as he was about to help my mom, the militiamen approached. No
not now. I knew I couldn’t save her and while Max and Jane scurried oﬀ to a bush in the corner, I quickly popped my head in the car
before they noticed.
“Jack! We have to go now,” Jane whispered making it kind of
hard to hear her.
“Mom! It’s gonna be okay!” I tried to calm her but we both knew
we couldn’t save her.
“Jacky!”
“Yes.”
“It’s gonna be okay. Now I want you kids to get out of this place
as fast as you can!”
“Not without you.” Tears were trickling down my face. I didn’t
even care a bit that I looked pitiful and messy.
“Jacky, I’ve been wanting to tell you something, I am part of a
resistance, a resistance to free everyone from this dictator. We do
some secretive work down by the school next to the garden. Yes,
it’s illegal and dangerous but somehow they found out and the next
thing you know everyone in the group is going to be hung. Now the
dictator has been corrupted by the ruler of Australia and this place
will never be safe for centuries. So, don’t head in the direction of
Australia. You hear me.”
“Yes, Mom, love you.”
“Love you.”
I zoomed back to tell Max and Jane everything and before we
knew it, we arrived at Mom’s “headquarters.” There was nothing
that seemed rather peculiar, just a few ﬁles here and there and some
books lying around, usual nonsense that’s never helpful at all in any
scenario like this. But that’s life, always plain and tedious. We were
heading for the door when I saw a small silver lever in the corner of
my eye. I decided to pull it and see what would happen when a safe
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appeared in the center of the room. We dashed over and checked it
out and I started trying to crack it. Thanks to my talents I was able
to open it in minutes. I pulled the tiny circular door to reveal what
lay inside when a high-pitched sound crossed my ear.
Boom! They knew we were here, and they were going to blow us
up to prove it. I grabbed the safe and we sprinted out of the underground building and then were puzzled what to do next. Our eyes
darted around the place hoping something would help us. And
that’s when I saw it, a small boat parked right at the docks with
the last name Parker painted on it (which was my last name). We
headed for the boat with slight grins knowing that this was our
ticket out of here, to escape with a boat that no one knew how to
drive. We hopped in and hoped that something would tell us what
to do, but we know that small versions of ourselves that perch on
our shoulders don’t exist. I quickly pressed some buttons, hoping I
didn’t do something wrong. The boat started speeding forward. We
were almost past the reef when whistles and shrieks could be heard
on the beach. I turned around to sight dark shadowy ﬁgures on the
horizon with guns and weapons. It was the militiamen! Their bullets came straight for us yet we still didn’t panic.
We made our way to India, for it was the closest civilization
around.
It was almost 9:00 p.m. when we started singing some old songs
to keep our spirits high. The dark blue sky turned into pitch black
and we started drifting oﬀ to sleep, except Max who made sure we
were heading in the right direction. You could hear waves crashing
down to the sea and the ﬂoorboards creaking under our feet. The
moon was as bright as ever. In my memory, it’s a glowing piece of
white embroidered to the night sky.
In the morning everyone looked messy and untidy. We were near
the outskirts of India where we knew we could start fresh and maybe
make it Europe or the US sometime later. All of us were so joyous
and exhilarated that you could probably hear our screams from the
North Pole! We arrived at the beach and pretty much kissed the
sand like in the American movies. We started making our way to
the village when a ravenous feeling started to build up inside of me.
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“Hey guys, you up for some food?”
We looked around for some restaurants and fortunately there
was one right here. We skimmed through the menu to see if there
were some clams or ﬁsh but there was only some dosas and idlies.
We walked to the counter and asked for some dosas but the man
looked at me like I was an alien. Oh yeah, they speak Hindi. I tried
to use hand signs and pointed to the menu, but he was looking at
me in disgust.
“Tum kya kar rahe ho”, he mumbled. He walked oﬀ like we had
done something wrong. We put the money on the table and took
three steaming hot dosas straight oﬀ the counter. The dosa looked
like a thin brown pancake with a white belly and it came with
sauces and dips. After the most scrumptious meal of our lives, we
meandered until we found a small cottage where a nice man said we
could stay. He told us to head upstairs and said we would pay rent
every month to live here. I knew this was where we could start a
new life and turn it into something incredible.
“Hey Jack, what’s inside that safe?” Jane asked.
“I don’t know . . . Let me see.”
I opened the safe with my face full of awe.
“This changes everything . . .”
Arnav Srinivasa
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The Beach
I set my gaze upon the sky,
watching the clouds roll by.
I rub against the sandy ground,
making a big sand mound,
I look across the blue coast,
examining the sailboats I like the most.
I see my friends splash in the waves,
one surﬁng through the big wave-caves.
Just looking at the coast of blue,
Makes me want to go in too.
I see the water shift up the shore,
Making my mound look like smashed s’more.
I walk over to the sea of blue,
feeling thousands of cold droplets like dew.
I spring into the freezing water,
shivering and quaking, wishing it was hotter.
Suddenly something blocks out the sun,
a great ocean wave convincing me to run.
Before I can even move an inch,
I breathe in salty water—it gives such a pinch.
As I struggle out of all this in disgust,
I take in a deep breath that feels like dust.
I see my friends laughing really hard,
and I give a cough that feels like a glass shard.
Gavin Nay
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The Stone Buddha
A stone, yet real.
Goes for days without a meal.
Braided hair and wavy robe.
Similar statues around the globe.
The Buddha rests on a soft dirt throne.
The garden ﬂowers are surrounded by smooth clean stone.
Beyond the rocks is a yard of grass and trees.
And all around the branches bend to the coolness of the breeze.
Everyday, company to the ﬂowers.
Everyday, for twenty-four hours.
Eyes closed hands in lap—
an endless meditation—
a spiritual nap.
Contentment meditation peace.
Long ears, big belly, baby feet.
Carved from the simple,
made into a masterpiece
is . . .
The ﬂower guardian.
The meditator.
The garden statue.
The stone buddha.
Luca Zesati
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The Thing in the Bushes
Crouched I wait
I am like bait
Waiting for something to cause my fate
You hate
How I rustle
And bustle
In the bushes as a hustle
To escape my predator
I am not credited
With anything
Except being the thing in the bushes
Twig that pushes
Against my side
as the predator crashes
Through the swamp
As I wait on a log for the jaws to chomp
Down on me
Down on the thing in the bushes
Down on a lizard
Rainer Jones
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Shark Story
I’m starving, looking around for anything. It’s just that anything
I ﬁnd rushes away. Octopi, they blind me with ink. And ﬁsh are
always swimming into giant hordes of animals. Clownﬁsh zip back
into the sea corals that protect them. I ﬁnally ﬁnd something weak,
a small family of tuna. I quickly snatch them, eat them, relieved.
I’ve found something to eat. Out of nowhere, I encounter salmon—
amazing! I eat them, too. I’m getting quite full. But then, I ﬁnd my
absolute favorite—cod! I’m so full, though, I’m not sure I have the
space left to eat any more. I decide to forget about my fullness, and
I gobble him too. That was a mistake. I feel the ﬁsh pushing out my
throat, trying to hold it back in, but I can’t . . . Two seconds later,
all my ﬁsh are half-digested and scattered all over the ﬂoor. I guess I
have to ﬁnd food again. The hunger returns.
Ryan Juramongkol
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Writer’s Factory
S E S S I O N A , LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

W

hen I asked my students about imagination, one writer said:
“Inside a book is one story, but in your mind there are endless possibilities.” In a time of uncertainty, a group of writers gathered together in a small box inside a screen, they became present in
one space but diﬀerent places to create.
Closed doors couldn’t limit where we go, so the writers took us
all over the world. From Cancun to a farm full of families of veggies
and fruits we travelled. From an exploding sun, to a trip to Mars.
Together we knew our imagination is limitless.
My experience with these writers was not only as a teacher and
students but also as a few writers coming together every day for an
hour and a half to create and turn a blank paper into a world full of
characters and stories to tell.
Those brilliant writers taught me so much, they taught me about
ﬁnding joy in the most diﬃcult times, about commitment, discipline, and they inspired me to write in a time when writing has been
very diﬃcult. When we log in to our Zoom room, we leave behind
the worry of the day and the world. Together we build a safe place
for us to share our vulnerabilities and ideas that won’t be judged.
I saw writers in this class take it beyond the hour and a half we
spent together, I’ve seen poems and poems have been written late at
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night, and stories expanding from one hundred words to two hundred and more. When I receive an email from a parent telling me
that their child fell in love with writing, then I know that my job
is done, and it is their turn to take those empty pages and ﬁll them
with their own stories and creative poems.
When I hear “Thank you” at the end of every class, I stop and
say: no, thank you for being here, thank you for inspiring me and
your other writer friends, thank you for your dedication and commitment to writing, and thank you for creating a world and welcoming us all into that world.
Nour Al Ghraowi
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Fruits and Vegetable Family
Once upon a time, there was a fruit and vegetable family. They had
twins named Mango and Cantaloupe. They are very cranky. Mango
and Cantaloupe had an older brother named Apple. Apple is mean
to everyone, but not to the twins. They also have an older sister
named Watermelon, she is just like her mom. They had no dad, only
a mom named Carrot. She is a super nice and gentle woman.
The older kids go to the school and get a chemistry project,
which is due in ﬁve days. They have been working on it for the past
three days. It’s almost time for them to ﬁnish, but the twins are not
happy and not letting them ﬁnish. They want to play with them.
But the older kids don’t have time to play with them. That’s why
twins are very cranky and out of control. So, mom tried to ﬁnish
her work as quickly as she could, and took the twins to the park
near the house. The Older kids also had to make a school supply to
pass their project. But the brother was quiet, on his ﬁrst try and the
sister worked way harder.
Finally, when the results came, The sister passed and the brother
didn’t pass. He learned his lesson to work hard and never give up.
The twins also learned how to play with other fruits and vegetables.
THE END
Aiza Maredia
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Volcano Accident
Once upon a time, there was a girl named Daisy, who was in school.
She loved school! Daisy was in social studies class, her last class of
the day! Then on the microphone the principal said that there is a
volcano about to erupt . So, everyone rushed home. When Daisy
got home, she kept asking her parents, “Why is the volcano going
to erupt?” Her parents said they did not know. Everyone was in a
hurry to get to a shelter because there were too many people, and
they knew it would get crowded. So, it would take longer to get
to shelter. Everyone got worried. The police came from a helicopter and said we will think of a solution. So, everyone found shelter.
Soon the police came back and said, “We are going to build a wall as
high as we can.” So, they did. The volcano erupted and the wall was
not big enough. It burned everything and they had to leave town.
The End
Aliyna Issac
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June 1, 2020
Dear friend,
I was going on a camping trip when a storm rumbled and blew the
map away. I chased after it, leaving the rest of my family. I ran for
miles before I ﬁnally caught it, and by then I was tired out. Then
I noticed that I was far from my family. I felt VERY lost. I had
brought a compass and some food with me, just for backup. So,
I started going north, through the jungle. I eventually reached a
tall pyramid. It was 300 feet tall—can you believe it?!? I went inside the door, which was marked with an entrance sign, and walked
through the dark, damp halls. The walls felt all slimy and it smelled
terrible, like cave moss that was soaking wet and rotting. There were
cobwebs on the walls, and you could hear things scuttling about as
your footsteps echoed through the temple. Once I reached the main
room, it was all bright and stunned my eyes. In the center, there was
a sphinx holding a majestic ruby. I couldn’t help but wonder if this
might be the secret temple that I had heard about in bedtime stories
when I was little. I crept up to the ruby and hesitantly took it out of
the sphinx’s paws. Then something started to happen. The sphinx’s
eyes turned red and glowy, a secret door opened, and a thousand giant cave spiders crawled out and chased me. I ran through another
door, jumped up a couple of stairs, and ran back out into the open.
The cave spiders were too scared by the light to chase me out there. I
wandered a little more, and then saw ﬁres ﬂickering in the distance.
I had found my campsite and returned victoriously with the map.
When I told them about my adventures and showed them the ruby
that I barely kept in my hands when I escaped, I told them that I
was going to put that ruby in a museum, and then I said to them,
“That might be the last time I go camping in the jungle!”
Love,
Charlotte Covey
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The Billionaire Pear
The pear lived in a Modern mansion, it’s almost ﬁt for a king! It has
modern features, like a gigantic fountain, a movie theatre, and last
but not the least, it is the best technology house in the world. The
pear is a billionaire, all right! Right now, you’re probably wondering
how a goody ol’ “PEAR” became a billionaire. He is CEO of ten
Factories that doesn’t pollute the air. Wonder how? He created a
new energy source! It’s this type of machine that makes carbon dioxide into electricity! Also, he does not use workers, so he gets a lot
more money . . . Instead, he uses machines from his own company.
He has 1,000,000,000 FT . House. So crazy big that the Pear once
said, “I could bring trillions of pears here!” And so, he did. Bob,
Bilg, Blake, oh so many names with “B”s. His name himself starts
with a B. Blink. That’s his name.
Every morning, he rolls clumsily out of his miniature bed, and
takes a small dip in the hot tub (Not too long or he’ll melt! [He
learned the hard way]). Because he melted a little, he has to go in
the freezer for more hours each day. He then plants himself in the
dirt and soaks up nutrients for another hard day (Almost every day
is hard for a pear). But that’s just when he wasn’t a CEO. Now, he
rides a giant cushion of air each morning, since rolling isn’t too efﬁcient . . . And people don’t get in his way, too! Anybody who gets
too close blows away at least thirty meters! He may be little, but
he’s probably the happiest pear in the whole wide world. Today’s a
giant day! He’s going to the news station for another report! “Wait.
Where’s my hover cushion!!!” SQUISH! A running person accidentally stepped on him. “NOOOOOO!” The pear yells as he vanishes . . . To this very day (in his dimension), people mourn “THE
DEATH OF THE BILLIONAIRE PEAR”
THE END!
Minkeon Choi
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Guess What It’s Called
Painting painting in the room
In the ocean you live and you are a doll
if only you can guess what it is called
Under it goes and out it comes
Swims with the waves, reefs and ﬁshes
if only you can guess what it is called
Something blue, purple, and white
glittery as can be, sparkly and bright
if only you can guess what it is called
Colorful ﬁns and a unique body
Sometimes nice and other times naughty
if only you can guess what it is called
Let me tell you once and for all
Blue and purple sparkly and bright!
Mermaid it is called!
Fiza Dhosani
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The Bubble Who Won a Contest
But Got Popped and Died
So, there’s a bubble, who won a contest and she was happy because
she never gets voted oﬀ. First, Bubble doesn’t like to be popped. Second, she joined this contest called Battle For Dream Island. Bubble
never got voted oﬀ for some reason? No! Icy stop! That was Icy popping Bubble so the story went like this.
Match: Yeah she was so surprised.”
Pencil: “Really!?”
Match: Oh, for sure I mean it wasn’t very big just a little bug but
Flower went crazy!”
Pencil: “OMG Flower really hates bugs.”
Match: “Well yeah Flower thinks she’s fabulous by the time she
asks Icy if she was fabulous.”
Flower: “Icy don’t you think I’m fabulous?”
Icy: “Um . . . no?”
Flower: “I’m going to kick you!”
Icy: “Oh I remember that Flower is an enemy! Bubble is my friend,
right Bubble?”
Bubble: “Yeah?”
Pencil and Match: “No! Icy stop!
Bubble: I guess This is the end of my life.” And she got popped.
Haojun Yao
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Supergirls and the Evil Sun Witch
In the town of Mythical Ville lived two best friends named Fiona
and Lily. They all believed in myths, and one of them was about
the Sun Witch. Fiona’s cat was named Libby. They were both in
fourth grade and they loved jumping on Fiona’s trampoline. Their
favorite thing on the trampoline was to do ﬂips, especially backﬂips.
Their school was called Myths Elementary. They loved to do art after school. They were working on building a clubhouse and it was
under construction.
One hot sunny day, Fiona was jumping in her front yard with
her friend Lily. They went into Fiona’s house to get a cold drink of
water—when they came back out, her house had started melting!
Everyone in Mythical Ville had read the story of the Sun Witch.
They all thought it was a myth. But could it be real?
Fiona and Lily hopped out of the trampoline and ran to their
Flyship. “Wait a second, where is Libby?” Fiona said, “She is lost! It’s
too late.” said Lily. “Oh, no,” said Fiona. Taking oﬀ in 3 2 1 BLAST
OFF! “Where” they both shouted at the same time. They reached
the speed of light! Their Flyship was bright orange with lightning
bolts in pink. They got as close as possible to the Sun!
They had a watch where they could see how Mythical Ville looked.
Lily gasped. “What’s wrong?” asked Fiona. “Every single building
has started melting,” said Lily almost hopeless. “Don’t worry, let’s
get faster,” said Fiona happily. They heard a cackling sound. “Who
is it?” said the Sun Witch. “We’re not afraid of you” “Well then”
the Witch responded slowly. “Let’s battle,” she added quickly. They
used their magical powers towards each other until . . . Fiona and
Lily send their last power together and the Sun Witch fell million
miles down! Fiona and Lily came back down to Earth and everyone
cheered for Super Fiona and Super Lily and the Sun Witch was never
heard of again. “Look, Libby’s here!” Fiona cried! They started working on their clubhouse again. The houses returned back to normal.
Isha Ladha
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Space Expedition for Exploding Sun
One day I was going on a walk and noticed the sun was much
brighter than before. It hit me like a Ferrari crashing into me. As I
had suspected for years, the sun was going to explode.
I ran to the NASA building in Florida and called my friend Alex.
He immediately jumped into his dad’s Maserati sports car and arrived in a few minutes.
He said excitedly: “It is time to go to space. Let’s go!”
We sneaked in the building and grabbed the ﬁrst two space
suites we saw. We rushed to the ﬁeld where a solar/lava powered
rocket ship was waiting for us.
3, 2, 1, blasted oﬀ. Boom! We were on our own. After about ten
minutes, I looked up on the dashboard and suddenly noticed something scary. “Alex, the fuel gauge is low!”
“Oh no, we will be stuck in space”.
I pushed the button to raise solar panels and smiled to Alex
“Now the problem is solved. We approximately have ﬁve days to ﬂy
to the sun.”
Alex murmured: “We may have a bigger problem right now. You
see that speck behind us?”
“Yeah, earth, isn’t it?” I replied.
“Correct, but asteroids are shooting towards it. “Alex looked at
his phone to check if there was any signal. “Man, we have tons of
signals out here.”
“Good, call the center to turn on the international force ﬁeld.”
We were relieved that the earth was ﬁne. We continued our journey to the sun. As we approached the sun, the protecting shield of
our ship reﬂected the heat from the sun. But our ship was still burning hot. When we were ten feet away from the sun, we took our
heat potions so we wouldn’t burn up. We entered the sun, it was
a burning maze. We jumped over the tripwires and killed dragons
with water bombs. Then we could see, in plain sights, a demon who
chained the sun’s god to a rock. The sun god struggled against the
chains helplessly.
Alex muttered to me: “I think we should free him.”
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“But we have to kill that ugly guy ﬁrst” I muttered back.
“HaaHaa! You think you can kill me? You two?” The demon
roared.
He pulled his double-sided lava sword from his sheath. “You
want your little puny planet,” He laughed out loud. “you gotta get
through me.”
“Do you have any water bombs for this guy?” I asked Alex
hopefully.
“Sadly, we are out.” Alex sighed.
“Then what do we have?”
“Not much. Phone. . . .”
“Duck!” I yelled.
The demon took his ﬁrst swipe. That missed us by inches. We
retreated through the maze. Swipe after swipe, the demon just kept
on coming. Finally, Alex found something useful, a million-dollar
high tech razor blade boomerang. He threw it at the ugly demon. It
missed its target by several feet. It went zipping through the maze.
Just then, we made it in a full circle back to the chained god. We
tripped on a tripwire and fell hard. The demon said: “Say bye bye to
the world.” By the time his sentence ﬁnished, the boomerang came
in a giant circle back right in front of the demon. The demon was
startled and fell into an endless space. We picked up the boomerang
and cut the sun’s god free. The sun god thanked us and wished us
good luck to get back to the earth.
The ride back was much more pleasant. We had a successful
landing in San Francisco. We were surprised by a huge welcome.
We made a song to thank San Francisco citizens, called San Francisco Is Alive.
The birds are chirping, trucks are honking! honk! Honk! chirp!
chirp!
San Francisco is alive!
The golden gate bridge is sparkling, and the football game is
hooting.
Hut, hut and he is down.
“Man, he’s squished as ﬂat as the scoreboard.”
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The half time show is on. Fireworks Boom! Bam!
San Francisco is alive!
Boom! a sonic Boom! Navy seals are working hard.
Bling! Rockie stadiums are on.
No one is going to beat San Francisco because
San Francisco is alive!
We drove home in Alex’s dad’s Maserati, which amazingly drove
itself all the way to San Francisco to pick us up.
The End.
Rob Stanberry
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y favorite part of this summer has been the time spent with
Supersonic Writers. Every morning, we would all log in at
10:00 a.m., some with breakfast in their hands, others with eyes
barely open, and a coﬀee in my hand. But once I say good morning,
I see the excitement in their eyes and the eagerness to write and create. We start our day by waking our minds and bodies up with a few
stretching and breathing exercises, then we dive deep into writing.
On the last day, I asked the writers to write a line about our
writing camp and about our main theme; imagination. One writer
wrote: “The image I see in my head is the time we’ve met, and the
time we leave. But maybe we meet next year, that may be.” This line
hit me the most, after spending three whole weeks with amazing
writers, it gets harder and harder to say goodbye at the end.
As a teaching artist teaching online for the ﬁrst time, I was worried that those writers might ﬁnd it diﬃcult to write in a place
they’ve been trapped in for so long, but they surprised me with the
places they took us all with their pieces. Knowing that those writers want to be there, want to write and create, and want to use their
imagination to escape the spaces that they are currently stuck in
made me happy and hopeful.
Those writers have inspired me so much, their dedication to
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the pen and paper, and their desire to express their emotions and
thoughts is beyond incredible. I saw some fear and hesitation in
some at the beginning of the camp, but towards the end right before
our reading event, in the last thirty minutes that we’ve had alone
and for the last time, I knew that these creators wanted more, they
are hungry to write more, to tell stories, and write poems.
I know and they know that our journey does not and will not
end today, but it will continue on for years to come. With pen and
paper and our imagination the possibilities are limitless.
Nour Al Ghraowi
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Fruit/Vegetable Patch
One day Banana was sitting in his patch with his other banana buddies when he heard cucumber yelling: “Hi banana BUTT!” Cucumber was always a bully to the other fruits and vegetables, nobody but Apple cared though. Apple was very geeky, and cucumber
always laughed at Apple’s hypothesis.
One day in late fall, it was apple picking season and all the apples, but Apple, got picked. He used a robo reﬂector beam on the
farmer that helped him not get picked.
Everyone was amazed, even Cucumber! He did the same thing
every year for all the other fruits and vegetables, and we call this:
they all lived happily ever after.
But they didn’t, one young apple asked what do we do when Apple rots out? That was true Apple was dreading the day when that
would happen. That problem was solved quickly. Apple gave birth
to a baby Apple, who had his geeky jeans and learned how to use the
robo reﬂector beam and the process repeated over and over and over
and NOW they all lived happily ever after.
{You can go see Apple’s great-great-great-great-great-great-greatgreat-great-great-grandson sitting on his throne} :]
The End.
Arnav Dhar
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My World
Every time I ride my bike it says jump jump! My bike has one mouth
and one seat. It jumps around with excitement every time we go on
a trail. When we get back my bike is tired like me. From the time
we go, to the time we, leave he is always happy as can be.
It jumps and jumps when we put it on the rack, it jumps and
jumps till we make it to the track, it turns focused just like me, we
ride and ride and then we win the race. It was a hard working day
but my bike didn’t get enough. We keep riding around the quarter
sec with my friends. We ride and ride till we are done. We go inside
and give my bike a wash. He sleeps in the garage while I sleep in
my room. The next day has arrived. I hope it is fun today just like
last time.
Keuvin Wei

Colorful City
i was walking around, and wondering where to go,
when a building as colorful as a rainbow caught my eye,
but the SECOND i walked inside, i felt a rush of power
rush through my body and the second i looked outside,
everything was as colorful as a rainbow
all crowds gathered around. The store owner
said let’s not only have this shop colorful
we shall work together and make this
City as colorful as we want.
Madilyn Merlos
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The Mango Tree!!!
Once there was a mango tree with one mango on it,
he was ﬁfty and he was funny.
One day, HE GOT PICKED oh no. It turns out he
was stolen. The next day, the farmer
came out and thought his mango was GONE.
He decided not to panic AHH and
called the police. After the police
got there they asked the farmer
a lot of boring questions. Then they
started looking and looking for it.
But it was in the tree the whole time!
Merritt Batterton

Skeletons on Mars
On June 15, 2030, a rocket from NASA launches into space. Their
goal is to land the ﬁrst human on Mars. About seven months later,
they land on Mars, and the eight astronauts, and some rovers and
robots from NASA, set up a home for the astronauts. One week
after they have settled in, a rover NASA landed on Mars about two
years before the astronauts landed on Mars, found skeletons. The
astronauts tell the people who work for NASA that the rover found
skeletons. The news gets out almost immediately. The news headline
is: NASA rover ﬁnds skeletons on Mars! NASA makes and sends
a rocket so that the astronauts can put the skeletons in the rocket
NASA sent, and it will go back to earth so scientists can study the
skeletons. Are the skeletons that the rover found on Mars real and
from Mars? Yes, the scientists ﬁnd out there was life on Mars! The
names of the eight astronauts and the rover become names that lots
of people in the world know. When the astronauts get back from
Mars, there is a parade and a party.
Mithul Dinesh
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Lemon and Eraser
Hi! My name is Lemon. Nice to meet you. As you can see, I have a
story to tell. And, I am very nice and kind. Let’s begin.
The other day I went to a supply shop. There’s this really mean
Eraser who works there. When I entered, Eraser was like: “what do
you want?” He grumbled. I said: “I am here to buy a pencil.”
“THEN GET YOUR OWN!” Shouted Eraser. (See, I told you he
was mean). So, I went to get a pencil. Finally, I found one. It wasn’t
easy. There were only ﬁve of them on the shelf. When I touched
the pencil I wanted, something strange happened. I felt myself getting lifted up, and up, and up, until I reached the ceiling. My hand
could touch it! “Ha!” Called Eraser from below me. “Got ya!” He
was holding a multi air blow dryer underneath me. (I am very light).
“That was mean!” I said. “So, what if it was? “Said Eraser. I decided
to ignore him. Then I bought the pencil.
After a couple days, Eraser turned nice! I don’t know how, but
I’m glad he did! All that mean talk really bothered me. We became
the best of friends!
The End (Hope you have a happy day)!
Lemon
Nicole Jin
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Kat the Very Unfortunate Rag
This is Kat. Kat is a rag. She’s covered with purple ﬂowers, very unfortunately, she has allergies. You can actually see the pollen, there’s
yellow spots, too. Kat is very dirty. She’s an old rag. Covered in
stains of whatever thing needs wiping. Kat sneezes all day. Kat lives
in The Rag Basket. Not a very good place to live, if you ask me. The
other rags don’t like her because she sneezes when they’re trying to
sleep. Kat wasn’t originally born in The Rag Basket, though. She
was in Japan, a store that sells other sneezing rags. But I like Kat.
She’s my friend. I bought her, so I like her. But I don’t think Kat
likes being a sneezing rag, do you, Kat?
Noelani Burt

San Francisco Morning
People are just waking up in the foggy January 23 morning. It is a
beautiful day! Moms make school lunches for their kids, kids put
their school stuﬀ into their backpacks, parents go to work, kids
go to school, owners take their pets for a walk, people are being
transported here and there. Shops, restaurants, warehouses, hotels,
and motels start to open. There are colors everywhere in Columbus
Avenue. There are tall skyscrapers and the clean sky. Cars, trucks,
buses, boats, planes, trains and other vehicles are going to do their
jobs with their fog lights on. HONK! HONK!
THE END
Tanay Mehta
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T

his group of campers stayed up-beat and creative in the days of
COVID-19 while we were all quarantined. The Perky Potato
Bosses were quick with technology and never abused it. Honest,
hardworking, and communicative—they loved to share their work
and to chip away at their own burgeoning craft and style.
During workshop, we looked to the masters like Roald Dahl,
Shel Silverstein, and Margaret Atwood. We also experimented with
more disparate or contemporary writers, engaging with zoology,
ﬂash ﬁction, Rupi Kaur, and popular retweets. Our campers got farout with their writing—including past characters as cast members
in new written universes, managing ﬁctional websites, and even
concluding their stories with a memory of a lack of a resolution.
We worked to ﬁnd and listen to our voice, to create brave characters, to imbue ordinary objects with magical signiﬁcance.
We even wrote a poem together.
If this new regenerative wave to work and write and laugh and
share is contingent with this new generation, we should all feel, as I
do, very thankful.
In ﬁnale, I will share with you our class poem:
I’m not a mother but please let the children speak
I’m not an adult but please let me go higher
181
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I’m not a doctor, but please let all of the men and women
in the hospital because of COVID-19 get better
I’m not a teacher but please let the children be educated
I’m not a good baker but please let me continue to try
I’m not a computer engineer but please ﬁ x my laptop
I’m not a warrior but please trust me
I’m not an athlete but please take my blood, sweat, and tears
I’m not a builder but please don’t build one with anger
I’m not an artist but please give me a chance to make a mural
I’m not an architect, but please, let us build on that thought
Rachel Gray
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Christmas Pie
It was Christmas, my favorite holiday in the entire year. My house
was bustling. My mom was helping my sister make cookies, my
dad was helping put the lights and ornaments on the Christmas
tree, and grandpa, grandma, and I were inviting friends over for a
Christmas party tomorrow. “I know Mom would want me to invite
the Berkensteins,” I said. Soon, we had three pages full of people
we wanted to invite. On top of the list were my best friends, Jake
Ringall and Rocky Brown, and their families. Second were my sister Caitlyn’s best friends, Grace Morrison and Hannah Fallon, and
their families.
After the cookies were over, me and my sister went to watch
something, and my mom went over the list with grandma and
grandpa. I smiled and turned on the TV. But soon I wasn’t up for it
and I went to see mom.
“Hi Mom. How’s the list?”
She looked at me. “Awesome, dear!” she said.
“Aren’t you watching anything?” I shook my head and sat down.
I called Jake and Rocky when mom asked me to. “Hey dude!
What’s up?” Jake said. They talked about the Christmas party and
they RSVP’d saying yes, and so did Rocky’s family, Grace’s family
and Hannah’s family. When we ﬁnished calling everyone, I noticed
that we forgot the most important thing: Christmas pie.
When I told my mom, she dropped the list. “Good heavens!” and
then smiled at me. “Thanks for reminding me, honey!” she said and
sent grandpa with me to the grocery store to get frozen apple pies.
When we reached the frozen section, the store worker said that
they had run out of Christmas pies. When we telephoned my mother,
she was devastated. “We can’t have Christmas without Christmas
pie!” she said.
Then, the lightbulb ﬂashed in my head. “Mom, I have an idea.
Do you have ﬂour?” I asked her. She said yes. “Great. Grandpa, take
me home.”
When we reached home, I washed my hands and put on my
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football apron. “Mom, you are a baker, right?” I had a mischievous
look in my eyes. “This year, instead of buying it, let’s make it!”
Mom was happy. “Jonah, you are brilliant!” she said, and we got
to work. Soon, we were in the middle of baking. “Two sticks of butter, Vanilla extract, ﬁnely chopped apples . . .” my mom was reciting the recipe. Finally, it was done and our favorite part, frosting it.
“Everyone! Join me and Jonah to frost this homemade Christmas
pie!” my Mom called. In a fraction of a second, my family dropped
what they were doing and joined us in the kitchen. We each got to
frost a part of the pie.
It was soon the next day, and as we expected, the house was full.
We played a lot of Christmas games my Mom had set up, like pin
the hat on the Santa and more. Then, my favorite part of the party
came. Pizza and pie. I was nervous when we cut the pie to oﬀer it
to our guests. “Mmmm! This is sooo good! Is this homemade or
bought?” Mrs. Reagan asked.
I smiled. “Homemade.” I said.
It was time to tell what we were thankful for. When it was my
turn, I said: “I am thankful for my sister Caitlyn, my parents, my
grandparents, and most of all, Christmas pie.”
Mithra Balaji

Who Are You?
The weirdest thing happened to me today, but I mean like I should
have expected it because . . . well let me tell you what happened.
So, I was going to the convenience store to go and get some salt for
the potluck that my friend was hosting when I ran into this person
that—well, I don’t know how to say it. You know that feeling you
get when you’re trying to remember something? Like a name for
instance and it’s on the tip of your tongue. Yeah that’s how I felt.
For some reason I felt like it had something to do with my chaotic
history with the weird lamppost guy.
Once I came home, I wish that I hadn’t forgotten the incident
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that happened in the store but me, having the most random memory, of course, forgot. I was heading to the party and I always walk
to my friend’s house because she lives like three houses away, when
everything started to look as if it was made of bones and when I say
everything, I mean everything. Like the houses were only bones. The
trees—well, the trees were like black trees in clumps. The grass became black. Everybody was full bones, no skin, but they were moving ﬁne, and probably the most surprising of all, the cars became
carriages being carried by skeleton horses. Once I saw the man in
the robes everything went back to normal and where the man in
robes was standing was a lamppost.
This continued for a week till I couldn’t bear it anymore so I decided that the next morning that I would go to the therapist when
I had a dream. It was the robed man but this time he was wearing a
cape and the most exquisite crown on his head that I had ever seen.
At ﬁrst, I thought I was imagining things because when I looked
closely at him his image was ﬂickering. Most of the time he was
an around middle-aged guy and every once in a while, he would
become a blue man, almost like a Smurf. At ﬁrst I was like, umm
what even is this but then when I started to really look at this man
and his diﬀerent forms I noticed that there were three diﬀerent pictures but two of them were so similar I could barely see the diﬀerence, but their faces gave it away. That was when I realized who the
Smurf was.
Once you found out one of them you could ﬁnd out the other
two in an instant and feel useless because you didn’t realize who
it was at ﬁrst. Then things started to get a little weird. They said
a weird combination of languages. This is what they said: “Salve,
dear. It iam diu ex quo vidi te, quod sum causa person. The distraxisse somno est vetus satis est scire quod voluit et quod veritas nusquam circa tuam childhood.They homines fuerunt, non sunt creaturae nunc vadam, et quod nullus est. I fac conatur ire ad Elysium
et recordabor ego custodiet te quotiens possum facere quicquam
mali tempus et certus suavis somniabunt.”
Samyu Bodduluri
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Thicc Thanos
There was once a dude named Thicc Thanos. He lived in a place
called Thicctopia. It was a harmonious heaven. Every street corner,
you could hear a thicc man walking down the sidewalk. Every few
blocks, there was a Chicago Fire caused by a fart. The Firemen and
women needed to clean each mess up was about thirty, maybe forty.
So, the ﬁreﬁghting community was very busy.
Anyway, Thicc Thanos lives with his younger Brother, Thicc
Hulk, and older sister, Thicc Black Widow.
His mom and dad, Thicc Tony Stark and Thicc Morgan Freeman, always are away, so they are always left in their huge, three
story villa, complete with a pool table, media room, game room,
study hall, jacuzzi, eight full bathrooms, three private bathrooms,
twelve bedrooms, two master bedrooms, bowling alley, indoor pool,
outdoor pool, pizza place (Pizza Hut), taco place (Taco Bell), sixteen
closets, servants’ quarters, and VR headsets room just so they aren’t
disturbed while playing on the VR headsets.
While this all sounds cool, his parents are still paying mortgage,
and they have to scrape as much money as they can so they can
pay oﬀ their mortgage before ten years and recover ﬁnancially completely. And it also makes hide and seek impossible. So Thicc Thanos takes a walk to escape the chaos in his house.
“What up, my dude!” says Thicc Pennywise.
“Hi.”
“D’oh! Hellooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo there!” Thicc
Homer Simpson bursts out.
“Right back at you.”
Whenever Thicc Thanos goes to take a walk, he always stops by
at his favorite place, Thic-E-Mart. They serve the BEST burgers.
The ﬂavors just explode in your mouth. So he, just like other days,
grabs his burger, pays, and gets out.
“Thanks,” he says to Thicc Apu on the way out.
“Yeah, you’re welco—wait, what’s that behind you?”
Thicc Thanos turned around, only to stand in horror, watching as
it slowly crawls toward him. He can’t breathe, can’t move, just watch.
Until Thicc Apu says, “Ahem, sequel.”
Ved Iyer
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Years
I remember a time
When all we so wanted,
Was something to make us
Older.
The contest of birthdays,
Of years.
Of obtaining things
To make us teenagers,
When we were
Still in preschool
The things we all so
Wished we could have.
Earrings, braces.
But now,
All I want
Is to go back
And freeze time
When I was four,
Or six,
Or even eight,
When I still felt like this.
They all say
I’m too young to want this.
They tell me to
Wait until I am older.
But I want to go back,
Is there a way?
Penny Murphy
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The Little Girl
After devouring a scrumptious dinner of herb soup the little girl
went to her chamber. She laid down on her bed reﬂecting about
all the jocular moments that she had experienced in her days of
existence.
She looked back when their family had a lot of ﬁnancial diﬃculties but had all the contentment in her life that she could visualize.
Maybe she didn’t want all the luxuries in her life. All she wanted for
the new year was for her to be joyful again. Tomorrow she was going to start school for the ﬁrst time.
Right then, there was a knock on her chamber door.
“Come in,” she said. She was not conscious in any way who it was.
Her mother walked in with an alarmed face. She came over to
the little girl. She had asked what had happened. Her mother said,
“Dash from the residence. I will come after you.” She was petriﬁed
by her mother’s term.
She performed her mother’s task. She sat in a corner on Old
Acorn Lane with all the cold air. She settled down on the road with
all the sadness in her heart. Her mother came to her and said that it
was dangerous to stay in the city. But with all the cold air, memories
of merriment and sorrow and everything she could recall, she and
her mother went into a joyous new world up in the sky where we
can’t catch a glimpse of the place.
Will they be joyous? Of course, they will. They are like hand in
hand, a hand in a glove, shoulder to shoulder, and cheek by jaw.
That is how they will be perpetually.
Raina Nasta
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The Math Mystery
Katie sat down on her chair in math class. Math was her worst subject, and she knew it. After class, she would do something mischievous in the hall. That was normally the way she got her frustration
out. She knew it wasn’t a good way, but she had gotten into the
habit in third grade, when math had gotten more complicated, and
it was very hard to break. She sat, she got frustrated, and she eventually quit. That was her unbreakable routine in math class and being tutored just made it worse.
This time, they were working on division, which Katie despised
as much as she did the general subject of math. When the bell ﬁnally
rang at the end of class, Katie raced out of the room. She did NOT
want to have another long talk with her math teacher, Mrs. Morris,
the one that began with, “I know you can do better, Katie,” and
ended with the dreaded sentence, “If you don’t get your grades up
by the end of the year, I’m going to have to fail you, Katie.” And
that meant summer school. Worse, ONLY MATH summer school.
She did okay enough on all the other subjects, but not math.
She bolted down the hall to her locker and got her spray paints
out of her backpack. Quickly and stealthily, she vandalized Cathrine McLane’s locker. She did not prefer to use the word “vandalized” although she knew it was. She instead called it, “Making
something drab beautiful!” She never put words on things, just
pictures, mostly of addition symbols meeting various deathly fates.
This one was drowning in the ocean, weighed down by too many
math facts.
Katie put her math textbooks back in her locker. She kept a few
of them though, because she knew Maddie would get mad at her if
she showed up for tutoring without any textbooks. As embarrassing
as it was to be failing math, it was even more embarrassing to have
a sister who was a grade lower than you were tutoring you. Maddie
was above her grade level in math, so it made sense, but that didn’t
make it any less weird. Maddie had a personal tutor that taught her
more advanced math, so she was free during her math class. Katie
had study hall at the same time.
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Katie glanced at her watch and sprinted down the hallway. She
was already late! She got through the door just in time. “Hello! You’re
exactly forty-six seconds late! And I mean EXACTLY.” Maddie
loved to show oﬀ her math skills. Katie grunted hello and sat down.
“Today we’re working on-” At that moment, the ﬁre alarm rang.
“ALL STUDENTS EVACUATE!” The principal exclaimed over
the loudspeaker. Maddie followed her instructions and started toward the emergency exit, but Katie stopped. There couldn’t be a ﬁre.
Only yesterday the local ﬁremen had inspected the entire school for
ﬁre hazards. Maddie interrupted her thoughts. “Come on! Don’t
tell me you pulled the ﬁre alarm! That will be your worst oﬀense
yet!” “I didn’t! I’m just wondering if there’s actually a ﬁre.” Katie
replied. “Of course there is, if the ﬁre alarm was pulled!” Maddie
was clearly getting annoyed with her older sister. Katie didn’t listen.
She had decided that there was not a ﬁre. Leaving Maddie behind,
she started walking toward the principal’s oﬃce.
When she got there, she hid behind a chair and listened to a conversation that the principal was having with a mysterious person.
“-such a shame.” She heard the principal saying. “But I’m afraid,
with all the things that have been happening, our school will have
to close down.”
To be continued.
Vera Schmitt
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The Stranded Dragons
Emerald hovered in the air, desperately searching for water. Next to
her, Frostbite and Dewdrop searched too. They had been stuck in
the desert for about a week already, but they could not ﬁnd a single
drop of water. They dropped back down on the ground. Though
they hadn’t been able to ﬁnd any water, they found small desert
animals to eat.
“How far is the ice kingdom from here, Frostbite?” Emerald
asked as they started forward again.
“Too far,” he answered shortly.
Emerald sighed. He was still as short-tempered as ever. She could
barely remember how she had ended up being friends with him.
“Do you know where the sand kingdom is?” Dewdrop asked.
“I don’t know everything,” he muttered.
Emerald rolled her eyes. “This is close to your territory. You
should know where the sand kingdom is.”
“You think I invade another kingdom?” Frostbite muttered.
Emerald shook her head but said nothing. They continued walking through the desert in the direction that Frostbite said was the
ice kingdom.
“We won’t be able to survive if we don’t get any water,” sighed
Emerald.
“You think I don’t know that?” he grumbled.
Emerald spotted a tree lizard scurrying around. She quickly
speared them with a claw and peered at it.
“More lizards,” complained Frostbite.
“Shut up and eat it,” snapped Emerald. The heat was getting to
her. She was never usually this rough. After poking it a bit, Frostbite
ﬁnally stuﬀed it in his mouth. Dewdrop was not particularly interested in meat but ate it anyway.
“At least she’s not complaining,” thought Emerald. They walked
on and on. Finally, Dewdrop sighed and plopped down on the
ground.
“We’re getting nowhere!” She moaned.
Emerald nodded. “We need to ﬁnd the sand kingdom ﬁrst.”
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Frostbite peered around. “Well I don’t see a sand kingdom anywhere, do you?” he said sarcastically.
“Stop being like this! We’re going to die in the desert and the
best you can do for us is be annoying!” she shouted.
“Yeah. And then who’s going to show you to the ice kingdom?
Who’s going to allow you to pass into the ice kingdom?” he shot
back.
Dewdrop put her talons to her ears, shaking her head vigorously. “Stop! Stop!” she cried, “Please. I can’t bear watching you guys
argue.”
They both glanced at Dewdrop. “She’s right.” Emerald realized.
“We can’t aﬀord to be hating each other right now.”
Suddenly Frostbite whirled around. He narrowed his eyes at a
large lump of sand. Or what she thought was sand. Then the lump
of sand stood up to reveal a sand claw.
“How did you ﬁnd me?” he said with a grin, “am I really that
bad at hiding?”
“Who are you?” ordered Frostbite.
“Scorch,” he answered.
Dewdrops shocked turned to a thoughtful one. She seemed to be
thinking of a plan. “Hey. Can you lead us to the sand kingdom?”
she asked.
“Sure. But we have to see if Queen Sahara will allow you to stay.
Follow me.” he waved his tail at them then bounded away. They
looked at each other. Dewdrop shrugged and then ran after Scorch.
They followed. They ran and ran until Emerald noticed a large sand
castle looming in the distance. Scorch and the rest of them skidded
to a stop in front of it.
“What is this, Scorch?” said a queenly voice from behind them.
“Queen Sahara.” Scorch bowed, “I found this group in the desert. Will you allow them to stay?”
Queen Sahara studied them. “A forest claw, ice claw, and a water
claw,” She observed,” How interesting.” She nodded. “I will allow
them to stay.”
“Thank you, your majesty,” said Emerald, bowing to her.
Madeleine Ye
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The Mess
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

In the middle of nowhere there is a Mess.
A huge mess. A humongous mess. A gargantuan mess.
It is a stinking, rotten, putrid, rancid, spoiled, noxious heaping
mass of trash and garbage and slime and other disgusting and revolting things that may or may not be alive. It is stinky and soft and
warm in the most disgusting context of all of these words.
In fact, it is so disgusting that everyone within a mile of it had to
wear haz-mat suits, which were uncomfortable and had little rough
plastic ﬁbers that poked you and made you feel like you were enclosed inside a box of needles.
* * *
A few months later, The Mayor proceeded to attempt to blow up
the Mess. The side of the Mess erupted in a giant cloud of gas, dust,
debris, ﬁre, and smoke with the force of ﬁfteen Hiroshima atomic
bombs, ripping away a kilometer-wide swath of disgusting, oozing
slime. The resulting cloud of roiling, frothing ash and gas swept
outward at speeds of over 250 miles per hour. The force of the explosion is so great that it causes a cubic kilometer of debris, trash,
and ooze to turn into dust, gas, and chunks of warm, pulsating
solidiﬁed slime. Huge quantities of exploding ooze push yet more
debris out of the giant mountain of trash as giant slabs of partially
liquiﬁed trash slid down the side of the Mess. Meanwhile, the huge
cloud of dust and slime continues to expand upwards and to the
side and soon cuts oﬀ all sunlight as the swarm of gas is fueled by
the still-exploding debris from the Mess. Giant rivers of liquid and
goo rush out and cause extreme ﬂooding in the surrounding area.
As the dense cloud of dust ﬁnally reaches the City, the horriﬁed
Mayor declares a state of emergency and quickly locks down and
closes everything. An emergency mass evacuation ensues as screaming citizens run through the debris-covered streets, trying to escape
the advancing cloud of roiling, foaming, stinking, rotten, putrid,
rancid, spoiled, noxious, revoltingly disgusting debris, partially
liquiﬁed trash, and globs of warm, pulsating slime. Breathing is dif-
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ﬁcult as dust is inhaled. “I remember that it was like you had something sharp poking into the side of your throat and it just stayed
there and multiplied, and before long your entire throat hurt and
you could barely breathe,” recalls a survivor. The giant cloud totally
envelops the City and a horrible apocalypse ensues, killing all of the
residents except for a lonely group of war-hardened stragglers who
were able to escape the Wrath of the Mess.
THE END
for now . . .
Tony Yuan
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S E S S I O N A , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he magniﬁcent eight students of the Super Cool Cat Writers
workshop produced breathtaking work throughout our three
weeks together. From our very ﬁrst day of class, I was stunned by
these upper elementary students’ bravery to read and write with
open minds, their respect and admiration for one another, and their
endless amounts of both individual and group-cultivated creativity.
Over the past few weeks, these workshop students studied various components of narrative essay, poetry, and ﬁction. They wrote
multiple pieces in all three genres, examined the work of exceptional authors, and learned eﬀective methods of structure and style.
They fearlessly conquered the tasks of revision and reﬂection.
As the following pages attest, these Super Cool Cat Writers have
spent the past few days writing their hearts out in preparation for
publication. They have produced exemplary works of poetry and
prose that aim to leave the reader momentarily stunned before calling for a moment of reﬂection.
The students have succeeded through a combination of the following elements: hard work, compassion, imagination, and a little
touch of magic. Great talent shines forth in each of these young
writers, and I cannot wait to read their future works of brilliance.
Robin Bissett
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
195
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World War II
 //, :  a m:
We are prepared every second of the day. Japan or Germany could
come at any time. I’m waiting in my cabin just in case. The war has
been raging for ﬁfteen months.
Bang! What was that? Must be a drill. Bang! Bang! Bang! I look
outside and see things are on ﬁre, as Chief says, “This is not a drill,
the USS Arizona has just been sunk.”
I look at the sky, they are attacking us from the clouds. I get
to my station; with the anti-air cannon, we can shoot some planes
down.
Poof! Poof! Poof! I shoot three of them down, then I realize that I
accidentally just helped them. There are now ﬂaming balls of Kamikazes! They crash into an aircraft carrier, as I watch helplessly.
A week later, Germany attempts to take down Roosevelt but fails.
In response, America declares war on Germany.
Calvin Liu
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The Bottomless Blue and My Room
It would be cool to live in the bottomless blue,
With so much exploring to do
Watching the colorful ﬁsh go by in large groups
Or watching the dolphins swim by in little troupes.
The ocean’s full of beauty
There’re tons of interesting creatures to see.
But, be careful! There’re sharks, sea snakes, and sting rays, too.
It would be fun to live in the bottomless blue.
Dirty clothes scattered everywhere,
Flip-ﬂops left by the door,
An unmade bed,
A cute dog sitting by the window,
Tons of books and an empty glass of water sitting on the shelf,
Crayons left lazily on the ﬂoor,
My brother looking around sadly at the volcanic eruption that
must have happened in my room.
Ella Kate Hoyt
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Life and The Ocean Blue
As the world comes and goes, I watch. Everyone has their hills and
valleys, I watch. Sometimes, I’m part of the world, sometimes I
feel like I’m on the sidelines watching, waiting until it’s my turn
to change the score of the game. But I know deep inside that life is
not a game. It’s the real thing and that’s what makes it so extraordinarily fantastic, and that’s why sometimes you feel as if you’ll turn
a corner and ﬁnd yourself face to face with something you didn’t
expect. Other times, you look out onto a magical scene and all you
can do is smile. When someone waves or greets you, all you can do
is feel loved and feel how great life really is.
Everything peaceful, as quiet as a crab.
The echo of the waves crashing against land gives everything a
gentle, almost glowing feel.
The sun shimmering above the surface, the brightly colored coral
sitting on the ocean ﬂoor.
Above the plants, millions of ﬁsh glide this way and that, going
about their duties in our world.
Everything is so calm, so perfect, so magniﬁcent.
Grace Nichols

The Diamond Shard
Wow! Angel breathed. Today was her ﬁrst day at magic academy.
Ohhh maybe she would become a wizard who could enchant things!
That would be fun.
Oh no, Angel realized, as she reached a hallway. A clock at the
top said she had a minute to get to the class. Angel ran up six ﬂights
of stairs and nine hallways, arriving to the classroom of 930.
“Why, hello!” A plump lady with rosy cheeks and puﬀ y blond
hair said. “Come, sit down!”
Angel sat down next to a girl with black hair that was purple at
the tips. She also had a pet cat with her and was wearing a sparkly
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purple dress. On her other side, sat a particular scrawny boy who
wore a gold chain, a hoodie, and pants with skulls on him. Angel
hated him immediately.
They introduced each other. Angel learned her teacher was
Ms. Dragon and her classmates were Charlotte, Will, Heidi, Coco,
and Ace.
For class, they were going to acquire magic objects and ﬁnd out
how they were used. They would have to cast a spell to get the magic
object. Angel looked through her spell book.
“Aha!” she said, quietly to herself. She then whispered, “Ka-Chul!”
Immediately, a tiny diamond shard ﬂew into her hand. It was cut
perfectly into a small pentagon with a red core inside. It glowed like
a clear red ruby sun except better. She laughed. She had just done
her ﬁrst spell. She tried to ﬁgure out what the object did, but nothing worked. She went to ask Ms. Dragon, and Ms. Dragon gasped.
“Dear, that is the Diamond Shard!”
Angel went back to her desk. What was the Diamond Shard? That
afternoon when she went to her dormitory, she made it into a necklace. When she placed it around her neck, it became brighter and
brighter and brighter. Angel began to ﬂoat up towards the ceiling.
Suddenly, the diamond cracked, and red light spilled everywhere.
Glowing white streaks appeared in Angel’s hair. What just happened?
Angel lifted her hand and ﬂicked it. Instantly, white beams shot out
everywhere. What would she tell Ms. Dragon?
Angel wore a white hoodie to school the next day. Ms. Dragon
didn’t say anything, but she must have known. She kept giving Angel weird looks. Angel accidentally shot out a white beam just as
school was about to end.
“Angel, come forward, please!” Everybody was staring at her
curiously.
“Angel is the wielder of the Diamond Shard. She is a descendant
of the Frozen Phoenix.” Everyone gasped. Personally, Angel didn’t
have any clue what the Frozen Phoenix was, but whatever it was, it
was important.
“All hail Angel Phoenix, Wielder of the Diamond Shard, Guardian of the Palace!”
Janelle Lee
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The Dangerous Dream
Along our walk, there were sharp rocks here and there, but no sign of
snakes. We were starving. There was a little cottage in the heart of the
forest. Maybe they had some food. My sister and I decided to go and
check it out. She was older, six years older to be exact. I was only ten.
An extremely pale grey-skinned lady and her very, very short
dwarf-like husband came out of the door. That was weird. We didn’t
even knock. Maybe they are eager for visitors.
We asked them if they had any food, but instead of answering,
they shoved us into a dark room. There were about ﬁfteen other children, dirty, starving, and on the edge of death. The lady told us that
they were just in a “transformation room.” Some of them had horns
coming out of their heads, and wings blossoming along their arms.
The man said to us, “In a few dreadful minutes, you will become
one of them.” My sister and I had chills up our spine. As I was about
to blurt out something, my sister gave me that look, so I kept quiet.
They led us to the main kitchen with two big pots. How awful
it smelled, like dead uncooked ﬁsh and moldy bread. They gave us
a miniscule bottle with some sort of green potion-looking liquid.
Me being the youngest and clueless one, I drank it. And my sister,
being the opposite, was too late to stop me. I threw up on the dirty
yellow ﬂoor. The old man and lady snickered. My sister shot them
that same disdainful look she gives me all the time. The old couple
then forced my sister to drink the disgusting green potion. I looked
at her and gasped.
She was turning physically evil. Wings, horns, everything.
I looked at my own body. Black wings, red horns, and a devil’s
tail. My sister started thinking of evil things like kidnapping children. She started laughing like a witch, like the one she had become.
Maybe I was a devil? I still didn’t feel like one yet. In just a few
minutes, another pair of children came in. I told them, “Beware
children, if you go in, you never come out.”
“AHHHHHH!!!!” I shrieked.
I gasped and breathed heavily, looking around my room. It was
the same minimalistic theme. I looked over my body. Phew! Only
wearing my grey sweatpants and mauve t-shirt.
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I ran to my sister’s room and there she was watching Netﬂix on
her computer with her AirPods in.
Turns out, we’re safe after all. For now . . .
Lakshmi Trivedi

Trees and Light Azure
The blossoms of the
Cherry blossom tree.
The sweet scent
Of the pinkish blossoms on the ground. The ﬂowers won’t
Last forever, but at least
The sweet
Blossom Scent
Will stay with me
For as
Long
As
I Can
Imagine
From the color of the big ocean,
To the soft blue cream icing on my cake.
And from the dreamy sky,
To the shelves of my bedroom.
Light Azure is the ocean,
Light Azure is the soft cream on my cake,
Light Azure is the sky,
And Light Azure is the color of the shelves in my room.
Each cloud,
Atop the Light Azure sky.
Is like the great rivers,
And the harsh waves of the sea.
I see the blue ﬂowers in my backyard.
Light azure,
Is my
Favorite color.
Lanika Zaman
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The Library Tree
On the hill, there is a tree that grows
Lots of stories from head to toe.
On her branches, there hang huge books.
It’s a very odd tree from its looks.
People come for them in a race,
Then a new book grows in its place.
When its long branches block the breeze,
You almost want to never leave.
But an ice cream tree grew one day,
And all the people went away.
Ryan Oberle

The Envious Neighbor
I lay outside wondering when my tree would grow. Everybody else
had trees.
On Earth Day, last year, each person in town planted a tree. The
goal was, by next year’s Earth Day, the trees would all have grown.
I planted a clean dollar bill for my tree. I dug a perfect hole and
carefully laid the dollar bill inside. Then, I pushed the remaining
dirt inside the hole. For almost a year, I waited.
But, tomorrow was Earth Day and my tree was only a stump.
Desperately, I ran to the nearby tool shed. I found a broken watering can and a bucket with a little bit of water in it. I took my
watering can and ﬁlled it up. The water started to ooze out of the
sides of the can. Then, I ran to my tree and watered it. Still nothing.
Defeated, I went into my house and smelled the aroma of pie.
I walked to the kitchen to see about forty pies just sitting on the
table.
“Why are there so many pies? This is crazy; besides they all look
really bad.” I told my mom.
“Oh well I have been trying to make the perfect pie for dinner
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tonight and they . . . well didn’t turn out how I wanted,” My mom
replied staring at the deﬂated pies.
I stood there astonished. I realized that my creative, determined
mom wouldn’t give up just to make pie for dinner, so I wasn’t going
to give up on my tree, either.
I ran outside and almost crashed into a lush green tree, sparkling
in the sunlight.
More grown trees, I mumbled.
I looked up to see the snobbiest girl in my class staring down at
me. It was so exasperating. Abigail had grown a money tree.
All of a sudden, the reason my tree wasn’t growing made sense.
Abigail had planted the tree that was my idea. I ran home to tell
my mom.
We ran to Abigail’s house, and I saw her mom standing in the
doorway. We explained to her mom what Abigail had done. But,
because Abigail’s mom was just like her, she wouldn’t listen.
“My daughter made that tree fairly. Get oﬀ my property,” she
said, all snobby-like.
“Okay,” I replied. “We’ll go, as soon I get proof that this is Abigail’s tree.
“I wrote my name on the dollar bill I planted in the soil. Dig up
the tree, and you’ll see it,” I said. Abigail seemed so mad, but also
guilty. She dug up the tree.
As I carefully removed the dollar bill I saw, in my wavy cursive
handwriting, it said “Tara.”
“See, Abigail stole my tree, the bill says my name,” I told her
mom.
“Abigail, you didn’t plant this impressive tree?” her mom asked.
To my surprise, Abigail admitted she didn’t.
We all walked over to my house and re-planted my tree. I gave
Abigail my little stump.
At home, when dinner rolled around, I saw ten trash bags ﬁlled
to the brim with pies and ﬂies. Then, I saw one beautiful apple pie
on the table.
“Mom, you did all of this?” I asked, taking a bite of pie.
“Yes,” she replied.
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Suddenly I heard a knock on the door. “Hi,” said Abigail.
“Oh, hi. Come in, my mom made pie,” I replied.
Abigail and her mom craned their necks, just as I did to see one
beautiful pie and ten bags of bad pies.
From that day on, Abigail and I became friends, and she grew
from behaving snobby to becoming one of the most helpful people
I know.
Siyona Biswas
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Mr. Sean’s Huﬄe-Puﬀy
Badger-Book Octopi Guanacos
S E S S I O N A , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

B

efore our ﬁrst class, I asked each student to email me one question. I told them it could be about anything in the world—or
out of it! The very ﬁrst one I got was:
“Are you a very creative person?”

This seemed the perfect question to lead oﬀ our workshop, and I
used it (along with questions submitted by all the other students) to
craft a group poem, which you’ll see below.
On our ﬁrst day, we quickly discovered we were all huge Harry
Potter fans and that the badger—in addition to being a part of Badgerdog—was also the house animal of Huﬄepuﬀ. We, of course, all
loved books. That day we crafted a group poem by asking questions
of a stuﬀed octopus. The next day, we read Chen Chen’s poem, “To
the Guanacos at the Syracuse Zoo,” and lamented how the littleknown guanacos were often confused with the more popular llamas. From all that, our name was born: Mr. Sean’s Huﬄe-Puﬀ y
Badger-Book Octopi Guanacos.
Over the next three weeks, we met each weekday via Zoom. We
delved and dipped and delighted in poetry, stories, plays, and even
historical ﬁction.
Fiona treated us to several lovely nature poems, and has a knack
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for writing riveting story beginnings! Kanaan is a brilliant writer
who has a quick wit and wide imagination, and—as you’ll see in
these pages—an exceptionally strong poetic voice! Kaia might have
spoken softly at times, but as you’ll see in her writing, there is a
ﬁercely powerful poet inside! Molly displayed an amazing range of
creativity and imagination—she can somehow excel in any style or
genre!
Javier thrilled us with his keen imagination and had us on the
edge of our seats with his fun Choose Your Own Adventure-type
story about Dr. Mold! Emma treated us to several wonderful stories
and poems, often had her stuﬀed turtle to keep us company, and
asked lots of big questions about space and beyond! Clara wowed
us with her poems and historical ﬁction and brightened everyone’s
day—there was always a smile on her face! And Lucas regaled us
with his excellent poems and stories, along with a fun play about
the history of paper!
At the end of our three weeks together, the answer to that ﬁrst
question—“Are you a very creative person?”—was crystal clear for all
of these talented young writers: A huge, resounding YES!
Sean Petrie
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Ask an Octopus
Are you really an octopus?
No.
Are you a space alien with tentacles?
Yes, I am, my natural coloring is purple, but I am a special rare blue.
And anyway, aren’t YOU just a space alien, with hands?
Did you evolve from space aliens?
No.
Why do you live in the sea?
Humans would eat me a lot more if I did not.
How do you sit still for so long?
It’s called levitation.
Do you have bubbles of air inside your ears?
No, how rude.
What is your biggest wish?
To have nine tentacles. Or legs.
Why do you have three hearts?
Because I am soooo full of love that I ﬂoat.
Why do your eyes look so much like your mouth?
Why did you even think of that question?
Why do you have three hearts but only one brain?
Because I’m just that smart.
Do you like pizza?
No, too many toxins. Except for the ones with anchovies.
Wait, what’s pizza?
Mr. Sean’s Huﬄe-Puﬀ y Badger-Book Octopi Guanacos
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What We Wonder
Are you a very creative person?
Can you use a telescope as a marshmallow launcher?
What took the picture of the ﬁrst camera?
What is the last step in solving a Rubik’s cube?
Do you play any sports or video games?
What do you think Badgerdog would be like on the moon?
If a wizard went up to you and said you could have one of two
powers, either—
you could run super-fast but only on concrete and you would have
to be in a bad mood
or
you could ﬂy but only when the sun is up and you would have to
wear embarrassing bunny slippers
which one would you choose?
Mr. Sean’s Huﬄe-Puﬀ y Badger-Book Octopi Guanacos

The Library
The library has always been my favorite place on earth. It’s full of
family history and books! What’s not to like? That’s what I thought,
until last week.
My mom and I live in an apartment above the town library. My
great grandmother was the founder of the library. She made the
apartment that my mom and I live in now. My name is Mary Parker.
I love the library. But last week something happened that would
change my life. For better or worse, you can decide for yourself.
It was a normal Monday. I sat down at the kitchen table. My
mom was making eggs.
“Morning, sweetie,” she said to the frying pan. “I have to head to
work early today, you understand right?”
“Yeah, mom.” I was used to this by now.
“Alright then. When you get home from school, you can do your
homework downstairs, but if you want to have a snack—”
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I cut her oﬀ: “I have to come up here. I know.”
And with that she placed a plate of eggs and bacon in front of me.
On the way to school, I sat on the bus alone. Trees. Houses. Neat
gardens. Wild gardens. Buildings. All these ﬂashed by as we rumbled along. We stopped numerous times to pick up other kids, and
then, when I didn’t think the bus could hold any more, we arrived
at Seaside Middle School. I walked through the crowd, head down,
the buzz of laughter and voices ﬁlling the air around me:
“This weekend I . . .”
“Can you believe . . .”
“You know what I heard?”
“Wow!”
I sat on the old limestone steps and waited, humming the tune
of a song that I hardly remembered. I pulled the book I was reading out of my backpack and opened it to where I had last left oﬀ. I
loved this book. When I didn’t know what else to read, I would read
this. It took me into a whole new world, one where I could escape
my own troubles, and follow a very adventurous kid who solved all
of his.
I was just about to witness a large battle between the main character and a giant electric blue leopard, when the bell rang. I tucked
my book into my backpack and hurried to class.
The inside of the school building was, to say the least, bleak. It
had clean white walls and rubber sideboards stretching the length
of the hallway. Large blue lockers lined the walls. I walked down
the line of them counting, “. . . 220, 221,” and stopped at 222.
Triple two.
I opened the doors and pulled out my binders, workbooks, and
notebooks. My arms heavy with books, I headed to class. As I hobbled down the hall, I saw the last thing I wanted to see: Jemma.
Well, really I only saw her feet, tucked inside shiny pink rhinestone-encrusted ﬂats. But no one else in my school wears those
shoes. I looked up, painfully aware that a particularly heavy textbook was dangling dangerously from my arms.
“Well, look who it is,” Jemma snickered. She was a pretty blond
girl with rich parents and a bad attitude.
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“Jemma—”
My book wriggled free, right over Jemma’s toes . . .
“Are you scar—OW!!” cried Jemma as the book landed. “Why
you—”
But I was saved by the second bell. I scooped up my book and
sprinted for class, leaving Jemma and to steam behind me. [To be
continued . . .]
Fiona Arthur

When You Look at Me
When the Osprey looks at me he
knows I’m too ﬂy for him to even try because
I ﬂy smoother than an Eagle in air
But when I ﬂair my hair the Lion runs
Because it knows I run faster than a Cheetah
Plus a Black Panther.
When the NBA drafted me, Lebron James
Retired because he knew he was ﬂat as a tire.
I don’t need any tires to get up Mount Everest
Because my legs are as strong as a Puma + a bunny.
So don’t question me cause when you do it won’t
Get to me because where I live is where you dream!
And when you look at me don’t even try to blink—
Because I move faster than you can even think.
Kanaan Brown
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You Say I Am Just a Girl
I am a lynx
so deadly
so ﬁerce
I could knock you down in two seconds ﬂat
I am so powerful
lions are afraid
I am swift like a snake
smart like an owl
I created the term
you should be afraid
I am a mimic octopus
I will disappear and then attack
I am more deadly than a black mamba
I shaped mountains out of clay
oceans are the tears I’ve shed
I am the moon
I am the stars
I am everything
what are you?
Kaia Dunleavy
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A Conversation for Who I Am
I run as a wisp of air
The wind thrashes in protest
Like a child throwing a tantrum
Angry I’ve won the race
I am the moon on a sinister night
A beacon to ﬁnd your way in the night
Travelers ask me for advice
I answer
As brighter light
A star
I become the color purple
The wealthiest
A noble monarch
Fueled by power
The sunset bows down to me
As I am more beautiful
I see its face touch ground
And its tail coat hits my nose
Foxes can’t trick me
Instead I lure them into a trap
With my hands tied behind me
Monarchs abide by my rules
I am my own king
My emotions are simple subjects that I move around with ease
No one controls me
Life can wait for me
I’ll be ﬁne.
Molly Edwards
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Humpback Whale
I jump out of the water
with my forty-foot-long body,
and fall down on my back
creating a splash so big that people can see me
from hundreds of feet away.
I swim peacefully,
in the cold waters of the ocean.
Gliding through the water,
I sing a song that lasts hours,
and I am heard from miles away.
I travel thousands of miles in the ocean,
for food and then thousands more,
to get back to where I started.
I go up to take in air,
Through my two huge blowholes.
Then go back down again.
Still singing my wonderful song,
I open my huge mouth,
and swallow thousands of krill,
in one mouthful.
I jump out of the water
with my forty-foot-long body,
and fall down on my back once more.
Javier Guemez Stone
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What’s Behind a Black Hole?
What’s behind a black hole?
Is it a star
a planet
or nothing at all?
At the end of the black hole
Is it an alien junkyard?
As if the black hole
was a trash can itself?
Is there an alien trading post
behind a black hole
taking what’s broken and smashed
and swapping them for alien’s games?
Is there something behind
the mysterious hole
or is there nothing at all?
Emma James
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To My Typewriter
I’m sorry.
The wonderful things you could have done?
wasted.
I walked past you
every day
for ﬁve years
yet you still sat there gathering dust
in your shiny case
without saying a word
your keys waiting to be used.
I’m sorry
that you were overlooked
that you needed more
and that I never used you.
I’m sorry
your shining bits
and intricate design
never reached the eye
until now.
But it’s never too late
is it?
Clara Rocher
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Sorry Chairs
I’m sorry
that everyday you go used
but never given a second thought
I’m sorry
how humanity has never once said a simple little
“thank you chair,”
I’m sorry
how no one ever acknowledges you
and then worst of all they sit on you
I’m sorry
how even though after writing this poem
I probably still won’t treat you much diﬀerently
from how people do now
I’m sorry
that for the rest of your long life
you and your fellow brothers and sisters
will probably never be acknowledged, or thanked
I’m sorry
how currently, writing this poem about you
I still have been sitting on you without a second thought!
I’m sorry
how no human will ever go out petitioning for your rights
even though you are perhaps the most used item in America
Please forgive my actions in the past, present,
and my inevitable actions in the future
I’m truly sorry.
Oh, and one last thing—
Thank you, chair.
Lucas Weatherwax
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T

hrough the Zoom lens, the Peculiar Pencil Poets looked at poetry and prose to ﬁnd their voices. Sandra Cisneros’s beautiful
imagery in The House on Mango Street, crazy comedic rhyming with
Shel Silverstein, and memories of her childhood librarian expressed
by Nikki Giovanni helped these writers spin tales of the Phoenix, the
magical wonder of books and the messiness (or not!) of their rooms.
We learned more about one another through “Two Truths and a
Lie,” usually our ﬁrst warm-up game each day. You know what they
say: Truth is stranger than ﬁction. How unusual to discover there is
a writer who actually hates chocolate—that’s the truth!
I am grateful to Ayush, Chloe, Craig, Derek, Emma, Shubha,
and William for allowing me to “visit” their homes and write with
them. I believe the excitement I felt before our online workshop
started was shared by them, as well. How wonderful to gather with
such empathetic, funny, and purposeful writers who have kindness
to give, jokes to tell, and ideas to share. What more can we ask for
during this strange pandemic time?
Congratulations, Peculiar Pencil Poets! I am very proud of you
and your work.
Terri Schexnayder
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Look at All the Books!
The ﬂowers blooming,
the birds chirping,
the fairy tales meeting their happily ever-afters.
Tales of adventure,
the daring quests,
and the rows of bookshelves are a magical sight.
The librarians help me ﬁnd my favorite adventures:
Geronimo Stilton, Thea Stilton,
The Babysitters Club, and Princess in Black.
I miss the hours browsing and looking at the pages
that I’ll never have time to read.
Audible was invented, so I can listen to stories on Alexa.
The library is a magical place.
Nothing can replace it.
My dad has the library card and
I’ve got the exploration and imagination.
So many other people go there, too,
just for the love of books!
Chloe Ellen Bloor

Strange Valley
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A CHAP T ER B O O K

c h a p t e r : s n a k e , t h e f i r s t wor l d
Tom and Savannah were about to eat breakfast when Tom said, “I
bet you will put blueberries on your waﬄes.”
“How did you know?” asked Savannah.
“Because I’m eight and you’re only seven. You know, eight yearold brothers can predict the future,” he bragged.
Savannah didn’t say it aloud, but she was skeptical that Tom
could read the future. “Hey, can we go to the mailbox after we eat
breakfast?”
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Tom winced. “I don’t know, I have a feeling something weird is
going to happen.” He was suddenly breathing fast.
“Oh, come on. It will be fun!” pleaded Savannah.
“Well . . . okay,” said Tom nervously.
After yummy waﬄes with blueberries, Savannah and Tom walked
to the mailbox. Suddenly, within a blink of an eye, everything vanished before them. They were in total darkness until within a millisecond a lightning bolt appeared forming an arch. The longer the
lightning bolt lasted, the clearer the picture became. They stared as
it formed an image of a snake. Right before the lightning bolt slowly
faded away, they heard whispering. Sssssssss!
Tom and Savannah looked at each other anxiously, cringing in
fear. Savannah gasped as Tom’s brown eyes grew wider behind his
glasses. They slowly walked forward.
“Is this a tornado?” Tom sputtered.
Savannah didn’t answer. She was too stunned to move.
A bridge of lightning bolts emerged with blue glowing lizards
vertically doing ﬂips at the exact same time. This eerie scene was followed by the sound of drums. Loud warlike voices chanted Wahhhh,
ba ma na! Wahhhh, ba ma na! Wahhhh, ba ma na!
Savannah collapsed to the ground and saw Tom, speechless, slide
down alongside her. A few seconds later, a voice whispered Ssssssss!
I’m glad you made it from the ﬁrst world of a very complicated
adventure, it hissed. Savannah and Tom turned to each other and
whimpered, “Uh-oh!”
I’m surprised you survived with only one source of light that would
scare a lot of people. Snake World is where you are. Now, get up and
move on to the next world in a series of three quests . . . three worlds.
“Wow, you really can predict the future, Tom,” whispered
Savannah.
As they struggled to get up, they saw nothing but black with
a white hypnotizing spiral in the background. Just then, the spiral
sucked them up into a white ﬁery place where they felt like an asteroid scraping against the atmosphere with a loud static sound.
To be continued . . .
William Heuck
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Joe and His Dino
Joe, a ten-year-old kid with smooth blue hair and green eyes that
sparkle like emeralds, had an idea. He wanted to see if the zoo had
some animals that they don’t want to keep any more. He was excited, like the time he rode on the roller coaster, to go to the place
that his four siblings were scared of—the zoo! Joe and his friend
Jack rushed over there on July 10, 2020. Jack, who lived in the same
neighborhood, had orange hair like a pumpkin. He was very outgoing. After wandering around for two hours, Joe and Jack suddenly
saw a dinosaur.
“Is that dinosaur for sale?” Joe asked the zoo owner.
“The T. rex is for sale, for sure!”
“Wow! Really?” Joe then asked the owner how much the dinosaur cost.
“You can bring it home for only hundred dollars,” replied the
owner.
But Joe forgot to bring his money, so he told the zookeeper he
and Jack would be back soon. When they arrived at Joe’s house, Joe
discovered he only had seventy-ﬁve dollars. He set a goal to bring
the T. rex home, so he had to earn more money.
Two days later, Joe made good grades and earned about ten dollars. But, he still needed to make more money. He ran back to the
school and took another test. This time, he received a “B” for which
he only earned ﬁve dollars. Eventually, while walking home and
thinking about he could reach his goal to buy the T. rex, Joe discovered ten dollars on the ground.
“Yipppeee!” Joe yelled.
He was so happy that he now had enough money and raced to
the zoo.
“I want that T. rex!” he exclaimed.
The owner looked a little hesitant. “Are you sure? He’s very hard
to take care of.”
Joe didn’t care and handed over the one hundred dollars.
“I can’t believe I just bought this crazy pet!” he thought, but he
was just happy to be the ﬁrst person to own a T. rex in his neighborhood. “Wait until Jack sees him!”
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Joe took care of his new pet very well and the T. rex quickly became one of his best friends. Jack and Joe built a giant, cool wooden
house for the dinosaur. However, Joe’s lifestyle totally changed—it
actually became very wild, because the dinosaur was hard to control
as the owner of the zoo had mentioned. Joe took a lot of time to
train him. The T. rex had some diﬀerent moods. He stomped in the
yard if he is angry or if he felt sad, he would go to his wooden cabin
and lay upside down in his bed. But when the T. rex was happy,
he would run around in circles. Joe and Jack rode the dinosaur to
places instead of in the car. Now, the friends could travel far away
from home. The T. rex became very happy to be their protective
guard. Every time someone tried to rob Joe’s home, the dinosaur attacked the robbers until the police came to catch them.
Although Joe’s life changed completely, he loved his dinosaur a
lot, after all.
Craig Hung

The Magical Library
Libraries are fun!
Sit down and take a look
at a spooky or happy fairytale book.
There are lots of bookmarks and books to explore.
Just ask the librarian and she’ll take you on a tour.
You will discover loads of books around every corner.
Just pick one out if you care.
Beware of scary zombies
or reading about how to be a trillionaire.
There is so much to do at the library!
Imagine it as a building full of books
where you will ﬁnd every genre that you like.
Just watch, listen, touch and explore its magic.
Shubha Jha
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Phoenix
In the sunset through the sky
There’s a bird that always ﬂies
Streaks of orange and red
On the wings that are spread
Smells of burnt ash
For it’s made of ﬁre
Never smells like saltwater
For it’s not made of water
When it dies it turns to ash
There in a ﬂash
A baby was born
It always is reborn
It swarms with its friends
Its life never ends
It’s never heard
For it’s a mythical bird
It’s made out of ﬁre
For all to admire
It climbs higher
It has nothing to desire
It took a dive like a roller coaster ride
It was really never alive
Just a rumor in the air
Just nothing but despair
As it falls oﬀ from a cliﬀ
It was really just a myth
It’s too early to say nope
Because there’s always hope
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In the sunset through the sky
There’s a bird that always ﬂies
Streaks of orange and red
On the wings that are spread
Derek Qu

My Clean and Messy Room
Oh, what a messy room I have!
It is so messy there are slimy socks on the fans,
books, action ﬁgures and LEGOs all over the ﬂoor.
It looks like a garbage dump
Oh, what a messy room I have!
But once in a blue moon,
it is as clean as a royal palace.
The opposite of what it is normally—but, now,
socks, books, action ﬁgures and LEGOs neatly on a shelf.
Oh, what a messy (but, sometimes clean) room I have!
Ayush Radhakrishnan

I Am From
I am from Texas
l am from watermelon, cookies and corn
I am from stuﬀed animals
I am from Math
l am from hours and hours of TV shows
I am from bike rides up and down hills
l am from playing tag with my friends
l am from watching Little Mermaid
l am from challenging soccer
l am from Halloween in the fall
l am from Christmas with my grandparents
Emma Weatherwax
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I

had a fantastic and engaged group for our Badgerdog summer
camp for ﬁfth and sixth graders. It was a little diﬀerent this year
because we met on Zoom, but even when writing and reading Brady
Bunch-style, the students’ creativity shone through. The home environments also provided some additional fun—we met students’
siblings, cats, dogs, and even a new puppy. Our ﬁnal reading was
nontraditional as well, with family members joining our Zoom
room and applauding remotely.
All of the students explored diﬀerent genres, from personal poetry to superhero origin stories to guidebooks to fantasy worlds.
They worked hard on these creative pieces, some of which are samples from a longer work. I appreciate everyone’s participation and
support in the new process. Onward!
Virginia Woodruﬀ
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Tale of Jackson and Sarah
When Jackson woke up in a cold sweat, he knew something big was
going to happen that day but he couldn’t quite place it. Was it a big
sale, or maybe someone’s birthday?
He couldn’t keep thinking, or he’d be late to work, he still had to
clean himself, catch food, and get dressed. Once he had gotten into
his usual brown suit with the bronze tie and black buttons, he muttered to himself, “I don’t have time to catch food, come back, eat,
and then leave. I’ll just have to eat on the way.”
As he left his house, his neighbor Greg waved and asked, “Of to
make much proﬁt Jackson?”
He responded, “No, I believe we are going to try something different and new.” With that he left to go hunt for food.
He found a good tuﬀet of long tall grass and began to wait, then
out of nowhere, he smelled a nice meal, a nice scaly snake. When
he saw it, he knew that it was a python. He struck, biting his fangs
deep into the snake’s spine until it stopped struggling. He licked his
lips and moved on.
He saw the wooden gate that symbolized the shopping sector.
He began to hurry. When he arrived at his store and opened the
door with the small bell. Sarah the mouse greeted him. “Ah you
ﬁnally made it, what took you so long? Did you not set an alarm!?”
“No, Sarah, I didn’t set an alarm. And a weird question: When
you woke up this morning, did you feel that something big was going to happen?”
“No, come on, Jackson, we need to get to work. You know how
busy we are on the weekdays.”
“Wait! Hold on! I know it—we should try to go on an adventure
ourselves!”
“No,” Sarah replied in a cool and calm voice.
“Come on Sarah, think about it: we’ve had so many good stories
about our store now it’s time we try it.”
“I don’t know Jackson, what if all those stories were lies?”
“But, what if we went to the island that everyone has told us
about. It supposedly has the most greens in the world. What if we
got bigger, more accurate maps, and new medicines?”
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“Jackson, think for a second, what if we die, who will the store
go to? And what if we never come back?”
“Ah, Sarah but what would happen if we were to succeed?”
“I see your point, but it’s still too dangerous. I mean we don’t
even have a boat!”
“Ah but Sarah, that is where you are wrong. My friend set me up
with the best in the world.”
“Well then Jackson, let’s go see this “boat.”
Ben Garrett

Her Origin Story
A few years ago, there was a man, Nikito, who got a golden key,
and just when he picked it up, a golden ray struck him from the sky.
Then, a purple and black suit covered his body and he could feel his
whole body strengthening. After that day, this man noticed that he
could turn into any kind of animal, and because of this power, he
was able to save people from anything.
But one day, there was a man who had a match in its hand, and
then there was a ﬁre. Nikito saw a family in a house that was on
ﬁre, so he changed into a cheetah and saved that family by leading
them through the door. But, before Nikito got out of the house, a
ﬁreﬁghter accidentally sprayed freezing cold water onto Nikito and
then he died because he couldn’t get out of the house when he suddenly lost his powers. Just when Nikito fell onto the ground, his
golden key tumbled into a lake.
She, Melain, was thrown into the lake with a white and old cradle that has a red stripe going across the middle. Her mom and dad
yelled “We don’t need another child, we have enough”.
Water started to ﬁll up the cradle, and Melain’s leg was starting
to get wet. But Melain’s big, black eyes were glued onto something
shining, something just pulled her toward that golden key beside
her, then a golden ray struck her body from the sky, and that’s when
she started to feel her whole body strengthening . . .
Ceci Chen
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I Remember
I remember putting on my mom’s high heels and trying desperately
to stand back up again
I remember playing dress-up in my front yard with my sister and
how I was always the youngest most naive princess
I remember waking up and hearing muﬄed sounds of chattering in
the room next door
I remember people telling me how cute I was and I look back on
those days and think . . . I was cute wasn’t I
I remember the sounds of my sister bickering over who got to teach
me how to fold clothes and who got to play with me that day
I remember nights that I couldn’t sleep I would shake my mom
until she took me outside so I could scooter up and down the
street till I got tired
I remember when I would pretend to be sick to get out of school,
but eventually, my parents caught onto that
and I remember that I was in the bathroom when my mom told me
for the ﬁrst time that we were going to get a puppy
I also remember how happy I was that night
I remember searching for my library book and never being able
to ﬁnd it that’s also why I don’t take books from the library
anymore
I remember the time I broke my foot and how the queso we had
that night was too spicy
memories are sometimes odd but still very important to make us
who we are today
Hania Solotko
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Guidebook to the World of Caliba
l o c at ion
Caliba is one of the many asteroids that circle the universe. It uses
standard Earth time and has standard Earth gravity. Caliba is a
family-friendly place where you can do almost anything you want.
Its population is three hundred diverse and happy people.

t r a ns p or tat ion
To get to Caliba, you will need to ﬁnd passage on a spacer. Spacers
are the ships that are used on Caliba. They look like tridents without handles and are around six feet long and two feet wide. When
you get a passage, tell them to go to the asteroid of Caliba. Pay before the voyage by relating a memory of a summer day to them.
When you have arrived at Caliba Spaceport, out on the suit that
will regulate your temperature and ﬁlter oxygen. Hop onto the
spaceport and walk the short distance to Erfa Base.

l od g i ng
The best lodging you can get is at the Tua Lodge. Tua is a big hotel with its own regulation system, so you can remove your bulky
suit, and don’t have to stomp around like a T. rex on a mattress. At
Dooba Tavern, you eat with a stick that has one point. The food is
mainly made of compressed plants.

ac t i v i t i e s
The ﬁrst thing to visit is the Vaut Company to receive your free bar
of Vaut. Vaut is a very expensive metal, so this bar should pay for
food, lodging, and activities. It is a very light and soft metal, so you
don’t have to worry about carrying it around.
Everybody will tell you to visit Mugg Brewery and see how we
make Mugg, a drink that is free on Caliba, and has most of the vitamins you need. Don’t freak out when you see a needle going into a
parrot—those parrots are just festive cups, and don’t plug your nose
when you smell the stench of rotten fruit—it’s very rude.
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The next day, you will most likely want to go to Spacer Construction, the place where all spacers are built at Caliba. At the factory, you can build your spacer, then go to the tavern for lunch.

l a nguag e
The language in Caliba is simple. It is called Cal, and it takes most
people merely minutes to learn. Take the English word you want to
say, then add an “a” at the beginning. For example, dog would be
“adog,” or pencil would be “apencil.” When you hear the locals calling the world “Acaliba,” or the language “Acal,” don’t freak out; my
guide is not full of typos.

pe opl e a n d c u lt u r e
The people in Caliba are very friendly, the only time they get mad is
if you do not abide by one of their rules or customs, or if you embarrass them. Their two customs are: 1) always pay before you receive
the product, as a sign of trust 2) never enter a store if you are not
going to buy anything.
Have fun in Caliba!
Harrison Mankey
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Larva
Larva is hanging out inside with her hot chocolate when suddenly
an alarm goes oﬀ. She strips her clothes, taps her bracelet twice, and
oﬀ she goes! She emerges in the city. She starts walking to a tower
looking very strong. Something pops out of a box—it is Roze, the
most dangerous criminal in history. Larva’s head turns red and she
starts shrinking.
Larva, as a small larva, starts wrapping metal around Roze. Suddenly, she hears the police’s siren, and the police arrest Roze. Larva
gets tall again and starts looking like her normal self. One police
oﬃcer comes up to Larva and says, “Thank you for ﬁnding her and
calling us.” They give each other a high ﬁve. Larva taps her bracelet
twice and oﬀ she goes back to her secret hideout.
Larva is glad Roze is in jail, but at the same time, Roze used to
be her old friend. They used to play together until one day when
Roze was walking with Flower. At the time, Flower was the baddest
super villain. Roze said, “Let’s get Larva and ﬁnish her oﬀ !”
Larva was so confused when Roze replied, “I learned how to be a
good super from you, so I can have knowledge of what a superhero
thinks about battles.” Roze came after Larva and put a potion on
her. Ever since that day, every time Larva is mad, she turns into a
tiny larva. She will never be friends with Roze again.
Larva got a call from the President, who said he wanted to see
her in two minutes. Larva put her best clothes on, tapped her bracelet twice, and then there she was next to the President. The President declared Larva “the best superhero,” and announced that if
anybody needed help, they should call Larva. Larva got her award
and went back to her hideout looking happier than she had ever
looked before.
Kaitlyn Dillingham
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Guide to Cookoo Island
What to pack: You will want to pack sunscreen and clothes for
warm and cold weather. Note that the temperature of this Island
changes every hour from cold to hot. Be sure to pack extra pairs
of clothes because you have a high chance of falling in the ocean
which could be freezing cold or burning hot.
How to get there: It is best that you travel by your own boat because no other boats have this Island on their routes. Trust us, one
of us found that out the hard way. We suggest that you use boats
made out of playdough. There are some helicopters to take. You will
have to go to the airport, into Target, and in the girls’ bathroom.
Then ﬁnd the stall that is out of order, press the button that ﬂushes
the toilet and the toilet will spring up, then slide down that hole.
Go in the left tunnel and then the right and you’ll be in the back
seat of the helicopter that will take you there.
Where to eat: The suggested restaurant is in Island Park. It cools
down to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. The best thing to order for dinner
there is the seaweed salad. For dessert, I recommend the jalapeno
chocolate bites.
Where to stay: There are many open houses that no one lives
in. Go to the welcome center and they will tell you the open ones.
There is camping sites near the Floating Mountains. The campsite
gives out free marshmallows, chocolate, and graham crackers if you
want any. It’s a traditional thing.
Communication: It’s really simple. You just have to talk English
with your tongue sticking out.
Currency: Our method of money is easy to learn.
1 pebble =1 cent
1 twig = 5 cents
1 small stone from one of the Floating mountains = 10 cents
1 leaf = 50 cents
1 piece of bark = 1 dollar
1 sacred ﬂower = 5 dollars
Water from Waterfall Parke = 10 dollars
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1 orange starﬁsh from beach = 20 dollars
1 large chunk of dried playdough = 50 dollars
Places to visit: A nice place to visit is Island Park, where you can
dip your feet in the ocean. In Waterfall Park, you can see some beautiful butterﬂies and tropical frogs. The Floating Mountains ﬂoat on
top of the surface of the water. Don’t miss the Trail of Doom, a trail
that goes to the very top of the volcano.
There is open land outside of Volcano Road. Here you can play
the game “Keep the ball on the ground” and “Keep the ball in
the air.” There is a special type of ball that wants to go up in the
air when it is cold, and stay on the ground when it is hot. If you
buy this ball remember to keep it in a box or it will start digging
through the ceiling or through the ﬂoor. You have to do everything
carefully there.
Before you leave: Go on a boat ride with one of our sea lovers.
If you’re lucky, you might spot one of the giant purple octopuses.
On Wildlife Island, you might ﬁnd the Pengat (penguin cat), the
eight-legged Dogmoose (a dog and a moose combined), the Blue
Spiderﬁsh (a ﬁsh that has legs and can walk on land), or even one of
the special chair trees (a tree that grows to become a chair).
Remember to stop at the welcome station. You can buy a souvenir like one of the maroon hollow rocks from the ﬂoating mountains, some water from Waterfall Park, or a ﬂower from Wildlife
Island to remember the wonderful place of Cookoo Island.
We hope you had a great time on the Island!
Lasya Medikonduru
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Sky World Tour Guide
Welcome to the colorful village of Sky World, this tour guide will
tell you everything you need to know about the village of Sky
World.

w e at h e r
The air in Sky World is very moist, and it’s mostly sunny. It rains
every once in a while too. The temperature ranges from 50 to 75 degrees depending on the time of the day. In winter, it tends to snow
and hail a lot so watch out for that! The best time to visit Sky World
is in spring, when it’s not too hot and not too cold!

s k y ho t e l
The sky hotel features luxurious suites, and a variety of food at the
restaurant near the lobby.
If you are in the mood to swim, there is a giant pool on the bottom ﬂoor that you can go swim in! There are also movie nights every day at the Sky Hotels buﬀet which features all kinds of food
from around the world. The sky buﬀet also features an exclusive
dish, called cloud cake! Cloud cake is made out of clouds, sugar,
and ice cream and tastes absolutely amazing!

ac t i v i t i e s
At the front desk of the hotel, you can sign up for amazing activities
like riding a cloud chariot pulled by giant griﬃns, or bungee jumping from the beautiful island of the village. If you have children
with you, then the cloud funhouse is a great place for them to play
and have fun!
The funhouse features lots of activities, you could ﬂoat on small
clouds in the air, jump on a cloud trampoline that lets you jump
thirty feet into the air, slide oﬀ of a rainbow, or even make your
own cloud fortress from water molecules! You can ﬁnd them at the
front desk and buy them for only 0.99!
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s ig h t s e e i ng
If you want to know about the village’s origins, Visit the temple
of the water cycle, to learn about how our species found a way to
raise chunks of land up into the sky and about the scientists who
created this place and even more information on the village! When
you enter the temple, you will see lots of paintings and machines
on the wall, and you can even interact with some! in the center of
the temple, there will be a Sky World puppet show going on if you
want to learn more about the origins of the place. There is also a
waterfall next to the temple, where you can swim in there, or just
take pictures!

s ou v e n i r s
The mushroom building, also known as the souvenir shop, boasts
lots of potions and magic objects you can take home with you! You
can buy antigravity potions, grow potions, speed potions, a cloud
in a bottle, snow globes, a mini cloud, a small fountain that has
glowing water, or even some water molecules if you want to build a
fortress when you get home!

g ro c e r i e s
If you don’t feel like eating at the sky hotel, head to the local cloud
mart, where you can ﬁnd just normal grocery items to cook with at
your grand hotel suite. The cloud mart also has a pet store, where
you can adopt a baby griﬃn! The staﬀ will tell you how to take care
of him/her, what to feed the griﬃn, etc. The cloud mart also has
some souvenirs, Like a rainbow in a bottle, a cloud blanket, or even
a griﬃn’s feather! You can also ﬁnd ingredients for potions and the
cloud cake in the cloud mart.
That’s it for the tour guide! We hope you enjoy your stay!
Lily Chen
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Nine Lives
“5, 6, 7, 8. . . . Emma, feet pointed!” Class dismissed. . . . Finally,
the class is over, I run out of the class and go to the alley where I
transform into my suit, I feel my claws retract and I start to transform, but today is diﬀerent, today I see another feline in my alley. I
notice that this feline is actually like me! However, she can morph
into a cat, while I only have the powers of a cat.
I hear a snap and it goes dark. Then I see that sly feline with ﬁve
other cats, the cats were unlike any other cat I have seen. They had
extensive blue eyes and razor-sharp teeth. My heart was beating, the
adrenaline was ﬂowing through my veins. I started to panic. I wasn’t
ready to take on these terrifying felines. They had me cornered, so I
quickly jumped onto the building next to the alley. I kept jumping
building after building until I got to my house.
Once I got to my house, I called my best friend Ava Bailey, I
started to tell her everything that happened. Once I was done, she
said that I must have been so scared because of those big blue eyes.
But how did she know about those blue eyes? I didn’t tell her about it.
I questioned her on how she knew about the eyes, but she kept
insisting I had mentioned it. At that instant, I knew something was
up. I ﬁnished talking to her then, I ﬂipped a switch and I was in my
secret base.
I was determined to do some research on my best friend, and
then I remembered at the end of the call she said that she was going
to get ice cream, I remembered that she hated ice cream, I decided
to go check the ice cream shop just in case she was there but she
wasn’t, so I checked the alley and I saw that same feline with her ﬁve
cats, no, no, no my best friend couldn’t be the cat, my heart skipped
a beat as the feline took oﬀ her mask, and then I saw that is was her.
I had trusted her with my life. I kept in all the emotions I was feeling right now, and I slowly made my way home, making sure along
the way that nobody saw me.
Misha Patel
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H

ow can one summarize the incredible Gangaroo of Kangaroo? These are fearless inquisitors, boundary-pushers, mermaid
spotters, and Big Dreamers for a future that, thanks to them, will
be green and thriving and full of cunning, surprising language. In
this other world they so cheerfully usher us into both on and oﬀ
the page, we will ﬁnd ourselves face-to-face with unicorns that just
want to be part of the gang, cheetah-moon romances, failing autocrats, powerful forces of Greek mythology, and of course, Doge for
President.
These writers are stunning storytellers that lift each other up
in community. After three weeks, we are all walking away having
learned so much from each other. From Anika, with her vast imagination, her proud Viking helmet, and her love for tacocats. Grant,
with his hilarious sass and his boundless love for piano. Hanish’s
thoughtful, critical eye and passionate guidance along the way.
Kate’s quiet dedication and considerate, consistent praise for her cowriters. Ken’s mile-a-minute mind with the expertise of a forty-yearold and the energy we all wish we could embody. Lindsay’s kind
and positive mindset that knows no bounds. Nash’s courageous,
profound insights about the world around him, which he brings to
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the page over and over. And Nika, with her steady, eager participation and serious dedication to the art of writing.
These are voices for a kinder, brighter era ahead. And they have
graciously laid out the path to this new world for us—we just have
to follow their lead.
Zoë Fay-Stindt
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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A Response Letter to a
Cheetah from the Moon
Dear Cheetah,
My heart is broken every night.
Why?
I do not know.
Maybe it’s because I’ve never seen the light,
Maybe it’s because I’m scared of the bright.
Every day, tucked away,
Every night, becoming the light.
Only you will ever see
The way I wish to be.
Maybe I will never see the light,
Maybe I will never be that bright,
But I have you.
Love,
The Moon
Anika Rippenkroeger
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I Write Because . . .
—AF TER

T E R R Y T E M PE S T W I L L I A M S ’S

“WHY

I WRITE”

I write because I am myself and I can write whichever way I want
to. I write so that I will share my life into this world. I write so that
I can code and make my own website. I write so that plants and
animals will hear me. I write so that I can create an autobiography
for me, and that readers will want to read my autobiography. I write
so that my typing skills can stay sharp. I write so that I can improve
my handwriting. I write so that I can get my homework done, and
every type of documentation for me to ﬁll out. I write because if I
don’t write, I will fail all documents. I write because I describe all
the emotions and it can make people sad or happy, silly or serious. I
write so that I include all the tiny, disgusting little details. I write so
I can spell out the words of plays. I write because my teacher will be
happy when she sees all this work, and she’ll be like: “Grant! How
do you do all this?!” and I answer: “Well . . . I just think of something and I make it more speciﬁc, as things move along, I get new
ideas to include more details in my writing.” I write so that I can
make the words for movies. I write so that my pieces can be published and (hopefully!) I will get money and have enough to take
care of my family when I grow up. I write because it makes me full
of joy to share my work with friends and family. I write because I
am good at this and I love writing.
Grant Qu
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The Story of a Legend
A mist swelled into the sky, changing shape to a special cheetah
with rainbow dots and a wispy tail, there was nothing closer to
abnormal.
I made it so . . . I am the god of the future and the future is what I
predict.
As I plummeted down I sent ripples to the Earth,
and the Earth countered by transforming into A trampoline.
Wherever I sauntered, a jungle ﬂared up where nothing would ever
uncover the land.
Wherever I respired, a cool mist swelled, larger and larger until it
became a hurricane.
Whenever I assembled, I forged my own future,
a future where everything was advanced and strong,
a future with freedom of choice.
As I aged old I also aged young,
twiddling reality until you couldn’t comprehend.
But the truth is, I fabricated reality,
the doom of your planet, the luckiness in you,
I guide this and that for you.
I am a cheetah as I venture across the universe,
like a star directing light across the galaxy.
And now I wonder,
have I made the right choices?
And as my heart settles in I think, “yes, yes I did.”
I am all the legends and myths fused in one,
The one who’s as mysterious as magic yet who everyone remembers:
fate, the unsolved mystery
Hanish Mamidi
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Maybe They Are Real
You glimpse something incredible
A mythical creature as it ﬂoats across a lake
The lake is so gigantic it is the size of the world
The only color you can spy is the sea green tail of that beautiful
mermaid
Her red hair as ﬁery as burnt orange
And as bright as the light from outside your window
That you see when the sun rises and falls
She is so perfect you would faint at the sight of her
Her husband has a tail as navy blue as the lake itself
He ﬁnds the food in the shallow north side of the lake
It tastes like chocolate cake and smells like strawberries
He is so lively like a shark
The kids yes the kids now
Have foam green hair as wavy as waves themselves
Their eyes are so pale like color fading away forever
Their tails are as space blue as the ocean when it is storming
buckets of water
They make no noise except for the rumble of their sleep, quiet
as mice
They all go out at the dawn of night
See constellations that only come then: Gemini, Virgo, and
many more
They even see cosmic rays, shooting stars, and satellites
So lucky that they can’t exist
In your imagination
Not real . . . you think?
You wake up
Just a dream
You feel a tingle
Maybe they are real
You see a huge lake outside your window
Was it there before?
You spot something sea green ﬂoating across the lake
Maybe they are real
Kate Ugland
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Haunted
You are the last of your kind,
traveling through shadows that belong to nothing.
There’s a dark voice that stalks,
oh, it whispers and talks.
You hear footsteps coming near you,
you have no clue.
Don’t try to get the lights on,
there’s a creature, come on!
You try to escape,
but you made a big mistake.
Your soul is no longer yours, but the demon’s.
Now you know that something’s creepin’.
You see a room that’s ablaze,
and soon it will be razed.
There’s crying and screaming,
and a voice is reaping
every last bit of your hope.
The power you own
belongs to the unknown.
Life is not fair,
but no one really cared
about you
ﬁerce as a human,
as dumb as an ostrich,
but as powerful as a god.
Forbidden, a powerful region
has ﬁnally died out.
Your power and time have come to an end. . . .
goodbye.
Ken Yin
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Unicorns Have Thoughts, Too
All the two-legged things are always saying,
“Oh my gosh, look how beautiful.
That pretty unicorn running through the ranch.
It looks like a butterﬂy ﬂying threw the grass,
But bigger.
It sounds like Santa’s reindeers ﬂying threw the sky,
But lower.
It feels like a bunny running threw your hand,
But slower.
That beautiful unicorn in the ranch,
Standing out from all her friends.
No one there can miss how beautiful she is.
With her pretty long hot pink hair,
With her shiny unicorn horn,
With her white shiny fur,
No one can miss her.”
They are always talking about me.
I was born in the spotlight,
Diﬀerent from everybody else.
But I, too, like to run around,
I like to eat the grass,
I like to do what all my horse friends do,
I don’t like too much attention.
But I am not the same,
I have a horn,
I have long hair,
I can jump higher,
I can leap farther,
I am proud of myself
For being diﬀerent.
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The two-legged things look at me,
The two-legged things talk about me,
The two-legged things touch me,
I don’t feel comfortable.
Please don’t give me too much attention.
Well,
It is just the ordinary me.
Lindsay Zhang

Elephants
Their love keeps the balance. Held together with their thick lines
of friendship. They are amazing. They live in peace. I thank them
for their perseverance and their lack of selﬁshness. They are strong
warriors, ﬁghting for the cause of their group and the world. They
are preserving the world with bonds so strong that not even a rocket
could break them. They will thrive and live in the strength of the
earth and become one with nature. Ready to stay ﬁrm and strong.
Always trying to do the next right thing. Always moving past their
hardships. Always elephants. The true survivors of life and earth.
Nash Baldridge
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A Soul of a Child
in the center of a hurricane was where i ﬁrst appeared
i was born in the winds
they carried me far and wide
and rocked me gently
like a crib
as i cry when i’m sad
and curled in a ball
the the sky turns gray
it rains
bucketfuls
my laughter
jingling sleigh bells
ringing a beautiful song
as i growl in anger
inky black clouds as dark as night roll in
the thunder
booms
the lightning
ﬂashes
the waves rise high
and crash dangerously
then the sky clears
and white clouds arise
the wind slowly waves through
i calm down and breathe
peaceful as a still lake
with the smell of sweet ﬂowers in the air
i lay in the sun
dancing and playing
i can feel as tiny as an ant
or as great as an elephant
i am a child
a kid
Nika Murkes
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O

ver the course of summer camp, I had the pleasure and privilege of working with a group of young writers who call themselves Star Words. This team of writers enjoyed coming up with
many secrets over the last two weeks together—secrets about everything from mischievous rats to ugly slugs, and various instances
of mistaken identities. As you will see when you read or hear their
writing, the Star Words writers are powerfully funny, and they
know just the right amount of sensitivity and kindness to mix in
with humor to generate sharp, imaginative writing. Together, Star
Words dreamed up unknown places and characters; they’ve discovered and encouraged each other’s imaginative talents.
The following pieces serve as encouragement to appreciate what
we have, and to seek out better circumstances for others and ourselves. Most importantly, this team of writers have used their writing to reenergize our sense of the mysterious gift it is to be alive,
to have time to spend with each other, and to have the chance to
experience this world we all must share.
Adam Edelman
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Mr. Cat
Once upon a time there lived a cat named Mr. Cat in a house in the
middle of a forest. Not only Mr. Cat lived in the house, an annoying raccoon named Steve also lived there in the attic.
Every day Steve made scraping sounds on the roof and every
night he stole food from Mr. Cat’s trashcan. Mr. Cat couldn’t even
sleep!
After a few days of thinking, Mr. Cat ﬁnally came up with a
plan. The next day he moved the trashcan one mile away from his
house.
“If I move the trash can then that ﬁlthy raccoon won’t have a
food source and he will die or move out,” Mr. Cat thought.
Unfortunately his plan didn’t work. After the raccoon realized
the trashcan was gone, he just raided the refrigerator. Mr. Cat was
fed up. He put the raccoon in a cage and drove to the pet store with
the raccoon in the cage. Mr. Cat gave the cage to the owner of the
pet store and left. Then he had a happy life, but it didn’t last long.
One day Steve found a paperclip in his cage and used it to unlock
the cage. He ran all the way back to the attic in Mr. Cat’s home.
When Mr. Cat found out that Steve had escaped from the pet
store, he ﬂew into a furious rage. The next day he went to the attic
with a broom planning to kick Steve out. But, when he got there,
Steve wasn’t there. Mr. Cat searched all over the house, but he still
couldn’t ﬁnd Steve. Finally he gave up.
The next day, Mr. Cat went to the attic to clean it out. That’s
when he met Steve in an old dishwasher. He was about to raise his
Broom and hit Steve when he noticed behind Steve there was another raccoon slightly smaller than Steve and three baby raccoons.
That’s when Mr. Cat realized that Steve was trying to protect
and ﬁnd food for his family.
Mr. Cat wanted to apologize for thinking Steve was so annoying.
Mr. Cat said “I’m sorry, I really shouldn’t have been so rude and
mean to you.”
“It’s okay, I only wanted to feed my family. I’m sorry I was so
much trouble,” Steve replied.
“No worries, you and your family can still live here if you want,”
said Mr. Cat.
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From that day, he became friends with Steve and his family. He
built them a little house to live in and brought them some food ﬁve
times a day. They lived a happy life together forever.
Aimee Hu

Ugly Slug
One day there was a slug named Ugly Slug. He was going to Disney World, and on the way he met a farmer. The farmer’s farm was
blocking the railroad.
Ugly slug said, “Move your farm.”
“It is stuck. If I try, there will be water everywhere and it will ﬂood
my land. The village nearby will be ﬂooded too! It will destroy more
of the railroad,” the farmer replied.
Then the farmer said, “Can I make it up by giving my farm
to you?”
Mr. Slug said, “Yes, but you have to leave this planet.”
The farmer said, “But that’s not possible.”
Mr. Slug said “Yes it is. I will launch a spaceship for you, and if
you want a helmet then go to space and you’ll ﬁnd some astronaut
stuck and take his or her helmet oﬀ. Deal?”
The farmer said ﬁne.
The next day there was a huge spaceship that Mr. Slug was working on all night long. Inside the spaceship was the farmer.
Mr. Slug was thinking in the morning about where he should
launch the farmer. He thought the International Space Station
would be good.
A few days after blastoﬀ, Mr. Slug went to the villages to explore.
Mr. Slug got tons of servants to go with him from the ﬁrst village, so
they went through the Sahara desert with water, backpacks, camels,
food, ﬁshing rods, and materials for boats. They knew they had to
pass a lake in the Sahara desert so they brought the water materials.
After one whole day of traveling they were exhausted, so they fell
to the ground and slept. The next day they went out traveling again.
After that day they went out of the desert into southern Sudan.
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First they bought an apartment that wasn’t big enough, so then
they worked even harder and every day they traveled on boats and
by foot.
After a few years like that they moved to Canada and bought a
mansion with a huge backyard. Nobody could break through the
door unless they have face ID. Everybody had their own room.
The next day, they noticed that they were in war. The other team
had cannons. The cannons shot down the mansion. Meanwhile, in
space the farmer watched the security cams on Earth. The farmer
quickly got in the spaceship and went down to Earth. His plan was
to ﬂy to a plane store, get a plane, throw down a rope and let them
climb but when he got to Earth the spaceship turned into a plane so
he just did his idea but didn’t go to the plane store.
They docked at the space station successfully. They had a terrible time in space. The food tasted like trash from a trashcan, so
when they orbited on top of Texas they grabbed their parachutes and
jumped but still kept ﬂoating. They went back to the International
Space Station.
One day they saw a spaceship and jumped onto it. They successfully entered the atmosphere and landed in Arizona.
They found a tree house and were already watching TV and
playing sports and video games.
Everyone had a good time setting tents and hammocks up because there wasn’t enough room for everyone. They made tents using sticks and skins of animals.
When it was night, an alligator climbed up the tree house and
started breaking stuﬀ. One person heard an alligator munching
on his bed and he went to an announcement speaker and shouted,
we’re under attack! Everyone aboard the spaceship!
Everyone boarded the spaceship, and they were going back to the
International Space Station. They were planning to go somewhere
else like China or Paris. They voted and went to Paris to be daredevils and climb the Eiﬀel Tower.
They got to Paris and climbed the Eiﬀel Tower, but they climbed
too high up to the tip of the Eiﬀel Tower. They yelled, help, help
someone please!
A helicopter ﬂew above them and threw out a porta potty with
a string attached to it. They let go of the tip of the Eiﬀel Tower and
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jumped in the porta potty. They were taken to jail and imprisoned
for a month.
Andrew Hu

Tovar the Rat
Animals are smart, but mainly rats. This rat was an exception. And
that’s why this story is going to be about rats.
But not just any rat. This rat’s name was Tovar. He lived in a village. Their only rule was don’t get near dogs, but he wanted to go
and see dogs. So one day late at night he snuck out of his house and
into the night. Something was mysterious. He had always seen the
sun, but there was no sun.
When he ﬁnally reached a dog he looked up at it and said,
“Hello, my name is Tovar. What is yours?”
The dog barked at him in a strange way, and then it started to
bark at him loudly in a mean way. So, he started running as fast as
he could. By the time he got back to his house, it was 3:00 a.m. and
he thought it was a good idea to stay away from dogs.
The ﬁrst reason it turned out badly is that he disobeyed everyone’s orders and didn’t get enough sleep. He was really tired the
next day, so his mom made him do his laundry to wake him up.
Secondly, he was scared out of his wits. He came home screaming and woke up everyone.
Third, he was aching and hurting from running as fast as he did
away from the dog.
Fourth, everyone had found out what he did, and he got banned
from screens for the week. He was really bored, even though he had
100,000 toys. So he complained, and he was banned from screens
for another week. He didn’t complain again and from that point on,
everyone tells the story of Tovar. No rat went near dogs ever again.
At least that I know of.
Asher Hill
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Jeﬀ’s Dream
pa r t 
Jeﬀ had a dream to become a World Cup champion and take home
the trophy for the USA for the ﬁrst time in his life. He was the captain of the team, so that meant that he would carry the World Cup
and he would get to keep it. But, Jeﬀ was not sure if they would
even get the trophy because they where not doing well in their own
home stage. But they had a little time to prepare for it. So, Jeﬀ practiced daily to prepare for the World cup. After that practice, the US
team was ready, so they went to Brazil, host of the 2022 World cup.

pa r t 
Jeﬀ was extremely ready when they reached Brazil. His team was all
ﬁt and ready to win their 1st game in the group stage. As they came
on the ﬁeld, they were kind of nervous, but they forgot about that
and focused on the game. Jeﬀ did his best and so did his team. They
slowly started pushing forward, and when they saw an open gap,
they took the space immediately. But Brian got confused, kicked
the ball in their own team’s goal, and the other team scored a goal.
Jeﬀ picked himself and his team back up and continued the game.
Finally, in the last minute, Jeﬀ thrust a shot in the net. “Goal!!” the
fans yelled. At the perfect time, Jeﬀ had scored a goal. In the end,
Jeﬀ and his team congratulated the other team and continued on to
the semiﬁnal against Germany.

pa r t 
Jeﬀ immediately went back to the US to prepare for the semiﬁnal
versus Germany. They were ready, but Germany had won the World
Cup four times and they were deﬁnitely nervous. Jeﬀ and his team
knew their will had to be strong, so they entered the ﬁeld courageously saying “hi” to their fans. Germany easily took the lead, but
in soccer there are two halves, so their coach taught them some new
stuﬀ at the halftime break. Germany was winning three to zero, so
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the US kept in going. A teammate named Brian scored two goals
making the score two to three, making Germany nervous. Finally,
Jeﬀ shot in the last two goals to win the game! And they continued
on to face Brazil in the World Cup ﬁnal.

pa r t 
Jeﬀ was ready, extremely ready for the World Cup ﬁnal. He ran
on the ﬁeld clapping and running and cheering for the team. The
Brazilian team didn’t seem as bad as Jeﬀ thought. They kicked and
kicked the ball until Brazil got tired out, then they would sprint
towards the goal and then . . . gooooaaaaaal! Jeﬀ had achieved what
he was thinking of doing twenty years ago. This was an amazing astonishing experience for Jeﬀ. He jumped with joy as he ran back to
his position. Again, and again they did the same exact strategy and
hit two more goals! It was three to zero. USA had won the World
Cup for the ﬁnal time! With the biggest smile on his face, he lifted
the World Cup trophy. Jeﬀ couldn’t wait to show his family when
he got home. He could not sleep that night.
Mukund Arjun

The Cottonmouth
in the Amazon Forest
Once upon a time, there was a Cottonmouth snake looking for food
in the Amazon Forest. Suddenly the Cottonmouth found the river.
There were some mean hungry Piranhas. They were hungry, hungry.
Thirty minutes later: “That’s it,” thought Cottonmouth, “I can
climb over the tree so that piranhas won’t eat me.” And also, he
thought, “I found a crocodile that I will give to the piranhas.”
The snake squeezed the crocodile, but they battled. The crocodile bit the snake and after that the snake squeezed him again and
again until the crocodile gave up. The snake won.
“Here Piranhas, have food,” said Cottonmouth.
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The Piranhas ate the crocodile and swam away. Their tummies
were full so Cottonmouth was safe and he was able to ﬁnd food
near the river. After that he ate the food and went to bed for three
hours.
It was evening. The cottonmouth was looking for food again. He
found the river dolphin. An hour later: “Yum yum yum. I’m going
swimming.”
Three hours later, the Cottonmouth decided to go to bed. Zzz.
Yawn. It’s time. The Cottonmouth decided he was done with
sleeping by the river and was going home. So, the cottonmouth
snake went to his home. His home was on a lake in North America.
He swam the river until he reached his home by a lake. The cottonmouth snake slept in his cave ﬁnally after reaching home.
When he ﬁnally woke up, he realized it was summer. The ﬁrst
day of summer was warm in the afternoon but cool in the night.
The sun was shining brightly in the sky during the day. It was Cottonmouth snake’s best day because his parents allowed him to wake
up and run around, have fun and do good things. He loves summer.
He started to go swimming in his lake. He loves swimming because that is his favorite exercise and he loves playing in the water.
“It’s true, I love swimming,” said the snake as he was enjoying
the lake water.
He ﬁnished his swimming time and his parents called him. It
was breakfast time. He ate a whole alligator and went to his tree
house to play on the monkey bars. He climbed and slithered and
had fun. He burped. He was happy.
He played until his lunchtime.
“Cotton!”
“What?”
“Lunch!”
It was a parrot for lunch. His mom had cooked it on a frying pan
with salt and his siblings poured spicy sauce on it.
He ate it and went to the cobra’s ice cream shop. Forty minutes
of slithering later, he wanted a chocolate ice cream at the shop and
he got it. He ate the ice cream and then it was his dinnertime. He
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woke up from months of sleeping so he is always hungry. He is also
greedy.
He ate a river dolphin and then he played for many hours. Then
he realized his birthday was coming up. His birthday is on May 6.
He started to think about his party and gifts but didn’t know what
he wanted.
On May 5, the cottonmouth snake was thinking about what
kind of birthday party he wanted.
“I know, I will do a swimming birthday party.”
He went to his parents and talked to them about the birthday.
The next day, it was a fun day for the cottonmouth snake. It was
May 6, and it was the cottonmouth snake’s birthday.
All of his friends came to the cottonmouth snake’s party. They
all ate food and played for many hours (like eight hours) until the
birthday party ended.
The cottonmouth snake had one more surprise left. It was a
place called I Fly. The family went to I Fly but it was closed. After
that, the cottonmouth snake went home and slept until it was the
next day.
Rohhan Rathnam

The Three Friends
Harry likes Berry
Food makes good mood
Kevin counts to seven
Slime in a dime
Lawnmower in a tower
Garﬁeld in a ﬁeld
Tomba likes Roomba
Sean Li
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Sparrows
Sparrows are small songbirds with small beaks and brown and gray
feathers. Sparrows can be seven inches and eighteen centimeters long.
They live in warm and cold climates. They build their nest in the
wild and cities.
Sparrows eat insects and seeds. They swallow their food because
they don’t have teeth.
Baby sparrows are about one inch and two and a half centimeters
long. Sparrows can live for thirteen years.
Sparrows grow new feathers. About one hundred 51 million
sparrows live in the United States.
Once I saw a sparrow in my backyard that was the size of a tiny
ball. Everyday I sit in my backyard to watch the birds. They don’t
come if I am outside, so we have to sit inside and watch from the
window.
As I look from my window and see the sparrows, they are hopping around because they are looking for food. We bought a bird
feeder and a birdbath to attract birds. I also saw a sparrow near our
bird feeder and birdbath. The sparrow was next to a robin. They
sang like chicks cheeping in our bird bath and ﬂapping their wings
while eating from the bird feeder.
Each day I see one sparrow when I look from the window. When
I look at pictures of sparrows, they look colorful.
Varrun Rathnam
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Meta and the Takeover
One day, Meta was climbing the mountain next to his secret village.
Meta loved to climb, so today he decided to climb the mountain.
Now the village was secret because only people from the village
could see it. After Meta was done climbing the mountain he went
back down and started carving a statue, since he was the hero of his
village. In his village it was a tradition that the hero carved a statue
near their house. Meta’s house was far away from the village.
People down in the village thought the world was rainbows and
candy, but since Meta is the hero, he knew more because he protected the village. He knew there was more to come . . .
Five minutes later when Meta was done carving his statue the
emergency bell rang, so Meta knew that it was time to defend the
village. He ran up to the front of the village and said to the intruders “What do you want!?”
“Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Link, and these are
my servants.”
“Whoever you are, you are trespassing in this village,” said Meta.
“I take over cities and villages by winning sword duels,” said Link.
Since Meta was a swordsman he accepted. They had an epic battle, then each of them needed one more point to claim victory. Both
of them looked desperate to win. Both swords were dull and both
men tired, but still battled.
So, what Meta did was he yelled “Helicopter!” then everyone got
distracted trying to ﬁnd a hiding spot. Then Meta knocked Link
down and the village was safe. Hooray! Everyone congratulated
Meta and celebrated his victory.
Vihaan Chepudira
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S E S S I O N C , LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

E

very Badgerdog class is unique. Each group of students that
comes together for a few weeks in the summer to write, have fun,
and make new friends develops its own characteristics, strengths,
and interests. Some classes are noisy, some classes are calm, and
some classes naturally form smaller groups of friends. What makes
this class unique is that they are one family of writers. Through their
writing, 1234 Tiny Pencils have encouraged each other to dream
and wonder about the future of our world. They share a love and a
sense of awe at the power and beauty of nature. They explore and
reinvent the most timeless themes of literature, such as how to tell
the diﬀerence between right and wrong, ﬁnding humor in messy
situations, or the cycle of friendship, loss, and redemption.
As I read over these eight poems and stories that are the products
of three weeks of exploring the line where playing and writing meet,
I am struck by how much they reenergize my sense of what made
me to want to be a writer in the ﬁrst place. These young writers
insist on reminding us what a mysterious gift life is, and to cherish the time we have to spend with each other. Let these pieces of
writing serve as examples of what is possible when creativity gathers
energy from friendship to pursue the most mysterious part of us: the
imagination.
Adam Edelman
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Alien Invasion
There once lived a Puppycorn named Rainbow. Puppycorns are half
puppy and half unicorn. His body color was jet blue and his horn
was like the colors of the rainbow. He was the shape of a puppy and
had magical fun colors on him. He lived in a magical puppy land
in the galaxy called Puppycorn Land. It has a rainbow pool and the
land glows like glow sticks in the night sky. The houses were gingerbread houses with unicorn horns and had sweet frosting that taste
like jellybeans. Everyone was happy ﬂying in the sky and eating the
most delicious things in the world like ice cream, chocolate coﬀee,
and jellybean pizza! There were other planets in the galaxy, but the
puppycorns never left their home.
One of the planets was called Alien Island. Aliens lived on their
planet and they were so sad because the planet smelled bad and the
colors of their planet were black, dull, grey, and depressing. The
aliens had black eyes and light grey bodies with a dash of green
spots. They were mad because the other planets were magniﬁcent
and exciting. So one day the queen of the aliens called for a meeting
to plot a plan to invade the other planets.
“Let’s ﬁnd a planet to invade because I’m am done living on a sad
planet,” said the queen.
All the other aliens agreed and started to murmur among
themselves.
“Which planet should we invade?” asked the queen.
One of the aliens exclaimed, “How about Puppercorn Land!”
All the aliens including the queen liked this idea and cheered
him on. They found Puppycorn Land with their magical telescope.
Back in Puppycorn Land, Rainbow spotted a strange unknown
ﬂying object in the colorful sky. Rainbow panicked and ran. The
aliens were sitting in these objects that looked like ﬂying saucers.
They jumped out of their ﬂying objects and landed on Puppercorn
Land. They had these bizarre vacuum cleaners, which sucked up the
happiness and colors of Puppycorn Land. All the puppycorns were
very disappointed and Rainbow was thinking that no one had ever
been sad before in Puppycorn Land.
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The aliens went back to their island, let go of all the happiness
and colors that they stole from Puppycorn Land, and sprayed it
into their world and their dull pool became a rainbow pool, their
food became unlimited, and their world was unbelievable. They
were surprised, as they were still not feeling happy when they stole
the puppycorns’ colors, smells, and everything. They realized that
all Puppycorns were the ones that made their land happy and that
stealing was not a good idea. They knew what to do.
They took their vacuum cleaners, sucked up all the happiness
and colors, and ﬂew back to Puppercorn Land in their dull ﬂying
saucers. They jumped out of their saucers onto Puppercorn Land
and sprayed all the magical happiness back into Puppercorn Land.
The Puppercorns were happy again.
The aliens went up to Puppercorns and Rainbow and said, “We
are sorry that we stole your happiness and colors! We just wanted to
be happy too since our world is sad, gloomy, and dull.”
Rainbow replied, “We accept your apology! You should have
asked us and not stolen it. We can surely give your planet some happiness and colors too.”
The aliens thanked the puppycorns and took back whatever the
puppycorns gave them. This time when they sprayed the happiness
and colors that the puppycorns gave them, they felt really overjoyed.
Alien Island was now a happy island with rainbows, ice cream, and
jellybean pizza! And the aliens and the puppercorns all lived happily
ever after!
Ahnushka Srinivasa
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Images
The waves crashed against the sand.
Kids splashing and giggling in the water.
Palm trees swaying in the wind.
Families eating snow cones in diﬀerent colors and ﬂavors.
Sand shining like gold in the water.
Surfers waiting for waves to come by.
Children building sandcastles and ﬁnding shells.
Jellyﬁsh stinging under water.
Turtles making their way to shore.
Dolphins jumping in and out of the water.
Bees circling a beehive on a sunny day surrounded by bushes and trees.
Families Putting up tents and starting a ﬁre for smores.
Fires crackling with red and yellow ﬂames.
Children eagerly waiting for their marshmallows to roast.
Blue jays chirping high in the trees.
Kids climbing trees trying to reach the top.
Rain falling hard on the trees and tents.
Fireﬂies lighting up the dark cold night.
Ayza Ali

Imagination
I’m whooshing around on a big Ferris wheel
I’m running around in pretty ﬂowers
I’m riding on a big big seal
I’m sitting at a concert wowers it’s good
I’m playing at the playground swings
I’m riding on my nice new bike
I’m on a run on this dirty grass ground
I’m eating at tropical smoothie cafe
I’m eating a ketchup hotdog
I’m walking in my neighborhood
I found some lost golden treasure
I’m splashing in the really cold pool
OH YEAH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Catherine Nay
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The Adventures of Dave and Pencil:
Part 1, An Unexpected Voyage
c h a p t e r — dav e a n d pe nc i l
Well, if you’re wondering who Dave and Pencil are, you might want
to know that Dave is a baby. But he’s no ordinary baby. He is a
talking baby. Now, if you’re thinking, “What? A talking baby?”—
it’s about to get weirder. He’s only a week old, and lives inside an
iceberg where it’s almost zero degrees. By now you might be wondering, “Does he wear clothes, and if so, who changes them?” He
does, in fact, wear clothes, and Pencil changes them. We’ll get on
to Pencil later, but for now, Dave. Another question you might have
is “Where is he from?” Well, he’s from Neptune. He blasted down
in his tiny iceberg, into the Arctic Ocean. And since he’s from Neptune, he can survive almost any kind of cold climate.
Pencil is a dog, a very, very, very smart dog. He’s as smart as ten
human brains put together. He even learned to talk. Now, if you are
thinking, “How old is he?” he’s nine dog-years, seven dog-months,
two dog-weeks, and ﬁve dog-days old. Now, I’ll tell you dog-time is
the same on Neptune as it is on Earth. I think that’s pretty much all
you need to know about Pencil.

c h a p t e r  — c om i ng t o e a r t h
Here is where the story begins. Dave was scuttling about on his tiny
baby legs in front of the new aircraft shop. He was really excited to
see the new iceberg plane that scientists had just designed. Five minutes, he read on his watch.
“I can’t wait that long,” he thought.
He felt as if he had waited years for this exhibit, even though he
wasn’t even a month old. He was getting really bored, so he decided
to take a sneak peek of the exhibit. He snuck into the shop, where
he found the watchdog, Pencil. Pencil started to growl, but Dave
had brought emergency dog treats—pencil-ﬂavored—especially for
dogs named Pencil. He gave the whole bag of treats to Pencil, and
Pencil immediately became his companion.
Dave got into the rocket ship, and so did Pencil. They had a re-
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ally cool time trying out the steering wheel, but Dave slipped oﬀ the
seat and his foot hit the blastoﬀ pedal.
“THREE . . . TWO . . .” Dave was worried.
“Blastoﬀ !” The iceberg craft started to rumble. The ground
started to shake. Fiery sparks blew through the air, and he blasted
oﬀ all the way to Earth, where he landed in the Arctic Ocean.

c h a p t e r — a da ng e rous s t or m
“It’s been about three days now, and we still haven’t found a plan for
how to get home,” Dave said.
Pencil added, “I’m getting pretty sick of ﬁsh!” Dave looked at
his menu. On it he read ﬁsh soup, ﬁsh sandwich, ﬁsh pancakes, ﬁsh
pizza, and ﬁsh cake.
He pointed at the ﬁsh cake: “You sure this is even edible?” he said.
A couple of hours later, when they were getting ready to go to
sleep, Dave said in a cheerful voice, “Another hard sleep in another
iron bed!”
Pencil added, “Does it feel like we’re moving?”
“Come to think of it,” Dave said, “I am getting a little queasy.”
Pencil looked outside the small, frosty window, and said “Yowsers! Did the ocean’s tide drop that much?”
Dave joined him. “It’s not the ocean that’s down—a hurricane
has picked us up!” Then, they both said in unison, “Oh boy,” before
screaming for their lives.
The hurricane was spinning them around and around and around
and around and around. Dave said, “Hey look, isn’t that a peanut
butter sandwich?”
Pencil added, “No it’s the Eiﬀel Tower.”
After a lot of spinning, Pencil said, “I’m getting nauseous!”
They were able to last until the hurricane faded oﬀ. When they
looked outside again, there was no more water, water, and more water. There was only sand, sand, some cacti, and more sand. The hurricane had dropped them in the middle of the Sahara Desert!

c h a p t e r  — ow, ho t ho t !
A couple of minutes later, while they were exploring their surroundings, Pencil asked, “Where are we?”
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Dave whined, “I don’t know, but it’s too hot!”
Dave started to cry. Next, he started to howl. Finally, he started
to scream! Pencil put up an umbrella to protect himself from Dave’s
tears—also to protect himself from the beating sun. Pencil decided
to try and cheer Dave up.
“I’ve got this emergency has-no-use-on-Neptune-but-if-anyonewere-to-travel-to-Planet-Earth sunscreen,” he said.
Dave exclaimed, “Pencil, you’re a lifesaver!” He added, “Let’s
ﬁnd out where we are. It’s not like we can melt.”
Two seconds later: “I feel like I’m melting!” Dave said.
Pencil looked around and replied, “It looks like we’re in a desert.”
“I know we’re in a desert,” said Dave. “But what desert?” His voice
was getting a bit fussy.
Pencil started to walk in circles, but soon he stopped in his tracks.
“Wh-wh-what’s th-that?” he stammered.
Dave slowly turned around, and saw the scariest thing ever. It
was a brown lizard. Dave started to run around in circles on his tiny
baby legs. “Aaaah, it’s after me! Oh noooooo!” he yelled. The lizard
just stayed there and watched.
Pencil looked at Dave running away from something that wasn’t
chasing him and said, “The lizard’s over here, not chasing you.”
Dave skidded to a stop and replied in an embarrassed voice,
“Heh, heh, heh, I knew that.”
Pencil said, “Let’s search for the pieces that fell out of the spacecraft when we crashed. We might be able to ﬁ x it.”
Dave held up a toolbox and said, “I’ve got a set of tools.”

c h a p t e r — f i x i ng i t u p ag a i n
“According to my calculations,” Pencil said, “there should be a piece
buried under the sand right here.”
Dave took out a shovel, and Pencil took out a chew toy.
“What’s that for?” asked Dave.
“It’s my emergency shovel,” said Pencil, with a giggle.
Dave exclaimed, “That looks more like a chew toy than a shovel!”
“That’s because it is a chew toy, and not a shovel,” Pencil replied
in a silly voice.
“Then how are you supposed to dig with it?” Dave demanded in
a pushy voice.
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“Good point—I’ll try to dig with my paws instead.”
They started to dig in the sand. They found eight of the nine
missing pieces. “The last piece should be around here somewhere,”
said Dave.
Pencil looked around and said, “You know that lizard you were
running away from earlier? I think it’s got the piece.”
Dave said, “I’ll chase it!” They ran around and around and around.
Finally, Dave caught the lizard and took the piece away from it. They
put the last piece in the rocket, and started it up again. It worked!

c h a p t e r  — hom e , f i n a l ly
They decided that they needed some things for the journey home
to Neptune. Pencil asked the lizard if it could come with them. He
said that the lizard could have Dave’s fuzzy blanket, because Dave
didn’t use it. Dave took his toolbox and put it into the iceberg ship.
Dave said, “I think that’s everything we need. Let’s go!”
They started up the engine and blasted oﬀ all the way back to
Neptune, where Dave got a huge consequence. His parents told
him that he would not be allowed to go to the amusement park for
one week. During that week, while Dave was not able to go to the
amusement park, Pencil showed the lizard how to act in the library,
and the brown lizard decided he was happy to live on Neptune.
Once that week was over, Dave, Pencil, and the brown lizard had
a fun time riding on the roller coaster at the amusement park. And
everything went back to normal.
Charlotte Covey

Alicorn on the Moon
Once there was a beautiful alicorn that lived on the moon. Her
name was Alice. She had big golden wings and shiny white fur. But
one day when she was getting the mail for her parents she got lost.
She looked everywhere but couldn’t ﬁnd her home. She met another
alicorn named Stacy that was also lost, so then they became friends.
They saw a lot of fun things like a funny tree. It had a lot of leaves
dangling from it and a Christmas ornament was shaped like a candy
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cane with red, green, and white, even though it was March. Then
one day when they were walking, they saw a playground. They went
to play on it, they played on the slide the seesaw and the swing.
Then they needed to go to sleep. They walked and walked until they
saw a big bridge and slept there.
The next day they walked into a little neighborhood then another alicorn saw them. She welcomed them inside her little house.
When they got inside there were a lot of old pots and a big fuzzy
couch. She gave them some food and asked them what happened.
They took turns saying what they remember. After dinner they went
to bed. Then they ate some moon cheese. It was purple and pink
inside. Then they left. They walked, and walked, and walked until
they saw a little neighborhood and went in it. Then one of them
saw their house so the other one continued to walk and she saw her
house with her parents waiting for her to come back. She walked
quietly and yelled, “I’m here!” Her parents ran to her and hugged
her tightly. They asked what happened. So she told them everything
she remembered from beginning to end.
Meiheng Xiao

Vacation
I am on a tiny island. The lonely island is near Hawaii. There is
a salty but refreshing taste in the air, like a cold piña colada. The
ocean waves wash over sand. The sand is as yellow as lemons. I am
on a sun-chair as blue as the sea. I have a cold drink in one hand
and a Nintendo in the other. I can see dolphins jumping out of the
water like ﬂying ﬁsh every now and then. The dolphins are as white
as marble and whistle at me. Maybe the dolphins are trying to soar
like the birds? Their whistle sounds like a melody in the summer air.
Seagulls sing their evening song as the sky darkens overhead. I look
up and see the multicolored sunset. The horizon is a hazy line in the
distance. Then, just as the stars pop up like city lights, I fall into a
long dreamless sleep. It feels as if I’m in a winter snowstorm because
everything is dark and blank.
The next thing I know I’m wide-awake. The sun has just started
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rising. The gulls are still asleep “as snug as a bug.” I go to a small
house on the island. The walls are as brown as coconuts. Inside the
house everything is as gray as smoke billowing out of a factory. I eat
some pancakes with butter and milk for breakfast. After that I put
on my scuba gear and hop into the crystal clear ocean. Under the
warm water I see a dazzling multicolored coral reef. I swim through
the coral reef. Fish dart around me like fans around a celebrity.
Suddenly a murky brown shape comes into view. At ﬁrst I can’t
make out what it is but when I get closer I can see that it is a shipwreck that would be as brown as chocolate if it wasn’t covered with
coral like a colorful coat. I see a large crack in the middle of the ship
so I swim through it. Inside the boat long corridors with various
doors twist and turn in the ship like snakes. I ﬁnd a door that is
heavily padlocked so I kick down the door because it’s rotted. In the
room a treasure chest sits on a rusty metal pedestal. When I open
the chest I see coins and gems that gleam like a million stars. Then I
pick up the most valuable items in the treasure chest and swim out
of the ship and onto the beach.
When I got to shore I decided to give the treasure to the museum. So I called a helicopter to give me a lift to the museum. As
I ﬂy over the sapphire blue ocean, I can’t help thinking about my
vacation on that island. I recall the sand that was as soft as silk. I
wished I could have stayed there longer, but I need to get the treasure to the museum. When I get to the museum the staﬀ gratefully
takes the treasure and thanks me. Then I ﬂy home to America.
Owen Pierson
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Fruit and Vegetable Medley
Apples dancing in the fruit bowl on the table at noon on Saturday.
Oranges doing ﬂips in the air on the stairs in the restaurant.
Bananas painting rainbows on a desk where important papers are
stored.
Watermelon singing Christmas carols at the beach.
Strawberries doing cartwheels in the backyard.
Pears running on the race track at 3:00 p.m.
Cucumbers driving cars up Main Street.
Coconut falling from the Coconut trees landing on dinosaurs’
heads.
Cantaloupe doing Karate on a chair at the movie theater.
Peach ﬂying in helicopters looking for clues to solve a mystery.
Plum typing on computers because they have a lot of homework.
Cherry playing the piano in their room.
Guavas playing on the swing in the front yard.
Mango playing music on the saxophone.
Pineapple drawing pictures of the sun on paper with leaves.
Pomegranate sculpting pots and pans on top of a tree.
Raspberry playing with legos on the ﬂoor in a closet.
Tomato shopping for more vegetables at H-E-B.
Potato sleeping on the couch and snoring.
Carrots taking a bath in the sink.
Cabbage going to school for a Spring party.
Peas reading books outside on chairs while it’s raining.
Cauliﬂower writing a story on a notebook.
Spinach eating lunch on the ﬂoor.
Celery going on vacation to Hawaii.
Broccoli playing the viola.
Grapes dancing and falling on each other.
Lemon trying to put their mask on while picking books in the
public library.
Onion taking their stinky, stinky socks oﬀ, EWW!
Sheriﬀ eggplant watching the veggie and fruit town and making
sure everyone is safe.
Navya Chhikara
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Ode to My Hat
My mom and dad
Brought me a beautiful
hat. It came with an eerie light
The hat looked awesome like a blossom
Even cooler than a rockstar.
It was black
as a bird. With his
friends in the middle
of a den.
It was precious like
gems. Way more
precious then M&M’s
It had the feeling of
a great new feeling
when wearing the awesome hat.
The black also looked like
the dark night where hotels glow and glow.
It’s pretty all right.
It glows like the sun
when it is day. It glows in the
night. It glows everywhere
even at midnight.
There are piles of
hats, there are hats
I get it now and then in the far
west in the piggy pen.
When I look he looks the
best of all my wonderful
hats. If I were you I would
pick that hat for you.
William Kim
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magination oﬀers the greatest escape. It is a premium design individual to the mind. No matter what happens in our days, we can
always trust that a good story or poem will take us where we need
to go. It is possible to travel to an alternate dimension with a healing
wand; you could wake up as king of the world. Who knows, right?
Well, these young writers know. They’ve written incredible origin
stories after Rudyard Kipling’s Just So Stories that will oﬀer some
insight as to how: butterﬂies got their wings, zebras got their stripes,
cheetahs became so fast, camels got their humps, and even how a
pug became loyal. You may encounter a zombie by the sea and learn
to hear as a bunny. Open your mind and prepare for a fantastic ride.
Throw your hands up in the air and smile. Our imaginations can
take us anywhere.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Amazing Mega Market!
t h e a dv e n t u r e s of t h e r ic h m i n e c r a f t-m a n ! ! !
i s s u e 
Once upon a time in the future I was the richest person in the
world. One day I stumbled across a mega market and I thought,
“Well sense I am rich I guess I could go and buy whatever I want,”
So I went into the store and my mouth practically hit the ﬂoor
(ouch). You could buy candy, toys, food furniture but the surprising thing was that you could also buy a house, a mega-mansion,
the WHITE HOUSE, 1,000,000,000,000 DIAMONDS AND
EMERALDS OR THE TITLE KING OF THE WORLD!!!!!! So
I bought 15,000,000 pieces of candy, 15,000,000 toys, 15,000,000
pieces of fresh food, 15,000 pieces of house furniture, a mega-mansion, the title KING OF THE WORLD, and 1,000,000,000,000
diamonds and emeralds. When I got to the mega-mansion that I
bought I made an underground room and put in my Google dollars
left over.
P.S I am playing Minecraft.
Elijah Bermiss
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How the Butterﬂy Got Its Wings
On a lovely summer afternoon, Tom the caterpillar was strolling
along with his lovely little umbrella to hide from the heat and happened to walk by Miss. Muﬀet’s garden. All of sudden he felt a rumble in his belly and decided to see if maybe there was a tasty treat in
her garden. As Tom went to the backyard to the garden his eyes lit
up to see such a wide variety of fruits and vegetables. He decided he
had to snack on it all. He started with the cabbages, then the juicy
red tomatoes and then, the carrots. Next, he went for the broccoli,
the spinach, the brussel sprouts, which in Tom’s opinion were gross,
the cauliﬂower, avocados, blueberry, and ﬁnally the ﬁgs.
When Tom is done eating he ﬁnds a lovely tree to go complete
his process. The tree he is in is quaking Aspen; it has a beautiful
trunk and huge leaves. He takes one last bite at a leaf nearby and he
starts his pupa stage. Days and nights go by and one afternoon after
the rain had settled Tom began to transform.
When Tom came out of his pupa he saw the beautiful sunset and
the color of his wings were RAINBOW and he had to wait ﬁve days
so his wings were not wet! One lovely day, he left his tree he called
home and set oﬀ into the sunrise.
Leilani Garcia
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The Adventures Of Bubby and Duppy
Dragey: An eagle, Reyansh’s pet and best friend its power is
unknown
Reyansh: the person who started the pandemic of tooth disease

pa r t — t h e pa n de m ic
I didn’t brush my teeth for so long that they turned black. No
one liked me and the gum disease was so contagious. Then a week
passed and everyone on the continent had it and then I said, “I will
brush my teeth.” By then, it was too late and I realized I created
a new pandemic tooth disease, which was very rare and deadly.
Then a cure was found, but it required a piece of Mars. Bubby and
Duppy, the famous astronauts, blasted to Mars. Bubby and Duppy
landed on Mars. They threw HUMONGOUS pieces of Mars into
their spacecraft, so they could save billions of people. The rocket
blasted oﬀ and surprisingly landed on Earth. It hit multiple dwarf
stars on its way to Earth.

pa r t  — s av e bu bb y a n d du pp y
The astronauts have gone missing. They are not on Mars, so Reyansh and Dragey went oﬀ to ﬁnd Bubby and Duppy. They soared
through space until they found a mysterious portal. It looked ancient and delicate. They went into an alternate dimension and they
found a chest with a scroll, which was written in Sanskrit.
Reyansh knew what Sanskrit was, but couldn’t read it. They went
on and soon became hungry. They looked around and Reyansh
found a piece of bread. Dragey and Reyansh ate it and they saw
a frame. Reyansh tried to take it, but could not. He realized that
the scroll was glowing. He put it on the frame and a door opened
and then he was very confused. Dragey said, “This is the celestial
fortress; I really don’t know much about. It was a very secret and
mysterious place, but it only opens up on a half moon so we have to
. . .” Dragey got interrupted.
Reyansh heard someone appeal for help. It was Bubby and
Duppy! There was a BIG monster. It sorta looked like a dragon
but was 10× bigger. It said, “I WILL EAT YOU BOB PUBBY OR
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WHATEVER YOUR NAMES ARE.” Dragey said, “I think we
have to defeat that thing but how?” Then Dragey began to divulge
a secret to Reyansh.
Then, “Eagle Dragey” turned into a dragon and started battling
while Reyansh ﬁnally saw a scroll, which was written in English. It
said to pull the monster’s tail to defeat it, but Dragey was very badly
hurt. Reyansh threw a book at the monster’s head and knocked him
unconscious. Reyansh pulled his tail and BOOM the monster was
gone. There was a key, which would unlock Bubby and Duppy from
the cage.
In the cage where Bubby and Duppy were, there was also a healing wand, but it only worked one time. Reyansh could save Dragey
and he could also save Bubby and Duppy. Then, everyone went
through the portal. Then, he was back on Earth with a blue sphere
crystal in his backpack. Reyansh made the blue crystal into a bracelet and put it on Dragey’s leg.
Reyansh Gupta

How Zebras Got Their Stripes
You could see the day was bright and sunny; you could see all the
zebras grazing on the bright green ﬁeld. One day, a little zebra wandered oﬀ and you could see his tracks as he wandered away. The
little zebra stopped to graze on the grass. As he was grazing on the
grass, he heard a bell ring. He followed the sound of the bell to a
humble village; he heard the hustling and bustling of the small village. As he came close to the village he locked eyes with a little red
haired boy. Near sun down, he spotted the red headed boy again
and the zebra heard his grandma call him Jack. The zebra could see
that he was holding a can of paint with a roller. Then, the zebra hid
behind a wooden fence. The wooden fence was a light brown color
so that he would blend into the fence. He galloped by all the villagers and hid behind the fence. In time, the little boy arrived there.
He held up his paint can and started painting black stripes on the
light, wooden fence. The zebra noticed right away that he had black
stripes on his back, but he thought that it would all wash away.
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While the little boy was painting on the other side of the fence,
the zebra sprinted away. When it was time for the zebra to sleep, the
mother zebra spotted that he had black stripes. The mother thought
that she was seeing something, so she lied down into the soft, puﬀ y
grass and dozed oﬀ. Then, the zebra grew older and had a baby. The
zebra mom noticed that the baby also had the stripes. That is how
the zebras got their stripes and they lived happily ever after.
Madilyn Merlos

How the Pug Became Loyal
Once upon a time, there was a little baby pug named Maggie.
She was adopted and taken to her new home. She was so playful,
that she ruined everything! She ripped bags, she ate her owner’s
shoes, she chewed her own bed, she’d chew on the legs of the table,
and she would cry and wake everybody else up. So on the second
day of the week, she heard the owners over talk about her and they
said, “Maybe we should give her away, she is impossible to train.”
Then her husband said, “Yeah, I guess you’re right.” So they packed
her up and sold her. The pug whined.
Then, on the bright side someone saw her and said “Aw! Hey
there, cutie.” Woof! Lick! Then she said, “I will name you Olive!”
And from then on, they lived happily ever after. Olive had learned
that now she had to be more responsible with her actions. She still
left a little bit of a mess, she still licked her bed; she was still very
playful. Until, one day, a mouse came and ran everywhere! Her
owner yelled and screamed, “Ahhhhh!! A mouse!” The pug thought,
“I have to be brave and protect her.” So she went from calm mode
to GET THE MOUSE MODE!!! The pug chased it everywhere and
when she found the mouse she barked, “WOOF, GET OUT OF
MY HOUSE!” Finally, the mouse scattered away. “Thank you so
much!” said Olive’s owner. This taught Olive a lesson. She had to
pick up her mess and be loyal to her owner.
Adriana Perez
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How Did the Cheetah Become
the Fastest Animal on Earth?
One day, after he lost a race with a turtle he went to a mechanic
and got a turbo charged engine implanted in his stomach. While at
the mechanic, the cheetah saw a picture of the turtle on the wall. It
turns out the turtle already got a V8 engine upgrade, so the cheetah
asked for a V12 engine to be the fastest in the world. The cheetah
had a rematch with the turtle. Ready, set . . . GO! The cheetah was
so fast; he broke the sound barrier and won the race. Since that race,
the cheetah has been the fastest animal on earth.

the tie . . .
Or so he thought . . .turns out that the cheetah wasn’t the fastest
in the world, yet. The hummingbird is currently fastest in the rainforest. They prepared for their race . . . bird 202 mph . . . cheetah
202 mph. The race across the Sahara Desert was a tie.
The next story, the race ﬁnale!

t h e r ac e f i n a l e !
It’s a race across Africa . . . ready, set . . . go! Through Nigeria, then
Niger’s quad; then South Africa. Photo ﬁnish at the ﬁnish line!
“Who won?” asked the elephant. The cheetah! Now, he is oﬃcially the
fastest animal on Earth!
Aidan Pierce
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There Are No Skeletons on the Beach
I was at the beach eating a melon
then along came a feisty skeleton
I followed it to a cavernous cave
and saw a ton of spooky graves
from those graves arose some zombies
and I followed them to the sea
then there I saw a gigantic bee
and I think it was angry at me
It was looking at me with red angry eyes
and started chasing me around
so I ran in circles round and round but I couldn’t out run the bee
and that’s when I saw my little sister
pouring buckets of freezing cold seawater water on me
Tiﬀany Su

Camel Without Humps
In a yellow and dry desert, which was surrounded by tall and snowy
mountains, lived a herd of tired camels. They wanted to cross the
desert to the nearest mountain hills, but they didn’t have enough
food and water to cross it. While they were looking for food a camel
called, “Look what I found.” When all the camels got there, they
peered through the hill of sand and what they saw made their eyes
shine with excitement. Because what they saw were baskets, many
baskets and they could tie the baskets on their backs and put food
in their baskets. The baskets had been on the camel for so long that
they became a part of the camel and that was the humps!
Emily Wang
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I Am a Bunny
I am a bunny and I love to eat carrots
Sometimes, I like to eat lettuce too
I play with other bunnies
I see my other bunny friends when they jump around
I hear the loud wind blowing in my ears on a windy day
I can smell the ﬂowers that lay across the lawn because
They are scattered everywhere
I can taste the yummy food that is in the garden
I do not like bad smells, but
I like my home
Ashlyn Yu
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s the summer months continued, we were all ﬁlled with the
desire to travel. In the blink of an eye, the memories of the
places we’ve seen return again. On the following pages, these young
writers share their adventures with you. They recall visiting Yellowstone National Park a few years ago, standing in awe of the Grand
Prismatic Spring. They will take you river rafting with the family in
Costa Rica. They will get super silly, too. Have you ever wondered
what the complaints of a dog might be? Do you have any idea how
easy it is to adore a precious panda? Would you like to know the
quest of a donut named Dan? Well, read on then. You will learn
how a battleship feels during the Gulf War and how a golf ball feels
getting a hole in one. There are no limits to the imagination. All it
takes is an idea to spark a story’s creation.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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How Peacocks Got
Their Colorful Feathers
Once there was a peacock setting out on an adventure of
monstrosity.
The peacock was looking for someone he truly loved.
When he was young his mom had mysteriously vanished,
And the little peacock went out to a dark ocean of dread.
The world.
At that time peacocks were dull plain birds.
No color whatsoever.
Just a dull light brown.
The night sky was pitch black with a small line. The moon.
He had ventured over the highest mountains and the lowest valleys.
After hours of hiking the little peacock fell asleep.
When he woke up, he was terribly thirsty and hungry.
But each step he took he said, “This is for my mom.”
Finally he saw a faint line of color and he ran as fast as he could
towards it.
It was the Grand Prismatic Springs.
The spring was the most colorful thing ever.
It was a giant colorful rainbow of water.
The inside was a deep blue and the outside was a bright orange.
It was so colorful it hurt his eyes to look at it.
The spring was steaming rapidly.
The little peacock drank voraciously.
Then, he suddenly fell into the spring.
He swam out and walked all the way home and when he got home
everybody gasped.
His feathers turned all the colors in the rainbow.
From that day everybody loved the little peacocks feathers.
This is the story of how peacocks got their colorful feathers.
Niketh Balakrishnan
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Dear Human,
by Hope the Shih Tzu Dog
Dear Human,
I have a lot of complaints and questions that I never got to ask
you. So, ﬁrst question. Why do you get to pee inside and if you’re
marking your territory? I smelled it, it’s a bad spot, that white bowl
thing is also pretty weird too. I have reasonable complaints about
the game fetch. You say, “Where’s the ball, Hope?” And I say, “It
is literally in your hand, uhhh still in your hand, still there.” Anyway, I am not excited as much as you are about the ball. I’m only
happy because you are. Another complaint about fetch is that you
are so excited about the ball. Why did you throw it away in the ﬁrst
place? You are so confusing. Another complaint is: why did you get
to store up your food in the extra cold door or the dark door with
the cans in it? When I try to save food in a warm place, like underneath the couch you get mad! One more complaint: Why did you
give me that big fancy collar once? Although you may not notice it,
it kept me from itching that bug bite I got. I also think buzzy collars
are fun; my neighbor’s dog had one and when I walked past him it
buzzed, so I do it every day now. It is fun. Now, I have some questions to ask you . . .
1. Why does it take you so long to take me outside when I keep
telling you!?
2. Still do not understand buzzy collars? (Love the buzz)
3. What does stop, no and down mean? (I think it means “keep
going” or “go ahead.”)
Well, I hope you ﬁ x the complaints and answer my questions.
BYE! (PS. I stole chicken from the cold door!)
Sara Dunlap
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Precious Panda
This poem I’m sure will make you addicted to pandas
Precious pandas are the apple of my eye
Bringing warmth and happiness in the cold winter months
My precious panda is always with me
Even when we travel out to sea
We always talk about what’s right
Every day and every night
And I’m sure your panda will listen to you
Bamboo eating creatures from the earth
Pink and hairless at birth
Cute, fuzzy, adorable bears
Couldn’t get more cuter in all these years
For a panda to get all these characteristics
Takes less time than the learning of quantum physics
When your friends, your family, your teachers and your next door
neighbors
Read this poem there will be no stopping the panda lovers
Plus your very own panda, is your precious panda
Julianna Hao

The Life of a Golf Ball
Life as a golf ball is great. My owner came with his putter and
tapped me gently. I got so close to the hole I could feel me falling in,
but I suddenly stopped next to the hole. Then he picks me up. He
drives his cart to the next hole. He put me on a tee. He takes some
practice swings and then comes toward me. He whacked me away.
I go ﬂying through the afternoon sky and land near some birds in
a sand trap. My owner chips me out and it lands in the hole! I can
tell he’s excited. He forgets to pick me up and goes to the next hole.
I think, an owner that forgets me. I wait a little and then fall asleep.
The next day I wake up to the sound of birds. I hear one of them
ask, “Whose ball is this?” Then, the sound of a ball landing scares
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them away. It lands right next to me. Then, the man picked the
ball up.
When he walked to his cart, an old ball fell out of his pocket and
rolled beside me. Then someone picked me up. I see only one other
ball in the pocket. The man puts me down on a tee and takes out
his driver. He comes toward me and takes a swing. I curve toward
the left and land on someone’s yard. A kid came out and ran over
me. He howls in pain and he runs inside. His mom comes out and
puts me into a bag. I fell asleep to the lullaby of crickets. When I
woke up, someone took the bag into a car. When we ﬁnally got to
the destination, my bag was taken to a cart and it sped oﬀ. I was
placed on a tee. The woman hit me hard and I went zooming. My
right shoulder was hurting so much if I had a voice, I would scream.
I landed on the fairway and could see the ﬂag. The woman chipped
me onto the green and then tapped me in. The woman hit on the
next hole and then she drove to the next hole. The next man who
came thought I was his ball and chipped me into the hole. I realized
it was Rory McIlroy. When he was at his home, he got the mail.
The next week, Rory McIlroy drove to Pebble Beach Golf Links,
California. He teed up and took practice swings. Then he came
up to hit me. I landed right on the fairway and was close to the
hole. This continued until the eighteenth hole when he teed up. He
had Pars and bogies. He also had one birdie. Then he came up. He
swung back and hit me hard. I ﬂew in the air and got a Hole in
One! He was so excited he might have won. When I looked at the
scoreboard, he was tied in ﬁrst place with Tiger Woods. They went
to a face-oﬀ. They tied with pars the entire time until Rory McIlroy
had a birdie. He was up. He practiced, and then got up to the ball.
Then, I saw that the ball Tiger Woods was using was the ball from
the course I was from. Tiger hit the ball and it landed right next to
the hole. If he made it, he wins, if he misses, we would win. His face
was sweaty. He went back and hit the ball. I thought it might go in.
It was so close when it stopped! He grabbed the trophy. My dream
had come true. We won.
Kunal Khandhar
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Dan the Donut
Meet Dan who is on his quest
To ﬁnd out that being a donut is best
Dan the strawberry jam donut wouldn’t be a donut
Dan would be a bulldozer that wouldn’t be shut
Dan will be a swiftly moving car
The speedy car drove very fast and far
Dan will be a lively little bunny
A bunny that was very funny
That sneaky Dan liked to be a slippery slimy snake
Being with that annoying snake would make you ache
Dan was very irritated and sad
Nothing that he did was rad
Dan tried to be a little bug
That little bug was a slick slimy slug
He could become a thin ruler
He thought there couldn’t be anything cooler
Dan loved to be a big sky gliding bird
The bird that soared unheard
Dan the donut would be anything but a donut
Not being a donut would not make the cut
He especially liked to be a round and rough wheel
This wheel couldn’t be real
Dan loved to be a high and old boot
This was not very elegant or cute
Dan could be a ginormous and scruﬀ y airplane
The dangerous airplane didn’t have a brain
Dan didn’t think anything he did was good
He didn’t like anything he did
Finally Dan decided to be a good strawberry jam donut
Because the life of a jam donut was very ﬁne for a strut!
Claire Moon
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Rafting
My family and I head down to the banks of the river in Costa Rica,
where several other families are putting their lifejackets on. Our
family does the same. We put on our helmets, and then step into a
large inﬂatable boat.
We had a rafting guide, and he helped us learn how to properly
paddle against the rapids, which were large waves. This one time,
there was an extremely large rapid, and our rafting guide told us
to duck in the raft so we wouldn’t get hurt and to not paddle. The
rapid capsized the boat and seconds later; we were all in the water
laughing. We had so much fun.
My sister and I got to ride in the front of the boat. My mom was
scared of rafting since she couldn’t swim, but later on, she was very
happy. My dad, my sister and I knew how to swim, so we weren’t
worried about anything.
We stopped at a small, lush, green peninsula crowded with cows
and horses where they handed us some fresh, juicy pineapples and
watermelons. Then, it was time to go back.
Once we ﬁnished rafting, we headed to a beautiful hut made of
straw, where we ate casados, which is a Costa Rican dish that has
beans, plantains and much more in it. On the TV, they showed
pictures of people rafting and we saw pictures of our own family.
We even saw sloths, howler monkeys, and toucans! There were lush
green palm trees, and beautiful, clear water.
Neeti Prasad
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My Story of a Battleship
Hi, my name is Robert and I’m a USS Indiana battleship. My driver
was called to ﬁght in the Gulf War. The US Military Oﬃcers gave
him a strong battleship and it was me. The US Military Oﬃcers
showed him around and gave him the keys to this shiny new battleship. He started to drive me across the Atlantic. It was salty. We saw
bottlenose dolphins diving in and out of the ocean; they were beautiful, gorgeous and pretty. Suddenly, an enemy battleship blocked
our path, but I was ready. I ﬁred and the battleship sank. Wow! My
ﬁrst shot and it sank. Then, I heard more battleships coming. My
driver turned me around and I saw my friends James the USS Oregon, William the USS Massachusetts and Sam the USS San Francisco. Suddenly, 4 to 6 enemy ships surrounded us, but I anticipated
that. We started ﬁring and in a few minutes they were only pieces
of junk, metal and garbage sinking into the deep, salty, blue ocean
ﬂoor. While our drivers drove to the Arabian Sea we smelled the
salty air. We saw our battleships ﬁghting enemy battleships. I heard
the cannons blasting, battleships moving and people screaming. I
felt the waves lashing on us. Finally, we got there, but there are so
many battleships. Luckily, we had reinforcements. There was a big
ﬁght, but in the end we crushed the enemies and all the American
battleships were safe and sound. Then, all the drivers turned to Iraq.
There were enemy battleships all along the coast of Iraq, but they
were very small and not well equipped. Suddenly, someone ﬁred out
of nowhere and one Iraqi ship sank. We all looked around and then
we saw Sam ﬁring. Once we saw Sam ﬁring, we also started ﬁring and soon the whole Iraqi ﬂeet got destroyed and we only saw
pieces of the battleship and people dying. I thought . . . when is all
this madness going to end? When are people going to learn that war is
madness especially the US? I think that America thinks that we have
so many weapons and such a war industry that we will win most
wars, but even if we win, most wars will still have many casualties.
We looked up at the endless sky and it was dark, pitch black. It was
11:00 p.m., but there was another enemy ﬂeet to destroy. We were
sleepy, drowsy and exhausted, but started ﬁring and soon the whole
ﬂeet got destroyed. Then, our drivers hooked our anchors to a pole
and slept safe and sound.
Vihan Santhosh
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A

re you lying at home, watching your all-time favorite Netﬂix show
for the gazillionth time, while eating your favorite ice cream for
the billionth time? So began Zoha’s commercial for Typing Taco
Co., brilliantly capturing how upside-down life feels right now,
when even special treats seem a little blah. What does this commercial promise as an antidote to 2020 ennui? Typing Taco Co., of
course. “First-class writing all the time! The perfect thing for your
day! The Typing Tacos never fail to impress.”
Typing Taco Co. never failed to impress me. Every morning at
9:00 (10:00 for Arjun in New Jersey and 8:00 for Suchir in New
Mexico), they were wide-awake and ready to create. When I gave
them writing challenges, I expected to discuss how diﬃcult the
challenges were, and I was ready with modiﬁcations. But this group
always skipped those steps. Instead, they just started writing. Any
artist would be inspired by a daily morning meeting with these enthusiastic and ready creators.
Over the course of three weeks, each writer revealed extraordinary range. They experimented with humor and hyperbole, creating tall tales and trickster stories with hilarious twists. Then they
experimented with speciﬁc sensory details and sincerity, illustrating
the wonder in everyday life. When the students shared their writ-
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ing, I sometimes imagined a choir of voices creating a deep and rich
sound, each individual range combining into a great group range. A
choir of typing tacos—imagine that!
Ennui, of the kind evoked in the Typing Taco Co. commercial,
might be one of the less serious problems in the world right now.
But problems of every size require creativity and kindness, and these
students demonstrated both qualities every day. They used words in
new ways to make the intangible tangible, taking risks to express
ideas. They were generous with each other during sharing time, creating a community of trust and support. Maybe it’s not entirely silly
to say that Typing Taco Co. is a solution for our time.
Jenny Fleming
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Tingle’s Big Day
Once upon a time there was a guy named Tingle who lived in a
good kingdom that was rich. They were all happy working hard,
sleeping and everything was great until one night.
This is what happened ﬁrst. So, there was a town nearby that
doesn’t like to trade at all. King Bob’s town just didn’t trade. One
night, the people from that kingdom snuck into the city walls of
Tingle’s city. They crept in and stole all of the riches. Not even one
coin was left.
In the morning everybody woke up like a happy bird. Then the
glass shattered. Everybody had no money. They started to freak out
like a bunny getting chased by a fox, as they saw that there was no
gold anywhere. Tingle was very disappointed about this news. But
Tingle wasn’t a normal guy; he was a trickster. So, the next day he
went to the town that stole all of their gold. King Bob’s town was
looking really good. There was a nice-looking castle and a red carpet
spread out. Tingle turned himself into an ant and went to the castle.
When he went through the castle as an ant, it was like a maze.
Left, right, left, then he was at a vault. He saw the money that had
been stolen, so he scrambled into the vault. Then he turned back
into a human. He put all the gold in his pockets because he could
stuﬀ as much as he wanted into his magic pockets. Then he went
back out of the castle and the good kingdom was rich again.
“Oh no,” said King Bob, the king that stole all the gold, “We have
no gold!” So he didn’t pay for all the expensive stuﬀ they bought, so
he went to jail.
At the castle in the good kingdom, everybody yelled, “We are
back in business!” Then the two kingdoms came to be friends, but
they both still got pranked all day long. And Tingle did all that in
one day’s work.
Suchir Jha
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Raven Feathers, Human Hands
Ravens always liked her. Wherever she was, wherever she went, ravens were. She had a connection with them. They would bring her
trinkets and treasures and she would in return stroke their feathers
and give them breadcrumbs.
After school, she would wait around the old willow tree in the
ﬁelds, and every time the ravens would come soaring through the
air. No matter the time, they would bring her tiny souvenirs. Trinkets and toys, shiny things that caught their fancy. All would go
to her.
Helena lived in the city of Kuliz, in a faraway land. It was a genuinely cool temperature in the fall, warm in spring, and okay hot in
the summer. In winter, there were many blizzards and other snowrelated problems. Helena was born in the slushy month of March.
It was an in-between spring and winter month causing lots of icky
melted snow. Despite all this, Helena would have it no other way.
Ravens. Tons of ﬂocks of them gathered up around the house
that night. No matter how cold, how warm, they would be coming
today. As if their life depended on it. The raven Tey led Helena to
a souvenir she would treasure more than anything else. Something
that would give her freedom.
A friend. The ravens had led her to a friend. Both of the girls
were unsure but the ravens knew. They always knew.
Lark had always been unsettled in her new home in Kuliz. The
only helpful thing was the ravens. They were like friends to her. The
charms they gave her were not bribes, but a way of saying I’m glad
you’re here.
Lark had always been curious about that willow tree. A girl with
dirty blonde hair and hazel-green eyes always sat under it with a
book. Lark knew it wasn’t good to be watching other people, but
she did it anyway. Lark observed things.
The dew in the morning. The breeze in the afternoon. The way
the clock is always ﬁve seconds oﬀ. Those were just all the things
that made Lark, Lark. Never knowing the answers but knowing all
the questions was the way Lark lived.
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One day in the early morning some ravens came to her window
and started tapping. Lark got up and followed them all the way
down the stairs, to the willow tree. A friend. They knew. Ravens
always knew.
Helena went slowly and cautiously towards the other person. She
had no experience in friendship. She calmly asked her name. The
reply Lark; simply Lark. Helena replied with her name. The two
unknowingly became instant friends.
Helena and Lark. Lark and Helena. They were diﬀerent in so
many ways, but despite that, or perhaps because of it, they were
inseparable friends. Like kindred spirits, they were connected. Ravens. They were connected by ravens. Something they could never
take away.
Only, this was not true. One night two men snuck up on the willow tree at midnight. The girls were allowed by their parents to sleep
outside in the willow tree together and they were high up in the
treetops playing trivia games. The men shot the ravens with sleep
injection so they could take them back to their shop and use their
feathers for handbags.
The girls heard a caw. Bluey and Brunni, two of the youngest
ravens, ﬂew up to them. The girls saw the men with their satchels.
The ravens needed their help. To let them turn into a pile of feathers
wasn’t a way to repay them for what they’d done, what they’d given.
They had started the girls’ friendship, and now no one could take
ravens away from them. They were connected.
Zoha Omar
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Tricksters School
I was minding my own business in my bedroom. Then, out of nowhere, a cat came into my room, and then he turned into a human.
I said, “Who are you?”
He said, “I am the King of Tricksters, I have been watching you
through the window and saw that you were a trickster.”
“Soooo?”
Then he said, “Oh boy, let me tell you, earlier when you were doing your homework you said you wished you could become invisible
then you actually did. I then knew you were a trickster!”
I was so confused. “A trick . . . a trickster? How?”
“Well, let me tell you all about it.” And so he explained, the reason I was in a boarding school was because my parents had died in
a battle against evil fairies, who wanted to use their powers for bad,
while my parents wanted to use it for good. I was shocked. He said
that I was going to have to go with him to the Tricksters School
Academy, because evil fairies had found out about me. He then told
me to come outside and say, ﬂy! I did and I was ﬂying.
I was then walking to school on a cloud, when all of a sudden I
started to fall. The king of tricksters yelled “THOSE BAD FAIRIES!” Then everything was black . . .
I was then in a van and then I looked behind myself to see a
bunch of fairies with black wings. I thought this must’ve been the
fairies the King of Tricksters were talking about. They were talking
about what they were going to do with a little kid. I realized that the
little kid was me. I looked around to ﬁnd myself in a metal cage. I
was really scared. I kept on saying to myself, “It’s gonna be okay.”
Then I heard a BOOM. Then a huge BAM hit against the van
and I fell out onto a cloud where the King of Tricksters was sitting.
“How?” I asked.
“Later,” he said. We then zoomed oﬀ to the school once again
and this time made it there safely. When I saw what was behind the
door, I was shocked. The school was full of kids learning diﬀerent
things, but they all had wings. There were bathrooms, classrooms,
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cafeterias. They were not learning typical algebra and geometry.
They were learning stuﬀ I’ve never heard of.
When we went to the cafeteria, the food looked gross. I asked
the King of Tricksters if I had to eat this stuﬀ. To my relief, he said
that the cooks could make any food in the world, and would make
a special menu with “Humane” food for me! He then took me to
my bed and little room. I then fell asleep because I was super tired.
I woke up to the sound of BRING BRING BRING! The king came
and said time for school. Then I went to my classroom for the ﬁrst
time ever.
Arjun Khandhar

Pencil
I am a pencil.
I am the creator of words,
Of stories,
Of masterpieces.
I am a pencil.
My enemy is the eraser,
Who leaves my marks as
Shadows
Of what they used to be.
I am the pencil.
I sometimes get tired,
And I need my friend,
The sharpener,
To restore my energy
And my conﬁdence.
I am a pencil.
Caroline Black
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A Series of Golden Shovel Poems
u n iqu e
—after a Jordan Smith song
You are unique and Don’t
let anyone stop
that those
who r cool allow their tears
to fall for you from
everywhere, but don’t be full of yourself or you will be falling
down.
(Don’t stop those tears from falling down)

my future
—after a Jordan Smith song
You are smart. The
best will take you in as greatest
I will take my risk
You will form we. We’ll
be the best ever.
We will take only those who take
their future seriously. This is
your future by
greatness or by far.
(The greatest risk we’ll ever take is by far)

t h e l ov e
—after a Soﬁa Carson song
Just one
hopeful kiss
(one kiss)
Gia Basham
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Saving Dragons
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

Bob The Bob The Fat Bob creeps along the attic ﬂoor, wishing it
were in a seafood restaurant. Slowly, it hops down, using its wings
to smoothen the landing. BTBTFB (short for Bob The Bob The Fat
Bob) glares at the mouse caught in the trap.
“So petty and foolish!” the dragon remarked. He leaped across
his traps, making it look like an obstacle course that was designed
for a two year old. There used to be a cat on the other side of the
traps, until last week when Bob The Bob The Fat Bob ate it up.
There also was a rabbit, but it got eaten by the cat eight days ago.
“Dad, the water heater has stopped again!” Aster said. Aster was
BTBTFB’s human, but he didn’t even know BTBTFB existed. No
human did, and BTBTFB would like to keep it that way. He looked
at me, his basilisk friend, then walked over to the water heater, and
let out hot smoke, just the right temperature. “Never mind! It’s
working again!” Aster called out.
BTBTFB hated this unknown work he was forced to do. To humans nowadays, dragons are extinct, and if BTBTFB starting walking around in public, humans would freak out. They would probably start a dragon hunt. Then BTBTFB wouldn’t even be able to
stay in this attic. It’s already bad enough as it is.
You know what? Everyone thinks dragons are strong, bold, animals who can ﬁght anything, or anybody, but only Bob The Bob The
Fat Bob knows how dragons really are. Dragons are weak. Dragons
are scared. Why? Because back in the olden days, what animal came
up to humans? Dogs. Not dragons, but dogs. Dogs weren’t stupid
though. Dogs knew they were taking a risk, and dogs knew that
it could all go wrong, but they still took that risk. Today, dragons
are still afraid, and dragons still haven’t learnt from their mistakes.
Dogs, on the other hand, walk freely. And many other animals have
done what dragons couldn’t do. Cats, birds, hamsters, ﬁsh, reptiles,
and even more! But dragons are still stuck at phase one. It’s not like
BTBTFB is the only dragon out there. There are more, but none of
them have come out.
“Enough!” BTBTFB yelled at me. “I’m tired of you making fun
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of me day after day! Having a whole list a mile long of all my problems! I’m going to go, and show you AND humans that dragons are
really strong, brave, and bold!”
“Great! Let’s plan.” I gushed. I laid out a paper and the dragon
and I stared at it.
“Why don’t dragons get a dog costume or something, then go
out, and a few months after we ﬁnd an owner, we take oﬀ the costume and show them who we really are!” BTBTFB exclaimed.
I gave my advice. “Are you kidding? Humans would freak out if
that happened to them. So let’s plan something . . . not so stupid.”
“Hmmm . . . Hey! What if we get a few cats and pay them to
trap a human in a claustrophobic area!” BTBTFB joyfully thought
out loud.
A lightbulb clicked in my head, “Hey! That’s a not-so-bad plan,
and I know the perfect cat and place! Let’s get to work and launch a
plan to save the dragons!”
Ishaan Singh

The Old House
One morning Jeﬀ, Kayla, and Jake woke up. They all went downstairs to eat breakfast. While they were at the table their mother said
“You guys will be going to Mack’s house for a few weeks and your
train will be leaving at ﬁve in the afternoon.”
The children got super excited. Then their mom told them to get
their bags ready or they would miss their train. So they quickly ate
their breakfast and packed their bags and before they knew it, they
were on the train heading to Mack’s house. Soon the train pulled
up at the station and they could see Mack and his dad, Mr. Bob,
who was a scientist and had many priceless documents that were
very old. During the ride Mack told them about the new museum
in the town. In about twenty minutes they got to Mack’s house.
When they got there it was dark so they went to bed.
That night, Jeﬀ was looking at the ceiling when he heard some
footsteps and some whispers and then it was quiet. In the morning
at the table Jeﬀ told the others about the noises. Everyone was curi-
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ous. Then when Mr. Bob went to his workroom the children heard
him yelling “My old papers are missing!”
Jake said, “The noises that Jeﬀ heard were probably the crooks
taking the papers.” Then Kayla saw some muddy footprints but
there were only two prints. So they went to their neighbors, who
knew all about the town. Mack knocked on the door and an old
woman opened it.
Jake asked, “Can you tell us where there is mud in the town?”
The woman answered in a croaky tone, “There is mud only in
one part of the town and that is at the left side of the lake.”
The four children headed out to the lake. On the way they saw
many birds. Soon they got to the lake and on the left side they saw
the mud. In the mud there was a footprint that looked exactly like
the one that they had seen back at home. So they looked around
and Kayla noticed a clearing. In the distance behind the clearing,
they saw an old house.
The children got very excited. They ran to the house and tried
the door. Apparently it had been left open. They went in and saw a
cabinet. There was a little hole in the cabinet. Jeﬀ peered in and saw
the papers but the cabinet was locked. Suddenly Mack heard footsteps coming towards the house so the children crept out through
the back door. Then they went around to the front of the house and
saw a man opening the cabinet, taking the papers, climbing on his
bike and riding oﬀ. So the kids followed him and saw him park his
bike in front of a few trees and then move a log and then vanish.
“That’s probably a trap door,” Jake said.
Kayla said, “Hey, he never took the papers so they’re probably
still in the basket.” Sure enough, they were there, so the kids took
the papers and ran to Mack’s house and gave them to Mr. Bob. Before Mr. Bob could even say thanks the kids ran oﬀ to the police
station. When they got to the police station they went in and told
the detective the story of the adventure.
When they were done the police said “Ahh, I’ve been trying to
ﬁnd that crook. Thanks to you kids, we’ll ﬁnd him.” The kids were
very pleased with their work and Mr. Bob never got robbed again!
Murtaza Sanjeliwala
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I Stand Tall
—AF TER

ERIC HANSON

I stand tall. The
words slip and fall. Wind
sweeps through the ﬂags. Slips
while we nag. We plead through
protests. Your unforgiving humanity. Your
closed-minded brains. Your window
of norm you run to,
Of the white race. That you steal
and judge those who sit hand in hand. The
woman and woman. No secrets.
Did you know that
We stand as one. Expand you
r norm look around let them keep
their peace. But
know that you are what you are. The
bricks anxiety weight
on you. You love who you love. Of
Everyone all
People the
Animals everything deserves equal words.
Nisa Tyabji
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Prowlers of Zoom
S E S S I O N C , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

A

t Badgerdog camp this summer, we created real communities
in virtual spaces. The Secret Prowlers of Zoom were a vivid
example. After our ﬁnal reading, instead of saying goodbye, the
students were planning an online get-together later that afternoon.
This group started bonding early in the ﬁrst week, when a mysterious and never identiﬁed online presence seemed to be interfering
with our meetings and documents. We quickly increased our security, which both solved the interference problem and gave us the satisfaction of being an extra-secure, extra-exclusive, extra-secret group
of writers. Thus, we became the Super Secret Prowlers of Zoom, creating poetry, prose, and plays under cover of logins and passwords,
entrusting each other with our brilliant words, and forging bonds of
mutual support.
From the beginning, these students were generous in their interactions with each other, quick to laugh and clap and oooh and aaah
at each other’s writing. They especially enjoyed creating plays and
participating in dramatic readings. The Super Secret Prowlers of
Zoom were uniquely able to encourage each other. When we practiced our ﬁnal reading, I suggested adding one or two additional
lines to the end of one of the plays. A lively discussion ensued—
almost every writer had a fantastic idea about how the play might
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end. I worried that the writer of the play might be overwhelmed
by the many ideas, but she took them all as inspiration and came
back with a script that was twice as long, ingeniously incorporating
many of the suggestions. Over and over, this group demonstrated
the power of a creative community. They were on each other’s side,
and that made a diﬀerence when they went to their individual keyboards to write. Thank you Clyde, Molly, Hetanshi, Savir, Alena,
Ruhani, Sana, and Sean, for your amazing words, your courage,
and your caring.
Jenny Fleming
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Ten Haiku
a ppl e s n a i l s
Horrid Apple Snails
As if you’re born to destruct
Eating our Earth

a messy summer
Pool ﬂoaties scattered
Kids diving, jumping, running
Taking a vaca

di f f e r e n t
No one at the pool
No planes taking oﬀ for vaca
Hotels with sick ones

r estless
Humans stuck at home
Waiting for Earth to forgive
Like mad caged cheetahs

mo t h e r
Forgive me Mother
Viruses from your anger
For polluting home

s c ho ol
Kids playing nicely
Teachers teaching cool fun facts
Getting raised by two

earth
Lush green mountain tops
Great long stretches of beaches
Breathtaking prairies
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au t u m n
Colorful tree tops
Leaves sparkling in the SUN
Seeing beautiful views

aus t i n
Bluebonnets growing
They are everywhere you look
Safe, SUNny, and pretty

hom e
Beaches and mountains
Big cities and small villages
Our green and blue Earth
Sana Deo

Hammer Hands
“Hey, man!” Jackson hollered to his best friend, Mike. Mason came
right through the left side of the hallway.
“Sup!” he said with glee. Jackson guided his friends to the
classroom.
“Social studies rocks!” Mason said with a smile. Jackson managed to smile back.
Once they entered the class, George took oﬀ to his locker to
hang up his backpack, and joined everyone in a circle, talking about
their weekend. Quinn was talking about the sleepover with her
friends/gang, and the gang was not good. George told about how he
couldn’t tolerate his dog sniﬃng the toilet.
After school, Mike and Mason went to Jackson’s house. He had
a mansion with a pool. Jackson’s dad was a scientist who experimented with toxins. Jackson went inside his house and came out
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with red tights and a matching red shirt. “Change of plans,” he said.
“Let’s swim.”
Mason and Mike jumped in the pool. The water tingled their
skin. By the MOMent, more of Jackson’s friends came and joined
in. But then there was a rumble below the pool. Everyone rushed
out of the pool, but Mike, Mason, and Jackson were still in!
Suddenly an underwater tornado appeared, right under the pool.
The three boys got sucked right in! The pool water wore out and
the boys were left, breathless, on the ﬂoor. Jackson’s dad rushed out
and picked everyone out but when he pulled out the boy’s bodies, a
shock triggered his hand.
Jackson’s dad dropped them on a cozy couch and went out.
Weeks passed with no response until on an early Saturday morning
at 4:15 p.m. Mason got up ﬁrst, followed by Mike.
On Monday, Jackson sharply got up and ran to school. But once
he got to his school, the doors were locked. Jackson punched and
kicked the door. Jackson made a strong punch. Finally, the worst
teacher in the school came and opened the door. Jackson was in big
trouble. But just in time, his father came and explained everything
to the principal, so Jackson only got detention because it was not
his fault.
When Jackson told his friends what happened to him, they were
like, “Wait a second you did what?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
The Hammer Hands part comes now. After the strange pool incident, Jackson’s hands can literally hit like a hundred hammers are
hitting something, so watch out! The school was just lucky the door
did not fall down. The hammer hands come with other powers like
teleportation, moving quicker than the speed of light, and invisibility. These powers are cool if you know how to stop them and use
them correctly. Yes, I said correctly.
To be continued . . .
Savir Anand
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Archer and Catso: A Short Play
(ARCHER, a dog, and CATSO, a cat, wake up.)
Catso: Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! What a wonderful morning day
it is! I think I am going to heat up a pop tart!
Archer: I was up all night inventing this! (pulls a cover oﬀ a mysterious object) IT’S A TIME MACHINE!!!!!!!!
Catso: (so busy heating up his pop tart so he barely even notices) Cool.
Archer: We are going back in time to see how the microwave was
invented!
Catso: Coo- wait what?!!!
(ARCHER pulls CATSO inside the time machine and presses
74 years ago.)
Catso and Archer: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! (they
landed on the ground) OOF!
Archer: This the year when the microwave was invented! 1946!
Catso: Ouch! This road really hurts!
Archer: Stop complaining and get up!
Catso: Where is my microwave? Where can I buy one? I want my
pop tart!!
Archer: (pulls CATSO up) The ﬁrst ever microwave was invented
by a guy named Percy Spencer. Also, there are no Pop Tarts in
this time.
Catso: NOOOOOOOOO!!!!
Archer: (Pats CATSO on the back.) The microwave oven was developed after WWII in order to beat swords into plowshares. Perhaps the engineer who is best known for birthing the idea of
using microwaves to prepare food was Percy Spencer, of the
Raytheon Company, located in Waltham Massachusetts.
Catso: STOP I WANT TO GO HOME NOW!!! I WANT MY
POP TART!!!!!
Archer: Okay, okay, geez! We can go home now.
(ARCHER and CATSO go back to the time machine. Archer sets it for
74 years in the future and they return home.)
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Catso: Ahhhhhhhhh! Pop Tarts!
Archer: So, what did you learn about microwaves today?
Catso: What microwave?
(ARCHER slaps CATSO’s head.)
The End
Sean Lukose

Dark Red Riding Hood
Mom: Red, remember to go straight to Granny’s house and back!
And no talking to strangers!
Red: Okay, Mom!
Narrator: Red gets the treat basket and walks to her Granny’s
house, which is through the woods. Little does anyone (except
her mother) know, this eight-year-old little girl has powers. Her
blue eyes turn to red, glowing eyes. In case anyone tries to kidnap her, she is able to strangle them with just an icy cold stare.
She would only do that to bad guys, of course. Or at least her
mother thought so . . .
Wolf: Why, hello, little girl! Would you like someRed: Get away from me!
Wolf: Oh, no need to be afraid! I have some lovely chocolNarrator: Red ties him to a tree with just a stare. She then takes her
bloody pocketknife out of her bag and cuts the wolf open with
it. She puts the organs into her bag, so she can cook them later
and eat them. She also cut up the wolf’s fur for clothes and carpets and put the pieces in her bag. She makes her eyes return
back to normal and continues the walk. After a few minutes, she
ﬁnally reached her Granny’s house.
Red: Hello, Granny!
Granny: Why hello, dear! (hugs RED)
Red: I brought some muﬃns for you. Would you like to try one?
Granny: Sure! (reaches into basket)
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Red: Are they good?
Granny: Yes! How did you make them?
Red: Secret recipe. Anyways, enjoy it. It’s gonna be your last meal.
Granny: (laughs) You’re so cute.
(RED stabs GRANNY with a knife.)
Red: (to herself ) Now where do I hide her body . . . ? In the
closet . . . ? Yea, in the closet.
Narrator: Red stuﬀs her Granny in the closet, grabs a muﬃn, and
goes home. Now she just needed to kill her mother.
Red: Oh, eyes. Turn back to normal!
Narrator: Finally, her red eyes return back to her graceful blue eyes.
She reaches home.
Mom: There you are! What took you so long?
Red: Oh, Granny insisted I stay for a little while.
(MOM laughs. Then RED stabs MOM, drags her back to
GRANNY’S house and stuﬀ s her with GRANNY in the closet.)
(TOM and TOM’S MOM and TOM’S DAD are sitting around the
dinner table.)
Tom: So, yea, that was my dream. I can’t believe I was a GIRL!
Tom’s Dad: Wow, crazy dream, Tom!
Tom’s Mom: Yea! Dinner is served.
Dad: Smells great!
Tom: Yeah! What is it?
Tom’s Mom: A secret.
Tom: (tastes the food) EW! What is this?!
Dad: This is disgusting!
Narrator: Tom’s Mom tells the story of Dark Red Riding Hood
with a deep voice. Her eyes turn red.
Tom’s Mom: So, EAT IT!
Alena Jaweed
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Two Haiku
summer
Ripples in big lakes,
Their streams like faucet water
Life is in the air

hom e
Where family dwells
Love as abundant as air
Happiness thriving
Clyde Mengoli

Mythical Adventure
c h a r ac t e r s
SUN
STELLA, a Unicorn
JACOB, a Dragon
JACOB’s MOM
Sun: Wake up, World!
(STELLA walks on stage.)
Stella: Really, Sun?
Sun: Yup, My Majesty.
Stella: Anyways, gotta go.
(STELLA runs into JACOB, who is walking on stage.)
Jacob: What were you doing with the Sun?
Stella: His problem
Jacob: Oh . . . What is his problem?
Stella: Waking everybody up so early!
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Jacob: That is his worst problem.
Stella: I know, right? Meet me in the forest in ﬁve minutes.
Jacob: Okay
(JACOB opens the door to his house.)
Jacob: Mom,I am going to hang out with Stella.
Mom: Okay . . . wait.
Jacob: Why?
Mom: Last time you guys were hanging out you guys were jumping
oﬀ a big cliﬀ and you were about to die, Mister.
Jacob: Right . . . Anyways I am going, bye.
Mom: Bye
(In the forest, one hour later. . . .)
Stella: Why are you so late?
Jacob: Sorry, got lost.
Stella: Okay. (Pauses for a while and then pops out a time machine)
I found this time machine.
Jacob: Are you thinking what I am thinking?
Stella: Yes . . . wait.
Jacob: We have telepathy!
Stella: Nope. I was thinking of teleporting a time when unicorns
and dragons weren’t friends. What year was that?
(The SUN comes in the conversation)
Sun: 19 BC
Stella: Thanks.
Sun: Welcome.
Stella: Wanna teleport to 19 BC?
Sun: Sure.
Jacob: I thought I was coming with you.
Stella: No, you’re not coming with me.
Jacob: Okay, got it. (tears come out of JACOB’s eyes) I am
leaving, bye.
Stella: Okay, I don’t care. Go away baby.
Jacob: You will be sorry that you said that.
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Stella: I never will be.
Jacob: Goodbye Forever!!!!!!!!!
(STELLA and SUN teleport to 19 BC)
Stella: Which year is this again?
Sun: 19 BC
Stella: Let’s ﬁ x history!!!
Sun: Okay.
Stella: Let’s go.
Sun: Stop.
Stella: (looks down and sees lava) Ohhhhhh! Thank you for watching my back
Sun: No problem.
Stella: Now let’s go.
Sun: Yup.
(As STELLA walks, she thinks about what she said to JACOB earlier
and feels really bad. She trips and falls into lava.)
Stella: (speaking from the lava pit) Tell Jacob that I am really sorry
for what I did earlier
Sun: (crying) Okay.
(SUN teleports back to present time and tells JACOB what happened.)
Jacob: I can’t believe that, but the whole time she was in 19 BC I
thought she hated me.
Sun: These things happen a lot.
Jacob: Yeah,but not like this
Sun: It is okay.
Jacob: No, it isn’t.
Sun: She was the one who was being rude, not you.
Jacob: True, but it was because of you.
Sun: I am really sorry for my actions—I don’t have any friends.
Jacob: Let’s forget the past and be friends.
Stella: (Speaking from heaven) Yayyyy!
The End.
Hetanshi Mange
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Ode to Slippery Depths of Water
It’s a redundant form of life
over and over again you drink
The journey takes just for you to see a drop
Of what was just a pond
Perhaps, it motherered the entire world
Gods were born
From its giving nature
Married to the sky it raised Earth
But once it’s done
its only purpose is:
to be drunk by the cosmos
To whom it meets
You’ll never understand its knowledge
Its memory stretches to the creation of the world
none will understand the years
it held, frozen among the blankets of snow,
being worshiped by the Egyptians in the dry landscape full of
crocodiles; its sons and daughters
Traveling down a person’s throat it accepts the trap it took from the
beginning all but a sweet taste remains from the water droplet
Molly Edwards
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Cinderella
c h a r ac t e r s
Cinderella
Stepsister 1, Lilly
Stepsister 2, Tiana
Stepsister 3, Maggie
Mouse 1, Jack
Mouse 2, Max
Narrator
Fairy, Rose
Prince Charming
Cinderella: Hey sis, can I go to the ball tonight?
Lilly: No, you can’t, you have to stay home, clean the house and
make us some pretty ball gown dresses!
Tiana: Yeah, you can’t go because we all are going to ﬁnd some
princes and get married.
Maggie: What are you doing? Go make our dresses!
Cinderella: But! But! But!
Lilly: No more buts. Go make our dresses. NOW!
Cinderella: Ugh! I never get to go anywhere because of my mean
sisters. Right, Jack?
Jack: Yup! Can you try to stand up to them?
Max: Yeah Jack’s right. Can you please try? You can’t be treated
like this forever.
Cinderella: Okay, guys, I will try to stand up to them.
Narrator: Cinderella tries to stand up to her sisters, but ends up
feeling like she shouldn’t have.
Both mice: Are you okay?
Cinderella: No. My sister started kicking me.
Jack: I feel so bad for you.
Max: Yeah! Me too!
Narrator: Lilly walks into Cinderella’s room.
Lilly: START MAKING OUR DRESSES! NOW!
Cinderella: NO! I WON’T! Why can’t you do it yourself, huh?
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Lilly: Stop talking back to me, and start making our dresses.
NOW!
Tiana: If you don’t make our dresses now then I will throw you out
of my house.
Cinderella: MAKE ME!
Narrator: Lilly, Tiana, and Maggie throw Cinderella and all of her
stuﬀ out of their house. OOF!
Cinderella: OUCH! THAT HURTS SO BAD!
Both mice: Are you okay?
Cinderella: No!
Narrator: They help Cinderella pick up her stuﬀ. Then they see a
little fairy.
Cinderella: Hey look what I found!
Max: What is that?
Jack: Yeah, what is that?
Cinderella: I think it is a fairy.
Rose: Hello. What is your name?
Max: Wow, a talking fairy!
Cinderella: Hi, my name is Cinderella.
Rose: What are you doing in the woods alone?
Cinderella: My sisters threw me out of my house.
Rose: Why?
Cinderella: Because I didn’t make dresses for them for the ball.
Rose: Oh! That is quite mean
Cinderella: Yeah!
Rose: How can I help you?
Cinderella: Can you make my sisters nice?
Rose: Okay! On one condition you have to keep this a secret and
the spell will wear oﬀ at 12:00 p.m.
Cinderella: Okay!
Narrator: Rose does the spell and Cinderella goes home.
Cinderella: Hey sisters, can we all make some ball gown dresses?
Lilly: Yeah! Sure!
Cinderella: Let’s do this.
Narrator: All the sisters make dresses together and everybody goes
to the ball.
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Everybody: Let’s hit the dance ﬂoor.
Lilly: Oh look! The prince is here.
Cinderella: I am going to go dance with the prince.
Lilly: Okay.
Narrator: Cinderella goes to meet the prince.
Prince: Hi. What is your name?
Cinderella: Hi, my name is Cinderella.
Prince: Hi Cinderella, you look very pretty!
Cinderella: Thank you! What is your name?
Prince: My name is Prince Charming.
Cinderella: That is one pretty name.
Prince: Thank you! Would you like to dance with me?
Cinderella: Of course!
Narrator: Soon Prince Charming and Cinderella fell in love with
each other.
Cinderella: Oh my gosh, it is 12:00. I have to leave.
Narrator: Cinderella rushes out of the ballroom. Soon the sisters
ﬁnd out that they are wearing ugly dresses and that Cinderella
and the prince have fallen in love with each other.
Ruhani Shah
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T8WOW
S E S S I O N C , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

Y

ou may be curious about T8WOW. You may have heard
through the grapevine that T8WOW stands for “The 8 Wanderers of Whatsit,” or “The 8 Watermelophants of Whoshere.” Rumors say that they might be ruﬃans looking for golden eggs, or
space pirates trying to pull down the moon, but they’re actually
much more daring than that. They’re writers! They have metaphors
and similes! They construct towering cities and open portals out of
words! You’d best be careful lest they decide to write you into a fairy
tale . . . Fine, I’ll say it just once, but you didn’t hear it from me:
They’re “The 8 Wonders of Writing” and you’re about to be wowed!
Over the past three weeks, these students have worked diligently
on their writing. Undeterred and open-minded, they asked: What
does red sound like? What does the desert smell like? Why does
the door wait? (This was a particularly philosophical conversation
between Human and Cat). They questioned the way we looked
at the world and how we chose to answer it. Rather than settling
on one “right” answer, these students were much more interested
in exploring the possibilities around us—the possibilities that live
inside us. In their writing, mythical creatures were found in unusual places: a dragon in a china store, a hippogriﬀ hanging from
a highway sign, gnomes trying to take over Amazon. They pulled
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mystery and suspense into their intricate worlds where portals operated as time machines and a character can be swallowed into a
nightmarish landscape where they have to face their own unkindness. They’ve continually surprised me with their work, whether it
be riddles for colors and objects, or a poem about a unicorn who
didn’t want attention.
I’m so grateful to have shared this workshop space with them.
As a teacher in any kind of classroom, you mostly hope that the
students get along, that they’re able to enjoy the work and take
something away in the process. But these students have far exceeded
my expectations. On top of their daily writing, they took what was
supposed to be a small, collaborative project and wrote the monstrous, the magical, The Wrath of Miss Lily Swamp. They worked on
it tirelessly, writing their own parts for the story and boldly facing
the huge predicament of how all these parts were going to ﬁt together. The end result is a tale of unexpected heroes uniting against
Miss Lily Swamp, her hench-hen, and the cow of beanstalk fame, to
prevent a magic-eating mist from overtaking Tales Crossing. I’m so
proud of them, not only for the hilarious masterpiece they’ve written, but even more for the consideration and teamwork they showed
while working on this project, and the kindness and respect they
show to each other every day. I think that’s the greatest hope of any
teacher.
Loan Tran
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Goldie and the Beanstalk
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

Martha, the master’s servant, came in.
“Oh okay, you can hide here, but beware of the master, he is not
in a good mood!”
Then, I saw a little boy. He couldn’t be that old, about nine,
eleven at most. “Wow! A real life boy!” I thought.
“Quick, hide in the oven,” Martha said.
“Cluck, no! Don’t! Cluck cluck cluck,” I said. I saw the boy look
at me greedily.
“Is that your beautiful hen?”
“Ah yes, her name is Goldie. Quite a beauty, eh?” Martha answered. “Oh, and she lays golden eggs,” she added in a whisper.
The boy, whose name was Jack, had wide eyes. “Wow, really?”
he asked.
“Oh yes!” Martha grinned. “This makes sure I get fair payment,
being the master’s servant and all.”
Thump, thump, thump.
“Oh dear, he’s here! Quick, hide in the oven!”
The moment right after Martha closed the oven, the giant came in.
“Fee, ﬁ, fo, fum, I smell a human!” he bellowed. “Hm, maybe
I said that wrong . . .” he thought. “Fee, ﬁ, fo, fum, is that human
blood I smell?” he tried again. “Still wrong. Anyway, why do I smell
nongiant blood?”
Martha bowed. “Sir, I believe you smell the lamb I bought for
you. Did you know that there was a sale at the market? I bought
twelve, all for you.”
The giant nodded approvingly. “And . . . ?” he pushed on.
“Well, sir, there is a surprise dish today. I hope you like peas and
. . . steak?” Martha added.
“Yes! Where’s the food, where?!” the giant asked, excited.
See, the giant loved food. He could eat many, many cows. Once,
he ate eight cows, seven whales, and a bucket of ﬁsh. Oh, along with
seventeen gallons of soda. The giant acted like a little child when
food was mentioned, especially steak. Martha made the best steak.
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“Sir, it is placed at the table. Please sit,” Martha bowed again.
The giant began to walk to the table when he stopped, midstep.
He sniﬀed the air. “Hmm,” he said and then he continued walking.
That night, the master counted his money, as he did every night.
As usual, he got to one thousand. As usual, he began to doze oﬀ.
Once he was sound asleep, Jack came out of the oven. Oh right, I
forgot he was even there! I thought. I expected Jack to go out the door
immediately, but instead, he snuck up to the giant’s counting table
and grabbed four bags of gold! He slid down the table leg and ran
out the door.
The next morning, the giant began to count. It was early, about
ﬁve. Suddenly, he stopped. “Marthaaaaa,” he bellowed. “I am missing four bags of coins!” His face turned red with fury.
“Oh no, sir, you aren’t,” Martha said. “You didn’t ﬁnish your
counting last night.”
The giant’s face fell. “Oh yeah, never mind.”
The giant wasn’t happy because he loved drama. And causing
problems. And making people’s lives miserable. An hour later, the
giant went out to hunt and the boy came back to the palace.
“Oh dear, you’re back?” Martha asked.
“Ah yes, I must hunt here, everything is so big in this world,”
Jack replied, but I knew he was lying. “Also, I need food. My family
is poor!”
I rolled my eyes.
“Ah, young boy, you must be careful! The master has set traps for
you,” Martha warned. “He wants to eat you up!”
The boy started trembling.
“Anyway, you can hide here. There, into the oven!”
The giant came in. “Fee, ﬁ, fo, fum, is that human blood?” he
asked. “Augh, I got it wrong again!”
Martha shook her head. “That is the roasted cows and chicken I
made for you,” she said.
Then, the giant did exactly what he had done the night before,
but instead of counting coins, he brought out a harp.
“Harp,” he commanded. “Sing me a lullaby so I can sleep.”
The harp replied, “Yes, master,” and began to sing. She sang a
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beautiful song and the giant fell into a deep sleep. She sang and sang
and sang until the harp, too, grew tired and fell asleep.
Celia Zhao

The Electric Ring
Doug and his brother, Bob, were playing hide-and-seek. Doug
couldn’t ﬁnd a place to hide and Bob had already counted to seventeen (three more numbers till twenty)! Doug threw open all the
drawers trying to ﬁnd a place to hide, but something caught the
corner of his eye: a white and purple ring that looked like it was
made of electricity and the size of a dime. Doug poked a tentative
ﬁnger at it. All of a sudden, Doug felt a sickening pull. He was surrounded by the same white and purple electricity, but now the ring
was big enough to ﬁt him. Doug screamed, “Ahhhh,” but nobody
could hear him. Then he started to get very tall and skinny, then
changed short and fat. This kept repeating for a minute. Then bang!
Doug hit something. He was laying down on the ground. He
looked up and all he could see was red. Red mountains, red plains,
red craters. He looked back and got a brief glimpse of the purple
and white ring. Then it vanished. Doug was stranded!
Akhil Magesh
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Uninvited Guest
I walked downstairs to get a drink, slowly one foot in front of the
other. I quickly got a glass cup and ﬁlled it halfway with water. As
I walked back up the stairs, I heard something move. I called out,
“Brother? Mom? Dad?”
Nothing moved, but I could feel the shadows watching me silently. The door creaked a bit more and I stopped. Nothing moved,
but out of the corner of my eyes something was moving between the
shadows. I stopped and listened to the door. Creeeeeeeeeek!
“Scram!” I yelped when someone grabbed my hand.
“Come on!” hissed the stranger.
I jumped in terror. “I ain’t putting my precious hand on you!” I
yelled.
In the dark, the person just snarled. “Well I ain’t leaving you here
either!” she retorted.
I deﬁnitely knew it was a she.
“Just come on already!” she growled.
“Fine!” I yelled back.
She took me through a dark corridor to a black chamber glowing
with candle lights.
“First rule, no talking without our permission. Second rule, no
secrets. Third rule, do as you’re told.”
I stayed silent, which was probably wise. I ran over to a crystal
orb in the middle of the chamber. I reached out to touch it.
“Don’t you touch it!” the woman yelled.
“Jeez!” I yelled back.
Slowly, all the lights turned on. In front of me was a woman with
dark brown hair, blue eyes, and white skin.
“Mom?” I yelped. “What are you doing here?”
“Honey, I need to tell you something.”
“What, mom? And why here??!!!”
The words mixed into the blur that said . . . I woke up suddenly
in my bed. I needed to visit my mom.
“What happened last night in the chamber?”
“What do you mean?” my mom asked back.
“Uh, nevermind.”
So perhaps it was all a dream and was never real.
Janelle Lee
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The Forgotten City
No one remembers when Crescent was founded. They say a werewolf was spotted on Hoot Ridge. They say it saw a person laying
in the crescent of the bright, white, quarter moon. They say werewolves only come out on full moons, so how was it seen? How was it
out trekking the rocky path of a mountain? This is the great mystery
surrounding our little town known for myths and legends. People
used to travel far and wide to see the wonders of “AlienAcres.” That
was their nickname for it. Obviously, I say “was” to everything. Nobody has heard either name, Crescent or AlienAcres, in at least ﬁfteen years.
Everyone forgot about it after the Big Conﬂict. The magical and
mythical worlds started a war with humans over magical responsibility and the laws of legends. Then, they ﬁnally cast an invisi-bubble over our kingdom, and with it also wiping the idea of Crescent
or “magic” out of a human’s memory. We were safe—that’s what
they tell us. The government. I’ve heard our political ways are very
diﬀerent from humans. I’m not surprised—we’re magical. Our system revolves around good acts and karma. If someone commits a
crime or something of that sort, the High-Council will get notiﬁed
and the criminal will get the proper punishment.
If you are born in Crescent, or any magical realm for that matter,
you get a marking on the bottom side of your arm. It resembles a
tattoo. It is a meter of how you stand with your community. It has a
smiley on one end and a—you guessed it—sad face on the other. If
your arrow points at the smiley face, you are a “positive,” meaning
you stand well with the High-Council and your community. If your
arrow is at the sad face—well, you don’t. No one knows (besides the
High-Council and the criminal) what happens to those who don’t
follow the rules.
Crescent is a world like no other—a world with ﬂying dragons
and sprites roaming the forests. A world with mermaids and unicorns—and apparently a world with rebel-werewolves. Crescent
is a magical town once crazed by Earthly tourists—but now forgotten by mortals. It is a mythical, magical, wonderful place. It is
my home.
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My life on Crescent has been quite simple and ordinary ever since
the Big Conﬂict. That’s because the humans really brought it to life.
I can tell all the store managers and tour guides miss the old times.
So do I. It might be weird saying that, because my world is surrounded by ﬂying, ﬁre-breathing, ﬁsh-tailed creatures. The only dirt
you see on them is pixie dust. I always wonder if the humans really
forgot all about magic. I think it’s sad when I picture it: Magic is
amazing, and well, magical. There’s no other way to put it. It’s like
an escape. An escape from the world—and its problems. Magic just
makes me feel so powerful and conﬁdent. I would give up everything for magic. Instead of real magic, the humans just have stories they think are fake. They have to believe in what they think is
imaginary. They have to believe in the impossible. I just wish there
was a way for me to change that, to tell them that magic is real, and
that you don’t have to believe. You just know it’s real.
Maybe there’s someone out there who still remembers magic.
That’s what I used to think, but I know it’s true now. A couple weeks
ago, Crescent got something it hadn’t had for a while—a human
visitor by the name of Lisa Montgomery. I ran into her one morning
on my way to the Moonlight Gardens. It’s a park in Crescent, but
it’s called the Moonlight Gardens because at night, when the moon
comes out and shines over the park, a healer’s garden is shown. It’s
nonexistent in the daytime and the plants and herbs that grow there
are one-of-a-kind.
Lisa said everything changed around ﬁfteen years ago, when
only a handful of people remembered what they called “magic.”
We shortly became friends and I ﬁnally found the “something” I’d
been looking for so long. It was to discover the mystery of why these
humans remembered and to ﬁnd others. This was my calling and
my story was just about to begin. Yes, everything before was just a
prologue.
Leah Lashus
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Dalia’s Diﬃcult Choice
Can you try to think of the diﬀerences between the animated Aladdin and the 2019 one? Well you probably thought of Dalia and that
is me. I will tell you the story before I was in the royal family.
When I was little, I was best friends with Jasmine, and we were inseparable. But the funny thing is, I am actually two years older than
Jasmine. Jasmine was always really smart, so she skipped two grades.
We ﬁrst started being friends when we could walk. Our parents were
friends, so of course we were friends. During ﬁrst grade, when I
heard Jasmine was coming to my grade, I was so excited. Well, ﬁrst
things did not go as I planned. When she came, she got a lot of attention from all the students and the teachers, because of multiple
reasons. The reason she got a lot of attention from the teachers is she
was two years younger than every student, so the teachers made sure
she was always ok and not bullied. Also, the teachers loved to teach
her because she was so smart. The reason she got a lot of attention
from the students is, she was very pretty, so everyone wanted to play
with her and be her friend. The thing is, Jasmine was still little at the
time and didn’t understand what was going on, so she only played
with me. I was actually pretty happy, because I thought I was going
to lose a friend like Jasmine. As time went on, we became closer and
closer. We ended up going to the same middle school, high school,
and we were roommates in college. Things started changing after we
graduated from college.
Both of our fathers ran to be sultan and came in the top two.
Then I received devastating news. My parents both got into a car
accident and both of them didn’t make it. So, Jasmine’s father became the sultan and Jasmine’s family adopted me. I couldn’t be the
princess, because I was not the sultan’s biological daughter. I had
to choose to be Jasmine’s handmaid/best friend or be the queen of
a new kingdom that my father (aka Jasmine’s father) was willing to
build for me. I couldn’t choose. It was a very hard decision to make.
In my mind, I knew what the right decision would be, which
is to be Jasmine’s hand maid/best friend. But being the queen was
one of my childhood dreams. I decided not to pick right then, so I
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asked the sultan to give me a few days to make this hard decision.
Gladly, the sultan said yes. I decided to go to my favorite spot in the
whole palace. The butterﬂy garden. The butterﬂy garden is one of
the prettiest spots in the whole palace. It has beautiful ﬂowers and
butterﬂies, there are even rabbits that come visit sometimes. I went
there because it always relaxes me and gives me a positive mind set.
As I thought about what decision to make on a swing in the middle
of the garden, I heard a voice. No, it isn’t a scary voice, it was actually a voice that sounded nice and sweet. When I turned around, I
saw a bird and no one else. Then I realized the bird was the one that
talked. The bird and I had a whole conversation. I told the bird the
hard decision I had to make. Then the bird said something that I
will never forget.
She said, “Dalia, my dad had once told me to always choose family and friends over anything.”
After that, I knew what decision I would make. Of course, I
would be Jasmine’s handmaid/best friend. The next day, I went to
tell Jasmine ﬁrst and she was super happy with my decision, then I
told the sultan. He was really happy with my decision, too.
After a few days as Jasmine’s handmaid/best friend I knew I
wouldn’t want to be anywhere else or be doing anything else. I knew
I had made the right decision.
Lindsay Zhang

The Portal
Hi, my name is Joe. I was teleported to Hatsburg through a portal
I found in my new basement. By the way, it’s my new basement
because we just moved here. So back to the story. Hatsburg is a cool
place where you have a house made in the shape of a hat and everyone’s so nice. Hatsburg is ruled by Queen Stephanie. One day, dark
clouds of evil appeared in the sky. An evil person wearing a mask
appeared and took Queen Stephanie, so it’s my job to ﬁnd the hidden swords, defeat the evil, and save Queen Stephanie.
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At ﬁrst, I thought it was going to be easy, but I didn’t know how
big Hatsburg was. I was just in a small town in the small city capital, so I went oﬀ on my way to the ﬁrst sword. I met a nice witch girl
named Sabrina and we became friends. When we came to the ﬁrst
sword, we encountered one of the bad guys’ minions and the witch
used her powers and defeated him.
When we got to the second sword, I used the ﬁrst sword and
defeated the bad guy and we claimed another sword.
On the way to the third sword, I became friends with an archer
named Ally and we got to the third sword. There was a task and it
was to hit three bullseyes, but we could only use four arrows. Ally
shot and hit, shot and hit, shot and got all three bullseyes! Then, we
got to the fourth sword and picked it up.
When we got to the last sword, it was gone. Ally said, “I saw
someone carrying it in the distance.” So, we ran and grabbed the
sword and the swords ﬂew up into the air and fused into one, then
we were oﬀ into the ﬁnal palace. It was ﬁlled with guards, but when
I swung my sword, it ripped the palace in half.
We went into the ruins and the evil person wasn’t there. When I
grabbed Queen Stephanie, she told me Sabrina was actually the bad
guy, but I didn’t want to beat Sabrina up, because she had helped
me. I declared a treaty where she would fake her death and Queen
Stephanie, Ally, and I would leave. After we found out that the person we rescued was actually the bad guy disguised as Queen Stephanie, the bad guy pinned us down. Then, when we were pinned on
the ground by the bad guy, Sabrina got up quietly and killed the
bad guy.

t wo da y s l at e r . . .
I got dubbed a knight and had the choice of teleporting home, so
I left. When I came back, it was only noon on the same day. They
said I could come back any time and help complete missions and
save the world.
Rithvik Kambham
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Beauty and the Beast: Told by a Rose
You might have heard the tale Beauty and the Beast. Well, name all
the characters in that story. Did you name the poor rose that almost
lost its last petal? Probably not. I am the rose, if you were wondering, and this is how my story goes. I lived in a magically grown garden. The enchantress, our master (I don’t know her name, because
she has not told anybody), had planted us, and one day she picked
me and put me in a horrible vase. How rude! I already felt my stems
start to shrivel inside the water.
I heard the enchantress say that a man was greedy and selﬁsh,
so she would turn him into a beast. At ﬁrst, I thought it served him
right, but then I heard my master say, “He has to fall in love and get
married before this little rose’s last petal falls oﬀ.”
I grew mad and scared, “Why me?”
Faster than a shake of a leaf, I was in a gigantic mansion and I
was sitting on a brown table. Well technically, I was in a vase and
the vase was on the table. In front of me was a giant beast! I screamed
in horror, but I was a ﬂower, so nobody could hear me.
A few days later, an old man came and picked a rose from the
beast’s front yard. Well, my mother used to say, you know how the
best people always die ﬁrst. It’s the same with roses: the best roses
are picked ﬁrst because they are elegant. The man was prisoned for
this crime by the beast. Mr. Beast looked even scarier when he was
mad. The man told Mr. Beast that he had three daughters and one
just wanted a rose. Mr. Beast said, “Bring one of your daughters
that will sacriﬁce their life for you.”
The old man’s daughter, who wanted the rose, took her father’s
spot. The man cried and left. The beast immediately fell in love with
the girl. Her name was Belle, she had long brown hair put in a tight
bun, and a yellow and blue dress. She was very kind to the beast.
Belle loved her father and the beast very much. Poor me, my last
petal was about to fall, and I had started to wither and tilt!
Beauty and the Beast got married before my last petal fell and
when they did, the scary Beast turned into a man. And best of all,
the enchantress gave me back all my petals and said they would last
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forever. I lived happily ever after, though I remained a center piece of
this brown table.
Sindhu Chidambaram

The Seven Chairs
—AF TER

C H R I S VA N A L L S B U R G ’ S

T HE MYS T ERIES OF HARRIS BURDICK

Margaret didn’t know what in this world she was thinking when she
cut down the old poplar tree down the street and made seven chairs
out of it. She was disgusted by the crooked, misshapen look of the
chairs and threw them out the window to kingdom come.
Mr. Trauc, Margaret’s neighbor, was nearly killed when one of
her chairs came ﬂying out the window and missed the side of his
head by a length of a sixteenth of a third of an inch and a centimeter, plus a twenty-oneth of a foot. (Mr. Trauc, you see, had a severe
case of OCD.)
The second one landed deep inside a bush and rotted away, never
to be seen again. The third one ﬂew so far that it went all the way
around the world and hit Margaret’s cat in the back of the head. The
fourth one was a dud and landed on the curb, where it was mistaken
for bulk. The sixth one ﬂew into the abandoned house around the
corner and was burned up by a bonﬁre that was the subject of a satanic ritual. And ﬁnally, the seventh one smashed to the ground and
splintered into a trillion, billion, million woodchips.
Now, you are probably wondering where the ﬁfth one went.
The ﬁfth one ended up in France.
You see, somehow it was sold and bought and sold and bought
and sold and bought and reclaimed and inherited, until it eventually ended up in a nun’s convent in a beautiful cathedral in
France. Nobody at all sat in it, until one day, after hours, when a
nun named Ann decided to rest for a bit. She took the chair to the
middle of the cathedral and sat in it. Suddenly, the chair began to
rise! Ann looked straight ahead with a calm look on her face as the
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chair rose and rose and rose. Two religious oﬃcials came running.
“Wait! Stop!” they said. They clamored around the cathedral, trying
to stop the chair from ascending. Their sweaty hands tried to grip
the chair’s legs, but they slipped oﬀ. The religious oﬃcials realized
that their actions were futile and eventually gave up and just stood
there as Ann rose, up and up and up, with an impossibly serene expression, as the chair ﬁnally crashed through the rose window at the
back of the cathedral and kept rising.
Ann and the chair were never seen again.
Tony Yuan
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S E S S I O N C , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he writers of the Quaranteam know how to tell stories. Yes,
they write lovely sonnets, haiku that burn images into your
mind, lyric poems that describe the darkest falls and lightest ﬂights
of the human heart; but, in our time together, I was struck over
and over again by the incredible variety, passion and artfulness with
which they tell stories. Tasneem’s stories of intense drama, action,
and stakes; Anandi’s stories that swirl the dark and the humorous
and the absurd together into strange and beautiful word-paintings
of image and voice; Susan’s poetic and beautiful portrayal of family
drama; richly emotional and honest stories mined from personal adversity—Miriam’s experience of growing up with scoliosis; Ariana’s
move to a new neighborhood and new school, away from friends;
Aariz’s tales of life amid the upheaval of a pandemic; Cadence’s
sparklingly clear (and often funny) narratives of everyday life . . .
These writers have so much to share, so much style and verve and
honesty with which to do it. I am so proud of them. Keep telling
your stories, Quaranteam.
Mike Herr
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Veva
Veva was a small, chubby woman at the age of 120. She lived in
Asia, but occasionally she took a trip to Antarctica. She was as sour
as a lemon. Anyone who tried to stop her from doing her normal
routine would get a spanking. She lived in a blue house above a
river, and she hardly acknowledged the thousand foot drop between
her house and the river. Her food was creamy pies and crispy cakes.
It made her unhealthy, but her soul was like steel.
Every day, she would wake up at 4:00 a.m. to make her cakes
and pies. Always ﬁnishing at 6:00 a.m., she would wipe the sweat
from her face and gaze greedily at her food. It was extravagantly
prepared, and the aroma made the whole village wake up and look
out the window, but they knew that Veva would not share her food
with them. They tried every day, but she always would slam the door
in their faces, saying, “No, never!” And when the villager’s children
looked in through Veva’s window, they always saw her sitting there
like a queen, gobbling up her pies.
This happened for quite some time, until a lady moved into the
village. She was tall, and her eyes were sharper than swords. She
wore many shawls, and was very pretty. Every day, she woke up at
4:00 a.m. to make cakes and pies. Always ﬁnishing at 6:00 a.m., she
would wipe the sweat from her face and gaze happily at her food. It
was simply prepared, but the aroma made the whole village wake
up and look out the window. They then would get out of their beds
and run to the Lady’s house. when they got there, the Lady would
wave at them all and beckon them in. They all would have a merry
breakfast, lunch and dinner. This lady was also concerned about the
villagers’ health. She did not only serve cakes and pies, but also leafy
salads and delicious soup. Soon, the house was a homely restaurant.
Travelers from Africa and Europe heard of the delicious savory
food, and consequently traveled miles and miles just to have a bite
of what they heard was”heaven.”
Veva, meanwhile, was wondering where the villagers had got
to. Every day, she made food so that the villagers would come to
her house and beg her to give them just one bite of her extravagant
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dishes. She would refuse, of course, but it felt amazing to her to deprive them of what they really wanted.
But now, no one had come to her house for months. Determined
to ﬁnd out the problem, she wrapped numerous cloaks around her
and left the comforts of her home. She staggered around the village
until she saw the Lady’s restaurant. It was brightly lit, and it seemed
to emit an aura of happiness. Sounds of laughter and merry shouts
echoed from inside. She stormed inside angrily, then stopped dead.
This was a world of epic joy. Children and parents laughing, elders
joking, and even foreign people joining in on the fun. At the back
of the room, stood the Lady. She was beaming happily at the perfect
world she had created. Veva stood there, hands on hips, unable to
acknowledge the fact that this Lady, whoever she was, was better
than her. She had ruined Veva’s happiness, and this was NOT to be
tolerated.
Marching straight up to the lady, Veva shook with anger. She
yelled, “Who ARE you? What are you doing, ruining my fun?”
The Lady looked taken aback for a second. Then, regaining her
tall, calm stature, she replied kindly, obviously thinking this lady
was old and had made some mistake, “I am Rose. Would you like
a drink? Or perhaps some salad.” She had a strong, mulish accent,
which was nothing how Veva had expected it to be.
“No, I would not like a drink. I would not like salad. I would
like for you to please stop STEAMROLLING my fun!”
The Lady, looking around, spotted a waiter. “Sir, could you
please take this old lady upstairs? She is not feeling well. She seems
to be shouting at me and trying to make me afraid.” Veva was taken
upstairs, yelling.
As she lay in the Lady’s frilly pink guest room, fuming, she decided that tomorrow, she was going to go home, and take a long trip
to Antarctica. Maybe by then things would smooth over. Maybe
by then the Lady would decide to move to the bottom of the sea.
Maybe by then Veva would be the only baker in town, and the villagers would come to her house to beg for just one bite of her food.
Maybe.
Anandi Raj
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Moving Away
I was sitting in my room waiting for my mom to come in and say
goodnight, but then I noticed something was wrong. This was
NOT my room. This was not my room in my house in Circle C,
South Austin, near my best friend’s house.
This was a new house and a new room. And, no, it was not my
room in Circle C South Austin and not near my best friend’s house.
This was my new house.
But I thought houses were supposed to be homes. Home is where
the heart is, not where your heart is supposed to live, no, wait, forced
to live.
Now that I think about it, the move—or at least the idea of the
move—probably started when my parents took me to Magellan for
about ﬁve days of school. I did not want to leave my new friend.
And I did not know that that was going to be my last few weeks—
or I guess maybe a month—at Kiker Elementary in Circle C South
Austin with my best friend—no, wait, my few friends and one best
friend. But that was really our only year together. Now my BFF is
just a friend. But now I’m at Hill Elementary School. I’m about to
go into middle school once the summer’s over. I ﬁnally made some
new friends but I have to leave them a few years after I met them.
It’s going to be the same pain all over again. I know this pain.
I’ve lost friends before. But the pain is still going to feel diﬀerent
than it was. I’m not moving. I still have my friends and we plan
to stay with each other through all of middle school. But I never
thought that I’d be leaving my friends, my new friends. I’m going to
a diﬀerent school than them.
Ann Richards School is extremely hard to get into. I’m already
accepted, but I’m almost thinking of not going, unless my friends
get in next year. It’s going to be the same pain all over again until
my friends—if my friends get into Ann Richards School for Young
Women Leaders.
I’m going to love it. I am deﬁnitely a STEM girl. I love science,
technology, engineering and math, but I don’t know if it’s worth
losing friendships for.
Ariana Ileks
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My Desk
I write on my desk. When I look at it, I see a place that feels like a
home for my words. It sounds like my pencil writing on the paper.
The light glows like the sun in the sky. My desk is huge, long and
wide. It is my favorite place to write. There is also a spinning chair
and that makes me like it even more.
Aariz Ali

Spring Haiku
The sun shining over the winter land
Helping the ﬂowers bloom
To spread color throughout the land
Sitting under the cherry blossom
Listening to the music of birds
And the song of our laughter
Dancing through the ﬁelds
Marking our feet
In the fresh soil
Splashing in the river
The ﬁsh swimming around
As we rid the fresh spring heat
Laying in the soft grass
Staring at the sky
And the ﬂoating white clouds
Staring in the pond
The Koi ﬁsh bright orange
As they dance circles in the water
Running through the ﬁeld of ﬂowers
As we pick the blossoms
To make bundles of rainbows
Cadence Lu
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Color Poem
looks like the color of winter nights
snuggled under a blanket with a friend
watching the snowfall outside
the color of love
but also the color of hate
ﬁghting
and the color of spring buds
tastes like fresh, tiny strawberries
eaten on a balcony of a Victorian house
with cousins
ﬂicking the leafy part onto the canopy below
feels like the perfect warmth that is impossible in Texas
not too hot but not too cold
feels like a T-shirt that is stretchy
and doesn’t give you a rash when you get wet
feels like new silk
smells like strawberry shortcake and Amy’s ice cream
sounds like pretty birdsong
not the kind that happens every day at seven outside my window
also sounds like a butterﬂy’s wings
you can only hear it if you try hard enough
really really really REALLY light pink
Miriam Haskins
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When Father Came Home
I am sitting outside by the little ivy-covered shed throwing little
stones into a narrow creek we have in our small backyard. Our
house is two stories and the attic is my bedroom. I spend a lot of my
time outside.
“Fern!!!!” That is my mom. She keeps track of us six kids by having charts all over the house. My dad is in the army, so we don’t see
him a lot.
“Fern! Come along now, or you can do and fold two days’ worth
of laundry!” I better run.
“Fern, can you get the trouble twins down for dinner?”
“Yes mom,” I say as I walk up the stairs as slowly as possible so
they don’t notice me coming (also because I don’t want to get them
that much).
“Boo!!!”
“Ahh,” I yell as I jump in surprise! “Phoenix Rose and Finnly
Paxton, don’t scare me like that! Oh, and get down for dinner, or
you get the rest of the green bean casserole!” I say in a taunting tone
as I run down the stairs.
Once we are all seated at the table with Nina grumpily poking at
her casserole mom stands up.
“Dad had a very bad accident. He will be coming home in a few
months when he is better, so until then we can call him,” Mom
said. There was an eerie silence for the rest of the night. Even the
trouble twins were well halfway silent. Oliver whispered to Mom
once—something about his very overworked school schedule. He
never plays anymore.
Noah and I are four months apart and he was working on a project when I came in to go say goodnight. He didn’t even brag about
how much more mature he is over me.
I don’t feel right. When I wake up, I tiptoe as slowly as I can
so I don’t wake up anyone else. I feel funny, so I check the rooms:
Noah and Oliver, Phoenix and Finn, Nina, Mom. Good. Everyone
is there. I grab a candy bar and go outside and wait for something to
happen, waiting tick tick tick. My watch says 6:30, 6:45, 7:00.
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“Fern?”
I blink. I am on the ground. I sit up immediately.
“You were out when I came,” said a soft voice. “I’m Pryor. from
Ms. Ezipa’s class.” I stare. I run embarrassedly towards the back
door. I run into Noah. Shoot, I think. Noah always taunts me about
liking Pryor. My cheeks boil. Mom rushes towards me.
“The neighbors across the creek—their son found you on the
ground.” She puts her hand on my head. You’re hot. Go up to your
room. I will be there in a minute.”
As my eyelids were just closing when Nina came in the now-lit
room. “Hey Fern. I’m sorry you’re sick.”
“Where is Mom?” I say.
“Mom had to go to work for some sort of nurse-y stuﬀ,” Nina
said in a calming tone. I smiled as she sat on my bed and imitated
Mom. I heard whispering as I rubbed my eyes. It was Nina, Oliver,
and Mom. This is what I heard:
“Mom, is she okay?”
“Yes, honey, she is resting. Oliver, Nina, in the morning get
Noah to help you . . .”
I strained to listen more but I couldn’t hear anymore. I looked at
the time: 10:57 a.m. I sat up. Noah Oliver and Nina had brought
me breakfast in bed.
“Thanks” I said shyly.
“I was forced to,” Noah said in a whisper so no one would hear.
When they closed the door, I dug into my pancakes. The next day I
woke up and went downstairs to a bowl of cereal. Noah came happily into the kitchen and tried to stand on the table. “Guess what?
Dad is coming tomorrow!” he said excitedly. Mom snatched the letter from Noah’s hands and her face lit up. Nina snatched it next
and read.
“No way! He just broke his arm, they thought it was worse.”
The house felt lively all day. The next day came and Ding! went the
doorbell. Everyone rushed to the door, but I answered it. It was surprisingly not dad. It was the twins, who had locked themselves out
again. Everyone walked away grumpily from the door. Five minutes
later the doorbell rang again, and everyone checked for the twins
before running to the door again.
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It was Dad! He still looked the same old dad, with his dark unbrushed hair and his tan skin. He walked over to redhead still-inher-scrubs mom. Kissed mom and walked over to Nina: “You are
still my little girl.” And walked over to Oliver next
“You are getting so tall,” he said as he hugged him.
“Noah is still four months older,” he said with a wink at me.
“So messy.” He laughed as he messed up my curly hair.
“Hey, your hair is messy too!” I laughed my ﬁrst laugh in ages.
“Trouble times two,” he said as he picked up both of the twins
as they tried to wriggle free. We hugged and laughed like we had
before he left. We all learned an important lesson: family is more
important than anything. From that day on Mom was less stressed,
Noah made more friends, Oliver spent less time on school work and
more family time, the twins still were their crazy selves. And me?
It turns out I had narcolepsy, where I would fall asleep at random
times but I still was part of this crazily wonderful family.
Susan Welsh

The Saviors of Time
The weather was beautiful outside. I was going to relax in the river,
maybe even make a few friends, but I guess I’m not that lucky after all . . .
Blood dripped from my face. I should’ve never taken my brother’s stuﬀ. I really didn’t mean to drop it in the river, now I was paying for it. I probably shouldn’t have taken his pen that he got from
dad before he passed away. My brother, Noah, punched me in the
gut again. “I’m sorry,” I barely choked out. My brother’s friends
kept laughing like this was humorous to them.
“You will pay, Michael. That pen meant everything to me,”
Noah said. He slowly tilted my body to the river.
“Now, who wouldn’t like to go swimming?” Noah and his
friends laughed.
“Please no!!” I said, begging him to let me go, “If you kill me
now, you can’t hurt me later.”
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“True.” Noah thought about it. “Yeah, maybe we should just tie
you up and leave you here all night.”
“No, Noah, please, what would Dad say now!” I tried to talk
him out of it.
“He’s dead and you just took my memory of him.” So it was said,
they left me out there to rot and die. Who knew that I would live.
Apparently, I had gotten knocked out and tied to a tree. Noah
took my cell phone but wrote a small note on the ground. I ﬂipped
the top part of the card open to look at it. It read,
Hey Michael,
Since you stole my memory of dad, I want to take my memory of
you away. Have a great life.
Sincerely,
Noah
I really started to hate my brother’s guts, but just when I ﬁnished
reading the card a rock banged me in the head.
I woke up somewhere, no clue where I really was. The good thing
was that no blood was bleeding from my face and I wasn’t tied up
somewhere. I turned around and saw three people having a conversation. They didn’t seem to know that I was awake. I hid behind a
tree and looked over. “You know you shouldn’t be looking at them,”
a girl behind me said.
“Who . . . Are . . . you?” I asked slowly, grabbing a wood shard
for support. But I realized my brilliant plan of getting out of here
wouldn’t work as soon as I saw all the gear she had on.
“Hey, I’m Diana welcome to the Alley of the Lost.”
“Wait what?! Where am I?” I asked again.
“I already told you, you’re stuck in the Alley of the Lost. Everyone you know, thinks you’re dead. Okay?” Diana answered.
“What!? No!! Not okay?!” I replied. At that moment, my life was
changed forever.
To be continued . . .
Tasneem Ahmed
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The Secret Scribble Society
S E S S I O N C , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he Secret Scribble Society is a mysterious group . . . How can
a writer like Joseph evoke such rustling, beautiful moments
through haiku, and also write an ode to Cheetos (one of the funniest sonnets I’ve ever read)? How does a writer like Lana possess
the verbal inventiveness to create whole new dialects and a whole
library of zany voices? How is a writer like Naome able to construct
narratives that are so full of emotion, depth, character, atmosphere,
and intense action that they feel like whole worlds? How does Sophia evoke such a mood of strangeness and beauty in only a few
sentences? How is it possible that Maya can make us share her joy
and zest for life through only a few lines? How does Victoria come
up with such lovely turns of phrase for moments so ﬂeeting? How is
Mia able to create so many voices that feel like real people, living in
totally diﬀerent worlds from hers?
The only answer I can come up with is that these young people
are born to write, and they bring their full talents and passion to
their words and worlds. That is no secret. Keep writing, Scribble
Society—I’m so proud of you.
Mike Herr
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Cheeto Puﬀs
I crave cheeto puﬀs
the taste which wakes my tongue,
the great snack with lots of ﬂuﬀ.
If spilled, I cry, “What have I done!”
When out of puﬀs, I race to the store
I don’t buy one; I buy way more
The original ﬂavor has so much taste
The other ﬂavors cannot be replaced
My favorite ﬂavor is ﬂaming hot
It ﬁres me up like a steaming pot
Cheeto puﬀs have loads of crunch
I eat them all with a single munch
Cheeto puﬀs have an amazing curl
They are worth more than a shining pearl
Joseph Lijoy

Remember
I remember the day when I lost half of my memory. It was a dark
and rainy day . . .
I was at camp, a writing camp, to be exact. My teacher had just
said we were to write about a sad, happy, or meaningful memory.
That is when half of my memory, the interesting half, decided to
run away from me.
It was as depressing as losing my heart. I had nothing to write
about . . . I needed to remember! That’s when the boring part of my
memory tried to help me by reminding me about the time I went to
school and caught the ﬂu. But apparently, I never ever got the ﬂu at
school?
But my teacher insisted I write something, and so I wrote. When
we were supposed to share our ﬁnished products, the other, more interesting half of my memory returned. That’s when everything came
ﬂowing back.
But sadly, it was too late. My teacher was disappointed when I
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read him my tale of “The Day I Went to School and Caught the
Flu.” The only part of the story I was proud of was the title. My
story wasn’t really interesting when I couldn’t access my memories.
Now, that was the story and my memory of the day I lost half of my
memory.
Lana Lin

The Case of the Lost Diamond
Creak. The wooden stairs were full of cobwebs; there were spiders
crawling back and forth.
Maya and her friend were trying to ﬁnd the golden diamond in
the spooky house.
The house had belonged to the explorer, Mr. Dave. He died ﬁve
years ago when he was trying to handle a furious leopard and the
leopard had won.
Maya and her friend were detectives. They solved every case
in town, and they were set on solving the case of the lost golden
diamond.
They went downstairs to the kitchen and found a lot of dirty
dishes. Maya found a lever on the wall. She showed her friend. Her
friend said to pull it, but Maya said no.
But then, out of nowhere, a gnome just came out and pulled the
lever. They went all the way to the other side of the wall. With the
gnome standing right in front of them, they shrieked. The gnome
said there was nothing to be afraid of. The gnome asked the girls to
follow him, so the girls followed.
They came across a super high-tech laser room with lasers beaming from every direction. The girls were conﬁdent they could make
it to the other side of the room because they had taken gymnastics.
The gnome had already made it to the other side. The girls went
across the lasers, and they found the golden diamond.
But then, a leopard caught them and trapped them in a hole.
The leopard said, “Aha, I have got you now!”
The leopard didn’t notice that the diamond was still left above
the hole.
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So, the girls were stuck, but then, Maya found a rope and grappling hook. She swung the hook above the hole. It stayed there.
They, then, climbed up the rope and got the diamond. They
still had to ﬁnd a way to kill the leopard. They looked around the
kitchen for a tool. They found a knife.
When the leopard turned its back, they stabbed the knife in his
body. They had defeated the leopard.
They thanked the gnome for helping them quickly left the
house. They brought the diamond to the museum so everyone could
admire it.
The two detectives had successfully solved another case.
Maya Desai

The Witch of Skycrass Gorge
The Skrycrass Gorge had always had the reputation of being the
most feared area in the Emoulmenta Galaxy.
It was full of evil little Goblins who wanted nothing more than
all of your valuables, evil little Himkriaks who wanted nothing
more than a decent lunch of fried human, and a myriad of more
ﬁgures who haunted your dreams at night and the shadows behind
your shelf during the day.
However, there were plenty of other gorges like that in the
Emoulmenta Galaxy. Plenty more on just the planet where it was,
Jhagde. So, what was it that made this particular trench in the land
so avoided? Three words: Inla the Witch.
She was an evil old woman who had taken the Skrycrass Gorge
as her home. She lived in a frightful house that ﬂoated straight in
the middle of the gorge. Day by day, night by night, she toiled away
with her potions and inventions.
Two other creatures lived with her: her scraggly, gangly servant
boy named Lo, and her tabby cat, Meelo. Lo was a small, red-headed
boy who had big hands and an even bigger heart. He loved helping
Inla, though he often wished she was kinder to him. Lo lived with
her and served her in exchange for a place to sleep, company, and
three . . . three meals a day. Maybe . . . two and a half. Fine. Two.
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Meelo the tabby cat was simply Inla’s companion and lovely little
orange charmer, and her purr was worth the entire world. They were
usually a happy group, and the Skrycrass Gorge was their home, no
matter how full of horrors it happened to be.
I’m sure this still doesn’t clear up why people hated the Skrycrass
Gorge.
An old woman, a small boy, and a cat? No, nothing seemed to be
dangerous from the outside.
However, the witch, the boy, and the small cat had something
inside the house that made that gorge diﬀerent. They had the Energy. The Energy was but a small orb of light that was very important to the planet. It held the balance of the planet together. Of
course, no soul on Jhagde wanted Inla the Witch to control it, but
one day, they received shocking news. She was passing it on to Lo,
a good-hearted boy. They wanted peace and equality, and suddenly,
the weight of the people of Jhagde was passed onto Lo’s shoulders.
Every day, the small boy visited the orb and soon began to understand its ways. Then and only then, would he be able to send peace
to the world.
Lo continued to help Inla while secretly sending peace out. He
knew Inla would kill him on the spot if she ﬁgured out about his
plan for peace, but he persevered.
Alas, people do not live forever, and Inla was no exception.
When the old woman passed, the people of Jhagde were sure
peace would come. They frolicked under the rule of Lo until one
day, Inla showed up at a town festival. Or rather, her ghost did. She
didn’t wreak havoc, didn’t kill anyone, just went right up to Lo and
stole the Energy. She immediately began to unleash evil after that.
The people, suddenly, now under the control of Inla, turned on
Lo. Lo was forced to run and hide. As he ran, he yelled behind him,
“Peace is forever!”
Though, he was never seen again.
The people now live as evilly as before, but you can be sure Lo is
still out there, planning to resolve the problems of Jhagde once and
for all . . .
Mia Moylan
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A Snowy Miracle
I nocked an arrow into my bow, looking for any prey I could hunt. I
had only gotten one rabbit so far. I had the most diﬃcult job of the
family because I was the oldest son.
I was feeling extremely pressured because this would be my little
sister’s ﬁrst Christmas that she would remember. Prey was low in
these forests during Christmas. I wanted my family to have a good
meal for once, where we could be full and have leftovers for nearly
a week.
“Ace Hunter Max tiptoes through the forest, getting food for
Christmas. It’s going to be great, especially for his little sister,” I
commentated.
“Psst!” A voice came from a tree, and I tripped over a branch in
fear.
“W-who said that?” I stammered. A man appeared out of the
trees.
“Just me,” He smiled at me with teeth that were unaligned. “Listen, I need your help. I’ve been livin’ here a while, and I’d like some
real food. Can ya help me? I’ll give you a massive reward.”
The only thing I heard in that sentence was a massive reward.
I thought of my starving family, the rain that constantly dripped
through our roof, our teeth chattering loudly without ﬁrewood for
our stove.
“Sir, you have a deal,” I forced a smile, hoping this wasn’t a mistake. I ran out of the dense forest canopy, panting. When I looked
back, the man was eying me slowly, then he nodded.
“I’ll be waiting, Max Johnson, I’ll be waiting,” He cackled softly,
but I didn’t hear him.
I was rushing home to tell my family when I skidded to a stop.
Something didn’t add up. He was wearing a nice coat, yet he practically said he was homeless. But if he was homeless, he couldn’t give
me a massive reward. I shook my head, homeless or not, I was getting
that reward. My family could use some new clothing, and maybe if
the reward was big enough, we could get a larger home closer to the
village. That was the goal, and I was an overachiever. I would go
above and beyond with everything for the sake of my family.
Naome Isidore
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Happiness and Opposites
h a ppi n e s s
On days I feel as happy as a rainbow after a storm,
I bounce around and smile and laugh,
I feel as if the happiness will last
And maybe even seep into the past

opp o s i t e s
Rabbits run in winter,
deer sleep in spring,
Birds are silent
Sophia Wang

Strings of Music
Birds are chirping and twigs are snapping, in the jungle, there are
strings of calm music coming from groups of animals in all directions. Animals are getting their food; the woodpeckers are pecking
the trees for nourishment. The woodpecker pecks rapidly sometimes
for a while, and then stops. The rushing water is beautiful and shimmers in the light. When you go deeper into the jungle, you can see
a waterfall ﬂowing down into the shimmering lake. The water drops
and sounds so fast, so sudden, all at once.
Victoria Li
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The Super Galactic
Writing Masters
S E S S I O N C , LO W E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he Super Galactic Writers met quarantined through Zoom during a global pandemic. And yeah, we talked about COVID-19,
but we also talked about the bottom of the ocean, and wild animals,
and the purpose of our imaginations.
These campers wrote stories about integrity and exploration.
They also wrote about unicorns, moms, a friend named Earthworm
Sally, and monsters too big to ﬁt in a drawer. Teaching young kids
is a blessing because they are so open and excited. Especially during
a pandemic, the energy of young children brings a kind of normalcy
to the chaos.
Not to mention, these kids were up for it. They kept diaries of
their observations and the dreams that they imagined. We discussed
Shel Silverstein poems, frog ﬁsh, and the voices inside of us. These
campers were determined to solve problems and gathered inspiration from each other. They surprised me with their kindness and
their curiosity about each other’s lives. They were eager to help each
other and ﬁnd new ideas in each other’s perspectives.
We also took inspiration from Laurie Halse Anderson, Roald
Dahl, and Rupi Kaur. We stretched our minds and imaginations
with drawings and narrative drift activities. These campers wrote
about good luck charms, Diary of a Wimpy Kid fanﬁction, and ef-
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fortlessly destroyed clichés before ever even hearing of a cliché
before.
Their poetry dug through their memories and projected their deﬁant futures. They solved mysteries, both real and imagined. They
became actors and leaders and an audience for each other, defying
their circumstances and conﬁdently barreling on.
Rachel Gray
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Diary of a Magic Mind: Zoned Out
augus t
mon da y
Today is the ﬁrst day of school. This year I’m going into high school
which I’m not excited for. But I am excited for my brother Bob to
go to college. This summer I was at a pool with George, and I fell in
the water and could not get up. The lifeguard had to pick me up and
Bob was recording the whole time. I hope he does not show it to his
friends in college.

t u e s da y
Today Bob said he’ll be back on Halloween and he packed his bags
and went to college. I went to my high school and like I expected
George was in a dress. I asked him, “Why are you wearing a dress?’’
He said, “It’s my only clothes that are clean.”

s e p t e m be r
t h u r s da y— bi r t h da y
Today is my birthday and we are going to Universal Studios. I
brought my Magic 8-Ball because I knew I would need it for the
ﬁrst ride. Everybody except me wanted to go on the ride, Spinning
High and Low Spiral. So I asked the Magic 8-Ball If I should go on
it. It said, “Try again later” so I tried again and it said, “Yes.”
So, I went on the ride and had no fun but everybody else liked it.
A few years ago, I stole the Magic 8-Ball from my grandma. I realized we were not the only one on the cart. George’s friend Bobby,
who I kind of know, but not really, asked me, “What is that?” I told
him that it was a Magic 8-Ball I stole from my grandma.

s at u r da y
I was just thinking that I wished I could ﬂy. Randomly I started
ﬂoating in the air and then was ﬂying as high as the ceiling. Then
I thought, “How do I get down before anyone sees me?” and then
suddenly I fell on the ground HARD. Then I started thinking all
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crazy things like, 171,394 divided by 799,973 and then the number 11,448 popped into my head. That’s when it hit me. Whatever
I think comes true! If I think I want to ﬂy, I ﬂy. Then my mind
started wondering about all the cool things I can do with this
power. I could get back at the boy who put a mouse trap on my seat.
I hope he likes pie!

mon da y
Today is the kid’s birthday and I have the trap ready to go. I also
thought I could use my powers to make him start randomly doing
ballet. Now we are at his birthday party jumping on trampolines. It
was time for prank number one, pie in the face. First he opened his
family’s gift and he seemed happy. Then he opened mine and a pie
sprung up and smashed right in his face. Now prank number two,
the ballet prank. With pie dripping oﬀ his face he got up and started
doing ballet all over the room. The kids were rolling on the ﬂoor
laughing.

w e dn e s da y
Today was a very hot day and I was trying to use my powers to
make it cooler. It worked a little too well because it started to snow.
That freaked people out. I think I need to learn how to control my
powers.
Zachary Lieberman

I Like to Think
I like to think,
Of becoming a doctor,
I will help ﬁnd a medicine for the outbreak,
I will use cool machines to help make patients better,
I will ﬁnd out new medicines,
I will work in an oﬃce,
I will recommend good and healthy things,
I will make the world better!
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I like to think,
Of being in space,
And becoming a famous astronaut,
Where comets and asteroids ﬁll the sky,
Where stars twinkle,
When moonlight shines down on me,
Like being in a meadow with ﬂowers.
As I see my country look at me,
I stare back at earth so tiny.
I like to think,
Of camping in the wild,
Waking up in a tent,
Hiking up a mountain,
Hash brown lunch,
Kayaking on a stream,
Lush roses grow as,
Bunny baby’s hop out of the den,
And sleeping in a tent.
I like to think,
Of being at the beach,
Splashing in the waves,
Picking up seashells,
Feeling the hot sand burns on my skin,
As I build sand castle,
Squishing the muddy sand beneath my feet,
Swimming through the salty water.
Pranshi Mehta
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The Cookie Jar
I’m craving for a chocolate chip cookie.
But mom will not let me open the cookie jar, it is, after all, before
dinner.
If I could only see inside the cookie jar.
I’m sure that it would have thousands of diﬀerent kinds of cookies,
speciﬁcally, a chocolate chip cookie, the bestest cookie in the
world doesn’t matter soft baked or crunchy.
If only I could see inside the cookie jar.
I might just be full from looking at the cookies.
If only I could see inside the cookie jar.
I might be disappointed if there are only yucky oatmeal raisin
cookies.
If only I could see inside the cookie jar.
What if there are no
cookies at all! Oh no!
A little peek will do.
Mom says I can take a look.
Dreams do come true.
Lauren Harrison
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A Good Luck Charm with a
Little Hunting and with a Little Trouble
One day, a cheetah said, “I will eat my meal because that is my good
luck charm.” Then he went out hunting for his prey.
It was the next day, the cheetah did not ﬁnd any food. He saw a
mouse. He waited. Then a snake ate the mouse. And a crocodile ate
the snake and a cheetah named Speedy ate the crocodile! That was
called: “A food chain.”
Speedy went to his pack and said, “We are a pack, so let’s hunt
together.” So oﬀ he and his pack went. Then a bad guy named Zach
captured one of Speedy’s pack and climbed on a robot and oﬀ he
went. Speedy and his four packs ran after Zach and the robots.
Zach was now thrown to the ground and his robo-plane picked him
up and ﬂew away. And that was the end of Zach.
When Speedy and his ﬁve packs went home their friends threw
a party for them.
After the party, Speedy now had ten packs. Then they went out
hunting together. Then something happened. Domeda posed for six
packs of Speedy’s with her mannequins. The mannequins are robots
that shoot a powerful pink beam of a pose from anywhere from its
body. But, when Domeda tried to go to Paris, she could not. Speedy
and his four packs were driving her boat, speedboat, and plane!
Then Speedy shouted, “Give our packs back or we will eat YOU!”
Domeda screamed and unposed the packs and ran away. And that
was the end of Domeda and her driver Doveo.
The End
John Kim
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The End of Snow
se p t e m be r , 
Mrs. Tree, a ﬂorist, had a lot of ﬂowers. She put her ﬂowers outside
to get enough sunlight every day. But in the winter, there was a lot
of snow which blocked the sun from the plants, so all the plants
died. The problem is that a lot of people need plants to decorate
their houses for Christmas. It was almost winter, and she was very
concerned. She couldn’t put her plants inside because she was poor
and could not aﬀord lighting inside. Because it was already 2550,
people had already built machines that could make snow not fall in
small plots of land. Then she got an idea, if I could not sell my plants
at my shop to get money, why can’t I sell them to a thrift shop and get
money? she thought. The next day she sold her ﬂowers to a nearby
thrift shop and got enough money to get one of the machines to
block the snow. When she got back to her shop, she realized that if
she sold all her plants, she would not have any more plants to block
the snow anymore! Then she sighed and went home and sat on her
half-eaten couch and slept the rest of the day.
THE END
Ethan Wu

I Remember
I remember the ﬁrst time I ate lasagna, it was really cheesy and had
yummy pasta.
I remember when I went to the Fontenelle Forest I saw all kinds of
diﬀerent animals and plants.
I remember the ﬁrst time I made a fried egg, it was a funny shape
and it was really fun.
I remember when I made my ﬁrst cranberry cake a few days ago, it
tasted really good and I had fun making it.
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I remember when I won a hundred dollars at mathnasium I was
really excited because I won.
I remember my brother’s birthday. I had a lot of fun. We celebrated
for three days for his birthday.
I remember the slide at YMCA and when I slide down it I
sometimes shiver.
I remember jumping into a leaf pile, it was like jumping into a
pillow and the pillow was making a crunching noise.
I remember decorating my birthday cake and it turned out to be
too sweet, so I didn’t want to eat it.
I remember when I went on a walk and my feet were so tired that I
crawled to the house.
I remember playing with my little brother with a unicorn sprinkler
outside and when we were ﬁnished, we dried outside!
I remember going to Disneyland with my family and my favorite
part was going on a ride on a hot day and the ride was so
refreshing that cold air tricked right by my cheek.
I remember when I watched a Harry Potter movie I skipped like an
hour because I already knew what was going to happen.
I remember my Fourth of July when we lit the ﬁreworks and had a
party and I had a blast.
I remember going to Iowa to enjoy the tulip festival when I got to
dance with two big leprechauns!
I remember playing violin for the Christmas show at the Holland
Center. I was really nervous because there were so many people
watching.
I remember going to a fun adventure with my little brother and
dad to a pelican place where there are all diﬀerent kinds of
plants and animals but surprisingly, we didn’t see a pelican!
Emily Jiao
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The Dreamcatcher
A dreamcatcher is a good luck charm because it will help the bad
dreams go away when you sleep.
You should use a dreamcatcher because there are diﬀerent sizes
for dreamcatchers and when you sleep it will capture the bad dreams.
It will help you sleep and will make you not think of bad dreams
at night.
There is this boy named Cody, he doesn’t get much sleep. He always
has bad dreams, so he hardly sleeps. So, Cody needed something
to help him sleep. One day he woke up on a very hot day. It was
Mother’s Day. He wanted to buy his mom something. Then he saw
this small shop with this thing that was called “The dreamcatcher.”
It was told to capture the bad dreams.
Cody was excited, but when he saw the price, he was sad. The
price was $21.21. He did not have enough to buy a present for his
mom and a dreamcatcher. Cody sighed and continued to look for a
present for his mom, but then the person who was selling the dream
catchers was shocked when they saw Cody. The person selling the
dream catchers turned out to be Cody’s friend Earthworm Sally.
Earthworm Sally said to Cody, “Hey wait!”
Cody looked back at Earthworm Sally and paused.
Earthworm Sally noticed Cody had not slept for a long time and
asked if he wanted a dreamcatcher.
Cody answered, “I do, but I should pay for the dreamcatcher
myself instead.”
Earthworm Sally said, “No, no. It’s ﬁne. I have made a lot of
dream catchers, so it’s ﬁne.”
Cody was confused but then understood. Then said, “Thank you
Earthworm Sally for giving me this dreamcatcher.”
Earthworm Sally replied, “Anytime, Cody!”
Now that Cody had a dreamcatcher he could ﬁnally sleep, but
he decided to give Earthworm Sally his money just to make it fair.
Then Cody remembered he forgot to get something for his mom.
He rushed back into the store and was searching for something for
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his mom but then he saw Earthworm Sally carrying something big
and heavy. She asked for him to help. Cody asked her what it was.
Surprisingly she told him what it was. It was a Mother’s Day present
for her mom and his mom. When Cody heard that he was relieved
he did not have the money to get his mom a Mother’s Day present.
Cody and Earthworm Sally were neighbors, so they told their mothers to come outside. What they saw, at ﬁrst they were confused what
it was, because it had so many holes in the box, but then when they
opened it, it was thirty diﬀerent types of dogs. They were going to
share the dogs with each other. We both said HAPPY MOTHER’S
DAY!!!! Then they all went to sleep.
The End
Dylan Loftin

The Unicorn and the Chicken
Suddenly there was a little spark from the breeze then there was
screaming.
“We must go back and stop the ﬁre from spreading!” cried the
chicken.
“I keep telling you that the ﬁre is too big, and we will get hurt!”
screamed the unicorn in a very terriﬁed voice.
“Do you even believe in yourself?” questioned the chicken.
“Yes,” said the unicorn in a trembling voice.
“Then let’s go to the well and grab buckets of water,” shouted the
chicken.
“But the sun is setting!” cried the unicorn in another scared
voice.
“Who cares!” yelled the chicken impatiently.
“Nobody,” said the unicorn, now hiding her face.
“What is wrong with you?” asked chicken.
The moon was now rising.
“If you help me stop the ﬁre then I will make sure you are extra
shiny after,” said the chicken.
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The ﬁre was spreading.
“Fine, I will help you stop the ﬁre from spreading,” said the unicorn, annoyed.
It was now midnight and the clock struck twelve. Unicorn
jumped up in fear.
“Well, what are you waiting for?” asked Chicken.
“Nothing,” said the unicorn.
Then they stopped the ﬁre from spreading.
Audrey Langevin
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S E S S I O N C , U P P E R E L E M E N TA R Y S C H O O L

T

he Nature Writers are a fearless, imaginative, and inquisitive
group of students.
For the past few weeks, I have had the honor of working with
these eight creators, who each ﬁnd inspiration through spending
quality time with their favorite animals and participating in outdoor activities.
These writers care deeply about the state of the world and use the
practice of writing as a tool for environmental justice. Th rough producing thoughtful and emotionally striking pieces, these students
call for needed change.
The Nature Writers ask their readers to empathize with them as
they share their desires to reform this world for the better into a
loving, sustainable place. The students express the qualities that one
must possess to practice kindness. They urge their readers to put
themselves in their neighbors’ shoes and to join them in working
towards reaching the universal goal of peace.
From our ﬁrst day together, these students have been bold, unafraid to share their thoughts and to ask questions about our reading and writing materials. It has been a pleasure to work with the
Nature Writers, whose work will inspire readers to ask for the things
they’d like, to step forward when called to action, and to consider
how to give back to their surrounding communities.
Robin Bissett
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Dream House
I know exactly what my dream house would look like.
My dream house would be nice and huge with a pool and a
movie theatre. I would want a well-designed sports area where
I could practice sports. I would also want a pond, a river, and a
nice walking trail for the times I would wish to sit by the water and
reﬂect on my day. My dream house would have a wooden stage I
could perform on. Oh, how could I almost forget? My dream house
has to have three dogs.
In my dream house, I would want to live with my butler, chef,
hairdresser, makeup artist, nail technician, gardener, nanny, clothing designer, and personal chauﬀeur. My bedroom would be nice
and big with an illuminating chandelier that hangs from the ceiling and a soft curtain to cover the windows when I would decide
to sleep. I would want a connected balcony where I could place my
couch and study table. I would invite friends over, and we would
eat from my drinks and snacks station. My bathroom would have a
golden sink and a silver toilet, two beautiful colors.
Above all, I desire to build a strong community. Someday, I
would like to invite you to visit me where I will be living in my
dream house.
Aanya Jain
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Egnarts and Underwater
she came today
no bigger than a cow
into our house
with only one eyebrow
she hid in black
ﬁrst pushing over expensive things
then eating all our food
and then stealing rings
she started crying
then I felt bad
but then I realized I made a big mistake
’cause then she got mad
she shoved the rings down my throat
she smashed a glass jar on my head
punched my face
then she threw up what looked like bread
she left in the ﬂick of a dog’s tail
without a sound
laughed an evil laugh
and tapped the ground
Fish brush against my feet and tickle me.
The current is mild, but I’m still cautious.
Dolphins talk happily beside a red coral reef.
A big crab walks along with a baby crab on the sand.
I go down and down and down until it’s dark.
A shark watches me but doesn’t do anything.
A huge whale moves slowly, too big to notice me.
Maybe the reason the whale couldn’t see me was because I was
camouﬂaged.
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Maybe it did but it pretended not to because it was too lazy to
eat me.
A box jellyﬁsh came, and at ﬁrst, I didn’t know what it was.
When it came closer, I began swimming all the way up.
A ﬁsh with orange scales and tiny little eyes swam next to me.
I recognized the same dolphins still talking.
An eel next to a coral reef slithered into a hole and disappeared.
A big net dove in the water catching many ﬁsh but they were tiny,
one hole would free all of them.
I took my tentacle and pulled with all my strength; ten ﬁsh swam
out at once soon they were all out.
The ﬁsherman moaned and tried again not realizing the net was
ripped.
He tried a few times, and then gave up.
Every once in a while, a net would come, sometimes the ﬁshermen
were too fast to let me rip the net open but sometimes not.
Sometimes, I would make them do the work for me, and I would
eat the ﬁsh.
Sometimes, I would swoop down and take a crab or some shrimp.
Then, it was back to ﬁsh brushing my leg, dolphins talking, eels
slithering into random holes and coming out, box jellyﬁshes
scaring me, me eating ﬁsh caught by someone else, and sharks
and whales too big to notice me.
Aarushi Satyanarayanan
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The Kindness Tree and
Life Under the Sea
I once planted a beautiful tree
with roots much stronger than a ﬂea
She sprouted kindness from her evergreen leaves
and then she would share that kindness with him or she.
Whoever saw her would fall deeply in love,
and would soon have a very kind heart
She would spread love to all those around her
and she could turn even a cold heart into a very warm one
Everyone would tie ribbons around her,
saying what kind deeds, they had accomplished.
But, one day . . . she faded away.
There were many tears shed that day,
but we will always remember the kindness tree
for all the hearts she has changed greatly.
Expectation
I can feel the soft brown sand between my toes
as I dive into the warm and bright blue sea
there are sea anemones on my left
and rose-pink coral on my right
little ﬁsh swimming all around me
an emerald green turtle waves to me
and I wave back.
Reality
I looked out into the icky brown-colored sea
I plugged my nose and jumped in
When I opened my eyes, I gasped in horror
there was a poor turtle with a plastic can holder around her neck
I quickly helped her, but the horror was not done
when I looked to my right, I saw a dolphin holding a plastic bag!
I quickly took it away, and I gave her some ﬁsh instead.
I decided that I couldn’t bear looking at all those poor animals
suﬀer anymore
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So, I got out of the water and to my surprise I saw people just
tossing their trash in the sea!
I started crying and went home in silence thinking about what will
come of marine life.
Harshini Siripurapu

Famous and Light Blue
If I was famous, I would write on the skyline:
“Just do it. Nothing is impossible.”
If I was famous, I’d give homeless people money
Not the snobby people, who are spoiled and rich
If I was famous, I would tell sad kids around the world:
“Luck is not made from crossing your ﬁngers, but in believing that
you can be lucky.”
If I was famous, I’d donate money to charities
And donate clothes and food for other people
Light blue is the beautiful sky
Where chirping birds can ﬂy
Light blue is the raging ocean
With light blue creatures inside
Light blue butterﬂies ﬂutter around
Move so quickly without making a sound
Light blue ﬂowers sprout from the ground
In the light breeze, they sway around
Light blue means you are blue, or sad
Yet it’s many people’s favorite color
Maybe because it’s the sky, the ocean
Flowers or trees
Or maybe because it’s a color we see
Josephine Wang
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The Person Who Can Move
Things with His Mind
Hi, I am Bobby. I found out that I can move things with my mind.
Cool, right?
Yes! It is really cool. For example, I recently moved a glass of water without touching it. I lifted it in the air with only my eyes and
dumped it on my friend’s head!
He got really mad at me, though, so I probably should not do
that again. I also can move my family’s car up, up, and away! The
ﬁrst time that I did this, my parents were scared that our car had
been stolen. I quickly moved it back to its place when they were not
looking.
Sometimes, my superpower gets me into trouble. But that’s a
story for a diﬀerent time.
Other times, it does not work as I had planned. One time, I was
playing soccer, and our team was losing. I used my superpower to
get the ball to the goal instantly. But we still lost. Being super is super fun, and over time, I am conﬁdent that I will master my powers
and use them to serve the greater good.
Kevin Cheng

Green and Path by Starlight
Green is my second favorite color
It is the color of a ﬂower stem,
The deepest color of the seas,
You will see it in vegetables, in broccoli
And in the cool slices of cucumber
It makes me happy just to say the word green,
With all ﬁve letters together, it sounds so smooth
If you twist and turn ’til you’re headed right
Once there, you will ﬁnd the stars and feel the light
Noyan Johnson
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Jayal and the Princess
“Capture that girl and bring her here. That’s my demand.”
“Sir, don’t you think the guards will try to stop us from entering
the gate?’’
“Silence!” I yelled. “That’s why we are going. We are going to
kidnap that princess so that when her parents come, I can steal the
crown oﬀ his head!
All my guards marched to the palace on Lavon Hill. We knew
who lived there, everyone did. I watched from my tower and heard
them yelling at the guards of that castle.
“Come back all of you. You didn’t follow our plans. Are you
trustworthy or not?” I asked. “We were supposed to break a window
open and catch the princess.”
So, they all set oﬀ again.
This time, I kept a close eye on them to make sure they didn’t try
any monkey business. I, then, watched as one of them threw a rock
at the princess’s window. Suddenly, they all jumped inside. What
fools they are! I thought to myself.
Then, one by one, they all came out, but no one was holding the
princess. They all came running back to the tower.
I yelled, “Where is the princess?”
One of them answered, “In her royal bedroom.”
“Why isn’t she here?” I fumed. “Go and get her and don’t wake
anyone.”
So, they all took oﬀ running toward the palace thundering like a
herd of elephants and discussing who was going to hold the princess.
Then, they began: the window was already busted so the smartest one went and bundled the frightened princess on his shoulder
and set oﬀ to the tower. When I looked outside, there was the princess standing on one of my guards’ shoulders. I couldn’t believe my
luck. I, then, sent a guard to tell the king and queen that I had
successfully kidnapped the princess and wanted a reward. The king
and queen jumped in their carriage and hurried over.
I was waiting for this moment. When the king arrived, I said,
“Look!”
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When the king looked, I stole his crown but didn’t get far; the
princess caught me and tossed the crown to her father
“Not fair,” I moaned.
“Too bad! We have the princess now,” they said and left.
I couldn’t believe my ears. It was like I had won the award, but
then at the last minute, someone had taken it from me. I shed my
tears until I’d cried a river. I couldn’t believe what they had done
to me. I said, “I need to capture that queen and throw her into the
river.”
My messenger came running, saying that someone I adored was
at the door.
I yelled at him, “Are you out of your mind? Who would visit me
at a time like this?”
He replied coolly, “Your Majesty,” and bowed before continuing.
“It’s a surprise, and they wouldn’t let me open the door.”
I became really curious. Who was this person? And why weren’t
they letting my messenger answer the door?
Finally, curiosity won over my mind, and I walked to the door.
There, I found a box. My head was spinning as I tried to guess
what was inside the box and who left it for me. When I decided
enough was enough, I opened the box and found a wand.
This will make you more powerful, the note read.
The box also contained a spellbook, which I have now started using. With my new magic equipment, I will be victorious.
Saanvi Bhosekar
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Kindness and Big Blue Sea
Kindness is a word we all know,
but what does it really mean?
It’s being nice
being generous
being loving
being helping
Kindness is a word we all know,
and that is what it means.
Big blue sea, salty, not sweet
Big Blue, see the place where ﬁsh eat
Big Blue sea, I would love to live in you
I would swim around and play with you
I wish to be a dolphin, a starﬁsh, a whale
To dive, explore and see your secrets unveil
I would love to live in you with my family and friends
We would swim, splash and play till the day ends
In the night, we would sleep on our seabeds
In the morning, we would wake up to the fun days ahead
Big blue sea, salty, not sweet
Big Blue, see the place where ﬁsh eat
Saanvi Sharma
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A

s suggested by our team name, Sensational Scripters, we have a
passion for alliteration . . . and metaphors, personiﬁcation, and
similes. Well, anything that has to do with writing poetic devices to
pop the words on paper and draw the reader in. And, I guarantee,
the works you are about to read will do just that.
Allen’s allegory about the king and the farmer promises a humorous tale with a memorable moral. Energetic Ellie cannot get
enough of alliteration in “Ellie, Emme, Eralise,” a story about three
friends, puppies, and nonstop adventures. Eﬀervescent Evangeline
emits magic and mystery through Emerald, her ﬁctional heroine.
Ingunn’s imaginative “I Am From” ﬂows beautifully onto the page,
like liquid silver. Inquisitive Ishaan wonders what would happen in
her wonderful rhyming poem. Storywriter Sophie’s “Mexico” supplies the answer to the question, “Will I ever ﬁnd a friend in my
new country?” Tenacious Tiﬀany writes about the precious talents,
foods, and country from which she comes.
Congratulations, Sensational Scripters! What a fun and rewarding writers’ journey this has been, and I thank you for all you have
given me.
Terri Schexnayder
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
371
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If My Hair Were Alive
If my hair were alive, I would try to destroy it.
It is lazy and does not match my energy.
I am ﬁne with it except when it gets sweaty.
My hair could make me bald
but it knows it must survive!
We argue a lot like brothers.
Me and my hair need each other—
we adapt to each other.
The weirdest part of my hair is
it can write and text on my phone.
My hair feels great on my head
and always makes me look cool.
I look handsome with it on me!
My hair is very ﬂuﬀ y
just like my cousin’s baby puppy.
My hair also listens to music,
it sings or hums with the rhythm ﬂow.
When my hair and I argue,
We stay mad for twenty minutes.
I am growing fat—my hair wants me to ﬁ x this.
It does not want me to grow big.
It doesn’t like to cover a large portion of space.
So, my hair convinces me to do exercises—
You know, planks, squats and jumping jacks.
Ishaan Adoni
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Mexico
The cool autumn breeze blew in my face. I was swinging on the
swing while my brother Jack was begging my mother not to move to
Mexico. I hopped oﬀ the swing and ran to my mom.
“I don’t want to go,” I pleaded.
“Don’t worry, Natalie. Mexico is a nice place, good for adventure.” Mom then explained that we would take a plane at 6:00 a.m.
the next morning. I was so worried about making any friends, I
couldn’t sleep. My brother Jack and I just sat at the airport, exhausted, because we were afraid of gnomes in Mexico we heard
about—as big as giants and scary like hound dogs!
Later, I woke up feeling all sticky and heard the croaking of
frogs. I saw a strange hotel room around me, and Jack was right
next to me.
I asked my mom where I was.
“Honey, you’re in Mexico!” Those words made Jack wake up.
Dad suggested we go look for houses, and after many visits, ﬁnally found one that we liked. It was close to the woods and had a
swimming pool. As we moved in, Mom asked if we wanted to go
exploring, and we sure did! Jack and I jumped into our shoes and
zoomed out of the backyard. We went our separate ways. I went
towards the lush green forest and Jack grabbed a swimsuit to try out
our sparkling pool.
I reached the woods and heard a little voice, “Please help me! I’m
stuck!”
I crept a little closer to see what it was. I helped the strange creature up, asking, “What are you?”
“I’m a gnome,” he replied. I gasped in shock. “My name is George.
Please, will you not tell anyone I live here?”
“Sure, but George, why are you living in our backyard?’’
“This is my home.” He started to share more, but, just then,
Mom called my name and I had to go inside.
“Hey George, why don’t we meet here tomorrow morning?” and
he agreed.
The next morning, I shared my oatmeal with George. We played—
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secretly, of course! As I slept that night, his evil brother Jacob captured George. I had no idea until the next morning.
“George, your delicious food is here,” I called. A gnome came
stumbling out. After taking one bite, he spit and yelled, “Yuck, this
is disgusting!”
“Something is wrong. Who are you and where is George?”
The strange gnome skittered away. All day I worried about my
new friend and peeked into his cottage. No one was there. I walked
to the ocean and saw the mean gnome holding George out over the
cliﬀ above the sea.
“No!” I screamed. And, George begged for his life, too.
“Jacob, don’t drop me!”
Jacob looked over his shoulder. “You can’t do anything to stop
me now, girly!”
He was about to drop George oﬀ the cliﬀ when I thought of
something! I read about the gnome’s fear of birds. I ran home, took
my pet parrot from its cage, and raced back to the ocean. My bird
was so angry, it screeched right in Jacob’s face. He screamed and
dropped George on the ground before running for his life back into
the woods. I laughed, and, then, George told me the whole story
about his evil brother.
“Thanks for saving my life,” he said as he hugged me.
“No problem. That’s what friends are for.”
And I knew then that Mexico was going to be a great place
to live.
Sophie Chen
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I Am From
I am from building towers to the sky
I am from the magic of the books
I am from tasty noodles as sweet as roses
I am from a pretty place called China
I am from jazz dancing
I am from discovering adventures outdoors
I am from a work of art
I am from piano music
I am from beautiful spring ﬂowers
I am from swimming strokes
I am from cute, cuddly animals
Tiﬀany Cheng

Emerald’s Adventure
“HELLO?” cried sixteen-year-old Emerald when she got home
from the library. She grinned. No one was home. Emerald ran into
the kitchen. No adults. She could eat whatever she wanted, so she
grabbed some apple juice and crackers and ran to her room. She
ﬂopped into her deck chair and daydreamed about her perfect trip.
She opened her laptop and looked up: Bahamas.
Suddenly an article appeared about a museum in the Bahamas
that had a mysterious wax ﬁgure. Emerald wanted to ﬁnd more information about this, so she laced up her Dr. Martens to match the
mini leather jacket, and boot cut jeans, black purse, and red lipstick. She hopped onto a bus and searched for more information on
the museum. She discovered it had a secret entrance. On her iPad
was a museum tour guide. It showed “Mysterious wax ﬁgure.”
A picture of the ﬁgure came onto the screen, getting scanned.
Emerald copied the information onto her computer. She laced her
boots tighter and clutched her purse, jumped oﬀ the bus, and ran
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past the security place. She turned on the map app on her phone
and walked through the tunnels underneath the museum that led
to a hidden room. Emerald discovered that preparations for the
scan were taking place by people wearing plastic bags and foil all
over their bodies. She saw the wax ﬁgure and screamed—it was
breathing!
Emerald turned to face the scientists. “Stop the scan!” she demanded. She rescued the wax ﬁgure from the crazy machine.
“Thank you,” the ﬁgure with dark hair and eyes, pink cheeks
and lips, said softly.
“Who are you?” asked Emerald.
“I am Marigold. I am adopted and pretended to be a wax ﬁgure
because I heard my older sister, who left my family a while ago, now
worked at this museum.”
“Well, that’s quite a tale”, muttered one of the scanning people.
“But, then, I found out that my sister is never coming back to the
museum!” cried Marigold.
“How old are you, Marigold?” asked Emerald.
“Eighteen.”
Emerald empathized with the teenager. “What if you came home
with me?” And, Marigold perked up right away.
When they reached Emerald’s home, she introduced her parents
to Marigold and explained the situation. They agreed that Marigold
could live with them. Emerald led Marigold to her bedroom.
As they settled in, Marigold asked, “Tell me more about yourself.”
“I go to Liverabroad High School and am studying to be a journalist. I love to solve mysteries and that’s why I wanted to ﬁnd out
about you.”
Emerald and Marigold became sisters and decided to solve more
mysteries together.
Evangeline Gardella
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The Spooky Room
A black cat lurks outside my room.
It peers inside this glowy gloom.
What a sight I see tonight.
I worry I am in for a fright.
Masks hang on the green blue walls.
They watch me while I walk the halls.
I smell a monster under my bed.
His eyes are bloody, evil red.
My jack-in-the-box sings when I turn the lever,
Then pops out like a ghost and gives me a shiver.
My favorite doll sits by my bed.
I wonder if she wants me dead.
I feel someone touch my hair.
I turn, but there is no one there.
After tossing and turning, I fall asleep
but wake up again when I hear a creak.
There is a growling noise behind me.
Yikes! It pinched my hiney!
Keats Krajcer

Ellie, Emme, Eralise
Ellie yelled before soaring into the pool. Swoosh! “Ow!” She accidentally belly ﬂopped.
“Emme! Eralise!” Ellie shouted to her friends, who had met in
second grade and were now in fourth. Ellie is daring, but Emme
was twice that.
“Wow! I am deﬁnitely going to do that!” Emme climbed up the
ladder and felt the smooth, hot surface of the diving board under
her feet.
“No! Don’t!” screamed Eralise. She watched Emme smack into
the water. “That looked like it, uh, hurt, so, let’s just go home,
peeps.”
Ellie snatched all three pairs of roller skates, Emme grabbed
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the sunscreens, and Eralise took the wet towels. They skated to the
rental summer house they shared with their families. Music played
inside the house as they arrived, and Eralise kicked oﬀ her skates in
time to the beat. She loved music.
“Kelly!” called Ellie to her border collie.
“Cool!” shouted Emme to her Shiba Innu.
“Chip!” And, Eralise’s Pomeranian came running.
“Let’s go feed our puppies,” Eralise suggested.
Eralise walked to her room with Chip. Ellie and Emme walked
upstairs, giggling as they admired the funny posters on the wall.
Ellie’s favorite was the one with a kitten dancing on top of a train.
Emme enjoyed the poster with guys making silly faces at one another. Ellie headed straight to her room with Kelly. Emme turned
right into hers with Cool. After feeding their pets, the girls left the
puppies to take a little nap and went back downstairs. Eralise was
especially hungry and cranky after her morning at the water park.
“You promised me donuts!” she snarled at Ellie.
“Hey, grumpy. I’ll teach you a new word. US. Say it with me.”
Meanwhile, outside the house, Evelyn whispered, “Perfect!” Evelyn
and Kailyn, horrible twins who lived nearby, shoplifted and stole.
Whenever anyone saw them, they were always up to no good! Now,
they were peeking through the summer house window, watching
three girls eat some donuts.
“They’re in the kitchen and nobody’s near the front door, Evelyn.
Let’s go,” said Kailyn.
Kailyn and Evelyn were on a mission to steal one dog for each
of them and this house looked like the perfect place to ﬁnd housetrained dogs.
“What was that noise?” Ellie tilted her head to the front door.
They had ﬁnished the delicious pastries and were about to walk
upstairs.
Eralise rolled her eyes. “Obviously, just the mailman. Unless
you’re trying to scare us.”
“Geese, I swear I heard it, too,” Emme said.
Kailyn heard the conversation and dove back into the bushes. Evelyn hissed, “It’s safe now!” and slowly turned the doorknob again.
“Hahahahaha!” laughed Ellie. It was easy for Emme to make her
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friend laugh. Eralise did her usual poker face. Ellie’s high-pitched
laugh blocked the doorknob’s creak and squeak downstairs.
“Look, this door is open,” whispered Evelyn. “Look at that cute
Pomeranian. Grab it!”
After a few minutes, Eralise returned to her room to check on
Chip. He was gone! Her chin quivered. “Chip!” she sobbed.
Splash! Emme and Ellie heard from Ellie’s room. They looked
out the window and there was a strange girl in the pool with Chip.
Ellie raced downstairs and rescued Chip from the horrible girls who
tried to steal him. The friends celebrated that night with scrumptious pizza and apple pie. All the dogs and their owners clapped as
they recapped the crazy near escape of poor Chip.
Afterwards, the girls scrambled to their feet and biked to the
pool again, because they were feeling quite daring!
Ellie Keckler

I Am From
I am from travel through books
I am from stories that sing
I am from adventure caught in the wind
I am from cats tame and wild
I am from music which lifts and never drops
I am from hot drinks on a cold night
I am from warm smiles and the sun and
I am from pencil against paper unraveling a mystery
I am from sneaky stories and smart detectives
I am from magic and miracles
I am from Harry Potter and wands
I am from Norse myths and its scandals
I am from ﬁngers hammering away at the keys
I am from art sketching a silent story on paper
I am from messes and bruises
I am from wind rushing towards me
as I silently enter a new world
Ingunn Pat-El Litland
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A Race Between the Lazy King
and the Determined Farmer
In the land of the Grass Kingdom, the king was always in his castle and did everything in slow motion. All he did was eat, sleep,
horse riding, pick ﬂowers, and dance. Meanwhile, at the farmer’s
farm, the farmer was busy and did stuﬀ very fast. His main thing
was farming, and only had little breaks for about ten minutes and
during that time he went inside to get a snack or drink and sometimes danced outside, again he did it very fast. Then, he went back
to farming his fruits, vegetables, and animals. The king sometimes
made fun of the farmer and told him he was poor, looked bad, and
ran slower than him, but the farmer didn’t react because he didn’t
like to argue—not with the king who was bad at arguing.
One day, the king was very bored and with nothing to do, he
forced the farmer to race him.
“Okay,” agreed the farmer.
The king got his fast horse, while the farmer got his covered
wagon with slow horses.
The judge explained the rules, “Get on the dirt road, go around
the grass, and cross the river. The total distance is ten kilometers, or
six miles. Does that sound fair to everyone?
The king replied, “Of course, why not?”
“Yes, sir,” the farmer said.
“Okay. Three, two, one, go!” shouted the judge.
The king and his horse raced out and the farmer and his covered
wagon slowly moved. The whole crowd laughed loudly and pointed
at the farmer, but the farmer never gave up and ignored them. The
king raced much faster than the farmer. He thought he was way
ahead of the farmer was, and was thirsty, so he stopped for a nice
cool drink. Meanwhile, the farmer kept on going. The king climbed
back on his horse and continued. Later, he stopped again for some
fancy food. Again, the farmer kept on going. With his full stomach,
the king returned to the race, but, then, he wanted to explore nature
in the meadow. Pretty soon, he forgot about the entire race! All the
while, the farmer slowly moved on and made it to the ﬁnish line.
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The judge declared the farmer the winner, the crowd cheered at
the farmer, the farmer thanked them and went back to farming.
Meanwhile, the king was still out hiking. He had fallen asleep
in an open ﬁeld and woke up, remembering the race! He sprinted
back to his horse, but he arrived at the ﬁnish line one hour after the
farmer did! Soon the entire city heard the news, told other family
members, and laughed at the king walking out of the castle. One
month after the race, the king felt bad for the farmer and he decided
to go to his farm and apologize.
“Sorry, I felt bad for you,” said the king.
“It’s okay, as long as you correct it, it is okay for me,” replied the
farmer.
The king asked the farmer what is like being a farmer.
“You spend almost the entire day outside, work before sunrise
and stop at sundown, and do stuﬀ fast.”
The king decided to stop being king and be a farmer. At ﬁrst,
he had a hard time growing crops, but he never gave up, and he
became much faster at everything.
The moral of this story is to not wander oﬀ until you have ﬁnished what you started.
Allen Shen
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T

he mind of a child is bubbling over with creative thoughts. They
are silly and serious; they are naturally altruistic. What a joy to
develop stories and poems with such incredible young writers. Who
else would like to take a trip in a one-of-a-kind dream car? It has a
hot tub and a small refrigerator with multiplying drinks and snacks!
You may be ready for an adventure. Follow young Henry with the
help of a mage, an archer, a berserker, and a healer on their quest to
ﬁnd treasures of the world. Continue the excitement in a fantastical
tale of bats, ants, and a three-headed snake slithering toward jewels
with the power of potions. If you become weary in your adventure
and need a place to rest your head, may I suggest a treehouse stay?
You will have ﬂoor after ﬂoor to discover dragons, dinosaurs, chameleons, and hummingbirds. You may want to jump on a trampoline or slide down a ﬁfty-mile waterslide, possibly devour a giant taco with all the toppings. After all that excitement, relax into
the quiet contemplation found only in poetry. You will read of the
sights and sounds of a winter’s day. The stillness and happiness we
feel when connected to nature. You will receive sage advice from
a discerning young poet who is always looking forward. Each day
gives us the opportunity for adventure and contemplation. These
young authors are intrepid ﬁeld guides, let them show you the way.
Jena Kirkpatrick
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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My Dream Car
My dream car would be a white ﬂying camper van. On the front
part of the camper van, is a little compartment with two doors one
on either side. Inside the compartment, are two soft seats and in
the middle of them is a red self-drive button. On the left part of the
compartment, is a black steering wheel. On the right side past the
compartment, is a black door leading inside the camper van. Inside,
there is a white and black marble table and two light grey cushions.
Past the table is a sink and soap. On the other side of the sink,
is a small fridge with all sorts of foods and drinks that never run
out like lemonade, water and other drinks that you want to drink.
There is also fruit, graham crackers, a chocolate fountain and other
snacks. There is a stove and toaster oven to warm things up. In the
back, is a black door leading to a small restroom. Out of the restroom, is black button that releases a ladder.
If you climb the ladder, you enter another compartment with
two beds with warm, white blankets and a black nightstand with a
cabinet and a drawer. There is also a TV where the ladder is. Behind
the TV, is an orange raft for ﬂoating on a river. Next to the raft on
either side, are two ﬂaming red paddles to steer the raft tied on the
van with yellow latches. Where the wings are past the paddles is a
hot tub on a deck. The hot tub has a stone wall for borders and hot
water that always stays hot. On the other side of the paddle, is another deck on the second wing is a dance ﬂoor and a disco ball. And
that’s my dream car.
Ayza Ali

Treasure Hunters
There once was a dragon that protected the most important treasures of the world. Many people tried to get the treasure, but died.
There was a family who had one kid named Henry. He vowed to his
family that one day when he grew up, he would get the treasures
from the dragon and bring the dragon’s head back to be placed as an
achievement in his house. One day, when Henry was twenty-ﬁve, he
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decided he was going out to ﬁght the dragon. At the bar, he would
recruit a few members. After recruiting four members, he decided
to leave and ﬁnd the dragon to kill. The recruits were a mage, an
archer, a berserker, and a healer. They set oﬀ to kill the dragon. To
kill the dragon, they ﬁrst had to defeat 256 bosses. On the ﬁrst boss,
they had to defeat a giant scorpion that was one billion feet tall. The
mage shot a shrink spell at the giant scorpion and turned it into a
tiny, microscopic atom-sized scorpion. Then, the mage shot oﬀ another spell and hit the scorpion, which the spell was vanishing, so it
turned the scorpion into dust and it died.
After defeating the scorpion, they met a giant ogre that had a
giant battle-axe, so Henry swung his sword at the ogre and hit the
ogre in the knee. Then, the berserker threw his axes and both axes
hit his two shoulders. Then, the ogre swung his battle-axe at Henry
and the berserker and it hit them so hard that they couldn’t even
move. Then, the healer healed them and at last, the mage shot a
stunning spell at the ogre and it hit him, which stunned him. For
the ﬁnal blow, Henry threw his sword at the giant’s face. The giant
felt the speed of the blade that shot at him. He tried to dodge the
sword, but he was stunned and then the sword hit him right in his
face and he faded to dust.
They went on and met a giant knight that was two hundred feet
tall and had heavy armor and a double-edged ﬂaming sword. Henry
charged at the giant knight with his sword over his head, ready to
strike. Henry jumped up, swung his sword at the giant knight and
the giant knight parried Henry’s sword, knocking Henry back. The
giant knight attacked the archer who suddenly shot a ﬂaming arrow
at the giant knight, which got stuck in the giant knight’s armor.
Since the arrow was on ﬁre, it melted the giant knight’s armor and
burnt the giant knight to the dust. Henry picked up the doubleedged ﬂaming sword and from then on, Henry would use the ﬂaming sword.
They kept on going forward and soon they found a small town
that looked like a medieval castle. They bought a robe and a new
staﬀ for the mage, a broad shield and a broad hammer for the berserker, a batch of poison arrows and a new quiver for the archer and
a new set of armor for Henry. Then, they met an army of goblins
that were going to attack the town, so Henry threw his sword like a
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Frisbee at the goblin army. They tried to dodge it, they jumped up,
but it was too late; the sword hit them in the leg. They thought it
was okay, but the sword was on ﬁre, so it burned the goblins to dust.
It was like it was raining, but it was goblin dust.
Ray Chen

The Snow
Cold snow drifting
Cold snow drifting
A soft blanket of white
Covering a giant meadow
Cold snow drifting
Cold snow drifting
The chill of snow
Spreading far and wide
Cold snow drifting
Cold snow drifting
The hush of snowﬂakes falling
Within a deep, dark forest
Cold snow drifting
Cold snow drifting
The snap of twigs
Under mysterious feet
Cold snow drifting
Cold snow drifting
The salty taste of cold snow
On a frozen sea
Cold snow drifting
Cold snow drifting
The freshness of snow
Upon a shimmering iceberg
Charlotte Covey
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Never Look Back to the Past
Never look back to the past
if you look back
what will you see
you will see the past
when you see your past
would you go back
or would you stay
if you stay
you will be sad or cry
so that’s why
never look back to the past
Sanjiv Doraisamy

My Amazing Treehouse
If I could design my own treehouse it would look like this.
The ﬁrst ﬂoor would be the lobby. The lobby has couches, a TV,
a sandbox and a climbing wall, so if you’re a kid and you’re bored
while waiting, you can play in the sandbox or climb on the climbing wall.
When you want to go in, you have to go through security. It
scans the things you bring with an X-ray machine and makes sure
you’re not bringing anything dangerous. You have to have a key to
get in the elevator. To get the key, you have to reserve days when
you want to stay in the treehouse. You can only stay up to a week
in the treehouse and after you leave the treehouse you have to wait
three days until you can reserve a time to go back into the treehouse. If you try to come back in less than three days, the treehouse
will detect you with hidden detectors. If you get in, a big slide will
activate below you and will slide you out of the treehouse. Or, if you
stay longer than a week, the treehouse will slide you out of the treehouse with all your things you brought to the treehouse.
The second ﬂoor is the poolroom where there are slides, rope
swings and tables where you eat and lockers to put your things.
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The third ﬂoor is where the bedrooms are. There are about thirty
rooms. Each room has two queen size mattresses, a bathroom, a TV,
a bookshelf, an arcade machine and a shower. You also can control
the room temperature with a controller.
The fourth ﬂoor is a big dining room where there are tables that
can hold up to six people. There are chairs covered with a blanket,
so you can be comfy on your chair. There are also waiters who ask
you what you want to eat. You can ask them for almost any kind
of food.
The ﬁfth ﬂoor is the entertainment ﬂoor where there are multiple
movie rooms that have really big TVs and very comfy chairs. There
also is a bowling alley where you can bowl and a machine that keeps
track of your score. The next room is a trampoline park where there
are about twenty trampolines. Each trampoline can extend up to
ten feet, so you and all of your family can have fun bouncing on one
trampoline. The last room on the entertainment ﬂoor is the arcade
where there are a bunch of fun games to play like Pac-Man and
other favorites.
The sixth ﬂoor is the animal ﬂoor where you can bring your animal and they will have a huge blast. Also, when you bring your
animal they will have a huge blast and also make friends with other
animals. It’s ﬁlled with slides, toys and an animal friend matcher.
This ﬁnds two animals that have things in common with you and
matches them up. When you leave the treehouse, it will transport
your animal back to you.
The seventh ﬂoor is the sports ﬂoor where you can play any kind
of sports you want. There are ﬁve ﬁelds, each controlled by a controller, where you just press a button and it turns into whatever
sports ﬁeld you want. It also counts how many people you have to
play with you and it gives you the equipment you need.
The last ﬂoor is the lookout ﬂoor where you spot people with a
telescope coming into the tree house.
After reading this, you probably think that this treehouse is going
to draw a bunch of attention, but it’s not. The treehouse is magic, so
to people it’s really small, but on the inside it’s huge!
Conner Lee
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My Two-Story Treehouse
My two-story treehouse has a pool on the ﬁrst ﬂoor. It has a diving
board and a water slide that is ﬁfty miles long. The pool looks uncomfortable. It also has a giant taco that if you eat it, the taco will
regenerate. The taco has tomatoes, cheese, ground beef, lettuce, and
onion. When I smell the taco, I will want to eat it immediately! It
has a giant trampoline that if you jump on it you will ﬂy all the way
to the moon, which makes me feel a little sick. It has a room full
of animals. There are dogs, cats, snakes, frogs, toads, owls, snails,
tarantulas, leopard geckos, chameleons, hawks, and hummingbirds.
All of the animals are yelling and screaming! It is a catastrophe! If
you go into a tunnel, you will end up in a room with frogs and toads
everywhere.
The second ﬂoor has a whole room of dinosaurs and dragons ﬂying and crawling and walking around everywhere. There is also a
big room full of gigantic loaves of monkey bread, baked by monkeys. The monkey bread isn’t all that good. It tastes like monkey
fur! Last but not least, there is a gigantic room full of mirrors at
the very entrance of it, so that if there are any thieves, they will get
tricked by wondering which one is their actual body and which ones
are their reﬂections.
Renzo Nickerson

The Night Flight
A bat shutters in the night, and hears her babies crying in sight.
She ﬂew away for some berries, collected them all for some breakfast. She brings their father, who gives the animals a good fright
and takes his family to a high cliﬀ for a surprise. The surprise was a
constellation that looks like a bat. It is called the nightlight. When
bats desperately need something, the nightlight guides you to your
destiny. Now, let’s go to bat cliﬀ. It is a place of quiet, darkness and
there’s no light. It is our home.
Once, your ant sisters tried to bring eternal darkness to the
world. They tried for years. Our ant sisters were trying to ﬁnd an
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ancient gem so that we could burst the sun, but they disappeared
before they could. So now, we have to work together. We all work
day after day and guess what? Tomorrow our work will pay oﬀ and
those terrible barbarian humans will have lots of critters!
“We will eat ice cream without it melting!” shouted Ariana.
She is one of the children. Time by time the bats ﬂy, day after day,
there comes a new way. So, they put the jewel on and poof all of the
people were dying because of all the mosquitoes taking blood. The
vampires came out for a fright. Then, I ﬂew back and took the jewel
and everything was back to normal.
That was brave, but you almost ruined the bat population. Listen,
once your little self lost a sister. She got stuck in the jewel, so the bats
tried to brew the potion, but only her sister can, because you’re too little.
One morning, I woke up and put a weird thing on me so I didn’t
burn. I got the jewel and brewed the spell and poured it on the
jewel. Rose was set free! She said, “I’m free, I’m free! Oh, can it be,
thanks to old young she?” “Rose, I’m your sister. I found you.” said
Ariana. “Let’s show mum and dad!” “No!” said Rose. “Why?” said
Ariana. “When I was trapped I aged, but I don’t look like it.” said
Rose. “So, how old are you? Are you 150?” said Ariana. “Yes, I am
150,” said Rose. “Wait, but I’m older,” said Ariana. “Yes, but you
never aged because you are stuck in time and this has already happened. Tomorrow, something bad is going to happen and you have
to stop it and try and change the future. I warn you, it will be hard,”
said Rose.
The little bats had dreams of their fun times together. The next
day Ariana left Rose in the same place. A three-headed snake came
and Ariana protected her. When that was over, it was morning and
Rose woke up and was turned into ashes. Then, Ariana heard the
noise and all she saw was dirt. “I must be in a grave. I’m not stuck
in time any more! I must be in a bat grave,” said Rose. Days, nights
and mornings passed and when she was ﬁnished digging, she was
ninety-nine and got burned into ashes because she couldn’t ﬂy to
her house. Then, she remembered a weird thing, she didn’t know
ever happened. She had a daughter named Kelly.
Asna Omar
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Trip to the Mountain
On the ice cold mountain
I’m as cold as ice on the skating rink
On the big running track
I’m as fast as lightning striking
On the farm
The sheep is as ﬂuﬀ y as a cloud
When I am reading
I’m as still as a tree in winter
When the power goes out
I’m as dark as the midnight sky
In the morning at 6:00 a.m.
I’m as tired as water in a still pond
When I’m sleeping
I’m as hard as a big rock
When I’m eating breakfast
I am as happy as a shooting star
When I’m playing
I’m as giggly as a horse
When going to the cabin
I’m as excited as a waterfall
On the last step of the mountain
I’m as tired as an ant carrying a big, red apple
Meiheng Xiao
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A Magical Mystery Tour
of Words and Wonder
SESSION D

T

his camp will forever put a smile on my face each time I reminisce over these young writers. They were true adventurers,
primed and ready to take on completely new challenges in their
writing. These worshippers were very open and honest with me
about where they were, and the moment I would cover a word or
phrase they did not recognize, I was inundated with questions and
enthusiasm over learning completely new ways to make their writing more “professional” as one child proclaimed. It was a pleasure to
watch them experiment with working dialogue into their memoirs,
and explore the subtle nuances of humor and fantasy in the magical
realism genre. It seemed the more speciﬁc and complex the genre I
would teach, the more intrigued and excited this group would get.
Figurative writing was deﬁnitely a trickier subject, but we explored
the notions from a number of diﬀerent angles until each camper
was clear on how ﬁgurative writing could be used in diﬀerent forms
and bring meaning and depth to the images they wished to conjure
in their writing. I enjoyed having the opportunity to dwell a little
longer on subjects they insisted they wanted to understand properly.
There was a wonderful sense of exploration throughout this workshop and the humor and wit was abundant in conversation and in
through their writing which felt like a very equanimous rapport,
making it fun and fulﬁlling to show up and work each day.
393
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I was thrilled to see the outcomes of the course take shape in
the memoirs and magical realism stories you are about to read.
The gifted Ellie blew us all away with her poignant magical realism memoir about the collective emotional rollercoaster of expecting a new baby in the family. The formidable Julian gave an honest
and somewhat mysterious account of his ﬁrst road trip, where he
really got into the characteristics of what a memoir needed to be.
The noble Pranav’s magical realism story about a very unusual breed
of tiger is one of the funniest pieces I have read by a child his age,
but it still ended with a tenderness that set it apart. The adorable
Neel’s imaginative piece of magical realism will also bring about
laughter, and he had an innate gift for advanced and subtle humor,
with contemporary contexts. The sweet and mindful Aaryan created an action-packed fantasy story with a very dramatic plot twist
that thrilled the rest of his classmates, and I appreciate how diligent
he was over editing.
Overall, I must say that the commitment to revising, reimagining, and editing their work was a huge takeaway from this workshop for each and every child. We really honed in on what it means
to edit and reimagine their own work, and they all became connoisseurs of ﬁgurative writing in their own ways, which felt empowering and rich in experience for all involved. I will miss these
little metaphor-moguls and word-wizards. We truly created another world during our time together and as always with Badgerdog
camps, I was grateful not only to be teaching the writing I love, but
also to be taught by a group of children who were so generous and
open with all they could with me. Thank you.
Jem Goulding
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Clouds and Rainbows
It happened at night. My mom called my brother, Van, and me
downstairs. She was giving us T-shirts. Mine said, “Oldest Child.”
Van’s said, “Middle Child.” Then, she held up a onesie. It said,
“Youngest Child.” She asked us who it was for. My brother and I
guessed and guessed. Finally my mom told me, “We’re having a
baby!” It was suddenly very sunny outside. Rainbows started to
form. The clouds were all smiling at me.
My mom went to a bunch of doctor’s appointments. She was ﬁne
but one day, she told us the baby had died. A crack formed in the
ceiling and a gray cloud ﬂoated through the crack and it started to
rain over my head. I felt like my heart had been stomped on and
then thrown in the dirt and then buried. Van cried for a little while.
Then he stopped crying and went into the other room to play with
some Legos. Lightning appeared from my cloud. I wanted to know
if the baby was a boy or a girl but now I would never know. Then
my heart felt like it had been boiled in a stew, stomped on again and
ripped into pieces. Every time I tried to eat, a rain cloud formed
with thunder and lightning bolting at me. I felt like starving. For
the next few months, the family had a rain cloud. The rain cloud
followed us all around, wherever we went. Whenever I tried to read,
I couldn’t because the rain ruined the pages of my book. Whenever
I tried to eat, the rain made my food soggy.
Then one day, the rain cloud disappeared and another rainbow
sprouted from a crack in the wall. My mom told us we were having another baby. This time it didn’t die. The rainbow clouds were
smiling at me all over again. I felt so much like the rainbow. My
mom went to even more doctor’s appointments. This time, even I
got to go. The baby was healthy. My rainbow grew more colorful.
My clouds started to smile from ear to ear. I decided to agree with
the doctors and believe that the baby was healthy.
My brother and my dad and I went to a cafe. The rainbow followed us there and this time there were beautiful butterﬂies. They
danced around me. I felt like dancing too but I couldn’t in the cafe.
We were talking about the baby. We thought the baby would be
born on Christmas but we were wrong. He was born on his due
date, December 28. I wanted a dragon for Christmas. I wanted a
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dragon because they are very powerful and beautiful. If any more
sad droopy gray clouds come in, my dragon could blow them down
with its ﬁery breath. But I didn’t get one.
On a very sunny day, my dad asked me if we wanted to name
the baby Jack or Rhys. Van and I both said Jack. A few days later,
my dad said it was going to be Rhys. My raincloud formed again. I
didn’t want his name to be Rhys. Then, my dad told me Rhys meant
dragon. My rainbow formed all over again. Butterﬂies were ﬂying.
The rainbow was smiling. Its colors were even brighter than before.
I did get a dragon for Christmas.
To this day, Rhys screams and cries when he is using his ﬁery
breath. He usually uses his breath when he is angry or hungry.
When he uses his ﬁery breath, we feed him or calm him down.
Rhys feels like a real dragon and sunshine. Rhys makes me feel so
much like a dragon that I feel like my body is going to FLY!!!!!
Ellie Ratzel

Dolphins and Donuts
I was nervous because I’ve never been on a road trip. The ride was
from Austin, Texas to Savannah, Georgia. It was going to be the longest road trip in my life. My parents were worried if I could sit in the
car seat for that long. We started early on a Thursday morning. Our
ﬁrst pitstop was in New Orleans. I looked out the window and saw a
lot of colorful shops and people wearing costumes and tie dye shirts.I
thought it was a party town. We arrived at a hotel and decided to
stay there for two days. The next day we went sightseeing. While we
were walking in New Orleans we walked across a famous cafe called
Cafe du Monde. It was so crowded that we were curious to go inside.
My mom searched the cafe on her phone and found out it got good
reviews . . . “This place must be good, it’s popular,” said my mom.
We decided to go inside. We got a warm welcome from the person who helped get us our food and explained about the delicacies
they had to oﬀer, beignets were one of them. I got seven beignets. It
tasted like a puﬀ y sugar cloud on my ﬁrst bite itself. We went to the
hotel and rested for next day’s adventure.
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We explored more in New Orleans, where I had the best seafood
I ever tasted. I had shrimp from the famous Drago’s seafood restaurant. My parents tried oysters, they said it was delicious but kids
cannot eat it.The next day we started from New Orleans. One of the
route options was along the longest bridges in the world named The
Lake Pontchartrain Causeway we picked it. I was bored to death as
I felt the bridge was never ending so I asked my mom if I could use
my iPad. “No, enjoy the scenery,” my mom said. When we reached
the end we took a right turn onto the highway towards Florida.
Our destination was one of the beaches there. On the way my dad
found an alternate route that goes along the beach. We decided to
take that even though it was taking longer. Soon after the detour
we started seeing white sand then the beach appeared on the right
hand side where I was sitting. It was noon when we reached there,
the white sand was glittering in full sun. Then I asked my parents if
I could go pick up seashells.
“Why not?” said my dad. We went to the beach.
As I was walking along the shore, I felt an itch on my leg. I realized it was just wet sand after checking closely. I shook oﬀ the sand
then my eye caught a strange glow before I could see it. The sand
covered it up. The glow looked like a seashell reﬂecting the light,
but the sight also had a magic quality. I sometimes think of this moment, even nowadays.
The following day we reached Savannah. We went sightseeing
there as well. We decided to explore an island in Savannah. There I
saw a weird looking animal with a hard shell like a turtle’s and a rat
tail. I asked my dad, “What is that? Is it gonna nibble on my feet?”
Then my dad said, “It is just a horseshoe crab, it does not attack
humans.” It was a big relief for me. We decided to take a boat to see
dolphins. I was so thrilled that I was jumping around in circles like
a new puppy. We went on the boat and slowly started to get into the
ocean. We could see a lighthouse from a distance. The captain told
us a story about the lighthouse. It was a story about a girl who used
to wave a scarf hoping her boyfriend would see it if he was in any of
the passing ships. I had so many fun moments during this road trip
and I got to talk with diﬀerent people. Deﬁnitely all these experiences would help me grow as a person and . . . I learned that I really
love dolphins and beignets!
Julian Joseph
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Tiger Paint
One day, on a warm afternoon in Brazil, a mother and her boy were
heading out on a walk in the rainforest. The boy was round and
chubby like a prize pig. The mom was slim and straight as a penguin.
The mom’s name was Anna the boy’s name was Arron. They were
going into a deep wide forest to search for rare fruit to make a special cake. The branches of the trees patched the forest in green. The
plants, hanging tree moss, leaves and vines altogether smelt fresh but
damp and deep as the ocean. There were sounds of birds chirping
and insects singing. There was a smell of rain and it was humid.
Then, out of nowhere a Tiger crossed their path . . . its face
looked a little odd.
“What kind of tiger is that?” asked Arron
“I believe it is a rare cosmetologist Tiger,” said Anna.
They were walking when suddenly the tiger punched right up
to them.
“Howdy . . . can I give you some advice on how you can be prettier?” asked the tiger politely and with some excitement.
“Wait, you can talk?” exclaimed Anna in disbelief.
“Yes,” replied the Tiger. “I have to talk all the time in this work.
My job here is to advise the whole jungle on their beauty regime and
they can look their best.” The tiger proceeded to advise Anna for
what felt like hours, until Anna asked if the tiger could just DO it
instead of just talking about it.
“Makeover time!” shouted the tiger as he reached into his fur
and pulled out a bag of tricks.
Arron had to wait another 2 hours for Anna to become the princess of the jungle. The wait felt like a million years and he fell asleep
at one pointy. The tiger put lipstick, powder, lotion, eyeliner and
other things that Aaron didn’t recognize. When the Tiger was ﬁnished painting her face, he stepped back to admire his work. In this
moment Anna was so pretty that Arron felt a new admiration for his
mother. He realized it was worth the wait as she was happy, and he felt
a lot of love for her. She had changed instantly into something Arron
had never seen. The mom thanked the tiger with delight, and they
went about their forest walk . . . Anna and his new princess mom.
Pranav Krishnamurthy
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The Fountain of Future
On my delivery route as a young Amazon driver, my boss asked
me to make a drop-oﬀ to a person named Mr. Trailer at 675 Elm
Street. I found this name amusing and was curious about the set-up
I was about to see. Back then, I saw all kinds of places people called
home. As I approached I saw it was the opposite of a trailer home
. . . in fact it was a mansion, a big one. I saw an old man sitting in
the window watching me upload his package with anticipation. His
skin was wrinkly like when you stay in the bathtub too long and
your ﬁngers shrivel. He signaled the door to me . . . which I took as
an invite to walk in.
As I walked in his eye lit up, and he seemed very excited for his
big package. It was so big I had to wheel it in. The old man jumped
up with a knife in his hand I thought he was going to stab me, but
quickly realized he was just trying to open his package.
When he opened it a big fountain stood tall as the Empire State
Building in the middle of the hallway. I asked the old man what it
was for.
“Let me tell you,” he said, and continued to recount that he
found it as a little boy but Archaeologists took the fountain away
and sold the fountain to underground thing-market, which years
later became Amazon.
“And when I paid for it last week,” the man said, “I actually gave
those thieves $100,000.”
“Why did you buy it for so much?” I asked.
“Let me show you,” he said, taking some of the water in a cup
from the fountain. When he drank his eyes changed color and a
mysterious voice came from the water and said, “You will die of a
virus in the future called COVID-19 and will leave this fountain to
someone else standing right next to you . . .”
“Me!” I shouted, interrupting the fountain. The old man jumped
out of his skin, looked like I had been really disrespectful. I seem
to have angered him. I said I better be going because I was worried
what the fountain would do to me since I interrupted it “bye!” I
mumbled as I shuﬄed away.
The old man was sad as I left the mansion. I slammed the door
and ran back to the truck and back at the oﬃce. When I told my
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boss the whole thing, he said to apologize to Mr. Trailer or I would
be ﬁred. I went and told him sorry and he was happy that I apologized and gave me the fountain as a gift, since this was the prophecy the fountain had shared. I was so happy, I asked, “Want to be
friends?”
“Sure,” said the old man.
His funeral two years later was very sad, but I got to say “bye!”to
him in the hospital, just like I did when he showed me the fountain
of the future. Mr Trailer laughed at the irony of it, and did not
seem scared to die. Years later I told my kids not to play with the
fountain. I told them about someone who was very generous to me;
Mr. Trailer. I told my children all about his life, and we celebrated
him as we thought about the future.
Neel Nambisan

The Magical Boys
Once upon a time long ago there were two brothers that were always ﬁghting and would never stop. The brothers were twins. The
oldest brother was born only a few seconds before the other brother.
The oldest brother was named Aaryan and the younger brother was
named Wally.
Aaryan had jet black hair that was darker as a black panther. He
had one a black sleeve and a watch that he always wore on his right
hand. Wally had blue hair that looked like the color of the ocean
and always wore his lucky gold medallion. Their dad had brown
hair that looked like the same color of a brown bear and always
wore his lucky necklace. Aaryan and Wally were always ﬁghting.
They fought about who was better in sports or wrestling. Their dad
always tried to stop them but no matter what he did they were always trying to beat each other up. They did not have a mother and
this was part of the problem. Their dad told them that she died in a
car crash but the two brothers knew that he was lying. That was the
only thing the two brothers agreed on actually. They never asked
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their dad how their mother died because they thought he would get
angry, so it became this awkward pic of pain in the family.
When they were ﬁfteen they started to stop ﬁghting. They started
to agree on lots of stuﬀ. They built a treehouse together and they
started to get along over everything. The tree house was painted
green and it had a pin code that you had to dial to get into it.
Then ﬁnally one day they asked how their mom died. Their dad’s
face looked like it would explode in agony. He looked like he was
going to cry, then he told them, “The truth is that she died in a wizard battle when you guys were two years old.”
Just then they heard loud stomps outside. They went outside
to see trolls coming from up from under the ground causing huge
mounds of earth to rise up like monsters.
“It is happening!” the dad exclaimed.
“What is?!” asked Aaryan and Wally. Their dad explained that
when they were babies their mom stopped the trolls from killing
them. He told them that they were both wizards and their destiny
is to stop the trolls from killing all the people in the town. They
focused their minds on the trolls. In their brain they felt a sort of
tickling feeling and heard a set of words in a language they did not
recognize but could understand. They said the words they heard out
loud, and the trolls disappeared like phantoms. The whole town was
saved by two boys. The two boys lived happily with their dad in the
town they had saved. Everyday they worked with the powers for
good, but never argued with each other again.
Aaryan Chauhan
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The Clock Mermaid
—AF TER

M AT T H E A H A R V E Y ’ S

“THE

B A C K YA R D M E R M A I D ”

The Clock Mermaid lives inside a house and lives to wake up people.
She doesn’t get a break. She continuously click-clocks. Her challenge
is to have a break for one day every month when she is out of battery.
She lives with her brother Isaac, her sister Saron, and her parents.
She is kept in one spot on the hallway where everyone sees her. Her
hope and dream is to be free.
Samuel Amsalu
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M

y ﬁrst impression of these eight students was not a thought,
but a feeling. Our ﬁrst lesson was casting “color spells,” employing our ﬁve senses to relate a color beyond what is obvious. If I
were to associate that ﬁrst day with a color, I would say it was a yellow-orange-red, perhaps a peachy kind of orange (though I didn’t
know it then), drawn from chalk pastels that left residue on your
ﬁngers and casted a ﬁlmy glow in your heart, a glow that rose and
rose—an inﬁnitely warm feeling.
This feeling proved true throughout the three weeks we talked,
wrote, and laughed together. The Peachy Platypuses, before they
were so named, were already among the kindest students I’ve had
the chance to work with. Each brought their own energy and awareness into the classroom. They were always willing to speak their
minds, but willing to listen, too. The support and consideration
they extended to each other was natural to them, and our classes
passed in a ﬂurry of conversation, anecdotes, discussing the reading materials, and sharing written work. There was an openness and
generosity that the students possessed, which made me feel like I
was working with a much older group. They cared to be kind to
each other and it showed vibrantly in the way that they spoke, gave
feedback, and related to their peers.

403
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Plus, the Peachy Platypuses can write anything. Odes, letters,
mysteries, portals. Oh, is there a quaint cottage raised on stilts in
the woods? They’d know who lives there. From misplaced mythical
creatures, characters with terrible luck, what it’s like to be a dreamcatcher, and explaining the cluttered world inside us, these students
are never deterred by the challenge, but write eagerly, thoughtfully,
and with joy. Give them winter, a box of wishes, and a cloaked ﬁgure at a train station, and they can unravel whole stories.
And while doing all of the above, they wrote the mammoth tale
of “Mystica: The Town of Magic,” with a cast of characters you’ll
ﬁnd yourself relating to, laughing with, and rooting for. The inventiveness and enthusiasm ﬂowing into this collaborative story left
me in awe, not only because of the sense of responsibility they felt
towards the project, but their ability to work together: developing
characters, creating plot, and reaching an epic, bittersweet conclusion. It was eﬀortless working with them, and as you read the work
to follow, you’ll be dazzled by their humor, their heart, and their
glowing imaginations.
Loan Tran
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The House Griﬃn
I sit.
I stay.
I listen to my owners to get rewarded.
I hope.
I wish
for a name,
a calling,
a better life
away from this miserable house.
Here, I only know leftovers, which smell like garbage and taste
like dirt,
restless days
and nights in the house,
performing tricks for loud humans
like a circus monkey.
Out there, through the window, a square of hope,
that looks into paradise, the outside world
I would ﬂy free.
With the freedom
to run,
leap,
and play.
A golden-brown gleaming griﬃn soaring through the skies.
Meeting another.
Finding more,
more to life,
more than this miserable prison with boisterous humans
and other enslaved animals.
My name is “Griﬃn” and I wish to be free
ﬂying through the air,
running and leaping.
Don’t you wish for more?
There, an unlatched window, a portal to freedom!
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I will
go
and ﬂy
and leap.
Through the window!
Finally free.
Finally Home.
Audrey Cassidy

Sphinx of the Moon
I hate rocks. Rocks can’t answer riddles. Rocks can’t die. Rocks are
cold. Unfeeling. Rocks are hard. Dirty, dusty. Dull. I am interesting. I am cruel. Fierce. Lively. Clever. Cunning. I am stuck on this
boring, lifeless, rocky world forever. Sometimes, I look at my colorful planet and I can almost see the panicked expression on a mortal’s face before I devour my helpless prey. Rocks don’t panic. I hate
rocks.
Amaya Zesati
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Before Goldilocks’s Big Adventure
Hi! Yes, attention, I haven’t had this much attention since . . . . . . . . .
Okay, so I haven’t had so much attention, but that’s not bad. Okay,
it’s horrible!!!!! I am supposed to be the cute one in my family, the
one everyone pays attention to, but ever since Kayla came home after her “big adventure,” she’s the one everyone is paying attention
to. I think she should have stayed in the Big Bad Wolf’s stomach, he
would be happy I said that. All I have been doing is trying to survive, because ever since she became “Little Red Riding Hood,” I
have been getting less cupcakes and sweets. I used to get a hundred
sweets an hour, and now I’m getting ﬁfty! It’s horrible; she shall die!
I guess I could say that Lia, my sister, has a little in common with
me. I mean, is she dying because she doesn’t get enough food? No!
Is she so miserable because she doesn’t have any friends? Maybe, but
no one should care about Kayla or Lia! They should care about me!
One day, I woke up thinking I would have ten thousand presents
downstairs, but when I got there, there were none! Well actually,
there were a lot of presents, but they’re for Kayla, not for me! Booo!!!
I looked in the fridge for a pink cupcake and a big slice of cake, but
I saw a blue cupcake and a tiny slice of cake. Kayla stole from me,
but of course, no one will care, so sad. I took the blue cupcake and
called Lia to come downstairs. I am going to throw this cupcake
in her face. I mean, I have to get all my anger out somehow. And if
I do it to Kayla, I would just get in trouble, but not with Lia! She
came down the stairs and I threw the cupcake at her, but it fell right
in front of her. Oops, she will just get in trouble, right?
“Mommy! You told me that I could have the last pink cupcake
and a big slice of cake this morning, but Kayla ate my sweets again!!!”
I yelled. Then I said, “Lia also threw a cupcake on the ground for no
reason. She tried to throw it at me, not that you’d care,” I grumbled.
Then mommy came down the stairs and started yelling at Lia for
staining the carpet.
When I was walking out of the house, I saw Lia’s emotions. Her
face was all twisted like she just ate a sour peach, but she was also
crying. I started feeling really bad for her and regretted getting her
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in trouble for something she didn’t do, but then, I looked back and
she looked like she wanted to kill me! Yeah! Someone wanted to destroy the precious Goldilocks!!! I quickly went out the door, and
said to myself, “It’s on, Lia, it’s on.”
I started planning attacks, pranks, some way to make her embarrassed. I never noticed how sad she’s been. Well, I don’t care!
“Uggggg!!!” I said, loud enough for a bunch of people to notice
(that was my plan, so people would be like, Oh, Goldilocks, what’s
wrong?), but people just stared at me, thinking, She is nothing like
her sister, Little Red Riding Hood. She is horrible, she is so little, she is
so needy and wants all these things, and is going to have a dark, dark
future. They didn’t say those exact things about me, but that’s what
I thought they’d say. I thought they’d say all these things. It’s going
to ruin my life! I won’t be pretty now!!! Why, why, why, why, aaaahhhhhh! I started having a tantrum, but then I heard people talking
about me, and saying horrible things about me, and maybe it’s true,
maybe that’s how Lia feels.
“Stop feeling for Lia and stop getting sidetracked!!!” I screamed
to myself. It was way louder than I intended it to be, because people
started staring at me again. I brushed oﬀ the dust from my cute blue
dress. I felt so miserable and no one even cares. I saw Lia talking
to some stranger, maybe they would take her away. Well, I didn’t
care. I kind of wanted a stranger to take me away, away from this
place, somewhere people will see me and not think, Oh, that’s Little Red Riding Hood’s sister, somewhere people will pay attention
to me, someplace that I ﬁt in, somewhere else from this unknown
perspective.
Beatrix Williams
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Mind Power
Eleven years of the mind doing what it does best. It never takes a
break! It has been thinking and doing stuﬀ since I was born. The
mind is one of the greatest things on earth. The mind makes the important decisions. The mind is the hand; I am the puppet. I am the
puppet who always wonders. Who is like every other human being.
Who is controlled in every way possible. I am the puppet who has
all ﬁve senses and wonders about them all the time. I am the puppet
who has important things, like friends and family, and even a dog.
Who also has nightmares, enemies, and bad things in the world. I
am the puppet who has a life. The mind is the ﬁrst brick in a building. It makes all sorts of things possible. The mind is what makes
me, me.
Elise Yan

The Ghost Adventurer
b o ok : t h e s h a d ow e d f ig u r e
In June, I had to move to Tennessee from Florida. In Florida, mom
died, and it was too much for dad, so we moved here. When I ﬁrst
saw the house it sent goosebumps down my arms. As I looked at the
big house, I felt fear coming from it. It was weird. I went to sleep in
my bare room. The moon was milky-white in the dark, evil sky. The
clouds looked as soft as cotton candy and they were a lovely shade
of white, too.
When I woke up, a white misty ﬁgure was hovering above me. I
instantly realized she was a ghost. She was very friendly. Her name
was Charlotte and she kept saying that I was the one. What does that
mean, I thought.
The next night, there was no moon. The night was scary. Soon,
Charlotte pointed down a dark, scary hallway and there was a
cloaked ﬁgure standing there. He chained Charlotte in a shadow
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and glided over to me. I felt paralyzed. He seemed to be doing
something to me. I was growing very, very weak. I collapsed.
I woke up in the morning very weak. I was in bed. My dad came
in and said, “I found you outside of my door and you are very sick,
so you shouldn’t move for a while.” The clock struck noon and I
thought everything was a dream until I saw Charlotte again and
asked what had happened. Apparently, the house used to be full of
happy ghosts until he showed up. He scared all the ghosts away and
drained their powers.
“That feeling you felt when you saw this place was fear. This is
a doom trap for ghosts. Only you can help us. Help me save my
friends and save my world. Please! I have already started to disappear. You must hurry!”
I said yes, but I am too weak to even move.
“At midnight, you will be ﬁne if you are the chosen one.”
At 11:59 p.m., time just stopped, and after ﬁve minutes of it being “11:59,” we knew something was wrong, so Charlotte put me in
a wheelchair she found and pushed me to the main living room. I
could tell that it was very hard for her to push me around like that.
Especially since she was disappearing.
Then, when we entered the main living room, we saw the
cloaked ﬁgure. He was standing next to the grandfather clock and
the grandfather clock had stopped. There was a shadow leading up
to it. It was obvious that the shadowed ﬁgure had stopped it.
But how is that possible?
But, of course, this house was full of ghosts. That grandfather
clock probably isn’t an ordinary clock. He chuckled and glided
away happily.
I thought, Um, hey do you think you can maybe grab that orange
and green vase, please? And put it right in front of the grandfather
clock?
Suddenly, the clock struck midnight and there was this blinding
ﬂash of white. I ﬂoated up into the air. When the light was gone, I
had long, braided hair, a silver headband, and wore a white dress.
I’m super strong, fast, swift, and I can understand animals. And
somehow, I have healing powers. So, I followed the cloaked ﬁgure
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and when he wasn’t expecting me, I lunged and destroyed the ﬁgure. But it was just a shadow and I fell on the ground. The shadow
was moving too fast and he disappeared. All he left behind was
some weird locket that was locked.
The sun came up and I returned to normal and walked back to
my bed. Everything was just ﬁne, and everyone turned back to normal. Charlotte came with me everywhere. But I couldn’t stop thinking about the locket. Why was it locked, and well, how?
There was no lock.
Isabel Oria

Sirens in the Desert
My two sisters and I let out our ﬁnal singing breath. It was hopeless, there were no tasty humans nearby. Being half-singing human,
half-bloodthirsty vulture was never an easy situation. But ever since
Athena, god of war and wisdom, cursed us upon this desert, we
have not had one bite of ﬂesh or human bone. I starve to death every day or two, only to spend some time in Tartarus, and then be released. When alone in this dry ocean, I sit with my two sisters, Rava
and Carathe, staring out the miles and miles of yellow sand. When
we die, we go to Tartarus. That’s where every Greek beast, villain, or
titan goes when they die. After some time there, they are released.
All the other monsters would want our autographs, since we were
the one and only fearsome sirens amongst an underworld of cyclops
and minotaurs. But nowadays, we are not as appreciated, since our
victim rate has dropped down to zero. Us sirens must simply wait
out some 50,000 years or so, until Athena lets us be relieved of our
punishment.
Luca Zesati
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The Oceans Inside You
Memories ﬂood my brain,
some ﬁlled with crystal clear water,
some ﬁlled with darkness and dirt and blood.
Making up everything, taking away everything.
Creating a never-ending cycle of something words are too dull to
describe.
Rising and falling, like ocean waves, taking away lives, but
somehow bringing peace,
and joy, and calm.
Emotion,
bubbling up, like sea foam, a gift from the oceans tireless waves,
but also a tragedy.
Beneath the surface,
all you can see is darkness,
all you can hear is darkness,
all you can feel is light.
Love,
a barrier,
keeping the memories from taking control,
keeping the emotions from seizing you in their grasp,
keeping the darkness beneath the surface.
Keeping you safe,
because you know,
no matter what,
you have to come back for them,
because without them,
you’d have no reason,
to keep trying,
to keep ﬁghting,
to keep loving,
to keep yourself, from drowning in the waves
of the oceans inside you.
Maya Ravichandran
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Blue—The Color of Many Forms
Blue is the color of a ﬁsh swimming through a clear lake,
Blue looks like the sky on a warm summer day,
Blue sounds like the ocean waves pounding against the rocks on
the beach,
Blue smells like the beginning of spring, fresh and clear,
Blue tastes like freshly picked blueberries, in a picnic, in fall,
Blue feels like the feathers of a small bird inside the palm of
your hand,
Blue is sad like the rain that keeps you inside in spring,
Blue is happy like the cool ice in your fresh lemonade,
Blue means the beginning of winter and snow falling,
Blue is the color that can take many forms,
just like the blue water you drink every day.
Sohum Jain
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A

lot goes on in the Secret Guac Society, though it actually has
very little to do with guacamole. Maybe the name is a front for
what’s really happening here: The chaos of inventive minds converging in a space for daring writers. Over the past three weeks, we’ve
written odes to household objects, questioned the Tooth Fairy in
the ongoing saga of students losing their baby teeth, wrote stories,
made Harry Potter references, wrote more stories, poems, letters,
and seemed to be constantly falling into and out of books. Every
day was unpredictable, which was the best condition to be in when
looking to make discoveries.
The Secret Guac Society is full of distinct personalities, diverse
interests, and diﬀering opinions. The need to ask questions—not
just about our reading materials, but about ideas, the world, each
other—was at the forefront of our conversations. What I admired
most was that these students weren’t interested in a singular answer,
but through shared perspective and insight, they wanted to increase
the possibility of things. Their responses to the lessons were always
puzzling, hilarious, and inventive, so that our discussions stemmed
out thoughtfully, in ways I could never have imagined.
Through a collaborative eﬀort, the students also wrote a story
called, “The Kingdom of Fantasia.” It’s an unusual fairy tale in
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which a stranger arrives, the local bookstore has a secret bunker,
a giant lives above the kingdom, Jack’s old cow is a secret spy, Red
Riding Hood’s mother bakes a poisonous cake, there’s an epic battle between dragons and the brave villagers on hippogriﬀs—and
that’s barely scratching the surface of what begins to unfold. What
I learned as I watched these students work on this project is: When
we try to ﬁt things together, as if it’s seamless and perfect, we’re
missing the curious opportunity to stray outside of reason, expectation, and explanation. But when we let these ideas be distinct and
startling, even when they don’t seem to align at all, what we create is
a realm of unknowing, sparked by our agile imaginations.
In their work, these students have proven that a story doesn’t
need to be “reasonable” to feel true and alive, it just needs surprise.
What we feel is “unexplainable,” may in fact be a kind of magic.
The poems and stories that you’re about to read are charged with the
passion these students bring to their writing every day. To me, the
genuine emotion and spirit of exploration behind each piece reﬂects
the students’ awareness of who they are and their wondering, wandering attention to the world around them.
Loan Tran
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Key to a New World
—AN

E XCER P T FR O M A LO N G ER WO R K

I gazed up longingly at the sky, looking at the plain, white moon,
wishing there was something, anything, beyond those clouds, other
than the swallowing color of the pitch-black sky. I then closed my
eyes, and suddenly colors swirled all around me, and soon, objects of diﬀerent shapes and sizes formed, making this experience
as magical as ever. I gaped in awe, for now everything had stopped
whirling, and there was an extraordinary sight beyond my eyes, beyond the moon.
Before me lay a colorful land of wonder with beautiful botanical scenery. I smelled the aroma of a succulent, mouth-watering apple pie. I deeply inhaled the smell of crisp apples intermingled with
warm and delectable spices. I could hear the birds singing a song of
love and Thanksgiving, and I smiled a true smile. I let the breeze
rustle my hair, for I loved that feeling. I heard the waterfall rushing
alongside me. I wanted to say hello, but he was bustling to go meet
the ocean, so I decided it was best not to, and I walked away from
the waterfall and onto a nearby rocky path. It was time to emerge
from my shell and explore.
I decided to follow the rocky path because, for one, it would be
a good way to trace my way back if I needed to, and two, I think it
led to the source of the apple pie. The path meandered though, so it
took me on a longer route. I didn’t mind now, for there was all this
breathtaking scenery, but it was good to know for the future when
I needed to come and leave in a ﬂurry. I looked to my left, then to
my right, my long chocolate brown hair grazing my face, and sometimes covering my sparkling blue eyes. I walked, appreciating my
surroundings.
On the left, I spotted families through their windows, and most
appeared happy. A few houses were made from stone, others were
made from bricks, but most of the houses were made from candy.
Wait . . . candy? I have to try some of the houses! This is a once
in a lifetime opportunity! Undoubtedly, I would come back to this
world again, but it would be a while before I would have enough
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time to walk back over to these candy houses. Though, I could just
be getting myself into trouble! I pleaded with my other self to just
walk away, but to no avail. I knew this wasn’t like the witch story
with Hansel and Gretel. It would be ﬁne! I mean, all of the children
in there were alive, and so were their parents. Hopefully, they didn’t
bake intruders. I shivered at the thought.
That’s when I saw it. The fourth house on the block had a
chimney made from apple pie crust and ﬁlling! Mmm! That was
the house I was going to. I braced myself and used the knocker to
knock on the family’s door. It was like they couldn’t see me because
as the door swung open, the mother exclaimed, “Oh! Nobody is
here! Now isn’t that strange!” My eyebrows started to wrinkle and I
felt quite confused. How can she not see me, I thought. Can she hear
me? Maybe the family can smell me . . . or taste me? I pushed that last
thought aside, for goosebumps were covering my arms. Still, my curiosity took over and I jumped through the small opening right before the door shut. The mother then bolted the door, and I realized
how foolish I had been.
“Oh! We sure are in for a tasty dinner!” a little boy, who looked
around the age of seven, exclaimed. They must be British for he
spoke in a British accent like his mother. The mother started towards me, a menacing smile spread across her face, and she looked
me right in the eye. Before I got to think, she swooped down on me
like an eagle, grasping my arms inordinately tight. I tried to slip
out of her grip, but she dug her ﬁlthy nails deeper into my skin. I
started to tremble and beads of sweat dripped down my face. My
eyes ﬂooded with tears. I was trapped.
Allison Mathias
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Ode to My Kindle
My Kindle lights me,
Like it does to ﬁre.
Knowing its possibilities
Are endless.
Amazing it is.
Read it, I shall.
It is a portal,
A safe haven
For me.
Only me.
I run to it
In times of need.
I am a bird, and Kindle
Travels with me as I
Soar across the world.
Light as air, Kindle is happiness.
Even if the batteries are dead,
Kindle will not let me down. It
Will charge quickly, and delight
Me once more.
The frayed cover of Kindle may seem
Like a dead giveaway to its badness,
But the inside may surprise you, and
Literally you can’t judge this book by its cover.
Kindle is a great big story,
Action stories, sad stories,
Every book is diﬀerent,
But also the same.
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Nothing can take me away.
Even the roaring of a bear
Will not disturb me.
Kindle keeps me safe
From the world
Beyond mine.
Kindle is loyal,
Kindle is kind.
Kindle will not
Stand by,
As the world
Dies.
Nobody has life
Like Kindle.
Who gives stories
To one and all.
I love my Kindle.
One and only,
Kindle.
Ariana Metzger
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Mr. Bon’s Horrible Day
Mr. Bon was having a fabulous day until he came through a portal,
but before I can tell you that story, I got to tell you this one. It was
a hot morning when Mr. Bon, the super-rich man, decided to get
some coﬀee. He went to get some coﬀee when he decided to go to
the restroom. The nearest restroom was a dirty-smelling restroom.
He had heard rumors that it was actually dirty-smelling. But it was
urgent, so he decided to go anyway. When he got on the toilet, right
away, it stunk to death. He quickly did his business and then he left.
But when he ﬂushed . . . he was ﬂushed in and was teleported to
the land of stinky poop. The land stunk so badly, and to make matters
worse, poop was raining from the sky (it was really gross). But that’s
when he saw a blue and red light. He decided to see what it was. The
light was really small. He was like, What on poop-land is that?
He decided to kick it when he suddenly got teleported back in
front of a police oﬃcer and instantly kicked him instead. The police got so mad he gave him a ticket of $100,000. To make matters
worse, his boss came over and said, “Where on earth have you been?
You missed four years of work! You’re ﬁred!”
And from that day on, he was super poor.
Edmund Xie
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The Magic River
In a land far, far away, also called Earth, though it was diﬀerent.
This world was on the edge of dying. The earth depended on magic
to survive. There was one mighty wizard who had all the magic to
keep the world together, but as the wizard grew older, so did the
world. And once this wizard died, the earth would crumble, bit by
bit. The wizard did not trust anyone with his power besides Mother
Nature and himself.
One day he woke up, he knew his time was near. He took a walk,
in desperate hope for a place to store his magic, to keep the earth
alive. Then, after thirty minutes of walking, he saw it. An open
ﬁeld. For hours and hours, using all the strength he had, he built a
river. The only thing he was missing? Water. But that wasn’t a problem, for he just shouted for the earth to rain and it did so. After all,
he was in control. But he wouldn’t be for long. The earth sent down
shards and shards, gallons and gallons, of water. And, as soon as it
was over, the river was fully ﬁlled up. With the last bit of strength
he had left, he heaved his magic into the river. Then he died.
Six hundred years later, a huge drought was going around the
earth. A man was taking a walk next to some kids and said to himself, “Well, at least we know the river won’t drain.” The kids looked
up, stopping him. “The river?” they said. So, he sat down and told
the story.
“Once there was a river, but this wasn’t any ordinary river. This
river was full of thoughts, fears, hopes, destinations to be traveled
to. This river was the one thing that held up the world. If this river
drained, the world would collapse.”
And the special thing about this man was that he was the wizard’s great-great-great-great-great grandson.
Greta Vale
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Wishes
The clock struck ten. I heard the vibrating bang from my bedroom.
I opened my doors and looked out my balcony. As I looked down,
people walked past in coats and scarfs, and I felt the soft snow touch
my nose, the cool crisp air was calming. I love moments like these
wonderful winter days, but I was freezing, and my hands felt cold
on the metal as I looked down and I was only in my nightgown. I
ran back inside. I bundled up and went in the snow. There was snow
that seemed to sparkle in the sky and time stopped. I loved winter. Until something distracted me from the snowﬂakes. There was
a black surface that was sinking in the thick snow, sparkling, that
caught my eye. I walked towards it.
I shoveled through the snow with my gloves on. I saw a black
box with the words “wishes” written in golden cursive standing in
the snow. I picked it up and opened the box. Inside there, it seemed
to have no bottom, it was never ending. A golden warm light shone
brightly in my eyes like a warm sun, then golden dust lifted slowly
up and formed into words:
“I wish for a dog.”
“I wish for happiness.”
“I wish for a best friend.”
There were wishes coming from other people, and my wishes, too.
All these wishes swirled around my head and time stopped again.
This box contained wishes: wishes for happiness from you and
me, and wishes out of greed from others, wishes for hope, wishes
for health, wishes for many things else. I knew winter brought wonderful wonders that just sat in the snow. You just had to look more
closely.
All of our hopes and dreams are put into one box, but the question is: how can these wishes come true? And that’s where we
come in.
Hannah Vale
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The Wonders of the Book
A book of joy,
the cover silky,
the inside juicy and mellow,
it’s like a marshmallow.
In its own sea,
the words freed
into the light airiness
from it.
Its words creeping into me
and seeing me,
as it took me somewhere.
I was the book
as it showed me things we were prior,
it showed me things we hadn’t found,
as it showed me things I wished were true,
and things that were good to be lost.
And it showed me it,
another one,
an ode
of the wonders of a book.
Jahan Patel
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Rosie and the Portal
Rosie went into the kitchen, “Daddy, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy!’’
Rosie’s dad interrupted her, “Rosie, Rosie, Rosie, Rosie! What
Rosie?”
“I found four strawberries in the yard and I ate them, and they
tasted disgusting,” Rosie said.
“Um, were they red?”
“No, they were small and green.”
“Why don’t you go and turn on the water. You know what, I’ll
help you with these things. Then let’s wash out your mouth and go
down for supper,” Dad said.
They went upstairs. When they came down an hour later, Rosie
had thrown up four times for each strawberry. After supper, she
went up to bed.
Her father tucked her in. “Night,” he said.
“Night,” Rosie said.
“See you in the morning,” she said.
“See you in the morning,” Dad said.
They both said, “Love you.”
In the middle of the night, Rosie woke up.
“Dad,” she said. She got out of bed and went downstairs. “Dad,”
she said again.
He wasn’t anywhere. Then, she saw the living room bookshelf
glowing pink.
“That’s weird.”
She went closer and closer until she was right next to it. It then
washed her through a portal. “Wee,” she said.
It wasn’t a big portal. Kind of small with colors ﬂying by. When
she came out a minute or so later, that’s how long it took, she came
out in a place beyond her wildest dreams.
“Wow,” she said.
She saw her dad and ran over to him. “Hi, Dad.”
“Hi, Sweet Pea. Come and sit down and I will tell you everything.”
He did and they made up a plan to visit the place all the time.
And once they were done playing, they went back home.
Juliet Beazer
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The Wonders of Blue
The waves that ripple
From a shimmering salty ocean
Crashing on the beach
Sending a powerful notion
A high-pitched sound
From a kind gentle creature
A dolphin performing
A show full of feature
From a beautiful hydrangea
The smell of delight
In the beautiful meadow
And during the shining night
The sky that appears
As a calm pastel
Nothing like the murky water
From a cobblestone well
The current that goes quickly
Across a jungle or a town
But where it ends
Can never be found
When looking into the deep aqua eyes
Of a young furry beast
You might want to nurture them
Though you might end up deceased
The most gentle color
The one that you knew
Is a friend to all
The color of blue
Lily Boidman
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The Giant and the Beanstalk
Now, what comes to mind when you hear the words Jack and the
Beanstalk? Well, it’s most likely the story of a mean giant and a kid
that comes to his house and takes all his money, but guess what?
The giant wasn’t mean at all; he was a civilized man. He lived over a
small village named Fantasia, but this village isn’t the normal runof-the-mill ones, either. This village has people who are the side
characters of famous fairy tales, because without them, the story
would never be complete.
For example, the giant came here because in his old home, the
skyscrapers were always destroying his garden. Every time a new
one was built, it intruded into his land and made the lawn look ugly
and unpresentable. His life was very luxurious. He had a cozy, big
house, a chef named Bob who cooked for him every day, and an
identical twin that no one knew about.
But let’s get to the interesting bit. It all started one day when
he heard the ground shake. At ﬁrst, he thought it was a landslide,
but he quickly came to his senses and realized that it had to be the
neighboring village. He went to check outside, but when he poked
his head under the clouds, he could not believe what he saw. It was
a massive beanstalk that reached up to his property. He didn’t like
this one bit, so he decided to trim the beanstalk down, but he had
left his shears in the village that got nuked the other day, and forgot
to order a new one on Amazon. So he decided to remain calm and
went in to have some noon tea.
When he came to sit outside, he found some little foot tracks
going into his yard. At this point, he was furious. He was determined to teach that human a lesson, so he asked his cook to look
around, but they both couldn’t ﬁnd him. And then he got a genius
idea! He would scare the human into coming out by saying that he
could smell him (even though he couldn’t). Worst of all, his cook
wasn’t helping either! He was feeling sympathetic to the boy and he
even tried to slow the giant down with a bowl of soup, and by the
time the giant ﬁnished eating, he could see the man going down the
beanstalk with all his money! Now, he was deﬁnitely also adding,
“ﬁle a lawsuit against Jack,” to his list.
With no time to waste, he started going down the stalk, but he
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knew better, so he threw his identical twin down. Just as he predicted, the man chopped down the stalk and his brother was killed.
After that, the giant went back inside to ﬁnish his cup of tea and
then somehow forgot about it for a few months. But as you can see
here, that was his biggest mistake. He gave Jack time to write a book
about him and that’s why everyone thinks that he’s an evil person!
So now he had a third reason to hate him, but at the end he decided
to spare him.
But here’s the catch: The giant was able to publish a conspiracy
theory that is this monstrosity of words you’re reading right now.
Most importantly, he remembered to give Jack’s book a −100 star
review.
And everyone lived happily ever after, with the exception of his
brother.
Sean Ratliﬀ

Sharp Tips
Oh how to write,
with a black
sharp
pencil,
writing away
like a compass
in the air,
thinking about
where to go
as ideas
are coming to
life.
Black pencils
are the
key
to my
creativity.
Victoria Li
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W

riting is connection.
Imagine me saying this in a soft, all-knowing voice, while
dramatically fanning out my hands. I hope that would cause a giggle or two from the Wordsmiths. While my musing about writing
and connection might ring true, we learned that writing isn’t all always about writing profound, perfect, wise pieces. In fact, we can
often learn the most about writing from satirical news stories, ridiculous complaint letters, goofy fairytales, and poems inspired by
emojis. Writing goes beyond dramatic, profound quotes and literary masterpieces. Writing is silly. It is messy. It’s all about making
connections.
Each day, we shared our thoughts and writings with one another.
We aided each other with revision. We brainstormed and wrote “wise
sayings” as a group, one word at a time. Each member of the Wordsmiths came with their own unique voice and perspective, from cities near and far. They each gravitated toward a diﬀerent genre, had
their own approach to the lessons. But within their uniqueness, their
own brands of creativity, we found common ground in the desire to
connect with one another, to share our thoughts with the world, and
to ﬁnd something to laugh about.
I’ll say it again, but earnestly this time. Writing is connection.

429
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When we write something, we want to reach others with our words
and to feel understood. In these wonderful, beautiful, hilarious, and
immensely creative pieces, the words almost leap from the page, inviting you to connect.
Marissa Macy
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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A Letter to the Grass Manufacturer
Dear Grass Manufacturer,
I am writing to you because I am concerned about how green
your grass is. Why is your grass so green? It really hurts my eyes. I
start getting dizzy after only a few minutes of looking at it. It’s like
looking into a green sun. Sure, it’s fun to play on, can prevent bad
injuries, keeps lawnmowers in business, is like an outdoor carpet,
and is a great place to pitch a tent, but is it necessary to make it so
green? I don’t think so. First of all, green is a horrible color, worse
than mold grey, so I don’t know why you would make it the color of
grass, which is EVERYWHERE. I can’t drive ten feet without seeing a blob of gross, green grass. I see it in the park, at my school,
even when I go to my favorite restaurant. It’s even in my own backyard. How crazy is that? It’s not cool at all. Sure, I guess some people like green, but they shouldn’t be so selﬁsh, think about others
for once, like me. Please. Anyway, by next week, I do expect to see
some change. And in case you are wondering, I will check to make
sure. Please make the grass a diﬀerent color, you know, like pink or
purple or blue. Thank you!
Sincerely,
A Concerned Citizen
P.S.—I am also concerned about the color of your bushes.
P.P.S.—I am also concerned about the color of your trees.
Aanya Hotha
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The Freaky Family
“Sally, wake up! You have to be at Anne’s house by 8:30! Remember, it’s staﬀ development day, so they cut school, and I agreed to
take you to Anne’s house!” my mom yelled. But that wasn’t the
thing that woke me up. What woke me up was the thought of that
wretched girl, Anne.
Every day at school, she would whisper, “Come over. We’ll have
the best time ever. Two friends become one friend.” And then she
would laugh. Oh, and don’t get me talking about her parents! I’ve
seen them once, but I don’t know if they’re her real parents. Her socalled “dad” always wears black clothes with his head hidden under
his hoodie and his hands in his pockets, which are always zipped!
Maybe his hands weren’t in his pockets, but then where would they
be? Anne’s so-called mom’s eyes bulged out like the water in them
had been drained. Her skin was so pale, but I swear I’ve seen parts
of green on her skin. I’ve never heard either one of them talk, but
her mom sometimes groans.
I got dressed, and in no time, we were at their house. We rang
the doorbell and Anne came out, as thin as a skeleton. I could tell
my mom didn’t want to send me by her smile. Anne grabbed my
arm and pulled me in. Then Anne’s mom pulled me in the kitchen.
Anne asked my mom if she would like to come in. “Well . . . ummm
. . . actually I’ve got to go to work!” my mom stammered. She got in
her car and drove away like a racecar driver.
I was held captive in Anne’s room, tied up in a chair. Her parents
held either of my shoulders. Beads of sweat dribbled down my forehead. Anne told me this was a game, but I was not convinced.
“Don’t worry Sally, it’ll be fast and sweet. Mother, father, who
goes ﬁrst?”
“You,” her mother groaned.
I tried to scream for help but all that came out was a peep.
“What’s that Sally? I know, it’s so sweet of you to help us be
alive!”
What did she just say?! Anne took oﬀ her hair and laughed her
wicked laugh. She was a skeleton! Ahhhhhh! I tried to stand up and
run even though I was stuck to a chair, but the rope wouldn’t budge!
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Her so-called dad took oﬀ his jacket and nothing was there! He was
a ghost! Oh, and I should’ve known, her mother was a zombie!
They each were about to take something out of their pockets, but
I motioned for them to take the tape oﬀ my mouth by shaking my
head. So, they did.
“I’ll cut some of my hair so you can have some and take only a
little bit of my skin if you promise to move to another state or even
better, another continent! Okay?” I trembled.
They all stopped. There was silence for the ﬁrst time in what
seemed like forever. Anne broke the silence by saying, “Well . . . ?
Fine.” I sighed with relief but was still kind of grossed out by the
thought of ripping my ﬂesh and giving it to them.
After a few years—Anne and her family have moved away, and I’m
actually living peacefully! I could still feel them move around and
talk since they each took a little bit of my heart. Oh, Anne’s about
to talk: “We’re going back to Florida, where Sally lives! My skin’s
fading and mom needs brains. . . .”
Oh dear! Is she coming back to haunt me forever?
To be continued . . .
Aarushi Satyanarayanan

Kiceson
I took a small step towards the bus and turned around as I said a
weak goodbye, wanting to run back to my mom. But this time, instead of running back, I ran towards the bus. This could be the last
time I’d ever see her again, and she seemed completely ﬁne with it.
I found an empty seat in the back of the bus next to a boy that
looked like he was about ﬁve years old. At ﬁrst, I thought he was
laughing, but then I saw his ﬁre red cheeks were drowning in clear
ocean water.
He was crying, and I knew why.
Not knowing what I was doing, I hugged him close to me and
tried to comfort him.
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“Everything will be ﬁne,” I whispered to him.
After a few minutes, I let go of him, but he was still holding tight
to me. I peeked over him to look through the window. It was so
quiet, I felt alone, so it startled me when he started talking to me.
He told me his name was Kiceson. I told him my name was Cora.
After about two hours, we arrived. I looked down, trying to
avoid seeing the large sign on the building that read Cárcel Law
School. Kiceson, still clutching on to me, said, “Good luck.” When
he said that, it made me feel like I was ﬂoating, with luck surrounding me. I said the same back to him. Since it made me feel good, I
thought it would make him feel good too. The principal was at the
front doors with a miserable look on his face, checking people in
and telling them their classroom number so quietly I barely heard
mine. Slowly, I made my way to Room 385. When I peeked inside, I saw two people, a boy and a tall, slim lady with fudge-colored hair, who I believed was my teacher. I slowly walked in and
found my seat beside the boy. He covered his face with his strangely
small hands so I couldn’t see him. I accidentally bumped my pencil.
It slowly rolled toward the ﬂoor, but so fast that I didn’t have time
to catch it before it hit the white, tiled ﬂoor. When I bent down to
pick it up, I saw the boy’s legs and realized they were fake! How did
I know? Because they weren’t attached to his body!
The teacher started talking, and I quickly sat up. “Hello class, my
name is Ms. Belladonna,” she announced, as if the classroom were
overﬂowing with students. I paid close attention to Ms. Belladonna
while she talked about the laws and what happens when you don’t
obey them. Of course I knew what happened when you didn’t obey
the laws. For us, children, we come here, to Cárcel Law School, for
adults, they go to jail, but don’t think we’re luckier. Trust me, I’d
rather go to jail than come here. After class ended, I left to ﬁnd my
apartment room. The strange boy and I went through the narrow
door at the same time, knocking our books to the ﬂoor.
As I bent down to pick up my books, I looked at him. For the
ﬁrst time, I realized who he was.
Allison Huang
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A Very Unfortunate Incident
According to scientists, every time you say a word, you will lose a
bit of your tongue, and if this keeps happening, one day you will
be completely “tongueless.” A scientist named Eric “the Tongueless” is thirty-eight years old and lives in California. He is also the
man who discovered this phenomenon through his own experience
of (who would’ve guessed), becoming tongueless. Nowadays he pronounces his name as, “ahic uh thong is.” He was a very talkative person and according to his own calculations, has said a total of 3.4 trillion words and has completely lost his tongue and his dignity.
Now people understand why their tongues seem to be getting
smaller. Before, most parents would teach their kids how to talk at
about two or three years old, now they are beginning to teach their
kids how to talk at about twelve to thirteen years old. Just when
people started losing their tongues, there was a big concert, hosted
by a band called the Bees. None of the Bees knew about the possibility of losing their tongues, and their ﬁrst song was their theme
song called “Bees Are Superior.” It was an amazing song, but after
the song, nobody cheered one bit, and it felt incredibly awkward for
the Bees.
There have been recent reports of an incident where an ignorant
boy told every single kid inside his school that this was fake, and he
talked as much as he could to try to prove that his tongue would not
fall oﬀ. But then, one day his tongue did indeed fall oﬀ, and he began contemplating his life choices.
There have been even more incidents. For example, thousands of
bands and comedians quit their jobs because of their tongues, and
one person even decided that he was going to set a rule that he will
only say thirty words a day.
And to make matters worse, people can only say a million words
before they lose their tongues. This may seem like it’s no big deal,
but imagine how many words you say in one day.
This is a very unfortunate incident for the world.
Andrew Chen
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The Gingerbread Man: Retold
Once upon a time, there was an old woman named Granny who
loved to bake. She owned a bakery called Granny’s Bakery which
was located in the restaurant hub of a very bright and energetic city.
She loved to bake all kinds of things, but especially gingerbread
men. She made almost twenty-ﬁve perfect-tasting gingerbread men
a day. One day, she accidentally added acid instead of olive oil into
her gingerbread men. This made them grow and grow until the
oven broke, and out came a sixty-six-foot-tall gingerbread man. He
wanted to eat anything in his way and told Granny, “Run, run as
fast as you can, you can’t escape me. I am the gingerbread man!”
Granny started running for her life. Soon, she arrived downtown
and told everyone, “Run! There is a sixty-six-foot gingerbread man
on the loose.” But nobody believed her until the gingerbread man
actually came and said, “Run, run as fast as you can, you can’t escape me. I am the gingerbread man.” Unfortunately, not everybody
could escape. The gingerbread man was too powerful.
Granny ran to the construction hub of town and said, “Can
you construct a building to hold a live, sixty-six-foot-tall gingerbread man?”
The construction worker replied, “Yes, we can do it, but why?”
“Because there is a sixty-six-foot gingerbread man!”
“You’re lying!” said the construction worker.
“No, I’m not, look behind you,” said Granny.
“Run, run as fast as you can, you can’t escape me. I am the gingerbread man!”
“Ahhhhh! Everybody run for your lives,” said the construction
worker. But before he could get away, the gingerbread man ate all of
the construction workers and their materials.
Soon, he had taken a humongous bite of the tallest tower in the
city. There were people screaming everywhere and a bunch of rubbish surrounded the gingerbread man, so Granny went to the only
place left that she knew the: the Shrink Spray Factory.
She got a can of shrink spray and ran to the outskirts of the town
near a village, where the gingerbread man was gobbling up cottages.
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Granny confronted the gingerbread man and told him, “You can
eat me. I give up. You are too powerful.”
The gingerbread man ate her, but what he did not know was that
Granny was holding a can of shrink spray. As soon as he ate her,
he shrunk to his original size, and people charged out of his body
where the gingerbread man pieces lay scattered.
Ever since that day, Granny has switched to baking cakes.
Nikhil Chowdhary

The Boredom Killer
The boredom killer has inﬁnite possibilities,
it is a godly device.
The boredom killer is a computer.
I know it’s your average daily computer,
but think about it in a diﬀerent way.
First of all, you can do homework, not the most fun normally,
but now to the fun stuﬀ.
You can play games,
you can code,
you can become smarter,
and you can create stuﬀ for other people to play or do.
Rithvik Kambham
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A Cup
a cup is a fragile
but hard thing
it is hard when you touch
but fragile when you throw
it carries its own weight
even when there is extra
it can break into pieces
and can end a life
a cup is a fragile
but hard thing
it is hard when you touch
but fragile when you throw
it carries its own weight
even when there is extra
it can break into pieces
and can cause a lot pain
a cup is fragile
but it is a hard thing
Sanjay Thunga
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The Zombies Town
The Zombies Town is a magical universe where zombies roam
the city. Every single day, they eat humans one by one for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. But there was a little girl and a little boy
who were alive. The girl’s name was Clara and the boy’s name was
Joseph.
Unfortunately, the zombie could smell humans, so the zombies
found Clara and Joseph. As they had done so many times before,
they had to run to somewhere safe. They ﬁnally found a safe place.
It was a little fort with a golden toy key. They lived there for a while
but when they were running, they forgot to get food. So, they had
to go to the grocery store, but when they got there, they were surrounded by zombies and couldn’t go into the store. They ran and
ended up in a cave. The cave was really dark and spooky!
The key they found in the fort led them to diﬀerent places. It led
them to this lobby where you have to cross zombies’ heads. It also
led them to the Zombie King. He was very scary looking. The Zombie King set up traps around the cave and ﬁred up on the cave ceiling. Joseph said, “Oh no, what should we do?”
“We should get our magic broomsticks and ﬂy to the Zombie
King and tackle him!” Clara said.
They did just that, but before you know it, Clara and Joseph became zombies. What do you think happened next?
Sarah Williams
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Euphoria
When you hear of Euphoria, you might think of a place where
every thing is perfect. But here, trust me, it’s not.
When you’re fourteen, every child is forced to go to boarding
school far away from Euphoria for three years. Younger kids are
homeschooled by their parents, their grades and papers are sent by
the government, and if the child doesn’t pass, they are put in jail
with their parents. If you don’t respect the government and mourn
when something bad happens (like if a government oﬃcial’s dog
dies), you will be put to your death. The country itself is beautiful.
There are pristine trees and lush grass everywhere. It looks like the
perfect country to live in, but trust me, it’s not.
See, I know this because I have experienced these events. My parents were both put in jail along with my older brother. When my
younger brother was just a baby and our president’s dog died, instead of crying, he just laughed. My parents did everything they
could to get him to cry but, he was just being the happy baby he always was. When my parents went to jail, they told me, “Be careful
Jenny, this country is dangerous, and when you are old enough to
go to boarding school, never come back.”
I listened to them and waited for this day to come since I was
ﬁve. Today was the day I was going to boarding school, and I
planned to run away on the last day. I had heard great things about
the boarding school, like that it was fancy and expensive, and the
teachers were super nice and that the country it was in was nothing
like Euphoria. Other kids told me that it was terrible and that there
was no school, it was just a desert with a jail, and you are left to fend
for yourself. I thought about why half of the Euphorians said it was
terrible and the other half said it was magical.
I ﬁnished packing and saw the taxi pull up. I picked up my suitcase
and went inside the taxi. It looked small on the outside but inside it
had an Xbox and a TV! I was beginning to think that staying at this
boarding school might not be so bad after all and reclined my chair
and fell asleep.
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When I woke up, I saw that we were in a desert. Outside of the
taxi, there was a group of kids wearing torn clothes. Their eyes were
red, and they were drinking from a glass that had water ﬁlled with
dirt. I asked the taxi man where we were, and he just replied with,
“You’ll see.” Then, he stopped and opened the door. He pushed me
out and went back in and sped oﬀ into the desert.
That’s when I turned around and saw a small brown cottage with
the words Boarding School for Euphorian Misﬁts. I realized that there
had been two schools all along: one school for kids who didn’t have
much money or were never homeschooled and another for the rich
and kids who had a good education. I thought this school wouldn’t
be so bad at ﬁrst, despite what I heard, but I looked inside, and I
heard a baby wailing. It felt so familiar to me, and I heard the voices
of two adults and a child trying to calm the baby down. Their voices
were so familiar to me I had to go inside but when I entered, I saw
something I would never forget.
Smaritha Tadiboyina
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t doesn’t seem quite right to call this group of writers very creative.
Very, very, very, very, very, extremely creative is closer, but it’s
sort of long-winded. In fact, I think the only appropriate way to express their creativity would be to make up a new word entirely. This
would be a task that these young writers would happily take up,
if I could simply pick up a magical camp telephone and ask their
opinion.
Each time I sat down to read their work, I was delighted by what
my prompts and lessons had elicited. I certainly didn’t expect there
to be poems about monster puppies, secret agent origin stories, references to the Fates, stories within stories, space-bound cookies,
portal-creating video games, or pinball machines in the middle of
forests (all of which you can ﬁnd in the following pages). But looking back, should I have expected anything less? I had, in fact, emphasized that there was no wrong way to do an assignment, that any
idea was a good idea, and that silliness was just as valid as seriousness. In short, when we let creativity go wild . . . it goes wild.
You will, without a doubt, be astounded by the pieces that the
Badgerly Dogs chose. And as I spend the next few years trying to invent an accurate word to describe their creativity, I hope they write
many more fantastic stories and poems to share with the world.
Marissa Macy
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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The Monster Puppy
The monster puppy, Daisy, rises from her sleep,
creeping around for all she can eat!
Her big golden eyes light up the room,
as she resumes for her prey to be doomed.
She goes into the city looking inside and outside,
waiting and looking, but she sees nobody in sight.
She goes into the country looking for her next prey,
looking for people that she hopes will obey.
Looking and looking and ﬁnding nobody,
nobody around for her hungry tummy.
She goes into the woods and still ﬁnds nobody,
how can this happen to Daisy the puppy?
She goes to the desert and ﬁnds a snake,
but she can’t eat it without a fork and a plate.
She sets it down, even though it looks so yummy,
still nothing for Daisy’s tummy.
She goes to the beach still hoping for somebody,
walking around but ﬁnds nobody.
She is getting exhausted and wants to sleep,
having a panting attack from the heat.
She goes in the water, swimming and swimming,
wishing she could turn into a whale and be happily living.
As soon as she thinks it, it really happens.
Is it all being imagined? Maybe so!
Then she wakes up, it was all a dream,
she was sleeping in a world of make believe.
Dylan Ramsey
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A Great Adventure
Once upon a time, there was a very poor woodcutter who lived with
his wife and two children, Hansel and Gretel. Every day, the woodcutter went to the forest to cut wood, and he got more and more
wood for his family. They had enough woods for four years! The
woodcutter loved cutting wood, but his family began to starve.
They had no food! The woodcutter’s wife told the woodcutter that
his family was very hungry, but the woodcutter didn’t care. His
family ran out of food, and they began to eat cooked logs!
Hansel and Gretel couldn’t stand being hungry anymore. They
got a bag of grains and went out to look for some food. “How will
we know the way back?” asked Hansel.
“No worries. I made a line of grains. They will show us the way
back,” answered Gretel. Only Gretel didn’t know that a duck behind them was eating the grains Gretel threw.
They didn’t ﬁnd any food, so Hansel decided to go home. When
they turned around, there was nothing behind them except the duck.
Gretel was so angry and hungry he wanted to kill the duck. But
the duck magically said, “I know you want to kill me, but spare me,
as I am your only hope!” Then the duck disappeared. Gretel, who
was cursing the duck, threw a rock at a tree, but what he heard was
not the sound rocks hitting trees make, it was the sound of witches,
or as they say, a band of witches.
Hansel and Gretel ran and ran until they reached a gingerbread
house. They were so hungry they started eating the walls of the
house! An old lady came out of the house and said: “Who dares eat
my house and wakes me from my sleep?!?”
“Sorry, we were very hungry,” answered Hansel.
“We were chased by witches. Can you help us?” asked Gretel.
The old lady made a come in ﬁgure, so the children followed her
into the house. “I love children, we play and play and play!” the old
lady exclaimed. “Well, I imagine you want to sleep, huh?”
Gretel didn’t know why, but she sensed something was wrong.
She heard some charm speaking in the old lady’s voice, so she signaled her brother, and it seemed like Hansel understood her.
The old lady sensed her plan wasn’t working and pulled out
her club.
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“Who are you?” cried Hansel.
The old lady changed her face three times and said: “I am your
life.”
“You, you are the Fates!” cried Gretel.
“Of course, and my lord Hades has ordered you dead!” said the
Fates, who had been disguised as the old lady.
“Bu—but why?” cried Hansel.
Another person appeared behind the Fates.
“Because this is your second life, you have escaped Tartarus
when I am chained by giants, show yourself, Hazel Levesque.”
Hansel began transforming into a diﬀerent body.
“Ah, Hazel Levesque. I have heard so much about you,” said the
death god. “I fear it is time to bring you back to the underworld.”
Ding, ding, ding, something ringed. It was the Death God’s black
iPad. “Yes, my lord Hades? Fine!” He dropped the iPad and started
cursing. “Hades gives you a pass, but don’t think this is over.” The
Fates and the Death God disappeared.
“What was that, Hazel?” asked Frank, Gretel had transformed
into Frank when the Death God was talking.
“Nothing, but I fear we got to run,” said Hazel, and oﬀ they went.
Harry Zhou

The World of Mayhem
Valor Mayhem, as everyone calls him, is quite a sight to see with
his black hair and sad blue eyes. He’s a handsome young man, only
twenty-six years old, but his mind, his thoughts and his intelligence
are those of someone much older. His home is rumored to be an underground lair far below the surface of the Earth, but that is only
a rumor of course. His friends well . . . he hasn’t had any since the
very day he was born. His parents kept him isolated for all his life
until the accident that changed his life forever.
It was April 16 when his non-loving parents decided to leave the
house (or bunker as others would call it). They left for a trip to Africa and left Valor at home as usual. He knew that this would be
one of their usual four-month trips that they would rather spend
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money on than buying Valor some clean clothes or even paying for
a good education.
When his parents went to leave, by the runway for the private jet,
there was a SWAT team waiting to capture their target, which happened to be the parents of Valor.
You may be wondering why, and the answer to that question is
that the couple was part of a secret world domination society also
known as the SWDS. Pretty classic, like in the movies, am I right?
Well, as the team got ready to eliminate their target, the jet took oﬀ,
and they had no choice except to shoot it down. I’m pretty sure you
know what happens next. The crash. The boom. The explosion. Not
much diﬀerent from any other plane wreck.
Because Valor had been isolated all his life until that day, when
he was only fourteen years old, he had not understood the concept
of good and bad. So he decided to try and avenge the passing of
his parents by capturing the people who killed the only family he
knew. Of course, he had no idea who he was looking for, so he went
around asking. The only response he got was, “Where are your parents?” One day, he was taken into a foster home where he had a reasonable education and soon became hungry for knowledge. Once he
got bored, he would run from that family and get placed with another one, again and again and again. Until one day, he left, and
they never found him.
Soon he became a mastermind in criminal schemes, doing as he
pleased, until one day he encountered his archnemesis. People called
him Black Fury. This hero is not like any ordinary human. He has
superpowers, like the ones you would see on television. His superpower is speed; he runs really fast. People say that he was a scientist
working on time travel, and he was sent to the future. He was given
his ability to be quick by his future self, but of course, in the city of
Ketmersia there are always many rumors, so no one knows for sure.
After Valor had encountered Black Fury, he decided to put his
plans for the world aside and start making new ones for his enemy.
So, that’s what brings us to where we are today: Valor in his lair
with a control system that can access a bomb to destroy four cities at
once, and it can all happen with just the press of one button.
Juan Ortega-Castorena
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Elizabeth’s Mansion
You dare to walk into the mysterious mansion at the edge of town.
You climb over the fence and shiver as you glance at the mansion
up-close. The mansion has overgrown vines wrapping around once
white pillars. Dust clings to the once well-swept ﬂoors, and the
rooms for guests have been long abandoned. Chilly winds drafted
around the mansion, and a ﬁreplace was on its last embers.
You turn around and see me. Startled at my appearance, you
jump back. Unlike the house, I’m clean and immaculate, stately as
a prince would be. I ask if you want to hear a story, and you oblige
and walk over to me before sitting down.
“This is your mansion, right?”
I nod at your question.
“But why did you let the house become destroyed, sir?”
I say that that’s a story for another time. Frowning, you ask another question.
“What’s your name, sir?”
I tell you that that’s not important, and that the story I’m about
to tell will answer all of your questions. You grin in anticipation,
showing all your teeth.
I stand up and walk towards the door. You follow me, running
to catch up. I open the door and walk in the room and you gasp.
The room is beautiful and small, and it seems like we stepped from
one world into another. Oil lanterns hang from a vaulted ceiling.
A beautiful, stained-glass window allows multicolored light to ﬁlter in. A crackling ﬁreplace burns, and a bearskin rug spreads across
the oak ﬂoor.
I settle down, crossing my legs, and you sit down too, still in
awe. I smile.
I begin my story, but you interrupt.
“All stories begin with ‘Once upon a time,’” you say.
I smile and begin. “Once upon a time . . .”
Once upon a time, many years ago, a woman named Elizabeth
lived on her father’s farm. The farm’s huge ﬁeld covered the horizon,
and golden heads of wheat grew beside corn husks and grape vines
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wrapped around tall wooden poles. On the other side of the ﬁeld,
fruit trees grew; apple trees, orange trees, lemon trees . . .
Sheep, cows, and chickens are on the ﬁelds now, but when winter months come, they’ll snuggle up in the red barn where Elizabeth is. Humming to herself, she drags her cart to the town square.
Inside of the cart there are eggs, milk pails, pickles, corn, and
wool. The blacksmith comes and takes pickles and wool. Elizabeth
smiles at him, and the blacksmith smiles back before giving her a
free handful of coal for the ﬁre. She accepts before beckoning more
customers.
A group of three upper-class ladies walk in, wearing green, blue
and yellow dresses. The three giggle at the woman’s clothes before
taking a pail of milk and throwing it into the woman’s face. They
laugh before walking away, not a drop of milk on their clothes.
Elizabeth scowls before wiping the milk oﬀ her face. She sighs
softly before seeing the moon in the sky, and Elizabeth realizes it
is time to go home. She drags the cart home and thinks of what a
waste that was before grabbing an armful of wood and tossing it
into the furnace.
The woman then curls herself comfortably in bed before closing
her eyes.
She awakes the next morning to her watchdog. Elizabeth cocks
her head and pulls out a rolled-up piece of paper in the dog’s mouth.
She reads it before realizing this is what she’d been waiting for. On
the newspaper, a picture shows a beautiful mansion—the one you’re
sitting in right now.
Liesel Park

The Purple Wolf
At Ann’s house, it was raining cats and dogs. She hoped it would
clear up soon. She watched the rain slip down the window in her
room as she thought about what she could do. She was very bored.
Hmm . . . What can I do? Ann thought. Play board games, watch
YouTube, read . . . oooor just watch the rain pour down the window.
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And that’s what she did until about thirty minutes later, when she
decided that once and for all, she would stop being so lazy, and go
do something! She stood there for a while, and then said, “Wait,
what am I going to do?” She stood there some more, thinking about
what to do, for the ﬁftieth time, and then yelled, “I got it! I’ll go
play video games!”
Ann was thinking about how proud she was for thinking up
such a great idea, when in reality, it was a very bad idea. Of course,
playing video games wasn’t very exciting for Ann. She played them
a lot. Anyways, she went downstairs to her living room and played
her favorite video game, Purple Wolf.
Purple Wolf was a video game that Ann loved playing. It’s about
a purple wolf, your character, that is going to the palace because it’s
so powerful, and the king wants you to protect the kingdom. But
you, the purple wolf, want freedom, so your goal is to try to sneak
out of the palace.
Of course, Ann hadn’t even gotten called into the palace, without
doing something silly, like getting lost in the forest. This was Ann’s
three-hundred-ninety-fourth time trying. Focus, focus, focus! She
thought as she was spawned into the forest. “Ooh! A pretty butterﬂy!” said Ann. She followed the beautiful butterﬂy further into the
forest as it got darker and darker. Then, suddenly, the butterﬂy came
to a stop and disappeared. And right in front of her, she saw a dark
portal leading into a hole of black.
Ann, being the happy-go-lucky person she was, didn’t hesitate
to jump into the mysterious black portal. “This is fun!” Ann said.
She sat there excitedly waiting to see what would happen. The TV
did nothing. Hmm . . . did the TV freeze? Ann thought. Ann tried
to get the TV to work again, but she was starting to feel funny. Suddenly, the TV started ﬂashing mysterious purple lights, and then
randomly turned oﬀ. Then the lights in the house started turning
on and oﬀ ! “Mom?” Ann called. “Dad?” No one replied. Suddenly,
Ann felt like she was being sucked into the ﬂoor! She fell down, and
her vision turned black.
To be continued . . .
Mulan Zhuang
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The Gingerbread Woman
A little old woman named Catherine was making a gingerbread
woman for her gingerbread family. Catherine had gray and white
hair, and she lived in a cottage on the other side of town. She had no
neighbors, but despite that, she was happy. Catherine took out the
gingerbread woman and let her cool down while she went to town
to get icing and sprinkles. When she came back to decorate her, she
was gone. Catherine looked around her cottage until she spotted
cookie crumbs and followed them into town.
First, it was the baker who saw the gingerbread woman in the distance, but when he rubbed his eyes, she was gone. The gingerbread
woman sprinted into the barrel of bread in his kitchen. “Haha!” said
the little gingerbread woman, not expecting the baker to see her.
Catherine just got in town, just in time to hear the baker say, “I’ll
get you, little baked bread!” The gingerbread woman jumped away
at the last moment before the baker could smash her with a loaf of
bread. Catherine asked the baker, “Did you see a cookie running
around, and if so, where did she go?” The baker said, “Follow me
down the yellow brick road.” And so, she did.
That led them to the farm, where the farmer saw the gingerbread woman. The little gingerbread woman let out all the cows
and jumped over the moon. The farmer said, “Go, go, go, cows! Go
jump over the moon and catch that space cookie!” The cows didn’t
jump over the moon, but Catherine had her rocket and ﬂew over
the moon with the baker, the farmer, and his three cows. Eventually, the cookie was surrounded, by the water, and the gingerbread
woman dove in and dissolved.
Everybody was happy besides Catherine. All she wanted was a
cookie for the gingerbread family.
Nivia Nachreiner
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The Werewolf Escape
I looked at the bright moon beaming at the werewolf-infested
woods surrounding my tiny hut, remembering how I got there, and
how horribly unlucky I was. My name is Brarcole Foler. I used to be
a normal kid in middle school, wearing normal clothes, doing normal stuﬀ. Until the incident.
I was walking next to the woods when a werewolf grabbed me,
but just then, two high school brothers known as the Barklin Brothers came and whacked the werewolf in the head and knocked it out.
Then, just as we were walking away, a werewolf jumped up to us. It
grabbed me and ran back into the woods.
At least that’s what the Barklin Brothers told everyone else. But
the true story is that the Barklin Brothers are actually the biggest
bullies in town, and the reason I’m here is because they were chasing me down the road because I had accidentally scraped their new
car by accident. They chased me to the point where there were only
two ways to go, into the woods or at the Barklin Brothers.
I decided I would rather die to a werewolf than to two high
schoolers who still don’t know how to ride their bikes. So, I made
the tough decision to go into the woods. I really didn’t have anything to lose because I lived in a foster home. Well, now you know
how I ended up here, in the middle of a werewolf infested forest,
and if you’re wondering what I do all day, I’ll tell you . . .
Every day, I sat in my tiny hut with nothing but very little food
and water and an old pinball machine inside of it. A lot of the pieces
inside of the pinball machine were broken and the glass on top was
cracked. Every day, I tried to beat my high score, and when I did,
I’d go and sit on the ragged couch in the living room and wait for
tomorrow to come.
Then came the day when I thought I had made the worst decision of my life. I thought to myself, werewolves don’t become werewolves until night, so if I get out of the forest before night, I could
survive. But of course, I did not account for the fact that I would
not make it out in time because I was too impatient to keep sitting
in my tiny hut.
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So, at 6:00 a.m. the next day, I set out to escape the forest. I
started running, trying to make good use of my time, but then I got
tired and decided to walk. Soon, it became dark, and I had no idea
where in the world I was going. I heard howling, and I saw werewolves after me with their blood red eyes staring at me.
I ran and hid behind a tree, and I thought to myself that I had
made the worst decision of my life, but right then, I saw the gate to
the town.
I ran as fast as my legs could take me. The werewolves were just
as fast. I jumped over logs, swung through trees with vines, and
dodged rocks. Then, I climbed over the gate and ran far into town
so the werewolves wouldn’t follow. And that’s how I escaped the
werewolves and learned next time I should just stand up for myself.
Rithwik Nair
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T

he Once Anonymous Writers Who Ate Radioactive Banana Potatoes and Lost Their Minds is a brilliant group of young authors whose endless amounts of both individual and group-driven
creativity never ceased to amaze me over the three weeks we had
together.
Each class, these students would arrive, eager to participate and
revel in our daily lesson. During our course, they read and wrote
personal narrative, poetry, and ﬁction pieces and studied the processes of revision and reﬂection. They were superb workshop participants from the start, as they read their many pieces gallantly and
listened to one another attentively.
While writing, they paid close attention to incorporating the ﬁve
senses in their pieces and succeeded in creating immersive, emotional narratives and worlds that resonate and linger in the minds of
their audiences long after they have ﬁnished reading.
It has been a great privilege to spend time in their company,
and I cannot wait to see where their hard work and talent will take
them next.
Robin Bissett
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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If I Were Famous . . .
If I were famous, I would be
the President,
a Scuba Diver,
a UN Resident,
a Sailor,
or a Pilot
Or an average guy who stopped
a depression
and called for peace
when faced with a riot.
Adheesh Chincholi

Witch
The laughter of children sounds in ghastly tones.
Eggs hit the house of gray stones.
Toilet paper wraps around the house as if it were a mummy.
An old lady emerges—small and scrawny.
She stares at us with plain eyes.
Then, thinking of their futures, exhales a sigh.
Foolish smiles light up their faces.
“Oh children,” she whispers. “You have little idea what you are
doing.”
Hannah Hua
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Kingdom of Warriors
Once upon a time, a queen gave birth to a baby girl. She was the
prettiest thing the people had ever seen, but the king was furious. He had wanted a boy to carry on his kingdom. He left and
never came back. The queen remained, all alone, for the sake of her
queendom and her daughter. When the people heard the king had
left, they began to blame the queen. They stole things from her and
mailed her threats. Even her own guards left because they only took
commands from a man. The queen realized then that she only had
herself to rely on.
Ten years after the king left, the queen received a note.
“Hello, Queen Catason, we are writing to declare war on your
kingdom. Your former husband has remarried and had a son who is
now nine years of age. Our king has declared war on you. Now, we
will begin. Truly, Kingdom Catona.”
The queen sat in shock. She had no guards, no protection, and a
ten-year-old daughter. She began to cry. Then, her daughter walked in.
“Mama? What’s happening? I overheard people in town talking
about war.”
The queen stopped crying. “Honey, grab your coat. We are going
into town right now.” She put on her golden crown and tied her hair
in a bun. She held her daughter’s hand and walked on to the stage
that was in the middle of the town.
“Attention, people of the Catasona Kingdom. The King has declared war on our noble town. I need ten people, at least. If you are
unwilling to ﬁght alongside me, I order you to leave the village.”
At ﬁrst, no one stepped forward. Then, a small woman walked
up to the stage. Then, an elderly woman walked up to the stage.
Then, two twins stepped up. Soon, they had an army of ten.
“The people who did not join us shall stay in the town.”
Days passed without attack. The twins showed everyone how to
ﬁght, the older women showed the others her secret attack method.
The small woman was an expert in archery. They all had something
to show. The following day, the attack began.
It happened just before noon. The small woman heard a crash
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and saw soldiers storming the kingdom wall. She began to shoot arrows while the others prepared for battle. They ran down the castle steps, carrying swords, arrows, and fans. Many of the soldiers
died or surrendered. Just as the Catasona warriors thought they had
won, the king snuck up behind the queen. He aimed his sword at
her head. But as he reached towards her, she grabbed his hand and
twisted his arm. She threw him in front of her, forcing him on the
ground.
“Surrender,” was all she said.
He refused, so the small woman shot arrows from above, pinning him to the ground. When he ﬁnally surrendered, it was over.
She was named the Bravest Queen in all of history.
Hazel Wiggin

Go Through
One day, I was walking down the street when a speedy car hit me,
but it went straight through me.
I woke up in the hospital, trying to remember what had happened.
Another time, I was running, when I saw an angry man with
a knife who tried to stab me. Only, I didn’t feel it because it went
straight through me. I called the police anyway.
When the police came to arrest the man, he yelled out to me,
“How did you do it?”
I ignored him and kept running. I realized there was something
powerful about me.
At home, I wondered, will the army take me away or use me?
I heard sirens blare in the distance, and I thought to myself, I
need to leave here as fast as possible.
I continued running, witnessing all sorts of crime, including a
bank robbery. It took me a while before I realized that no one was
chasing me because no one could see me.
Isaac Amsalu
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Darkness and Nature
Black is the color of darkness,
leaving broken hearts all around
Black is the mighty roar of a panther
It is what you feel when you are angered
Black is the dark side jedis are not supposed to have
But to me, black means peace in some ways
I ﬁnd it soothing, and I see it washing all anger away
Because I know black can help, I won’t push it away
The most beautiful thing in the world
belongs to those who respect it
The trees, they sway in the wind
The grass grows quickly
The dirt is fertilizer to almost everything
The animals are each surviving in their own way
The clouds, puﬀ y and gray
The ﬂowers are nature’s natural beauty
The sky is ever so changing
The sun burns brightly and helps us more than we know
The moon brings light in the darkness
Nature is beautiful
If you treat it correctly
Do you agree with me that
the most beautiful thing in the world
is nature?
Jade Hemme
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Answer Tree and Famous
If I could grow a tree,
I’d plant one that knows the answers
To all of the questions
That, somehow, we cannot answer
And, with our questions, this tree
Would grow all of those answers.
If I were famous,
I would want to be known for my favorite things.
Cooking and baking
Drawing and painting
If I were famous,
I would want the world to know
The things that make me happy.
Marshall Lewis

Old Sally the Wizard
Mr. Mark warned them not to go near Old Sally the Wizard, but
the kid wanted to meet Old Sally for himself.
“Hey, kid, lookie here. I have a toy. Hey, kid, I have a good chair
for you. Sit on this energy-draining device, um, I mean comfy chair
right here. Just sit tight, and let me turn on the switch,” Old Sally
cackled.
“I don’t think this is comfy. I will stand up,” said the kid.
“No, don’t,” Old Sally pleaded.
“Actually, I need to go home now. Bye,” the kid said.
“Wah! My one chance, and I missed! Come on!” Old Sally
scowled. “What did I do wrong with my life?”
For days, Old Sally sat and thought. Then, he knew what he had
to do. He would create a new, evil dimension. Soon, he schemed, all
powers would be his.
Vishnu Nair
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The Visitor
It came in
with two heads
and three legs.
It ran past my mom and whacked her coﬀee all over the crossword
puzzle.
It ate our pasta
and insulted my dad.
It kicked the TV
and broke the remote.
It threw a rock at the glass window
and blamed it on me.
It hugged the dog
and gave him a toy.
It waved goodbye
and waltzed out of the door.
I stood there
bewildered, I was
for the visitor had
left behind some sort of colored egg.
Stella V Siegel
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Popular Tigers
I am a tiger, a popular tiger. I live at a place called the “animal
playground.”
Only, it’s not a playground for animals; the animals are the
playgrounds.
Yes, that’s right, little human cubs run around climbing and
feeding us.
I eat only soft food because the humans here removed my front
teeth so I don’t accidentally hurt any of the human cubs.
I am really popular. I take humans on walks on my back, I let
them comb me even though it’s really nasty. The feeding part is
nice. All the humans that take care of me know that I am gentle, so
they let the human cubs feed me by hand.
I do have one friend, who is another popular tiger. Every day, we
compete to see who can get the most visitors. We keep a private tally
in the dirt with our claws.
Though I feel lonely sometimes living in this strange place, I am
thankful for my popular tiger companion.
Tiﬀany Yang
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T

he Language Lions inspired me with their writing. They are so
smart, so funny, so original, and during this pandemic time,
so empathetic to the plight of others. As the children’s poet Jack
Prelutsky once observed, “What kids come up with might be better than what you ask of them.” If we trust our writers to not jump
in to edit, correct, and criticize their eﬀorts, I guarantee magic that
adults can only dream about will ﬂow onto the pages. In honor of
The Language Lions and their love of alliteration, here goes my
tribute:
One day I taught a writing workshop—
guess what I discovered?
Always playful Andres aces “I am from” poem.
Attentive Annabel adores ﬁgurative fantasies.
Astute Ashley perfects personiﬁcation with her plant.
Adamant Ayush adds awesome adjectives.
Helpful Hu-Die has a penchant for shape poetry.
Judicious Joseph just brings joy to all he creates.
Merry Megan chooses cuddling at Christmas.
Studious Shalaan shines a light on super dialogue.

I am immensely proud of the Language Lions, who have taught me
so much, and moved me with their wonderful words.
Terri Schexnayder
Badgerdog Teaching Artist
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Welcome to My World
If you land in my world,
follow the smell of the lemon-scented soap.
You can see the mountains of stuﬀed animals on the bed.
They welcome you to my lab where I create colorful drawings.
Next door, you see the unﬁnished work of my unmade bed.
You discover the white smooth bookshelves sitting in the dusty
corner,
the books spilling out.
If you follow the stories of my books, they lead you to my window
where the weeping willow tree waves at you.
From my window, you look at the bright sun,
its warmth and coziness illuminate the whole world.
You see the white gleaming desk ﬁlled with sharp pointy pencils.
They are freshly sharpened, but no worries—they will not hurt you!
You see the shiny dark pink wall that brings happiness every time
I see it.
You notice the white wood dresser ﬁlled with old clothes,
waiting for a new friend.
On top of the dresser, there are pictures from the fun times in
the past.
You will see me smiling.
Finally, you meet my patient, good listener, and very green friend
waiting for me in this room.
Here I come plant Sally!
Ashley Ara Ko
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I Am From
I am from the super spaceships and racing cars of the LEGO world
I am from parents with warm hugs and ﬁnal warnings
I am from a little sister whose birthday wish is to be older than me
I am from a little brother who tells funny bedtime stories every
night
I am from Austin, the Live Music Capital of the World
I am from India, the country with twenty-two oﬃcial languages
I am from a dreamland of food with pizza, pasta, and rice
I am from a soccer ball that dances at my feet
I am from badminton shuttle I befriended lately
I am from a checkmating chess world
with gambits, openings, and ﬁanchetto moves
I am from a piano world, challenging the stretch of my pinkies
I am from Holy Family Catholic School with uniforms and hymns
I am from reassuring and challenging friends
I am from teachers with amazing knowledge and wit
I am from super science that teleports me to another world
I am from being scared by thunderstorms and spiders
I am from a world of video and Zoom calls
I am from the unforeseen COVID-19 lockdowns
I am from summer breaks and missing my friends
I am from the COVID days of missed long road trips
I am from the imaginary road trips and camping
I am from a fun writing class with amazing friends and teacher
I am from funny and silly comics
I am from reading the amazing National Geographic books
I am from the joy of biking and scootering, especially in the rain
I am from FUN!
Joseph Madathil
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In the Super Soccer World
There are super soccer players
There are huge houses
There are running referees
There are great goalies
There are stupendous strikers
There are dancing defenders
There are mad midﬁelders
There are crying coaches
There are funny fans
There are sad subs
There are funky ﬁelds
There are Athletic Ayushs
The Super Soccer World is the best!
Ayush Hotha

In the Country of Magic
A multi-colored bird sings a tune.
A giraﬀe nips at leaves as big as a peacock’s tail.
But our feathered friend is not a bird.
This magic bird can summon a purple koala named Koko.
And, the giraﬀe is not just a tall giant.
It can turn itself into a pink kitty named Luna.
In the country of magic, clouds ﬂoat on the ground and pigs ﬂy in
the air.
In this land, there are mystical unicorns and yellow bunnies.
Anything you could dream of—anything—
will all come true in the country of magic!
Annabel Olivia Martinez
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I Am From
I am from juicy mangos
I am from mom and dad
I am from Chicago
(well, near Chicago—I was born in Oak Park)
I am from rippling water
I am from hysterical jokes
I am from bewildering books
I am from the inviting pool
I am from searching for bugs in my backyard
I am from fun
Andres Lucas Martinez

The Three Heroes
Luke, a lively lion, Jake, a tough tiger, and, Rosey, a blissful bear.
Were friends from their cub days. They always had the best time
playing together. One day, Luke said, “Let’s go on a nice picnic in
the forest.”
Jake and Rosey agreed and they set oﬀ to the Rain Forest, just a
few feet away from their front door. They searched for a perfect spot
to eat ﬁsh among a beautiful garden of ﬂowers and butterﬂies. But,
when they approached the forest, Jake’s jaw dropped. Ahead of him
appeared a black and rusty forest full of gloom and dampness. Even
its animals dropped their heads in disbelief at how their clean and
lovely home had vanished! The three friends, shocked at how the
forest had changed since the last time they visited a few years ago,
could not stop thinking about it. Rosey ﬁnally announced, “We
should try to save the forest!” And, of course, Jake and Luke agreed.
The friends looked for a peaceful river to ﬁnd water from which
to splash the forest. Discovering one, they realized the pipe to channel the water was on the opposite bank. Jake spotted a raft and noticed the rapid river swooshed quickly. Although scared, the three
climbs onto it. Rosey held on tight to Luke, focusing on how happy
the forest animals will be if she helped complete their mission.
“We can’t turn back now,” said Luke, bobbing up and down. The
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raft started to split, and as they zoomed down the big rapids, they
heard a thunderous Crack!
“HELP!” Rosey screamed.
If it were not for the monkeys who came to the rescue, the
friends would have drowned. With great might, the determined albino monkeys pulled on a rope made from leaves, branches, and
banana peels. Jake, Luke and Rosey escaped the rushing water to
safety. “Thank you so much,” Luke said, expressing everyone’s gratitude. The heroes built a new raft out of the tree branches, and, the
three friends set out again. Along the way, they came upon alligators. Rosey waved and the alligators waved back.
She shouted to them, “Could you help us get to the other side of
the river?”
The alligators yelled, “Let’s do it!”
Jake, Luke and Rosey took turns jumping on the alligators’
backs, moving to the other side. Jake grabbed the pipe and they returned to the raft, skipping across alligator backs as before. They
spread the water using the pipe wherever they could, and forest animals helped reach the places they could not. Together, they cleaned
the forest!
The monkeys cheered and the foxes lifted the three friends into
the air. Everyone was so grateful to Jake, Luke and Rosey for saving their home.
“What can we do in return for your help?” asked the alligator.
Jake spoke up ﬁrst. “Where is the most peaceful picnic spot in
the forest?”
“I know just the right place,” chattered the monkey, motioning
to follow him.
Rosey gasped when she saw the stunning butterﬂy garden—they
were ﬂuttering everywhere. Grass as soft as a green comforter, she
plopped herself down on it. Luke and Jake galloped into the garden
behind her. They shared their salmon, cod, bass, bread, and honey
with their new forest friends. Everyone danced and celebrated the
return to their newly restored forest until nightfall. Everything illuminated with such brightness under the moon. Luke sadly mentioned that it was time to return to their home.
“We will visit every chance we get,” he said as he shook Gary, the
fox’s hand.
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“Thank you again and have a safe journey home,” replied Gary.
The three friends happily walked back home. They sat on the
front porch and sipped on coﬀee as they looked at a picture one of
the albino monkeys took during their picnic gathering. The three heroes were in the middle, surrounded by their forest friends along the
sparkling river. Jake really missed them, but he smiled and shared
with Luke and Rosey, “We can always return to the forest someday.”
And, of course, his friends agreed.
Siya Naik

I Am From
I am from animals in the wild and animals from home
I am from butterﬂies ﬂapping their wings in the wind
I am from gymnastics and bouncing on the couch
I am from nonﬁction books and other great reads
I am from a juicy Japanese apple called a Fuji
I am from black and white and red pandas
I am from Chengdu, Chandigarh, and London
I am from my family and friends who care
I am from plants, food, fruits, and water
I am from my stuﬀed toy bobcat Jadoo
I am from black hair and golden skin
I am from organizing my bedroom
I am from spelling with numbers
I am from fresh baked cookies
I am from typing fun letters
I am from hugs and kisses
I am from playing piano
I am from dead ends
I am from languages
I am from kindness
I am from exercise
I am from milk
I am from love
Hu-Die Patel
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The Argument
Friends Robby and John were always there for each other until one
afternoon when an argument exploded between them.
“Why would you post a picture of me bullying you?” screamed
John, who was much taller than his four-foot friend.
“How many times do I have to tell you! It wasn’t me!” Robby
stared at John, daring him to disagree.
“Then who would send a picture of me bullying you on your account?” John was spitting he was so mad. “You know what, I am
not friends with you anymore,” and he stormed away.
“How many times do I have to tell you . . . it wasn’t me!” shouted
Robby to John’s back, but he didn’t even turn around to respond.
“Yeah, you’re right. We shouldn’t be friends anymore.”
After that ﬁght, they did not talk with each other for more than
two years. They avoided each other at Maplewood School and never
even looked at each other while they played basketball and soccer.
John and Robby gradually found new friends. But Robby’s friends,
Callie, and Charlie, were really kind, and never would bully John
and his friends. John and his friends, however, took a mean turn
in their lives, and bullied Robby and his new friends every chance
they had.
“Enough is enough!” Robby ﬁnally decided. “Let’s come up with
an idea to trick them, okay?” Callie and Charlie agreed and suggested a clever plan to stop the bulling.
John and his friends were bullying Robby outside the cafeteria,
calling him names, because he would not ﬁght them. He just stood
there all limp and weak. But they noticed Robby was not crying.
“Wait a minute! This is not Robby—we’re beating up A
DUMMY!” screamed John.
KA-POW! The real Robby and his friends came up from behind
and slapped them on the head.
“Stop bullying NOW! Don’t pick on us, little kids, old ladies, nobody!” yelled Robby.
“Ouch, no more hitting. That hurts,” whimpered John, who was
not so tough anymore.
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John and his friends looked ashamed and promised to never, ever
bully again.
From that moment, John changed and never bullied any of the
other kids. Instead, he became friends with Robby again and helped
with a hunger charity where families would always be fed. John
also volunteered at the homeless shelters. With the help of his good
friend Robby, John continued to do good work in his community.
Shalaan Umar

Colors of Christmas and Halloween
Christmas is crimson like Santa Claus’s shirt.
Christmas is green like the spectacular tree.
Christmas is white like the fresh snow on the porch.
Christmas is teal like the slippery ice we skate on.
Christmas is brown like the deer pulling Santa’s sled.
Christmas is orange like the dancing ﬁre.
Halloween is red like the dragon’s spewing ﬁre.
Halloween is green like the icky potion in the witch’s stew.
Halloween is white like the ghost ﬂoating in the air.
Halloween is navy blue like the haunted decorations.
Halloween is chocolate like Harry Potter’s broom.
Halloween is glowing orange like the jack-o’-lantern’s eyes.
Christmas and Halloween are black like the night sky with sparkly
stars,
only the December holiday means we can cuddle around with our
family.
The other one is about scavenger hunts with your friends to collect
yummy candies.
Megan Wong
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N O U R A L G H R AO W I is a Middle Eastern writer, born and
raised in Damascus, Syria. She has received a BA in English literature at the University of Texas at Austin and is pursuing an MFA
in poetry at Texas State University. Her poetry and essays have appeared in Dame magazine, So to Speak journal, Mizna literary journal, and Echo literary magazine. Nour writes in hope of changing
the Western view of the Middle East and the Arabic language that
is often viewed as inimical. She also writes about social justice, migrant identity, and what does it means to be an immigrant in an unwelcome place, and ﬁnally she writes about feminism and what it
means to be a feminist Middle Eastern woman.
R O B I N B ISS E T T is a graduate of Trinity University. As a teaching artist for Badgerdog and a marketing and communications intern for the Texas Book Festival, she enjoys sharing stories and
strengthening literary communities in Central Texas.
A DA M E D E L M A N ’s poetry has appeared in Narrative magazine; Deluge; Forklift, Ohio; decomP; Bridge; Metazen; and Barnhouse. He holds an MFA in poetry from the New Writers Project
at the University of Texas at Austin, where he received a fellowship
from the Michener Center for Writers. He lives in Chicago, Illinois,
where he is a PhD student in creative writing at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
ZO Ë FAYS T I N DT is a poet with roots in both the French and
American south. An incoming student of Iowa State’s Creative
Writing and Environment MFA program, her work has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize and has appeared in ﬁelds, the Indianapolis Review, Winter Tangerine, and others. She’s a part-time river
dog with a love of birds and a dangerous weakness for peanut butter.
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J E N N Y FL E M I N G received her MFA in creative writing from
Texas State University this spring. She received the Mamie E. Smith
scholarship from the Texas State English department and a fellowship from the Writers’ Colony at Dairy Hollow. She won a Writers’
League of Texas manuscript contest for her memoir and recently completed a short story collection. Jenny has embraced many roles over
the years, including programmer, business owner, college instructor, and parent. One of her favorite roles is creative writing teacher.
J E M G O U L D I N G has a BA in English, and an MA in applied
theatre from Goldsmiths College. She is a published poet, playwright, and ﬁlm director. She has also acted on professional stages
in Austin, Atlanta, and New York. Jem composed two new workshops for Badgerdog this year: “Words Aloud” and “Making the
Cinepoem.” Her passion is teaching the “moving metaphor”: combining poetry and ﬁlmmaking. Jem has made six poetry ﬁlms, four
documentaries, two ﬁctional narratives, and many music videos,
which, to her surprise, seems to impress her students to no end. Jem
has lectured performance writing, theatre, and ﬁlmmaking at Goldsmith College and Central Saint Martins School of the Arts and
has directed Youth Theatre in New York, San Antonio, and London. Her performing art and ﬁlmmaking practice are often rooted
in social and restorative justice. Her ﬁlm Lines in the Sand is a collective account of child migrants who were detained at the USA/
Mexico border and was recently honored by the UN. She is a selfself-professed Greek mythology and Shakespeare addict and loves
nothing more than helping young people ﬁnd their true voice: from
poetry to plays.
Originally from Kansas City, R AC H E L G R AY has taught English
in Spain and has worked as an English professor in central Texas. A
Jayhawk, Rachel is the recipient of the Vic Contoski Creative Writing Award and the Helen Rhoda Hoopes Award, among various
other scholarships and grants for her writing. Her ﬁction has been
published in Two Serious Ladies and Hobart. She lives in Austin and
works as a public school teacher.
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M I K E H E R R is a writer from St. Louis, Missouri. He has worked
as a music journalist and toured the country as a DIY musician. He
is a recent graduate of the Michener Center for Writers at the University of Texas and currently at work on a book of linked stories.
K B is a Black queer genderless poet, educator, organizer, and student aﬀairs professional based in Austin, Texas. They have earned
many fellowships and publications, most notably from Lambda Literary, The Watering Hole, and Cincinnati Review. When they’re not
on stage or in the page, they serve as program coordinator for the
Gender and Sexuality Center at the University of Texas at Austin,
teaching artist for the Austin Library Foundation, and founder/lead
organizer of Interfaces. Catch them talking sweetness and other
(non)human things online @earthtokb.
Poet for Hire, J E N A K I R K PAT R I C K , is editor of the poetry anthology Writing for Positive Change for the Boys and Girls Clubs of
Central Texas. Jena tours nationally as a member of the Trio of Poets. She writes poems for clients worldwide. Her work in the classroom was featured in Teachers and Writers Magazine. Jena lives in
the country with her husband, cat, and about 50,000 happy bees.
M A R ISS A M AC Y is an Austin-based ﬁction writer, ﬁlmmaker,
and improviser. Her experiences nannying and teaching writer’s
workshops for young writers sparked a passion for making kids
laugh and helping them on their journeys as writers.
S E A N PE T R I E writes poetry and children’s ﬁction. As a founding member of Austin’s Typewriter Rodeo group, he has written
over 20,000 poems, including weekly ones for KUT radio. His poetry books include Listen to the Trees (Documentary Media 2020)
and Typewriter Rodeo (Andrews McMeel 2018). He’s written several middle school adventure books for Fountas and Pinnell and
has a middle school daredevil series (Jett Ryder) for North Star Editions coming out in 2021. Sean graduated with an MFA in writing
for kids from Vermont College and a law degree from Stanford. He
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loves teaching for Badgerdog! He also teaches legal writing at UT
Law School. More at www.SeanPetrie.com.
A L I R I E G E L is an Austin-based writer and editor originally from
the mountains of Western North Carolina. She is a third year MFA
candidate in ﬁction at Texas State University and serves as the content editor for Porter House Review. This is her second summer as a
Badgerdog teaching artist.
T E R R I S C H E X N AY D E R found her passion for writing when
she was a young girl, creating neighborhood plays and short stories. She continued to communicate eﬀectively through the written word during her thirty-plus years in advertising, helping corporate, nonproﬁt, and state clients. Her favorite writing moments
since 2008 have been spent with Badgerdog students to help them
ﬁnd their voices. Schexnayder is a graduate of St. Edward’s University, English literature, summa cum laude. Her ﬁrst book, A Majestic History: 100 Years of the Paramount Theatre, was just released and
its sales support the beautiful landmark.
E VA SU T E R is a writer and theatre artist based in Austin, Texas.
Hailing from the Great NorthWest, she was a founding member of
the Working Theatre Collective, a DIY-based company dedicated
to the production of new and devised works, in Portland, Oregon.
An alum of the Great Plains Theatre Conference and the WildWind
Performance Lab, Eva was Theatre Masters’ Visionary Playwright
of 2015. Medusa, A Perfectly Normal Girl was awarded the Portland
Drammy for best new play in spring 2011 and the Oregon Literary Arts Fellowship in Drama in 2012. Back here in Austin, Eva is
a frequent collaborator in the 14/48, and Hold Me Well (Bay Area
Playwright’s Finalist) received its premier in 2015 with Shrewd Productions. By night she concocts concoctions and repeats the same
dumb jokes—while slinging drinks and ﬁne fare at L’Oca d’Oro.
LOA N T R A N is a graduate of the New Writers Project at the University of Texas at Austin. She writes poems.
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Originally from Connecticut, R E N E E T R OX L E R adopted Austin
as her hometown roughly ﬁfteen years ago. Currently, she works as
a behavior/special education teacher in the public schools. She loves
this work, but she cherishes her summers when she can devote her
free time to a myriad of creative endeavors. This includes fanning
the ﬂames of inspiration and curiosity in the minds of our young
creators at Badgerdog. This also includes reading and writing in a
wide variety of genres and mediums. While she is currently pursuing her MFA in playwriting, she also enjoys writing screenplays and
ﬂash ﬁction.
AU B R E Y WA R D is a poetry MFA candidate at Texas State University. He completed his BA at the University of Houston, during
which time he studied and interned abroad in New Zealand and
served as poetry editor for Glass Mountain, UH’s award-winning
undergraduate literary journal and host of the annual Boldface
Conference for Emerging Writers. During his undergraduate years,
Aubrey also worked as a Global Ambassador for International Studies Abroad (ISA) and volunteered as a UH Global Guide, helping
to inform and assist students interested in taking their education
worldwide. Fueled by his deep care for writing and literature, Aubrey has fallen in love with teaching as a way of sharing his passion
with others. He works as a Badgerdog teaching artist and teaches
ﬁrst-year writing at Texas State.
V I R G I N I A W O O D R U FF teaches English, writing, and ﬁlmmaking. Originally from the Philadelphia area, she’s lived all over
the country but is happy to call Austin home. She has a BA in English from the University of Pennsylvania, an MA in English from
UT Austin, and an MFA in ﬁlm directing from UCLA. Her essays
have been published in the Washington Post, the Huﬃngton Post,
Brain, Child, and more.
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Badgerdog, a program of the Library Foundation, is a creative writing program
based in Austin, Texas, that brings professional writers into schools and
community spaces to lead writing workshops with people of all ages and skill
levels, inviting them to examine the techniques of literary artists and experiment
with language to communicate experience and meaning. With all of our programs,
we strive to publish the work of participating writers online and in print. We also
celebrate the writers in our programs with reading events on school campuses, in
libraries, and in venues throughout Austin.
www.austinlibrary.org

The Library Foundation is a 501(c)(3) independent, nonproﬁt corporation.
By joining the Library Foundation, you help ensure the Austin Public Library’s
ability to provide the entire community with invaluable access to information and
knowledge. To donate or become a member, visit www.austinlibrary.org, email
info@austinlibrary.org, or call 512-542-0076.
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is an anthology of work written by third- through sixthgraders who participated in creative writing workshops
provided by the Library Foundation’s Badgerdog Creative
Writing Programs.
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CO V E R A R T: Taneesa Panigrahi is a fifth grader at Lake Pointe
Elementary. She enjoys making art, reading, playing the piano, and
violin. Her pastel art, Underneath the Stars 2020, was inspired by
Vincent Van Gogh’s famous piece, Starry Night.
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conducts a broad range of programs and activities that support our
library in numerous and diverse ways. Many of the Library Foundation’s
programs are devoted to literacy, reading, and increasing the entire
community’s access to information and knowledge.
www.austinlibrary.org
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